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INTRODUCTION

On March 18-20, 1982, the Conference on Spanish for Bilingual

Careers in Business took place at H,oyt Conference Center on the

campus of Eastern Michigan University. This first-of-its-kind con-

ference attracted well over 100 college and university teachers from

35 states, interested in the deVelopment of commercial-Spanish

courses and programs, ag well as students, administrators, authors

and publisher's representativeb. The purpose of this unique gathering

was to promote an exchange of ideas which would facilitate the

development of university-level programs to help meet the need for

bilingual professionals in our commercial establishment.

Such programs have the potential of attracting large numbers

of new students 'to the study of foreign languages and international

affairs. For example, three yeara after the development of the

Language and International Trade Programs in Freneh. German

and Spanish at Eastern Michigan University, the Department of

Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies boasted more then 300

majors in this new field. These EMU programs, which have con-

tributed to a remarkable increase in foreign-language course enroll-

ment averaging 40% each year since 1979, now serve as mode)s for

other schools where similar revitalizations are under way.

Increasingly, foreign-language F:ducators are planning and
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implementing courses and programs in business Spanish at colleges

and universities across the nation. In order to facilitate the develop-.

ment of these new programs, which represent a major new direction

in foreign language education in the United States, the present volume

/f conference papers has been prepared.

This collection of essays represents the only comprehensive

source of information on the present stale of this new field in this

country. The range of topics is wide. Those seeking justification

for the creation of such courses and programs will find articles on

rationale, containing arguments which may be advanced to help

convince reluctant colleagues and adMinistrators of the vital importance,

the academic value and the financiali soundness of these endeavors.

Present and future prospects for employment of graduates is fully

explored, with regard to employme in domestic firms in areas

with concentrations of Hispanics such as Miami, and to careers

with companies doing international trade and with multinational corpo-

rations. Practicing professionals responsible for successful programs

explain their ideas and experiences 'on funding possibilities for the

development of such programs. Many papers give details of program

components. and requirements , together with course descriptions. 0 ther

presenters discuss existing textbooks, materials and Leaching techniques

with which they have personal experience. Presentations on proficiency

testing and cooperative education programs, both domestic and foreign,



round out the volume.

Great are .the difficulties facing present Spanish teachers, whose

background normally includes no training in business Spanish, as they

create and implement courses in commercial Spanish and Hispanic

business practices. The exchange of ideas is essential in the teacher's

process of learning.what things must be taught and developing methods

for doing so. In a spirit of cooperation, we met and shared our

perceptions during the conference. In the same spirit of encourage-

ment, the present volume is presented. My best wishes for success

to all who approach this collection of papers seeking help in your

efforts to establish programs in this new and exciting field.

G.M.V. June, 1982
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ESSAYS 011 THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESS-SPANISH CURRICULA:
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IMPLENENTING' PROGRAMS IN BUSINESS SPANISH:

RATIONALE, FUNDING AND STRATEGIES
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND THE BUSINESS WORLD: A CLOSE PARTNERSHIP

Most of our liberal arts institutions present similar approaches to

t%e teaching of language and literature. The first two years are spent

in perfecting the four traditional skills of listening, sPeakinc:, reading

and writing. Upper division courses, designed for language majors, focus

on literature, civilization and cultUre. While respecting this general

scheme of the college's operation, a series of carefully selected courses

in Business and Foreign Languages can be added to the language program.

it.is not difficult to see the complementary nature of the two

disciplines, i.e. a sound training in a foreign language should preve an

asset in business and reciprocally, a business background should ena'ule

a student to put the foreign language to good, practical use.

Why should we internationalize our schools? We are in an era of

career exploring. Students are increasingly anxious to enter fields with

job promise. Furthermore, in doing this we promote a better understanding

among present and future leaders of different nations. International

hostilities will also be reduced. Our students will be aware spr ie socio

economic, political, and organizational climates in different countries.

For many years the student majoring in Spanish has entered the job

market as a teacher in public schools, but more and more students realize

that they have to compere for jobs in other fields, and, therefc.re, th,_?y



combine foreign-languages with other disciplines, especially business.

In his book The'Tongue-Tied American Confronting The Foreign

Language Crisisl, Congressman Paul Simon presents an example of the

consequences of the negligence in the study of foreign languages. He

states that a college in Illinois in 1969 had 900 students and one French

teacher. A decade later, there were 10,000 students and still only one

French teacher.

Unfortunately many institutions of higher education still consider

that the prestige of a department lies not in the success of larwuage

pedagogy of the insuctOr, but in his/her entributno to literary

scholarship. ...aerefore, many language teachr concentrate their efforts

on the publication of papers and in the teaching of courses dealing

mainly with literature. In recent years the interest of students has

shifted from the traditional language learning toward an interest in

how to communicate with people of other countries. They want to have a

working knowledge of a foreign language and to be able to use it in their

fies of specialization.

We may say that there is a gap between what our students have clearly

expressed that they need, and the educational services that the language

department has traditionally provided. While the programs of many colleges

are already making substantive contributions to satisfy these needs, much

more is required for our American students. Yany of them do not realise

what acquiring "it. foreign language actually entails, and the many oyrortunities

that are open to them by achieving proficiency in a foreign languae. We

should inculcate in our students a sense of global perspectives and inter-

national values, but this can only be done by b.:rtter teachr prel.aration,



review and revision of curricular offerings, textbooks, and syllabi;

Many students on our campuses have misconceptions about matters

sUch as the ,legree to which the United States depends on foreign oil

and the reasons for the lack of progress towar4 world peace.

To merely add international references to programs that have

largely existed as domestic concerns, is not going to solve the problem,

nor give a sense of international feeling to our present programs. *One

of our goals should be to lead our students to an awareness and acpreciation

of the multicultural world in.which we live. After all, international-

,

studies is synonymouS with multicultural stUdies, and, therfore, one

must go from literature and the arts to the customs of daily life, from

the spiritualism of'religious thought to the secularism of the marketplace,

etc.

It is essential that those colleges and universities that want to

promote global dimension within their institutions should incorporate

an international concept into almost every major course of study. This

is especially true in -Programs with an international orientation, such as

Political Sciences, History, Anthropology, Social Work, and Economics.

Just by perusing through college catalogues, one can establish which courses

are taught on campus with that emphasis.

For this we need, of course, the cooperation and commitment of our

campus administrators. College faculty need to be given broader opport

ties to review their professional preparation, in order to be up-to-date

in the international-issues. According to an American Council of Education

study, and also according to the Presidential CommiSSion on Foreign

Languages and International,Studies, oV all th ,. certified teacherzin the

United States, Jnly 5% have received education or training in international



subjects. Certainly no language department can afford to have members

who are themselves not fluent in the language that they teach. Unfortu-

nately, many high school teachers are unfamiliar with international

affairs.

As a result, a vast majority of our high school sttdents graduate

without an adequate view of the world, and most of the time they did not

even have a course in world geography after twelve years of studies. I,

of dourse, favor strengthening foreign language studies at the elementary

level, and increasing the requirements in foreign languages at the secondary

school level. Those are the best years for a person to master a language.

If in our institutions we do not include in our offerings courses

'directly related to international problems students will go to their

professional lives without the least idea of the modern international

world that they are about to face. Somewhere their education will have to

provide them with the necessary knowledge to be successful in a twenty-

century society.

One can make two strong arguments for the establishment of an inter-

national studies program. The first is, of course, that such a curriculum

widens the intellectual horizon of all stUdents, and, secondly, that this

combination of language and business courses is more attractive to many

students than a straightforward foreign language program.

Educational imperatives, as well as political and economic demands,

call for a return to language study and international learning as an

essential part of a college curriculum.

It is a fact that American manufacturers explore new markets abroad, .

and that, at the same time foreian investors are r.xpanding their economic

ventures in our country. These new markets require specially trained .



- personnel, capable of dealing in several languages and cultures simulta-

neously.

The increasing importance of foreign trade and the developing of

multinational firms present excellent Opportunities to the graduate trained

in both business and foreign language. A new and growing job market,

demonstrated by the number of classified advertisements placed in leading

newspapers, awaits those qualified, and offers the experience of travel

abroad and excellent remuneration. Therefore, we must prepare our students

to function in this multilingual economic world, and not, simply in a

domestically-oriented economy.

The policy of our government today tends to increase our exports in

order to stabilize the balance of payments, and to halt the devaluation

of the dollar. Therefore, many companies are opening many offices abrcad

in an attempt to capture new markets or expand the existing market. Many

times these companies have to employ a person in the foreign country

because they do not have in their employ Americans who speak the language

in their employ.

It must be said that while there are some 10,000 English speaking

JaPanese businessmen in the U.S., there are less than 900 Americans in

Japan who speak Japanese. Therefore, many American businessmen who rarely

speak a foreign language, must compete in overseas markets with entrepreneurs

who speak several languages.

In 1977 the Presidential Commission on Foreign Language and Inter-

national Studies was sponsored by Congressman Paul Simon (Dem. Ill.), who

discovered after he was late: for an appointment with the late President

of Egypt Anwar el-Sadat, that not one of the four embassy staffers

1 t)
L
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escorting him could speak Arabic to their Egyptian drivers. The events

in Iran have taught Us the cost of self-imposed ignorance. Apparently

only 6 out of the 60 U.S. Foreign Service officers spoke Farsi, not

including the Ambassador, while Iranian students wrote their messages

in English.

The Commission reports Ameridanst scandalous incompetence in foreign

languages,, and also explains our dangerously'inadequate understanding of

world affairs. It stated that our schools graduate a large majority of

students whose knowledge and vision stop at the American shoreline, whose

approach to international affairs is provincial, and whose heads have been

filled with an astonishing amount of misinformation.

The Presidential Commission on Foreign Language and International

Studies has found that 100,000 jobs were propably lost to foreign nationals

because Americans could not speak foreign languages.

The United States no longer holds a monopoly in the world of industry,

commerce and diplomacy. The need for a knowledge of foreign languages can

be divided into two areas: one abroad and the other domestic.

More and more American firms are expanding their markets abroad and

this requires an increasing need for bilingual personnel in those firms

engaged in business with foreign countries. Many, of our 500 largest corpora-

tions earn more than half their profits overseas. Foreign companies now

invest more than 30 billion directly in business here and want to hire

Americans fluent in foreign languages. Furthermore, the United States is

the fourth largest Spanish-speaking country in the world. We arc closa to
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becoming bilingual. In addition, many foreign enterprises are

opening faotories and offices in the U.S., seeking the advantage of the

devaluated dollars, thus creating an excellent opportunity for those

who could command a major foreign language.

"People seeking employment in an international firm and/or a firm

that does business abroad will have an excellent dareer opportunity

in this country if they are bilingual, as we can see in the many

newspaper ads. A three year survey of the New York Times want ads

indicates employment opportunities in foreign language/business in

many fields. Big busineas has become international in scope and needs

overseas representatives as well as bilingual personnel in the United

States. It oan no longer be safely assumed that all business dealings

will be in English. Personnel are required at all levels - executive,

managerial, technical, and secretarial - and for many of these_positions

language skill is a requirement; for others, it is a useful plus.

The type of company that needs management staff with foreign language

skills and business training varies from the oil and aerospace industries

to manufacturers of metal supplies, jewelry, textiles, pharmacuticals,

etc. PositiOns are open in management, advertising, marketing, and many

other facets of business. Hotel managers are needed for the expanding

foreign market.

Banks need foreign language skills among their emuloyees; this

includes officers, auditors, correspondents, analysts, administrative

assistants, and many other positions. Some banks hire Spanish speaking

personnel for branches_ in Spanish speaking heighborhoods.
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Most of the foreign corporations are not looking for language

majors alone, but rather for graduates who, in addition to their

professional qualifications, also have sufficient foreign language

skills to communicate with their nonAmerican staff at the home office.

The government of the U.S. is the largest employer for people with

foreign language skills besides business and industry, and it pays better

salaries to those with competence in foreign language.

Some need bilingual employees for international business only.

Administrative assistants and bilingual secretaries'are in great demand,

especially in export and import firms. '"ht,se offer higher zalaries than

the average for English language employees, and are often the first step

to interesting, higher level jobs.

Languages that are in great demand in business include French, Spanish

and German. French is needed not only for dealing with France, but with

the many French speaking countries throughout the world. French is the

language of 5, million Canadians, and the Province of Quebec will deal

only in the French language. Haiti needs bilingual business pople for

their one million inhabitants. Many African countries which were once

colonies of France or Belgium use French as the common language of business

and.commerce, such as Zaire (the former Belgian Congo).

French is the second language of educated Arabs, and easier for

Americans to learn than Arabic if they wish to communicate with Arabs or .

learn something of their culture. It is a more pertinent vehicle for

Black Studies than Swahili, since it is spoken by many more Africans.

We may say that in the future there will be more people speaking French
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outside Europe than there are in the Old World. We used to see it

as the sole expression of sophisticated European cultures, but that

is not longer true.

Ranault, a French company, has bought American Motors. There are

large French banking companies in San Francisco and New Orleans. Spanish

is used throughout Spain and Latin America. It is also the second

language of the Philippines. Many mainland companies have established

factories in Puerto Rico and need bilingual managerial personnel. There

are many bilingual opportunities in the United States itself, especially

in the New York, New Jersey area. Companies such as nercedes Benz and

American Hoechst provide in-house German classes, paying tuition for

employees who 111 ma-can Only awne t at othLr

companies either hire'native Germans or find the rare American who is

bilingual. West Germany is a very prosperous European nation, and is

expanding throughout the world, including the United States. According

to the German-American Chamber of Commerce in New York, there are now in

the United States more than 1,050 German-owned companies employing

approximatelir 200,000 persons.

There is no doubt that Japan is one of the world's leading economic

powers nowdays, and this is due in part to the fact that in Japanese

schools English is required as a second language. They learn about our

history, culture and even about what we like or dislike. We can not say

the same thing about our knowledge of the Japanese history, culture and,

of course, very few businessmen have a knowledge

words, they know us but we hardly know them. In

business, even when other things are equal, the

the American businessmen at a disadvantage.

Li

of Japanese. In other

the world of international

lack of those azsets placez

'441
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Several embarrassing incidents ::%3u1d be mentioned resulting

from the lack of knowledge of a forei:n language. When Deng Xiaoping,

senior Vice-premier of the People's E.-public of China, came to the

United States in January 1979, Presidr:at Carter had to rely on one of

Deng's own interpreters because the E:ate Department did not have a

single fully competent Chinese trans1or of its own.

At the time Ambassador Adolph 01;.::; was kidnapped and slain in

Afghanistan, the embassy employees w!.-. arrived at the scene could not

speak the Afghan dialect. As another example, we can mention that in

Somalia nobody in the U.S. embassy i. requird [to know the lo(!al language.

The, study of foreign language is indispensable in international

business because many times the trans:-ttion comes out with a differcnt

meaning; for example, in Puerto Rico, ".leneral Motors "Body by Fisher"

came out "Corpse by Fisher", and Chevrolet's "Nova" had to change its

name to "Caribe", because in Spanish "no va" means it doesn't go.

The'knowledge of foreign languagrs and success in business are

clearly interrelated. We must rememb,.r, for instanct-, that Spain enters

the European Economic Community, and %hat commercial and cultural relations

have increased between Latin America lind the United States. We should

put.emphasis on technical terminology in our courses in order to give our

students a more realistic prevaration.

Our major commitment at Monmouth College continues to be with our

traditional language program, but recrznizing the demand and necessity

-
of our students we have developed courses in business French, bbsiness

German, and business Spanish as part of our B.A. in Foreign Lancuage/

Business, along with courses in the culture anu civilizaticn Dr these



:countries. The School of Business Administration recommends

appropriate courses in its domain. We not only should go back to

the basics in foreign language,'but prepare our students for the

future necessities of the world.

Our program falls within the boundaries of institutional goals

while placing minimal drain on present resources. Monmouth College's

stated goal is to provide a variety of programs for its students

including not only the traditional academic disciplines conventionally

associated with a liberal arts college, but also an array of professional

and career-oriented programs. Consequently the College offers a variety

af-attsinese-eours_es_i_and_ov_er the _last Pr yearc the lin sineas_Dapartment

has experienced considerable growth.

Our students have expressed an interest in a Business/Foreign

Language program. Several have attempted a "do-it-yourSelf" Versien--

of it by having a double major in Business and Foreign Language (an

option available only to those few superior students who can handle

such a heavy load of courses), or by minoring in either Business or

Foreign Languages, while majoring in the other. A major-minor

combination, howevyr, is balanced in favor of one field, and gives too

little background to the other. This is what made us organize our program

with 24 credits in Foreign Languages, beginning at the intermediate level,

and 30 credits in Business. At the completion cf the program, competence

is achieved in the culture, literature, history, and language of a foreign

country, as well as in the field of international business.

I have attempted to outline two separate tut interrelated aspects

of foreign language studies. The first, of course, is that 1angu.2c,s are
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an inextricable part of the humanities, and, therefore, are part of the

studY of man. But language is also a practical tool and vehicle for

entering into the field of business at the international level.

We are no longer citizens of one industrial country; we belong also

to a fast growing 'consortium of nations.

Dr. Alicia E. Portuondo

Monmouth College
West Long BranCh, New Jersey 07764
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1
Pau1 Simon, The Tonee -Tied American: Confronting The Forein

Language Crisis, continuum Publishing Corp. (New York, 1980), p. 18.
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A BILINGUAL BUSINESS MAJOR?
by

Kathleen Barger-Merino

The need for language in international trade is evident if we have

learned anything from the example set by the Japanese. They have been able

to saturate aur economy with cars, steel, cameras and calculators, not only

because they produce quality products, but because they can write contracts,

publish technical manuals and advertise to the general public in English,

pri-tingmean_nctdAngif_you cannot re-

lay those concepts to your customer in the languagp he understands best.

However, American businesses are slowly recognizing that the Japanese

and Germans are also saturating the markets of Latin America because they also

communiCate effectively in Spanish. "Effectively" is the key word here; to be

able to function in all aspects of the commercial realm correctly. In September

of 1981, I atttended a conference on International Business Careers sponsored

by the Cincinnati Council on World Affairs for a consortium of eleven priVate

liberal arts colleges in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana. This was sponsored by

Winters Bank, a Chase Corporation, and inclUded participants from other interna-

tional corporations. These gentlemen-emphasized that we are being shut out of

the Latin market because U.S. businesses insist on writing contracts,in English.

Even though the Japanese or German products may not be as'competitiire in price,

they are still being awarded the contracts. This is only logical if one puts

oneself in the position of the foreign client. Would you sign a contract in

which you could understand only the numbers, but not the legal ramifications?

EVen from the home side we face major problems. How do we establish a

credit 1ine for the customer if we can only understand the numbers on his

2.)



S
financial statement, but not the crutial items Such as debits and credits? How

do we collect an overdue bill if the recipient dannot understand our concern in

bringing the matter to a mutually satisfactory conclusion? They are only two

of many problems we must contend with in'the international field. However, we

must also consider the domestic market that is coming into its own rapidly.

Based on 1980 Census figures and trends in Hispanic population growth, mak-

ing them the fastest growing minority (1.8% per year versus .6% for the.blacks

adding up to one million per year in 1.978)1, a large potential.market is being

ignored,or at least no' tapped to its full potential. Current figures indicate

the U.S. is the fourth largest Spanish-speaking nation in the world. Our Hispanic

population in 1980 was over 1,500,000, 6.4% of our total population. This was

a 61% increase over 1970 Census figures and projections for 1990 estimate a

minority of 25,000,000. 2
Time also estimated as many as 70500,000 "undocumented"

aliens3 also contribute to this minority, although they would have not registered
%

with the Census Bureau despite the government's efforts to encourage registration

without risk of deportation. If we were to total these figures, we would have a

minority approaching 9.6%, a very significant portion not to be considered a viable

market by.business.

The buying power of the Hispanic population has been estimated between $30

and $50 billion. In light of current economic conditions, it would seem logical

that business pursue every avenue to make a profit. The problem is how to do this

efficiently and effectively. Although many would challenge that most Hispanics

are bilingual or even monolingual English speaker*, therefore eliminating the need

1
"It's Your Turn in the Sun," Time, October 16, 1978, p. 48.

2Mark Watanabe, "Hispanic Marketing," Advertising Ago, April 6, 1931, Sec. 2, p. 1.
3"It's Your Turn," pp cit., p. 48.
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for Spanish, recent research by Yankelovich, Skelly & White, Inc. on the Hispanic

market gives us some insigAt into why current marketing techniques in English are

not effective. Some of the more interesting results were:

1. "Six out of ten Hispanic adults were born outside the U.S."4

2. "Ninety per tent speak only Spanish and 432 speak only enough English

to function minimally in Anglo society.5 Although bilingual education

has been legislated, current federal and state budget cuts will greatly

diminish opportumities for Hispanics to achieve equal academic success.

IA 1981, only 4.3$ % of full-time college students were Hispanic.6

Attrition rates in high schools are larger for this segment of the popu-

lation and reach as high as 85% in urban ghettos. 7
If this trend con-

tinues, Hispanics will continue to dominate the low-skill job market

and their English skills will be limited. However, they will also con-

tinue to be consumers who will logically buy products advertised in their

media and in their language.

3. Average family incomes range from $11,400 for the Puerto Ricans to

$21,300 for the Cubans. However, almost 30% of HiSpanic households earn

$20,000 or more annually.
8

And according to Time, nearly two-thirds own

their own homes.9

4. Six out of ten felt Spanish media was important, including bilingual

individuals.

4
Yankelovioh, Skelly & White, Inc. Spanish USA, A Study of the Hisranic Market in
the United <States, June, 1981, p. 4.

51= cit.

Alfredo de los Santos, et al., "Chicano Students in Higher Education: Access,
Attrition and Achievement," La Red, No. 41, April, 1981, p. 2.

7It's Your Turn," p. 52.
8
Yankelovich, et al., op. cit., p. 5.

9"It's Your Turn,"p. 52.
10
yankelovich, et al., op. cit, p. 5.
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5. Seven out of ten watch, listen to, or read Spanish media weekly and half

reported the use of Spanish media 50% or more of the time.
11

6. Marketing characteristics included the following in the top three; positions!'

quality, name brand purchases, and brand loyalty.12 It is interesting

to note that price did not appear as important as it would seem to be for

the non-Hispanic consumer.

7. A comparison of luxury product purchases; i.e., color TV stereo equip-

ment, video games, etc., showed Hispanic buying trends to be the same as

or within seven points of the non-Hispanic population.
13

Video-games were

the lowest, however purchases of stereo equipment were higher than that

of the non-Hispanic population.

U.S. News & World ReDort in August of 1981 featured a cover story on the His-

panic population. In that they reported the following consumer statistics within

the Los Angeles area alone. Hispanics purchase 3.5 times as much baby food, 5 times

as much juice, 3 times as much canned spaghetti, 1.8 times as much soft drinks, .

1.5 times as much shampoo and 1.5 times as much beer as their non-Hispanic counter-

parts.
14

Supposedly Budweiser and Miller are fighting over this share of the mar-

ket; but what about Gerber, Minute Maid, Franco American, Suave and Coke? This

should be a natiaral for Coke since its chairman is Hispanic himself.

The implications for business and the media are evident. To reach this mar-

ket more effectively and profitably, it must be done within the media, including

the language And culture, of the Hispanics. The media has made great strides in

this direction. SIN, National Spanish Television Network, has over one hundred

affiliates nationwide. Trade magazines such as Advertising Age and_Sales & Market-

ing Management axe devoting articles and even whole issues to this market.

11
Yankelovichf et al., OP. cit., p. 5.

12
Ibid., p. 12.

13
Ibid., p. 13.

14
Hicpanics Make 71J-.1:: Move," U.S. News 'c.c.c World Report, August 24, p. 63.



U.S. News & World Report as well as Time have devoted cover stories to the His-

panics. Newspapers such as La Raza of Chicago, La Opinion of Los Angeles and

Diario Lab Americas of Miami are only threecfa plethora of Spanish newspapers

soliciting advertisers to reach their Spanish consumers.

Hispanic advertising agencies, such as Hispania of New York, and special His-

panic departments within established agencies are growing in number rapidly to

reach not only this group domestically, but to prepare copy linguistically and

culturally correct for international firms. While attending the Third National
-

Symposium of Hispanic,Business and Economy in the U.S. held in Chicago in November

of 1981, representati from agencies nationwide stated there is a severe shortage

of personnel in their field who not only know advertising, biAt know Spanish and

understand the culture thoroughly so that ads and commezpials have the same impact

on the Hispanic consumer as they do on the non-Hispanic.

The 80's are projected to the "decade of the Hispanics.15 not only in Popula-

tion growth, but also in their impact on politics, education and business. The

Hispanic economy is a very real entity. Hispanic-owned firms number over 200,000

increasing 53% from 1972 to 1977. Black firins increased only 12% over the same

period.
16

They are rapidly moving out of the "mom and pop" class operation into

'corporations, the largest being Goya foods begun in 1 6 with estimated sales of

$105 million in 1979.
17

Other areas of endeavour include construction, chain re-

taining, petroleum auto sales, furniture manufacturing and banking. In Miami alone,

Hispanics control 14 of the 67 local commercial banks. The Hispanics have also

established their own trade magazines, such as His-panic Business and Nuestro 'Busi-

ness Review. Our graduates will have a real place in this expanding economy if

we prepare them for it now.

15"Hispanics Make Their Move," p. 160.

16Ibid., p. 62.

17"The Top 100 Latino Businesr Nuestro, January/February 1980, p. 23.
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At the Dayton conference, the Senior Vice President of Winters Bank told me

one of the major problems he faces is recruiting competent bilingual clerical

employees to do simple tasks such as reading invoices, processing letters of

oiedit and correspondence* In fact, he stated that the name of the game in

the area is "steal the secretary." Bilingual secretaries and clerical personnel

are being stolen away on a continual basis with higher salaries and more benefits.

-

Although managerial positions are fewer, they also face a shortage in this area.

When the firms present were asked for recommendations on'what they sought in

prospeCtive employees, they listed the followings

.1. A liberal arts education.

2. A strong background in language and culture.

3. A sound basis of economics, and accounting for accountants, of course*

They felt with these quAlifications they could make abanker, a saleemanager, an

accountant, a consumer rep,or whatever they needed out of the candidate; but the

language and cultural understanding components were extremely important.

One language professor in attendance stated that there is no real need to

teach commercial Spanish or contemporary culture. Further, that if a student is

proficient in grammar and literature, he can "pick up" the commercial jargon and

survive socially with the cultural background he has gained from literature. I

take strong exception to this based on my awn experience in Spain. I had studied

Spanishlanguage and literature for tix years and taught high school Spanish for

four years before leaving. Fortunately, I had a Spanish culture course in my

undergraduate work which ,was much more valuable than Masterpieces of the Golden Age:

However, in the late sixties commercial language courses were unheard of and I did

not have the vocabulary necessary to understand even the want ads. Another chal-

lenge was filling out an application and even knowing the correct word for appli-

cation. It iook some time to underitand the sexual and age descrimination I faced,

not to mention prejudice against thy "American" English. No matter what one's skills

ou
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work experience,was less than profitable for the firm and personally, somewhat

unsatisfactory. Many expressed to me that had they known they would someday

need foreign language, it would have been much easier to study it in college.

Although researchers differ on optimum age for second language acquisition, most

people become psychologically resistant to second language learning as they grow

older. However, this could also be due, in part, to the amount of time they have

been removed from the academic experience per se.

At the academy I also taught ESL to Spanish businessmen. I thought it inter-

esting and admiral that a culture significantly less industrialized and affluent

than aur own saw the need for its businessmen to be bilingual. Most multinational

corporations in Madrid, 53 of which were based in the U.S., had in-house teachers

of English, German, French, or whatever language was the one used by the home office,

and many of them taught two or more.

Being bilingual in the foreign job market was a definite asset. Bilingual

secretaries could expect to earn 30% to 100% more than their monolingual coworkers.

In 1977, I earned approximately $600 net per month plus I had the use of a com-

pany car including all expenses, even gas and oil. With $600 in that economy at

that time, I was able to spend a great deal of money on travel as my rent for a

two-bedroom furnished apartment was $95 a month. Translators, in particular simul-

taneous translators, were also in great demand and could almost name their own

price. In 1975, the going rate was up to $10 per hour. German and technical

fields commanded even higher fees.

I am by no means, however, suggesting that traditional curriculum does not have

its place in the field of commercial Spanish. In fact, it must be the basis to

build on. But it will not give the prospective business person everything he or

she needs. Everyone should have one ar two literature survey courses as well as

courses in political science and contemporary culture. After all, one can only

discuss the P & L for so long. bowing and after dinner, the conversation will

eventually center around current events, be they political or cultural in natur-.



might be,it's very difficult to impress a future employer with them if you

cannot even express them correctly in his language. The common commercial terms

are not normally included in one's coursework in the traditional curriculum and

often do not appear in the standard student dictionaries used by undergraduates.

Correspondence was another stumbling block once I did secure a job. Learn-

ing how to'say "Sincerely yours," correctly took practice and memorization of

appryximately thirteen words resulting in an extremely flowery closure we would

never use in good business English. When it came to writing government officials,

the jargon became even more complex and flowery. If I had translated anything,

be it a letter or a past due notice,froM good business English directly to Spanish,

I would have not only offended the recipient, but also have confirmed his supposi-

tions that Americans are tactless and culturally deprived )individuals. Brevity

is not of the essence in business Spanish.

"El Canter de Mio Cid" gave me no clue to proper office attire or behavior,

nor did it teach me how to ask for a box of "grapes" from the supply room.

know my coworkers were amused by my gestures and lengthy descriptions. Even though

I made myself understood, how much time could I have saved if I had known the

word for "staples:" Of course these are very simplified examples, but the point

is if I had known commercial Spanish beforehand, I would have saved myself at

least two months of aggravation and some embarrasement.

'During my employment in a Madrid la*age academy I taught intensive Spanish
t

to American businessmen, most of them acimuntants for Arthur Young & Co. These

men were not unlike most American businessmen who avoid the humanities like the

plague in their college, careers. However, most of them felt very frustrated when

,subjected to.an intensive program,such as ours or Berlitz's,where they were ex-

pected to master the language in eight weeks. Of course, the firm paid for their

training, but they lost eight weeks of productivity just learning enough Spanish

to survive. We couldn't begin to tap the surface of accounting terminology nor

.oulture. Most of these me'n spent.two years abroad ard I would suppo3e their forei"gm



In fact, the Spanish-speaking businessma 't This

is considered rude. Also, they want to feel out the visitor to see how well

rounded he it and find out just how knowledgeable he is about the people he wants

to do business with.

Alsolbefore we launch into a course on commercial correspondence, we should

first have a course in composition to build on. One does not learn algebra before

addition, we don't.learn business English before the alphabet, and we should not

approach commercial Spanish in reverse either.

Many administrators would question the advisability of offering a bilingual

business major. However, in these times of decreasing enrollments and higher attri-

tion rates, colleges and universities are competing for fewer and fewer prospects.

We must recognize for financial reasons we can no longer force our students to take

only the traditional curriculum we took. With severe cutbacks, both in federal

and state funding affecting scholarship monies, as well as a general economic de-

cline, fewer students axe attending college and their characteristics and motivations

are much different from the college student of a decade ago. Most institutions are

content with maintaining their current enrollment and if they are lucky enough to

get an increase, it's usually limited to 5% or less. Therefore, we must offer pro-

grams that the students want, within limits of course. We cannot expect-them to

embrace with open arms what we think they should take. Today's college student sees

a degree as a stepping stone to greater financial success,
18

not as a frill or an

opportunity to become a "contributing member of society" as stated in many of our

catalogs. The student can afford to be picky. Everyone wants him JT he meets the

basic admission requirements, and some will take him probationally even if he doesn't.

He, however, will chOose the school that offers him what he wants. This is supported

by the success stories of Once traditional institutions now offering weekend college

programs and night courses for the student employed full time, enabling the school

Caduates of the 80's are Focused on Money, Status," U.S. News World Report,
December 12, 1981/January 4, 1982, p. 87.

341
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to keep its head above the financial water. Since Findlay started its weekend

college in 1979, enrollment has increased steadily and now 122 of 986 full time

students pursue their education this way. Over 25% of them have declared a business

major and most are employed in local businesses, over half coming from firms with

international operations. The traditional student is being edged out by the non-

traditional student, many of these coming from business or preparing for it. Both

and characteristics of today's college students. The traditional 18-24 age group

is opting for less intellectually demanding fields and running for the money in

business. One third of college students axe now 25 or older, of which only 40% do

their studies on campus. The others receive off-campus or in-house trainirg.
19

At Findlay all prospective majors are accumulated on a computer printout for

follow up. Yeai.-to-date figures for the 1981-82 school year throw,h January generated

168 inquiries for the Spanish department, 24 of which declared Spanish/Business as

their field of interest. Although,this figure represents only 14% of the total,

including teaching and social science dual majors, this is a significant number in

relation to our prospective freshman class of approximately 330. Our bilingual busi-

ness major has been in existence officially since 1979, however our first commercial

Spanish course is being offered this spring and the major has been revised in light

of the input we received from business. We anticipate this major will draw more

students in the near future as the word spreads that such a program is available.

Before we generate too many Spanish teachers, we must consider their marketability.

Again, funding cutbacks and decreased enrollments in public and private schools have

meant fewer and fewer teaching jobs. In the calendar year 1981 our placement office

received 550 teaching job postings, three of which were for Spanish and two of those

required a second language or field. Even if one does opt for the traditional language

literature major, at least one course in commercial Spanish could le heneficial.

19
Dennis A. William." et al., "Grownups on Campus", trvcw,,T,-,

PP. 72-73.



Our Title VII recruiter visits schools throughout northwest Ohio. So far in the

1981-82 school year he has visited 40 high schools in the area and mcst of the

Spanish teachers mentioned that they are frequently called upon by local business

to do translations, however they have never had a course in commercial Spanish

and sometimes feel quite incompetent.

The Arizona Daily Star printed an article in August of 1.981 on business and

its effect on ibilingual education. Dean Oyama of Pima Community College stated,

"bilingual education will continue to grow, despite government cutbacks, because

its link to'economic survival' is being recognized."
20

Business is recognizing the need and has given us guidelines for curriculum

development. The jobs are there for our graduates. The Wall Street Journal lists

several with language requirements each week, most of them Spanish. Now it is up

to us as educators to provide our students with marketable skills, not.only for

their own economic success, but for ourmutual economic success as a nation, both

domestically and internationally.

20
Jon Ainsworth, "Business called top force for bilingual education," The Arizona

Daily Star, August 28, 1981, n.p.
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STUMBLIN1 THROTT1H TffE COMMUNICATION CORRIDORS

IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Loren E. Waltz
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Indiana University at South Bend

The need for language competency by United States business executives

involved in international business has been partially masked by the competi-

tive advantage of U. S. firms in the world market place. The language

competency of our trading partners in reading, writing, and speaking English

effectively also reduces the impact of the lack of language skills of U.S.

managers. There are Indications that the long-standing trading advantages

are declining for the U.S. business firms and the need to speak the language

of the customer is increasing. This paper explores sone of those situations

and discusses some partial remedies of a long run nature.

Is Opportunity Scarce?

Students majoring in any discipline may be candidates for an overseas

assignment in the flexible years of their careers. Business studeats with

a concentration in international studies or an introduction io the area of

international business and who have language skills have an even better

opportunity to be tapped for an international assignment. Recent changes in

the United States tax laws regarding taxation of overseas earned income will

once again make it a reasonable investment to have more than a mere presence

in an international overseas business center. Currently, educational institu-

tions have designed programs for living-and studyin; abroad as a part of

their de;ree programs in business and the relatea disciplines. In a recent
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article, Kaminarides and Mullins presented a proiltam-of-study-for- a graduate

degree in business administration that requires the ability to speak d, least

2

one foreign language. The lraduate School of International Business has long

been known for its outstanding language preparation of mature candidates for

an international business assignment. The preponderance of 'evidence reflect-

ing the need for foreign language ability by the practicing business person

in international operations seems not to get the attention of counselors and

ambitious business students until too late in their programs to build the

levels of skills needed.

The Helped Nations Become Our competitors

As will be noted in more detail later, the developing countries have

taken the labor intensive technulogies of the industrial world and set

about producing those products that the mature industrial countries demand

and have the money to pay for. This effective demand within the less developed

countries has generated the base for borrowin: funds from established world

banking sources to buy the higher technololy products of a military and commer-

cial nature. We have become aware of the numerous and oftentimes discriminatory

ncntariff barriers to trade established by countries seeking protection of

their home industries, control of foreign exchange requirements, or the

enrichment of the few in power. In a nutshell, if the U.S. business firm is

to remain competitive with other foreign firms, communications at the several

critical levels is going to have to be as goed as or better than the competi-

tiln. This includes tne quality of the language skills pcssesséd by those

on the cutting edge of competitive situations.

In the past, many successful U. 6. companies have treated their overseas

opportunities as an additional territor:, to become intereste in shouli thin:s
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slow down at home. Latin America has been a prime example. Latin America

3 3G1

keenly feels the U.S. neglect; the European trading partners have seen Latin

America as a valuable opportunity and years ago developed manufacturing

' facilities in selected cities as compared with the extractive industries approach

by the U.S. based industrial company. Aggressive firms from Europe and the

U.S.A. have secured their foothold in the Latin American countries--the

language.leampetent_personnel_ew site.

These certainly have the stronger advantage over the stranger in town who has

trouble finding his way about the city when seeking business contacts and not

being able to communicate in the language of the country. Those who recognize

the difficulty early on have limited opportunity to correct it. (WSJ 16 Feb. 82)

Communications is so much a part of a business executive's total job that

the lack of language competency in the country of business becomes a barrier of

no small consequence whether the relationship is a short contact or whether it

is a long term development and on-site attention to particulars. A number of

international firms are so convinced that communication and cultural under-

standing are the keys to continued success and growth that preference is given

to the placement of qualified native speaking nationals in management positions.

Bilingual language skills in say Spanish and English provide an ideal combination

in the Spanish.speaking nations. In my own area of the country, a vice-president

of Latin American Operations for an international company headquartered in

Germany is a citizen of Mexico, speaks English effectively, and has reading

competency in German. He commented that he does not have to wait for the

translations of communications from the German headquarters office. Assuming

that the translations are accurate, the tone and flavor of the communications

are surely affected in some respects. He has the first level of exposure from

the original communication. When he presides over the management conferences

Liu
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for his Latin American general managers, he can better choose his

Aaglish words, understands the manager s
) backgrounds and concerns, and can

fraternize with them in their own Language. He is rated very effective by his

superiors.

Florida has become increasingly important as the state for the "international

headquarters" offices of U.S. firms doing business in Latin America. A recent

report indicated that over 100 U.S. business firms had selected Miami or-neartty

cities As locations for their U.S. headquarters offices for South America.

The reasons for this are due in part to some of the matters mentioned above

and to the fact that visitng officers from Latin America want to deal with

the home office. In short, a headquarters office with an executive who has

broad powers of decision making to deal and commit is what they expect. The

Florida location meets the needs of the Latin American quite well--easy access

by international travel, world famous attractions, shopping centers for spouse

4and family, recreation opportunities, and an increasing Latin American popu-

lation. Contrast this with Chicago or Ohio location--in the winter months, or

a distant California headquarters location. The border and near border states

with Mexico have similar.advantages in the development of trade with their

foreign neighbor. The early work on the development of international business

interests at the University of Denver at Tempe, Arizona concentrates almost

exclusively on the potential Mexican trade developments. International head-

quarters offiqes will be observed in those areas, also. And they will, be staffed

with bilingual staff and executive officers at discrete levels.

With the foregoing introductory remarks, this paper seeks to pick up wheie

the numerous surveys about the need for competency in foreign latguagesby the

practicing international businessman end. I wish to speak of the opportunities

and the developing opportunities and what educators should be knowledgeable
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about as it pertains to the future of America's competive advantage. Particu-

larly, am I interested in viewing the preparation of America's graduates in

business for careers of service in both domestics and international areas with

appropriate attention to language skills as tools of the profession'.

An interesting article on preparing future executives for the inter-

national job market appeared.in INTERNATIONAL BUSINESSWanuary-February,'1979

p. 19-21)by Dr. W liam Voris, President of the American Graduate School of

International- Manae.077 . He named the types of qualities one would seek in

a person groomed for international assignment and among those qualities waS

the need to "obtain conVersational levels in appropriate second and third

languages.".p.18. The other two major knowledge areas he indicated were for

a depth of knowledge of fields of expertise needed by business representatives

overseas; and, a knowledge of the politics, culture, religion, and economics

of the region. CoMPetency in the language of the country would contribute to

knowledge of the culture of the country.

Two additional articles, one by a president of an international firm,

and the other by two professors at the University of Colorado are instructive.

The first by President Lester Korn, pointed out that chances for overseas

assignment were now greater either very early in the manager's career, or in

very senior positions where respect for position and wisdom of age were very

important. Coupling these kinds of facts with the Professors' article in

Business Horizons suggests that in those organizations involved in foreign

trade, the career paths to top levels of management do require foreign

management experience. (Business Horizons 22: 21-7. Opportunities for Women

in International Business, Nancy L. Thal and Phillip R. Cateora, Professors

of marketing and international business at the University of Colorado.) The

authors suggested that "international management experience may become a

prime requisite for elevation to top management positions which bear, respon-
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,ibility for both domestic and international activittes.":p. 23.) The more

precise thrust of the article was to raise questions about the equal opportunity

concern for women MBAs who need international managerial experience to move

into the positions identified in the foregoing statement, butwho never get the

,opportunity to take assignments overseas because of management's concern

about their effectiveness, safety, acceptability, and stabilitylin such an

assignment.



Level of Job Entrance

International employment is seldom an entry level job. Although we note

above that international assignments most likely come very early in a career

or very late and in a senior position overseas, few new college degree holders

can expect to obtain overseas employment without a proven track record. I

questioned executives and recruiters who had international divisions and over-

sees operations in larger corporations about how they went about identifying

people for their overseas assignments. The regponses in essence were that

they first looked for quality workers in the domestic environment--workers who

had demonstrated good work habits and stability in the home environment. Then

they looked for that additional spark of interest--some evidence that the

potential candidate for overseas assignment would have a continuing interest

in the international operations. Language study and competency were valuable

indicators.

How did they fegard two candidates with equal potential but one.is trained

ia business? One has some college foreign language training; another has a
r

political science background with a language competency in reading and writing

and has learned the essentials of the presedt assignment right on the job.

The response to this two pronged question was cautious. They seemed to say,

"We look to the whole individual first. The candidate trained in business may

not be as well suited for the international business assignment as the political

science major, particularly if the political science major has language

competency.in the country of interest."

The executive indicated they valued employees who would be good communi-

cators--both With the home office and with the post of assignment. This point

was borne out further by a study completed by Dimitris Chorafas, for the

American Management Association. Although I did not press hard for details,

it was evident that the home office expects information, reports, and inter-
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pretations from the overseas manager to a greater extent than from domestic

managers. The manager with language Competency in the country of assignment

has a Mbeh better opportunity to read and understand the national events

about him that shape the course of operatiOns. Thus, in the job market the

candidate with language training and political science backgrounds in addition

to their occupational speciality would appear to have a considerable com-

petitive edge over those who have but one of thess,qualifications. But seldom

would they expect immediate overseas assignment without proven work experience.

Let's explorethis a bit further...like reading between the lines. The
4

factor that kept emerging was interest in international activities. The

business graduate who began to demonstrate good skills and understanding in

the financial and accounting documents area and whose knowledge of inter-

national accounting rules and U.S. regulations regarding international operations

was not wasting his/her demonstrated traits on those managers who have to

select people for home.office, international assignments as well as off-shore

assignments.

The political science major with specific language skills working in a

documents department and reading the letters, contracts, and other communica-

tions ai a part of say other job assignments, can create a reputation for

knowledgeable performance as well as attain "visibility". Visibility in a work

situation can be a facilitator or merit when it comes time for selection of

people for special task assignments. If the employee's work in the language

area is of acceptable quality and the personality of the person fits well

with the organieation and their other capabilities are acceptable, then the

potential for being given greater international responsibilities are excellent.

Continued language training and develdement of international knowledge may be

an option through tuition'reimbursez.ent programs for company approved

educational courses.
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A person in such an assignment may have the opportunity to meet visitors

to the firm from foreign posts. Research indicates that the more successful

international firms have a steady flow of host country managers visiting the

home offices forthe very valuable face to face communications and policy

,

discussions.
* A candidate who recognizes the opportunity to create favorable

impressioni by rendering management services to both the visitors and the home

office because of his/her knowledge of the language, customs, and politics is

building a base for fUture international opportunities as their skills and

knowledges add to the home office effectiveness.

We may be interested in a phenomenon that is occurring in international

operations. That phenomenon is the reverse of what has usually happened in

U.S. fims operating overseas units in,the recent past. In the inmediate post-

World War II era, the United States had the greatest opportunity to gear up to

meet the world demands for consumer goods and heavy industry requirements for

machinery and equipment as ieplacement for the destruction in Europe and Japan

and Korea and other emerging industrial centers. The pent-up demand for

consumer goods at home was the first priority. However, there'were other

forces at work that highlighted tremendous international opportunities. The

Marshall Plan for the reconstruction of European countries and the United

States Government economic aid programs to the developing nations fired up the

industrial engines in the United States. Opportunities for U.S. firms to

establish production facilities in the friendly nations of the world at the

time created demands for*U.S. managers to staff these facilities. Inter-

national programs in colleges flourished, and language training was in

considerable demand. Such activities by business and government, working.

under favorable host country laws was a golden age of opportunity. The export

of huge quantities of grain by the United States to the developing nations

ravaged by war and neglect by the colonial powers stimulated the manufacturer
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at home of farm equipment and its related spin-off of the increased purchasing

power of the farm population for goods and services. Many firms acted as if

the expanding econbmic conditions would continue forever.

All the good works of the U.S. in providing capital (money and equipment)

7

to build efficient steel plants, factories and to train Oalified managers

is one of the great success stories of the century. Our national generousity

and our eagerness to spread the industrial revolution to the new emerging

nations, to help the old established nations, and to train their managers and

workers to be effective producers will be one of history's records of great

achievements.

The nations recovered well. They adopted U.S. technology and management

techniques and learned how the Americans marketed their products. Now the

tables began to turn and the industrial process of the developing world was

released to assist the demanding world. This is known as competition. The

growth demands in the U.S. for steel, for shipping, for minerals, and

especially oil and consumer goods were not lost on the foreign companies. With

their more modern U.S. equipment, their access to cheaper labor, and ocean

transportation, the impoverished industrial nations became effective competitors.

As their skills and knowledge increased, so did their accumulation Of financial

strength--they accumulated millions and millions of dollars in reserves for

which they needed a stable country for investment that was safe. OPEC countries

are a recent example of "such" developing countries. Idle cash is the worst

thing that any company can have in its inventory. The U.S. was that place.

That was where the action was and where there was great promise of success.

So, the obvious pattern of things began to happen. Foreign companies

with excess funds looked to the United States as a place for investment. As

the nation with the most stable government in the world and with-relatively

simple ownership regulations imposed on the.foreign ownership, money flowed

from foreign companies with limited investment teturns or potential to the U.S.

4116



from foreign companies with limited investment returns or potential to the U.S.

Where higher returns were the rule. The corporate stock available for purchase

was undervalued by the market mechanics in comparison to the real value of the

plants, equipnent, and real estate. This situation represented an unequaled

opportunity to invest tereign aimed funds in U.S. plants. Controlling

interests were purchased in companiae-effeetive offers to purchase the

entire company were so very attractive that wise owners just couldn't turn

down. AdditianalY;-successful foreign companies established factories and

distribution centers for their products in the U.S. The foregoing account is

a very encapsulated account designed to lead up to the point that we have a

reverse situation that suggests that the need for language trained U.S.

executives has increased. The following section describes some typical

situations.

Changing Situations

It would be interestingmaybe, alarming, to identify the number of U.S.

firms that are awned in part or wholly by foreign firms. -For-example, the_

world's largest petroleum company, British Petroleum, formerly owned 49% of

the exploration rights in Alaska before oil was discovered in the qualities

now known to exist. In subsequent years before the pipeline was finished B.P.

needed cash for its other operations and so sold a good portion of its right

/to drill to Standard Oil of Ohio--a subsidiary of B.P. SOHIO ilas "struck it rich"

and is now faced with pte massive task of just how to invest its funds from

extremely profitable operations in Alaska.

The U.S. G. ernment redently tabulated the ownership by foreign firms of

U.S.. companies engaged in or related to national defense work. Some 300
--

companies with foreign ownership of five percent or more of the company's

assets were identified. A firm with 51 percent ownership has positive control

over the activities of the firm. However, subsidiary firms may be from 5% to
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51% controlled '.)y a foreign firm. If any subsidiary of a domestic firm that is

partially owned by a foreign company engages in government defense work of

any nature, the Federal U.S. Government then must intervene to assure that

classified information does not become available to foreign owners. (It is

interesting to observe that foreign firms are frequently owned by their national

government!) The point of referring to these 300 firms is to suggest that

this is the tip of the iceberg, so to.speak. Although U.S. firms have same

$245 billion invested in direct investments in foreign countries and the
1980 (WSJ, Feb. 18, 1982) Sec 2, p.25

foreign countries have some$65.4billionAinvested in U.S. firms, the difference

is gradually changing to increase the latter figure. The projections suggest

that increasing foreign investment in the U.S. will be the pattern for the

future.

In a Wall Street Journal editorial, Grace Hechinger (1/10 24-3, 1980)

deplored the fact that America has never developed its citizens' capacity to

speak foreign languages or gained a sophisticated understanding of other

countries. "Scandalous incompetence in foreign language..." she reported.

Some of us who have to read student papers would likely add, "English, too."

Foreign Banking Interest in U.S. Cities.

Foreign banking interests are particularly noticeable in the major

national trade centers. President Korn (p. 43) reports that "Major U.S.

cities are cluttered with foreign bank branChes and the want-ad sections of

metropolitan newspapers boast a fair share of offerings by foreign multi-

nationals seeking American "nationals" to staff their U.S. operations.

Executive Search Adi.

A review of the executive search ads in the Wall Street Journal on any

. day usually will reveal one or two announcements of firms seeking a person

with, say an M.B.A. (Masters of Business Administration) and containing



statements like the follOwing: "Language skills beyond English and some

experience in foreign trade are necessary." Others will suggest that a foreign

educated permanent resident of the U.S. with appropriate language skills and

MBA type educational qualifications may find their offer to be an excellent

opportunity for the qualified person to obtain the exciting type of position

he/she is ready for.

Opportunities Thrown Away.

The 1980 Business Bulletin reported that, "Some banks turn away customers

from abroad. Lakeshore Bank and Allied Oklahoma Bank of Oklahoma City began

refusing accounts of non-citizens. Officials say they couldn't cope with the

___Are.as-ine-re-tharr-2T0etrioreign students." This is only one illustration of

the lost opportunity experienced by hundreds of business firms which cannot

cope with the foreign inquiry they can't read, or,JUst don't want to be

bothered with. Some businesspersons, it is repdted, have simply tossed such

unreadAbles in the waste basket--never know what the opportunity for

profitability may have been. Even to co ider translations was just too much

bother.

The Wall Street Journal in a rst page article, wrote this about Tork,

Inc., Mount Vernon, N.Y. maker photoelectric controls, "Tork, with

annual sales of $14 milli built a small plant in Mexico 10 ye rs a;o.

"But we redly don't halt ,the resources to ore:ate it as we should."

rir. White says. "We c 't hire enou;h people to speak Spanish, do the

proper research or ev uate "risks. I love workinl in Nexico, but in

retrospect, we prob ly shouldn't have aone it."

(WSJ F 16 82, VOl. LXII NO. 86 p. 1)

a



A Crowing Oppirtunity.

The casual reader of international events
reported in the national

magazines and newspapers will be aware of the frequent reference to the

"balance of payments" and
particularly will be alert to references about the

"current account balances." Most citizens are generally knowledgeable of the

inflow of foreign produced merchandise, automobiles,
textiles, and almost

any other product that is in mass demand that requires manufacturing skills.

They are quite aware that the share that the United States manufacturers

I -
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/141v
e of the domestic market has to be measurably less and,surmise that the

international market likewise is in decline for such products. They also

7/74Understand that these facts of the marketplace translate into fewer jobs for
,-/

American workers.

On the otherhand, almost unnoticed, there is a rapidly growing "export"

of "services"--sometimes referred to as the invisible exports. A recent Wall

Street Journal
*
article reported on the nature and extent of such exports. The

article reported that the dollar value of servides exports contributes $12

billion to the trade surplus, and is equal to 40% of the trade in goods only.

It is interesting to note the types of service "exports" identified because

they involve communication among people at the action levels rather than the

strategy levels as is most common with the "visible" exports. The services

exported included: tourists visiting the United States, ship-fihndling fees

at the port of entry for a Japanese ship carrying Japanese manufactured

autos, licenses issued to foreign firms to use U.S. patents and technology;

investment income derived from American ownership of assets abroad; insurance

contracts; instruction by U.S. plant representatives and specialists to foreign

firms or governments, accounting firms services, medical treatment and

clinical technology, and management services charged for operating firmsewfted

by governments; consulting; legal services, ... all are "exports" ancrrepresent

sources of income for residents in the United States.

The Wall Street Journal report suggested'that the rate of growth of the

service exports had increased rapidly since 1970 and had reached a level of

some $45 billion by 1981, a level that may not be exceeded because of certain

counteractions the host governments will take to reduce their own inbalances

of trade. The implication for educators at this point in our conference seems

fairly clearthat these types of exports involve people talking to people,

writing to people, and reading communications and publications in order to
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accqzip1ish the company or individual of profitability objectives. When one

considers that 40 percent of the earned income of one of the major Big Eight accounting

firms is derived from international operations, the implication for language training

seems clear. The communicator who can speak and read the language of the

client/customer and uses it as an additiaaal tool for satisfying the needs of

the custaLer undoubtedly will have a competitive advantage in the marketplace.

The signal seems clear to the business seeking an advantage--the U.S.

representative, expert, consultant, or manager who has learned the language

of the country of assignment has a head start. For various reasons, a goodly

number of employees in the service occupations enumerated above may be host

country nationals; however, the practice of most national headquarters is to

reserve the key positions for.their proven and.loyal executives. Knowledge

of the langua e and culture plus the proven experience of the representative

1
nning

Situation Turnaround

an the days when industrial American was the industrial marvel'of the

world the common practice was to establish the U.S. plant in the international

-

--- location, staff it with executives from the United States, and hire local

nationaIs for the operational tasks. Few were trusted with the confidential

information of profits and losses and plans for the future. It is interesting

to observa-that 4=17 revietarly on established a Ford Plant in South Africa

to manufactureModel Ts. The foreign firms then provided training in the way

the home offices in the U.S. wanted things done and the industrial technology

to use. Consequently, foreign nationals being groomed for any major foreign

based managerial position were assigned to the U.S. offices and plants to

learn the technology and master the procedures and philosophy under which the

U.S. firm chose to operate. Then, they returned to their home country and

eventually hoped to assume the increased responsibility and its commensurate perks.

Sof 5
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Now, we have a reversal of this phenomenon. In the case of Miles Laboratories,

Inc., now fully owned by Bayer Corporation of Germany we can observe some

examples. The chief executive officer is from the.home office in Leverkusen,

but stationed in Elkhart, headquarters for Miles. The major staff and general

managers has remained staffed primarily by U.S. nationals. However, there

are training programs ranging from a short two or three weeks, to a year or

so for major officers to learn how the hame office wishes to do things in the

future, to learn to work with the counterpart officers in Germany, and to

absorb the philosophy of management of the new owners., Written and spoken

German is very much a commodity is demand by such visitors to the home country

office.

Japanese factories that establish operating factories in the U.S. will

have a Japanese manager in charge, if not visibly so. The Japanese presence

is keenly felt with its emphasis on quality and teamwork vs. the individnalism

of the U.S. worker; with its management philsophy of consensus vs. the

American's ordered decision. And again, American personnel are being con-

signed to operations in Japan for varying periods of time to learn the.

working provisions expected of the American operation by the Japanese home

office. It appears we shall see increased plant constructions by Japanese

firms. Perhaps we shall see an increased demand in some areas for Japanese

, language tra g.

Service Programs Useful to Business Students

As mentioned earlier, graduate schools of business administration pre-

paring persons to serve in international posts require their students to .

achieve conversational skills in one or two languages. Doctoral programs for

the doctor of philosophy degree traditionally have required language competency

in one or two languages as a criterion for remaining in the program.
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One international business program in Illinois coordinates a part of its

curriculum with the foreign language department of the college. Service

courses in Spanish, or GerJan, or whatever are provided on Saturdays or

evenings that enable the student to obtain some conversational skills in the

language of interest, pick up some fundamentals of reading the essential in-

formation for getting around, and undoubtedly stimulating interest in &more

,

comprehensive study of the language. This limited introduction to the language

may be that extra qualification that permits consideration for an internationak

assignment. Many companies pay for the courses the employees take in pre-

paration for a foreign assignment. Undoubtedly there are others of a similar

nature available in many communities. The Continuing Education noncredit

courses in many areas serve the needs of individuals for at least minimal

language training.

The design of an international studies certificate that includes the

opportunity to study foreign language and foreign culture could be an adjunct

to a business degree program. By careful scheduling the student may use the

courses to provide credit in the degree program as well as with the inter-

national certificate requirements. At Indiana University we have recently

redesigned a somewhat cumbersome certificate prokram to fit the needs of

students in business as well as in the arts and sciences programs. Language

requirements are limifed enough to gain the attention of the serious student.

We have yet to implement the program, but it is available with the next

academic year.

Some Suggestions to Reflect Upon

One of the authors of the series of essays in the recent Change magazine

commented that "one of the depressing aspects of the treatment of foreign

'language needs at the secondary and post-secondary levels was the sheer

quantity of such statements and the lack of progrsss'produced. Apart from the
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foregoing sections in which I have attempted to suggest that the need for

language skills exceeds the supply and that the opportunities are increasing

rather than declining, I offer same suggestions below that if acted upon could

begin to benefit usiness and the institutions providing professional language

instructions. But before we go directly to that,'" one author raises two

questions:

"But two questions arise. First, are present programs equal to
their stated purposes? Second, are they properly articulated
with students' skills and career goals? It may be, for example,
that relatively few major in languages because the programs
are inadequate rather than because students lack perspective.
The programs may be poorly suited to attract and hold students'
interest. It may well be that Spanish majors ought to be
interested in Cervantes or Calderon. But it is debatable
whether an uncompromising faculty attitude on such matters
truly serves the needs of the institution. Cervantes does not
necessarily train students for the export-iMport business,
and on the export-import business their sights may be set.
This is not ta suggest that undergraduate education should
be subservient to the students' career interests; but a
sublime disregard for such goals may'be a main reason more
students do not.major in languages. p. 64

Could it be that foreign language instructors would bridge the gap by

associating with business faculty and the business community? Perhaps a bit

of "marketing" of themselves needs to be done by the language instructors. The

impression broadly held by business professors tends to be that language

instructors want to make language scholars of their peoplerather than basic

users of their products. Some recall their early attempts at language learning

and the extra "baggage" that seemed to accompany the learning tasks and the

materials that were not at all relevant to the business needs of the student.

The foregoing quote from Change may be suggesting the same feeling of

irrelevandy as expressed. above.

The modern language laboratories surely go a long way to provide the

Tonkin, Humphred, and Edwards, Jane, "The World in the Curriculum," Change
Magazine Press, P.O. Box 2023, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10802, 1981, p. 64,
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many extra opportunities students need to develop minimal levels of competency

needed in business. The modern video recorders, short wave radios and pre-
.

recorded programs all are devices to expedite learning and increase effectiveness

of the learning process. The self-help that some have sought through tape

recordings and hand-held word translators display some effective interest in

learning. A recent article in the Wall Street Journal, however, notes that

distribution of such language translators were hit by lagging sales in 1980.

There appears to be no effective substitute fur the live teacher in learning

a language. The problem is to capture the student and maintain interest until

skills are acquired. Apparently when the need is adequately demonstrated,

a candidates will seek the challenge. The task is for business to identify

this need clearly, and for teachers to deliver the product that enables the

student to meet the need.

0
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A Case Study:

Bilingualism -- The Link to International Trade in Miami

Metropolitan Miami, or more specifically Dade County, uniquely exemplifies

the utility of Spanish for business careers. Miami is currently a thriving

bilingual community, with the resultant mixed blessings of cultural enrichment,

business opportunity, racial tension and political maneuvering.

The uniqueness of Miami's'situation is 1) the size and impact of the Latin

population relative to the total population 2) the aggressiveness and success

of this Latin contingent 3) the proximity of Miami to the Caribbean and Latin

American markets. These three situations result in a scene that is very

different from New York City or the Southwest, let alone the Midwest.

The patterns of population in Dade County over the past thirty years

dramatically illustrate the growth of the Latin population (diagram #1).

This chart does not include appraximately 90,000 Mariel refugees absorbed by

Miami, bringing the number of Latins to approximately 41% of the total popula-

tion. The Latins inhabit primarily Little Havana and Hialeah as well as

spotted settlements throughout the county (diagram #2).

The complex ethnic mix in Dade County is suggested by the demographic

map of the Black population (17%) concentrated primarily in Liberty City and in

Opa-Locka (diagram #3). The Haitiah immigration is a sub-culture of this Black

population. Tfie Blacks do not exercise a strong role in international trade

and tourism. However, various other ethnic. presences (French, Germnn, Arab,

etc.) are active on the commercial scene. Due to brevity, this case study will

perforce overlook these items.

5J



DADE COUNTY POPULATION

, 1950-1980

(ApRIL 14 EACH YEAR)

TOTAL LATIN PERCENT
I SA "Aki " A Ok

. 495,084

935,047

1970 1,267,792 299217

1975 1,40,800 488,500

1980 1,750,900 . 682,097

23,6%

32

38,9%

SOURCE: U,S, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
STRATEGY,RESEARCH CORPORATION
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Diagram #4

Monday, September 14. 1981

International business and tourism:
its impact on employment
in Dade County DIrect/indlrect 1974

employment 93,391

Up
124"

19C0-7S2,S0 *1

Per cent of N,
total in
international
sector:

ovi

6
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Diagram #5
A

TABLE I

YEAR
1014

TOTAL

EST'D INTERNATIONAL

PERCENT
INT'L

TO
TOTAL

EMPLOYED DIRECT/
INDIRECT

IMPACT FACTOR
2.1%

1980 732,200 93,756 196,887 26.7

1975 616,104 38,913 93,391 15.2

CHA1GE

NUMBER 116,096 64,643 103,496

% 18.8 140.9 110.8

Source: Bureau of Business Research, School of Business and
Organizational Sciences, Florida International University



Diagram #6

DADE COUIN lel I NGS

STAMARD TOTAL
INDUSTRIAL TOTAL DIRECTFINDIRECT TOTAL

CLASSIFICATION EMPLOYED INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYED

1118E9...1 ..U.TUR % ......12/23,EL_ILELItn....A........
175,978 24.0 17,253 19.1 142,800 23.2 9,921 25.3

127,100 17.4 6,134 6.6 110,700 18.0 4,000 10.2

13.9 9,905 9.7 91,300 14.8 8,023 20.5

13.0 9,500 10.1 70,900 11.5 990 2.5

9.5 18,567 19.8 54,900 8.9 9,774 24.9

7.8 4,119 4.4 41,300 6.7 1,098 2.8

7.3 10,258 10.9 45,400 7.4 1,940 4.9

1

5.7 17,261 18.4 42,01 6.8
J

1,312 3.3

1.4 949 1.0 16,804 2.7 2,198 5.6

NAtE

SERV! CE

RETAIL

MANUFACTURING

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

TRANSPORTATION

hHOLESALE

FINANCE

CCNSTRUCTION

AGRICULTURE

MINING

TOTAL
DIRECT+INDIRECT
INTERNATIONAL

101,500

95,003

69,700

57,300

53,103

42,100

9,900

522 20

TOTAI. DAnq couy

SOURCE: BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL SCIENCES,
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
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The very substantial Latin population not surprisingly stimulates a wide

scope of educational activities. However a survey of area collet indicate

that the number of Spanish majors is relatively low. A major university such

as F.I.U. has only thirty-five. A smaller private institution such as Barry

ersity has only eleven. However,the enrolment in Spanish classes is much

higher than that Indicated by the number of majors. At F.I.U., approximately

480 students are enrolled in Spanish courses in the current semester. At

Barry, the number is 120. At Miami-Dade Community College approximately 900

students are enrolled in Spanish language classes.

In bilingual education, Miami-Dade Community College has approximately

2,600 students; Biscayne College has 1,470 out of 2,460. At Miami-Dade over

8,000 students are enrolled in ESL (English as a Second Language) courses;

Barry University has 130; F.I.U. has 251.

The secondary and elementary levels enrol a total of 223,000 students.

Out of this number 85,000 are Hispanic; 69,000 are Black, 69,000 are Non-

Hispanic White.

Within these perspectives of population and education, let us proceed to

examine the impact of international trade in Dade County. Employment patterns

in the County over the past live years dramatically illustrate the increased

role of international business and tourism, which in Dade County reflects pri-

marily the impact of the Latin community (diagram #4). Less graphically

elegant but no doubt clearer is the chart showing comparative employment

statistics of the five-year period (diagram #5). The total employment increased

by almost 19%; in the international sector employment increased by an astounding

141%.

This increase in employment can be illustrated more specifically according

to major categories (diagram 1/6). While the total number employed in each

category is relatively stable, the increases in the international sectors of



AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING

TOTAL EST'D PERCENT
TOTAL INTERNATIONAL INTERNATIONAL

YER_ ii 4420 0 : 44 I4II. m d

1980 9,900 949 9,6

1975 16,804 2,818 16,8

CHANGE

NUMBER - 6,904 -L869

- 41,1 66,3

SOURCE: BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND ORGANIZATIONAL SCIENCES, FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY
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Diagr;rn #8

Division A.

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Major droup 01. Agricultural productioh - crops

Major Group 02. Agricultural production - livestock

Major Group 07. Agricultural servicet

Major.Group 08. Forestry

Major Group 09. Fishing, hunting, and trapping

D
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Diagram #9

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION, ELECTRIC,

GAS AND SANITARY SERVICE

YEAR

TOTAL
TOTAL
INTERNATIONA PEI CENT

INT'L

EMPLOYED
DIRECT +
INDIRECT

TO
TOTAL

1980 69,700
18,567 i 26.6

q

1975 54,900 9 774 17.8

CHANGE

NUMBER + 14,800 + 8,793

27.0 1 + 90.0

Source: Bureau of Business Retearch, School of Business and Organizational
Sciences, Florida International University.

With 18,567 employed in the international sector, this Division is number

one in 1980. More than 26% of Transportation, Communication, etc..t;ely on the

international economy. Total employed increased 27% since 1975



Division E.

Transportation, communication electric, gas and sanitary

services

Major Group 40. Railroad transportation

Major Group 41. Local and suburban transit and interurban
highway passenger transportation

Major Group 42. Motor freight transportation and warehousing

Major Group 43. U.S. Postal Service

Major Group 44 Water transportation

Major Group 45. Transportation by air

Major Group 46. Pipe lines, except natural gas
9

Major Group 47. Transportation services

Major Group 48. Communication

Major Group,49.Electric, gas, and sanitary services

This Division covers three main areas: transportation, communications

and utilities. The largest Major Group is 45, Transportation by Air. It employs

30,200 on its payroll with 9,686 devoted to the international sector. The 1975

study indicated 7,515 related to international employment which gives an increase

of 28.9%. Communications or Major Group 48 is next with 12,400 total employed

and 3,252 international.

ag,
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Finance, Insurance and Real Estate

YEAR
TOTAL

EMPLOYED

TOTAL
INTERNATION

DIRECT
INDIRECT

PERCENT
INT'L
TO

TOTAL

P7k,



Diagram #12

Division H.

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate

Major Group 60: Banking

Major Group 61. Credit agencies other than banks

Major Group 62. Security and commodity brokers,
dealers, exchanges and services

Major Group/BB. Insurance

Major Group 64. Insurance agents, brokers, and services

Major Group 65. Real estate

Major Group 66. Combinations of real estate, insurance
loans, law offices

Major Group 67. Holding and other investment offices

7.
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Diagram #13

As a whole, this division added 33,178 people to the payroll since

1975 and thus remained number one in total employed for both 1975 and 1980 in

the Dade County's employed ranking.

Service

YEAR
TOTAL

TOTAL
INTERNATIONI PERCENT

- INT'L

EMPLOYED
DIRECT + , TO

INDIRECT TOTAL

1980 175,978 17,853

,

10.1

1975 142,800 9,921 6.9

CHANGE

NUMBER 4. 33,178 7,932

%
23.3 80.0



Diagram #14

Division I.

Services

Major Group 70. Hotels, rooming houses, camps and
other lodging places

Major Group 72. Personal services

Major Group 73. Business services

Major Group 75. Automotive repair, services, and
garages

Major Group 76. Miscellaneous repair services

Major Group 78. Motion pictures

Major Group 79. Amusement and recreation services,
except motion pictures

Major Group 80. Health services

Major Group 81. Legal services

Major Group 82. Educational services

Major Group 83. Social services

Major Group 84. Museums, art galleries, botanical
and zoological gardens

Major Group 86. Membership organizations

Major Group 88. Private households

Major Group 89. Miscellaneous services

CI



17i rant a
4. 1

Retail Trade

OTAL
TOTAL

T
i.

InTERNATION
PERCENT
INT'L
TO
TOTAL

4.8

YEAR
!DIRECT 4.

EMPLOYED 1
: INDIRECT

1980 6,1 34

I

1975 110,700 4, 0 0 0 3.6

CHANGE

NUMBER + 16,400

4mv

4. 2,134

14.8
%

+ 53.3

Source: Bureau of Business Research, School of Business and Organizational
Sciences, Florida International University.
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Diagram )16

Division G.

Retail trade

Major Group 52. Building materials, hardware, garden
supply and mobile home dealers.

Major Group 53. General merchandise stores

Major Group 54. Food stores

Major Group 55. Automotive dealers and gasoline service
stations

Major Group 56. Apparel and accessory stores

Major Group 57. Furniture, home furnishings, and
equipment stores

ii

Major Group 58. Eating and Driking places

Major Group 59. Miscellaneous retail

Major Group 58 - Eating and drfking places has the largest number employed

38,400 with 746 in the international sector. General merchandise stores or

Major Group 53 reflect more international sensitivfty with 1,987 in the inter-

national area.
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Diagram #17

WHOLESALE TRADE

YEAR

TOTAL
1TOTAL
INTERNATION

1980

1975

CHANGE

NUMBER

EMPLOYED
DIRECT 4.

INDIRECT

57,300 4,119

41,300 1,098

+ 16,00 3,021

38.7 275.1

PERCENT
INT'L
To
TOTAL

7.2

2.7

Wholesale Trade

Although total employed increased a reipectable 38,7%, the Wholesale

Trade made a whopping 275% increase in the international sector.



employment are in many cases exponential. It will be useful to examine

specific categories of employment represented on this chart, beginning with

the somewhat negative performance of employment in agriculture, forestry and

fishing (diagram #7). The decline of opportunity is evident in all areas,

showing losses of 41% in total employment and 66% in the international sector.

The employment opportunities affected by this category are shown in diagram

#8. As in the case of agriculture, the minimal activities in the area of

mining are irrelevant to this study.. However, all other categories of employ-

ment show a very substantial impact in the international sector.

The category of transportation provides the greatest opportunity in

international business and tourism (diagram #9). The total increase of employ-

ment opportunity over the five-year period was 27%; in the international sector

it was at 90%. The business careers available in this category are shown on

diagram #10.

The impact of the Latin community in finance, insurance and real estate

has been exponential, with the increase at 429%! (diagram #11). The business

opportunities in this category are listed on diagram #12.

The area of service provides the largest number of employment opportunities

in Dade County (diagram #13). The increase over five years has been at 23Z;

however, in the international sector the increase jumped by 80%. The business

careers available under this category are shown on diagram #14.

Similar increases in employment opportunities are shown under the category,

retail trade (diagram 1/15). The 53% increase in the international suctor should

not blur the relatively minor role of this category in the international andior

Latin sector. The opportunities represented by this category are lisLed on

diagram #16.

Increades in wholesale trade show dramatic gains in the intcrnational

sector, 275% (diagram #17). The numbers employed in international trade (4,119)
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Diagram #18

PUlk. I C ADMI N I STRAT I ON

YEAR

TOTAL
TOTAL
INTERNATION

PERCENT
INT'L
TO

TOTALEMPLOYED
DIRECT +
INDIRECT

95,000 9,500 10.0
1980

- 1975 70,900 990 1.4

CHANGE

NUMBER + 24,000 8,510

%
34.0 + 860.0

it



Diagram #19

CONSTRUCTION

TOTAL EST'D PERCENT

TOTAL INTERNATIONAL INTERNATIONAL

i 1.1. a IP th I ) t_se+ r t mi e I I

1980 Lain 17,261 41.0

1975 42,000 1,312 3.1

CHANGE

NIABEit +35,949
St

+ ,24 + 1,215,6
,

SOURCE: BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AIM ORGANIZATIONAL SCIENCES, FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
WIVERSITY



DADE COUNTY VISITORS

YEAR

1970

1975

1978

1979

1980

I riThRNAT I ONAL

394,669

601,727

1,347,204

1,802,182

2,390,138

SOURCE : DADE COUNTY DEPT
STRATEGY RESEARCH

DOMEST I C

5,79/000

5,751,000

8,000,000

10,000,000

11,110,000

OF TOUR I SM
CORPORAT I ON

TOTAL

6,1/44,669

6,352,727

9,347,304

11,802,182

13,500,1E8



,.`

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS BY REGI ON

INTERNATIONAL
VISITORS BY REGION 1978 1979 1920

EUROPVN COUNTRIES

CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES

LATIN AMERICAN COLWRIES

OTHER COUNTRIES

164,506

401.519

643,433

B7.691

246,868

550,058

830,266

174 990

400,000
r-7-7 e

698,DLD

1,079,345 114

212250 I

2,390,168 rTOTAL

.........
1,347,149 1,802,112

SOURCE: DADE COUNTY DEPT. OF 'TOURISM
STRATEGY RESEARCH CORPORATION
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are still disproportionately low to nhe total work force in this category

(57,300).

Public administration shows an exponential (860%) impact in the category

of public administration (diagram #18).

The category of construction also illustrates dramatic exponential impact

(1,215%) in the international sector (diagram #19).

While not all the action in the international sector relates to Spanish,

the overwhelming percentage is clearly due to the resident Latin population and

to the extensive tourist trade. Over a period of ten years, domestic tourism

has doubled; during the same period international tourism has increased six-fold

(diagram #20). The bulk of international touriSm has been Latin (diagram #21).

The rates of growth in this category reveal patterns that show Dade County not

only moving toward bilingualism (Spanish) but toward becoming a cosmopolitan

international trade center.

The immediate objectives of this case study were to illustrate the scope

in Dade County of bilingual education and of related business careers. The

message has been both.graphit and dramatic.

By way of conclusion several comments on the biligual community may be of ,

interest. 209,500 or 34% of the households in Dade County are Latin, and of

these appnoximately 80% are Cuban. 37% of the Latin heads of household have a

college education, 57% of the Latin population are citizens of the United States.

The average Latin in Dade County is about 35 yaars old; a'full two-thirds

of the Latin population istat a working age (19=64). Over b:third of heads of

Latin households have white collar jobs, andithe average Latin household has

1.8 members working full-time outside the home. The resulting average HOuse-

hold income is at $22,350, yielding a total Latin income of 4.7 billion dollars.

Latin visitors spend an additiOnal 10.5.billion dollars.
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The Latin phenomenom is very clearly a story of economic success, but it

is also clearly culturally based. 75% of the Latin population continues co

speak Spanish most frequently in the home. Although Latins pitronize stores

offering goods at fair prices, they also reflect shopping patterns that are

conditioned by the sense of feeling culturally welcome. The attachment to

the cultural base is strengthened by the availability of a rich Latin culture

in Dade %..uunty and of numerous Latin cultures in proximity. The sharing of

cultural as well as economic pursuits among Latins markedly slows the process

of assimilation of the Anglo culture by the Latin community.

The Anglo portion of"Dade County is also growing, with many of the newer

residents showing increased bicultural sensitivity and orientation.' These new

residents are gravitating toward opportunities in international trade.

Also significant on the bicultural scene are 1) the bilingual ordinance,

in the best all-American tradition of ethnic and cultural backlash; 2) the

underground drug trade promoted by an emerging Latin Mafia (L tins are seven

times more likely than Anglos,and nearly three times more likely than American

blacks to be murdered in Miami); 3) the economic vulnerability that emerges from

dependence on trade with politically unstable countries. The urgency of time

compels us to gloss over these and other issues and to move toward clpsure with

the simple affirmation that the Latin phenomenom in Dade County will continue

to increase in size, impact, and opportunity.



Implications for Bilingual Business Education

Introduction

Literature during the past decade devotes considerable space to the subject

of bilingualism in business education. The last ten years produced liteature on

such topics as:

bilingual education for office occupation.:
teaching the Spanish-American
multiculturalism in business education

CD business education south of the border
pr\ vocationesl training for the bilingual job market
-4- Mexican-Americans hail opening of occupational center

the challenge of bilingual business education
foreign language career preparation

C:3 languages can pay off

LeJ bosses with an accent
world-wide competition--can the U.S. Business meet the challenge?

More recently, articles have been written on foreign Language and business

administration, Mexican-American Management Programs, and the rapidly expanding

of international business education programs.

Research at the master's and doctoral level on the subject of bilingual

business education reflect a growing concern for language factors, job

performance shortage of bilingual opersonnel, bilingual business curricula, and

new approaches for bilingual business education.

Publishing companies have begun to expand their educational materials for a

bilingual student community, and regional conventions reflect a new-found com-

6% mitment to a'historically neglected segment of business education.



Early advocates of bilingualism in business education include Maxine Emery,

Meld Garcia, Vernon Linnaus, with more recent writers Louis Chacon, Robert

stau, and Aida Santiago-Perez.

The Spanish-Speaking Dilemma

The latest Census Bureau figures report about 13 million persons of Spanish

origin in the United States, comprising nearly 7% of the nation's population.

Persons of Mexican origin make up more than half of this group with 8.5 million

persons; Puerto Ricans are next with more than 1.5 million; and some 2 million

other persons of Latin hmerican origin.1

Spanish origin populations are characterized by being younger than other

Americans, not so well educated, and far less likely to be in white-collar occu-

pations. Although public schools have made some attempts to assist language

minorities, the following statistics reveal the urgent need for increased

efforts:2

In Boston, 6.2 percent of the Puerto Rican adults are illiterate in both
English and Spanish;

In New York City schools with Puerto Rican minorities, 85 percent are below
grade level in reading and a third are 2 years below grade level;

Spanish surnamed students in California leave the 12th grade 31/2 years
behind and in Illinois, 5 years behind.

,
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Texas describes 40 percent of its Spanish-speaking citizens as functional
illiterates;

The average Chicano (Mexican) child in the Southwest drops out of school by
the 7th year.

The median age of Hispanics was 22.1 in 1978, almost 8 years younger than

the median age for non-hispanics. Among persons of 25 years old or more, 41

percent of those of Hispanic origin had completed 4 years of college. This per-

cent stands in contrast to 67 percent completing high school and 16 percent

completing college among non-hispanics. Younger groups of Hispanics are, on

the average, better educated than their elders', but this attainment is also true

of the whole population of the United States. At each age, relatively fewer per-

sons of spanish origin have completed high school than those not of Spanish

origin.3

Fortunately, it is mot difficult to comprehend the disadvantages a

relatively younger and less well-educated population has in competing in the

marketplace both for jobs and a share in the nation's business structure. A

growing concern for educators should also be the continuing bilingual labor

force projected for the 1990's.

Projections for the Bilingual Labor Force

There will be a significant rise in the number of bilingual employees, and

language training for supervisors and managers alike will become more important
4

as the rising service occupations are increasingly required to use foreign

workers. There will be so few unskilled American citizens in the work force
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that our nation will face a shortage of some five million unskilled workers by

1990, according to Professor Clark Reynolds of Stanford in a recent report.4

Thus, the "undocumented aliens" who seem to be a national worry will be

recognized as a welcome addition to the work force.

Mexican workers as part of the American work force could rise to as high as

15 to 30 million from the present three million by the year 2000, Reynolds

states. In many Southwestern sunbelt states, in Florida and in other states as

well the required absorption of Spanish-speaking workers will increase the

problems of bilingualism in the work place, which will place a training burden

on employers and the school systems surrounding the plants and offices. Cubans,

Puerto Ricans and Mexicans are among the most rapidly growing segments of the

population. The average age of Spanish-surname people is below 20, and their

education and integration into the work force will comprise a major problem for

trainers as well as industry generally.

Mexico itself doesn't hold much promise of restraining the immigration, for

its population is growing faster than its ability to create jobs for its people,

> oil-based prosperity notwithstanding. Not only will Sanish-speaking workers

abound, but lowered immigration regulations may be expected for such groups as

the Vietnamese, Cubans, French-Canadians, and other refugees. These immigrants



will take up slack in the availability of unskilled worders.

The barber in Mexico gets 50 cents for a haircut, compared with $5.00 in

the U.S. It can be expected that, like Cubans, many Mexicans with higher than

minimal credentials will make the.trek northward to seek the aew affluence that

comes with the demand for unskilled workers and semi-skilled workers. Many of

them will work in the new "In-Bond" plants in Mexico near the border

(Maquilidoras) creating up.to oae million jobs by 1985. The employment of our

"Mexican neighbors South of the border will have an impact in our socioeconomic

environment.

Toward a Bilingual America

In 1980 in many parts of the country, a substantial impact on the work

force has occurred in the form of Spanish-speaking people.as a significant part

of the work force, especially at the lower levels, and in service jobs. This

irowing trend promises to become a near torrent by the end of the decade and

will have considerable effect upon the supervisory skills and behovior required.

Mexican migrants to the United States now account for some 10 percent of the

annual growth in the work force, and this flux of workers is but the first

stage. Professor Reynolds suggests that America faces a shortage of five

million workers by the turn of the century; and the demand for migrants to fill

the gap may run as high as 15 million workers by the year 2000, he suggests, if



our economy grows at an annual rate of three percent.5

Fretting by some American citizens and the Immigration and Naturalization

Service to the contrary, the pressures for more Spanish-speaking workers from

Mexico, Cuba, and possibly other Latin American nations can be expected to grow

as more college education and rising expectations of Americans continue to make

menial work unattractive. Furthermore, for many, menial work isn't economically

justifiable when welfare and similar programs provide food stamps, housing,

medical benefits and other transfer payments. In essence.a person could

generate as much income for not working as would be available from working at

one of the least desirable jobs in the Labor market.

Reynolds concludes that Mexico must sustain a national rate of growth of

seven percent to provide jobs for all of its people.6 The results will probably

be a northward migration, pushed by unemployment below the border, and drawn by

the need for such Labor above it. The high wages in the U.S. compared with

Meixcan wages make it attractive to the best people in the underdeveloped neigh-

bors to migrate.

These conditions suggest that the population will

include a substantial number of people whose cnly language is

Spanish or something other than English. This Language

barrier creates problems for employers. It calls for a wider

effort in school systems under present federal Laws
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will take up slack in the availability of unskilled workers.

The barber in Mexico gets 50 cents for a haircut,

compared with $5.00 n the U.S. It can be expected that,

like Cubans, many Mexicans with higher than minimal

credentials will make the trek northward to seek the new

affluence that comes with.the demand for unskilled workers

and semi-skilled workers. Many of them will work in the

new "In-Bond" plants in Mexico near the border (Maquilidoras)

creating up to-one million jobs by 1985. The employment of

our Mexican neighbors South of the border will have an

impact in our socioeconomic environment.

Toward a Bilingual America

In 1980 in many parts'of the country, a substantial

impact on the work force has occurred in the form of

Spanish-speaking people as a significant part of the work

force, especially at the lower levels, and in service jobs.

This growing trend promises to become a near torrent by

the end of the decade and will have considerable effect

upon the supervisory skills and behavior required. Mexican

migrants to the United States nOw account for some 10 per-

cent of the annual growth in the work force, and this flux

of workers is but the first stage. Professor Reynolds

suggests that America-faces a shortage of five million

workers by the turn of the century; and the demand for

migrants.to fill the gap may run as high as'15 million

workers by the year 2000, he suggests, if our economy
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grows at an annual rate of three percent.
5

Fretting by some American citizens and the Immigration

and Naturalization Service to the contrary, the pressures

for more Spanish-speaking workers from Mexico, Cuba, and

possibly other Latin American nations can be expected to

grow as more college education and rising expectations of

Americans continue to make menfal work unattractive.

Furthermore, tor many, menial work isn't economically

justifiable when welfare and similar programs provide food

stamps, housing, medical benefits and other transfer

payments. In essence a Person could generate as mUch in-

come for not working as would be available from working at

one of the least desirable jobs in the labor market.

Reynolds concludes that Mexico must sustain a national

rate of growth of seven percent to provide jobs for all of

its people.6 The results will probably be a northward

migration, pushed by unemployment below the border, and

drawn by the need,for such labor above it. The high wages

in the U.S. compared with Mexican wages make it attractive

to the best people in the undordevelobed neighbors to

migrate.

These conditions suggest that the population will

include a substantial number of peoplu whose only language

is Spanish Or socnething other than English. This language

barrier creates problems for employers. It calls for a

wider effort in school systems under present f.,doral laws
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to provide bilingual education for children. The

language barrier will add to taxes, and create demands for

different kinds of school syStems. It will also require

th: _a.ny firms in the southern tier and beyond will have

to study the impact of bilingualism upon the work place.

Supervisors who can deal with Spanish-speaking

employees, not only in language skills but in cultural

expectations, will be needed. Labor relations will be

different from the traditional collective bargaining in

places like Detroit and Philadelphia in the 1950s and

'60s and will call for some new skills in union relations,

at both line and staff levels.

There will be a greater demand for bilingual people

in staff and upper management positions as well. Such

ordinary matters as sign's, publications, and instructions

will tend to be more bilingual, which calls for people who

can both read and write in two or more languages in many

firms.

The verstaility of utili:;ing more than one language

will become even more important as our nation tries to

find new cheap labor by moving plants to overseas locations,

or set up more "in-bond" assembly plants close to the-U.S.-

Mexican border on the Mexican side, which could employ as

many as one million Mexicans by 1985. Language courses

will have to be established to meet the need for comMunic-

ating in moL'e than one language. These language tourses

could be farmed out to colleges, universities, and private



language schools, but major corporations may find more

language labs being established in-house by corporate

trainers. Based on the need for bilingual/bicultural

training, business education, through its various disciplines

related to office skills and supervisory management, can

-

assist in filling the void of required skills.

Implications for Business Education

Bilingual businesseducation represents a bold new

attempt to remedy defects in our way of educating students

who enter school with a limited knowledge of English.

Stated *affirmatively, bilingual business education aims

to equalize the conditions of all students. All students

speak at least one language and are equipped with a usual

complement of concelit and effects when they enter school.

By taking full advantage of this "readiness" to expand

their learning, the bilingual business student may then

develop those skills to functiOn in the international

arena with.a marketable skill. President Reagan's visits

with President Portillo Lopez on January 1930, and in

April focused on the exchange of U.S. and Mexican relations

to establish a mini-common market (200-miles) along the

U.S. and Mexico border. A mini-common marko/ will undoubt-

edly lead to more enterprising opportunities and an

attractive market for the bilingual (Spanish/English-

Speaking) person.

More specifically, ii bilingual business education
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programs are to be of quality to match their promise, it

seems reasonable to expect the following benefits:

1. Through the study of a foreign language
(Spanish) a student of business can combine
these talents in preparation for a bilingual
career.

2. Through the study of history and culture, the
student will acquire an awareness and under-
standing beneficial in the international
business setting.

3. Through belonging to the cultural mainstream,
the student will feel comfortable in associating
with representatives of other cultural streams.

4. To develop appreciation of the need of American
specialists in business fields who are bilingual
speakers.

5. To improve our image at home and abroad by
cooperating with other nations by'developin7
international business education programs.

In summary, it is apparent-with the increasing move-

ment of both undocumented and documented workers entering

the United States, who predominately speak a language

other than English, employers will be confronted witll

numerous language harrier problems. If the emphasis n

behalf of business organi:lations is to continue maximi...Li.n4

profits through human resource development work methods,

and sophisticated technolol:y, then it is imperative that

business educator.; assist -in tilt. oducation of the nen-

English speaking -1' :ient. This assitance could be

accomplished thr.mgh a sound program of study in usiness

education in thv ,,econdary an.i post-secondary schcol.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this paper is to consider the notion df cul-

ture and how it might affect the business/management process in a

Hispanic setting. This work is expected to raise some issues, generate

interest and appeal to people in business and management who are planning

to work or engaae in business endeavors in Latin America or with Hispan-

ic groups in the United States.

This paper is divided into four parts: the First attempts to offer

a rationale for considering the impact that cultural aspects exert on

the business/management process; the second part considers the role that

culture plays and attempts to show how it contributes to the development

of human beings; the third section presents five key cultural traits

of the Latin American community and attempts to demonstrate how these

affect the business/management process; the fourth section summarizes

the central points and an effort is made to generate interest in under-

standing cultural traits so that some needs of worker and business

firms are met in a manner that is acceptable to both.
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THE IMPACT OF CULTURE ON THE BUSINESS WORLD

This paper is based on a premise which has been expressed very

succinctly by the authors of Reference Manual on Doing Business in Latin

America:

"Users of this manual are probably predisposed to
accept as fact the great significance of Latin
America to the business and economic well-being
(as well as to the political and security interests)
of the United States...Direct U.S. private invest-
ment in Latin America totaled $23.8 billion in 1978.
Total U.S. exports to the region in 1978 were over

20.2 billion. U.S. imports fur that same year were
also approximately $18.6 billion, for an overall
total for Latin America trade in 1978 of nearly
$38.8 billion. According to U.S. Department of
Commerce estimates, a substantial majority of the
over 40,00q U.S. business firms that export are
involved in:some aspects U.S. - Latin American
Trade"

The statement abiwe indicates quite clearly the new thrusts and

markets in which the inultinational corporations are engaging. The

implications of this situation are that if corporations desire to be

competitive and expand, new and innovative approaches in business/man-

agement should be seriously considered.

A study by Heidrick and Struggles, Inc., a U.S. based executive

search organization,, reveals that:

"the most promising markets for the 1980's in order
of number of mentions, are West Germany, Japan, Mexico,
France and United Kingdom, the Middle Last, Spain,
Canada and Brazil." 2

1
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Of the six-countries listed, three of them fall into the Latin

category. If corporations desire to take advantage of these markets a

sound knowledge of the Latin American community has to be gained and

utilized in a judicious manner.

In another article in the same publication, a study conducted by

management consultants Urwick, Orr and Partners, Ltd. in the United

Kingdom, revealed that in the industrial relations area, the five most

important activities in which companies expended effort and money were

the following in descending order of priority:

Communicating with employees
Company contraction
Company reorganization
Bonus scheme-changes ,

Pay structure changes ")

As can be seen, an important concern for businessmen and managers

is in the area of communication with personnel. It is advisable for

businessmen and managers who work with a Latin clientele or whose

employees are Spanish-speaking, to make a conscious and sincere effort

to understand, accept and respect cultural differences.

This paper attempts to provide a framework for further study and

analysis in the area of cultural dimensions in business/management. The

topic of cultural aspects that affect business and management is a

complex one that requires systematic analysis, study and understanding.

The role of culture in the Spanish-speaking community is indeed im-

portant in that it "instinctively considers individual human relation-

2



ships, based on emotion rather than on reason, to be more important than

the rule of law, more important than almost any other aspect of life"
4

CONCEPT OF CULTURE

One of the definitions that Webster's Collegiate Dictionary offers

for culture is "a behavior typical of a group or class."5 Brooks, on

the other hand, says that it includes "patterns for living, the individ-

ual's role in the unending kaleidoscope of life situations of every

kind and the rules and models attitude and conduct in them."
6

According

to Moran, culture "refers tO the cumulative.deposit of knowledge, be-

liefs, values, religion, cstoms, and mores acquired by a group of

people and passed on from generation to generation."7

Perhaps there are as Many views of culture as there are minds.

Even though it is difficult to arrive at a conclus'ive definition for

culture, one should not stop efforts to understand the role that it

plays in our lives. Our point of departure is to emphasize the mul

faceted nature of "culture" and attempt to underline its role an( its

influence in shaping a point of view, mentality and personalit

peo

in its

Why is it important for us in business/management positions to

consider culture and its impact? Culture is the heart of the business

management process in all organizations. Culture affects the organi-

zation in terms of new thrusts, structure, work activities and ambience.

Culture also contributes to job performance, as well as to the lack of
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motivation due to interpersonal and group conflicts in the organiza-

tion. In public institutions, culture plays a part in contributing to

economic, political and social issues. It seems logical to take a

closer look at the impact that culture has on business ventures as well

as in managing the organization and in the realization of its goals.

Iii terms of public relations, we, as businessmen and managers,

*should know that:

Culture is often misunderstood and generally has
not been considered important by policy makers,
officials and workers.

Culture and its role in job performance contri-
butes positive rewards to all members of the
organization and the organization itself.

Every person in the firm is a "cultural being"
who is influenced and molded by his background.

For the purpose of this article, culture can be viewed as a pro-

cess that is dynamic and elusive. It includes values, mores and a

point of view which leads to a wide range of personalities. It is not

only the superficial heritage and mechanical exercises which are

exhibited in "fiestas," dances, holidays and food; it is a spiritual

and vital process that shapes the members of the group. Because it is

such an important element of life, it makes good sense for people in

business/management positions, to understand the dynamics of culture

while conducting business transactions and in the executing of respon-

sibility within the organization.

The five cultural traits that have been selected for analysis in

4
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this paper are those that belong to a category often called "covert,"

"implicit" or "non-material" culture. Such culture is not easy to

identify or recognize aS it is found at the unconscious level, and may

be taken for granted, many times, by members of the target group. In a

business/management environment, there may be occasions where there are

different points of view. One will view his own culture from an

insider's point of reference and will look at the other culture as an

outsider. These two perspectives are both valid but neither view

represents the total picture of the situation. Rather it is the com-

bination of views that might give the respective viewers (insiders and

outsiders) a better understanding of each ether.

Our task, then, is to present an insider's view of five cultural

traits of many Hispanic people. The cultural traits are individualism,

dignity, machismo, destiny and interpersonal relationships. It is

hoped that by presenting views of this nature, the outsider will be

helped to understand culture as seen from the point of view of one who

participates in it.

5
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CULTURAL TRAITS OF HISPANICS

Sidney W. Mintz in his "Puerto Rico: An Essay in the Definition

of National Culture"8 discusses some cultural aspects that help describe

the Puerto Rican culture. The cultural traits that we have selected

from his essay and which we will httempt to expand within a business/

management context are; individualism, dignity, machismo, destiny and

.f

interpersonal relationships.

Individualism

It is accepted and practiced by every person. Individualism

permits every person to be him/herself without fearing that his/her

behavior or individualism is being considered offensive or negative.

It allows for every person to manifest his/her unique characteristics-or

attributes. For the Spanish-speaking community every peyson is an

'individual who possesses distinct inner qualities whi0 should be allow-
/

ed to surface provided that no harm is done to people, living beings or

property. The process of becoming anAndividual/Should not b confused

with individualism or an individualist who doe(n't want to conform to a

group or prescribed behavior. In a business/management situation, the

process of becoming an individual should not be interpreted as a lack

of cooperation, insubordination or indifference. An example of this

behavior is when a worker attempts to "make his mark" or manifest his/

her innermost qualities that he/she feels makes him/her diEferent from

6
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others. At times, the worker takes great pride in doing a good job and

proceeds to do so; such effort should not be thwarted, but encouraged.

There is a fine line between individualism and egotistical behavior,

but for a person in a business or supervisory position common sense and

an understanding of the many variants of individualism should be consid-

ered.

Dignity

ThiS refers to the inner value of worth that every person possesses.

Every person has an element of merit that should be acknowledged, re-

spected and accepted. In a cultural context, a Spanish-speaking person

feels that at least an opportunity must be given him/her in order to

demonstrate his/her.true worth. Such worth is manifested by the pride

shown in his/her work and in every ounce of effort expended. Dignity

also recognizes that a person who is unable to exhibit worldly success

is due respect and acceptance and is a being who possesses integrity

and !iorth. Another variant of dignity is one that is used frequently

to hide a feeling of inadequacy or incompetence. This use of dignity

serves as a crutch for the individual to hide his shortcomings. To

differentiate between pretentiousness and true dignity is a problem for

a person not familiar with this cultural trait. An example of this

behavior is when a worker will not carry out an order or task because

he/she feels that such action is demeaning and feel s that his/her worth

as a person is not being valued. A worker that upes dignity to hide
7



his/her incompetence is one that will offer excuses and claim that the

task or order is not compatible with his/her abilities.

The knowledge of how dignity is utilized by the worker in different

situations will be advantageous to management because it will allow the

supervisory staff to evaluate a situation and take appropriate measures.

Machismo

In the Spanish-speaking community this term basically refers to

attitudes and values that deal with the concept of being a man of

honor and dignity. The idea of male prowess or chauvinism has been

ascribed to machismo by many who hold distorted views or have no idea

of what machismo suggests to the Spanish-speakers mind. Sexual prowess

plays an insignificant role in the concept of machismo. Machismo deals

with the concept that man develops his manhood through his values--

dignity, loyalty, individualism, honesty, decency, honor, dependability,

sense of responsibility, caring, etc. Machismo permits a man to present

himself to society in a way that reflects his perceptions of himself;

he wants to be viewed by his peers and society as a man who possesses

the values that have been outlined above. In a business transaction,

any behavior that suggest displeasure with or questions the worker's

values might cause the relationship to become strained. A person who

is in a management position needs to fully understand the "macho" con-

cept and be quite adept in the language to deal with nuances.

8
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Destiny

In the Spanish community thiF, eoncept refers to the inevitable

course of events to which a person is destined. This chain of events

to which a person is subjected is beyond the person's ability to control

or re-direct and should be accepted without question. To many in the

Spanish-speaking community, destiny is a part of life which is imposed

by a superior being. Everyone has a mission in life which has been

pre-ordained.

In terms of reaching goals and success in life, responsibility,

dependability, joyalty, decency, honesty, and hard work are not the

only factors that determine the realization of goals it is luck and

the Supreme Being's decision in the scheme of life that help man in

achieving his goals and aspirations.

With regard to job performance, the concept of destiny also in-

fluences the worker. Monetary incentives and job promotion don't

necessarily guarantee better performance. Motivation and improving job

performance have to be handled through alternative avenues. One way to

improve job performance is to provide the worker with a sense of secur-

ity, a sense of belonging to the organization and by a sincere acknow-

ledgement by the management that the worker's contribution is valued and

important for the growth of the organization. There arc many wnys to

motivate a worker and by understanding his/her "cultural baggage," the

9
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astute.manager can utilize such knowledge.to enhance motivation.

Interpersonal Relationships

This term refers to the relationship that is established between

businessman and client, or between manager and worker. For the Spanish.:

speaking busintssman and worker, this cultural aspect is most important

because human interaction is the heart of life; man must interact with

other fellow beings in order to give meaning to his dreams, aspirations,

and life. The interaction that is established helps people to develop

talents and to become a person full of vitality.

100

The interpersonal relationships established in a business venture,

of course, help the partner define his/her role and express his/her

individuality. A manager that is supportive of fostering positive

interpersonal relationships in the organization affords the worker the

opportunity to be viewed not only as a worker, but as a loya4 contribu-

tor who invests his talents in the organization. Working in an organ-

ization that promotes good interpersonal relationships allows thc worker,

to take pride in his/her work and feel as an integral part of the

organization.

10
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CONCLUSION

Businessmen and personnel in management have usually not been too

concerned with cultural differences while performing their responsibil-

ities in the business world. Today, as businessmen are confronted with

numerous problems in the economy--inflation, high interest rates, and

so forth--and with the World becoming smaller, they have had to reassess

their approaches and priorities in terms of identifying innovative

thrusts that will make their organizations more competitive in the

international market. For some organizations a closer look at their

business approach and management practices has yielded positive re-

sults; a clesex look at becoming more personable, efficient and produc-

tive has required the corporations to focus their attention on inteper-

sonal relationships. Corporations today are taking into consideration

the welfare of the worker not only from the salary and benefit point of

view, but also from a human point of view. The question then is, how

can corporation generate new thrusts in the world of business and

provide a more personal relationship with its employees?

It has been the view of the author that business and management

have to create a more personal-and humanistic relationship with their

employees and business velvtureS The business/management team should

have a sound understanding of the cultural traits of the members of the

business community and work force to ensure an environment with which



the employees and business partners are comfortable. The five cultural

concepts--individualism, dignity, machismo, destiny and interpersonal

relationships--which have been discussed are essential in that they

coalesce into a unit that is used by the members of the group as a

center for self-actualizing. These five cultural aspects deal with

basic issues of life that every person faces. These cultural traits

have a direct bearing on a person's performance as a competent worker

and on his perception of himself as a worthy individual. It is our

responsibility as businessmen/managers to bring to a conscious level

our understanding, empathy and concern and provide a pleasant and

positive relationship. A close relationship offers the employee and

businessman opportunity for self-actualization while achieving the

objectives and goals of the organization.
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A STUDY OF EMPLOYMENT NEEDS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND EMPLOYER

EXPECTATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE

I. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

Eastern Michigan University's Department of Foreign Languages and

Bilingual Studies, in cooperation with the College of Business, planned and

developed an academic program focussing on the preparation of graduates for

careers in bilingual positions in business. (Ristau and Muller, 1980.) The

academic programeonsists of majors at the undergraduate and graduate levels.

Students in both programs complete course work in business administration

and in one:or more languaos of their choi. The program, known offInilly

as "Language and International Trade," wrLs formally approved by the 1,eents

of the University in 1973.

A. The Language and _International Traf.e Program

The Language and International Trade program presupposes an availeality

of positions in business and assumes basic requirements for employr::-:It in

those positions. With the assistance of an advisory cxlmittee umposed of

business representatives from several-southeastern achigan firms involved

with international trade, the planners and developerc of this b,sed

their decisions regarding courses and course configurations in i..art nn

information provided by the employing community. Both formal and informal

conversations with representatives of various businesses indicated a 1-xesent

and emerging need for employees with foreign lnuaf., and bvsine:s

istration expertise. Some new courses were developed for this proram,

and course content was modified in some areas of study.

The initial response by students t th ne:r off rinf;

A considerable number of students enrolleU in both the und'ircrdui&tf? ior.1



graduate programs. Faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages and

Bilingual Studies responded with noticeable enthusiasm to the new program,

which includes a cooperative education experience developed in conjunction

with firms located in Germany and France. The cooperative education program

adds an important dimension of legitimacy to the program and the observed

need. A continual upgrading and expansion of the Language and International

Trade Prograi isin evidence.

Advising studenti regarding the specifics of career opportunities in

thi.s area of international trade, and in particular addressing the nature of

entry-level positions and the nature of potential employer expectations, was

an area identified as one needing investigation and analysis, A survey of

employers oonducted in the summer of 1979 by Dr, Bay Schaub provided some

useful information of a general nature concerning employment needs. It was

determined subsequently, however; that it would be desirable to conduct a

formal study which would seek specific information regarding the current

and projected need for bilingual employees among private-sector employers

in Michigan and some major cities in nearby states. The nature of that

employment, and employer expectations concerning academic preparation, would

be addressed, It was further determined that the study would be concerned

only with the preparation phase at tLe undergraduate level.

B. Formulation of the Study

A cooperative venture between the Department of Administrative Services

and Business Education and the Department of Foreign.Languages and Bilingual

Studies a few years previous to this sttidy had involved the principal inves-

tigator in some planning activities with faculty from the Department of
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Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies. (Ristau an er,' 1976.) That

venture; one that prepared an undergraduate student forsuccessful venture

into the business world as a bilingual secretary, led to s4dequent efforts

__.----------
to develop cOurset-and programs on a broader :basis. The prilicipal'investi-

gator also served on an advisory committee4uring the early f4mative years

of the Language and,International Trade program.

In the winter, 1980 semester, the principal investigator was employed

for one-quarter time by the Department of Foreign Languages and Bilingual

St..-lies. The employment provided for additional interaction with various

faculty iiembers and gave students a ready access to someone from the College

of.Business for advising purposes. The modification of an introductory

business course for students in the International Trade prczram, arJ. a

proposal to conduct a study of employment needs, opportunities and employer

"expectations, were incorporated into the plan of work of that semester. A

graduate assistant in the Department of Foreign.Language and Bilingual

Studies was made available to assist with this study.

The following questions, in cooperation with faculty of Department of

Foreign Languages and,Bilingual Studies, were developed by the investigator

. as ones to be included in such a study:

1. Do firms currently involved in international trade have a current

and/or projected*need for bilingual employees who have academic

preparation in business administration?

2. If bilingual business administration employment opportunities eist,

are they positions structured at the entry level and what is the

current and projected need for such employees?

When applying for a bilingual position, is there r.n advantaze in

having expertise in more than one foreign language?

-3-
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4. In what functional areas of business are bilingual employees most

generally utilized?

5. 'What are the languagenproficiency levels desired in bilingual

employees?

6. To what extent is preparation in businest administration imeortant

as part or the Language and International Trade program?

7. Does the employing community recognize as important the attainment

of official language certification in French or German?

(Note: Eastern Michigan University's Department of Foreign

Languages and Bilingual Studies currently administers the

official certification examination in business French, the ":Diplome

Superieur de Francals-des-Affairea"--and---iskim-effortS-to-admin-

ister a business language examination in German, The German

Section of the Department at present administers-A general pro-

ficiency eXamination in german which measures four language

skills through the third college year.)

8. How do employere view the four options available to students who

choose to pursue an academic program involving preparation for a

bilingual career? Is there a preference for one option over the

others?

9. To what extent do employers deem as important the modification of

language and/or business administration courses to provide a focus

on dimensions of international trade?

10. To what extent do employers view the related cooperative education

. experience in foreign ,countriee and/or the United States to be

important?

a
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11. What general advice do employers have for students who desire to

prepare themselves for bilingual positions in business and industry?

O. Hypotheses

The following research hypotheses grew out of the analysis of questions

to be answered through data provided by this study:

1. The business community has a present ana projected need for bilingual

employees who also are prepared scholastically in business adminis-

tration.

2. Opportunities for students prepared for.bilingual positions in

business exist at entry levels of employment.

Students who have expertise in more than one foreign language have

an advantage when applying for positions over those who have exper-

tise in only one foreign language.

4. Employment opportunities fat bilingual job applicants are found in

a variety of functional areas.

5. Employers of bilingual job applicants desire language proficiency

that includes translating from foreign-language docunents and

conversing with foreign-speaking clients and constituents.

6. The employing community is gonerally aware of the official certifi-

cation examinations available in French and Gorman and considcrs

them When employing persons for bilingual positions in their

companies.

7. EMployers view the related cooperative education experience with

firms in foreign countries and the United States to be an impor-

tant consideration when employlIng someone far a bilingual position.

8, Advice provided by employers for students who prep%re for bilingual

1 22



careers includes some special concerns for foreign language and

business administration preparation.

In addition, the following null hypotheses were formulated:

1. The requireaents of employers in out0.of-state firms do not differ

in a significant way from those of Michigan employers.

_Asuperior any one- of the four options avail-.

able to students who wish to prepare for bilingual careers In bUsiness.

3. Employers do,not deem.as important the modification of foreign lan-

guage or business administration courses to accommodate the prepara-

tion of students for bilingual eareers in business.

D: Delimitations

Based on limited time and resources, it was decided that this study would

concentrate primarily on Michigan-based firms, The study was directed toward

Michigan-based firms since they constitute the primary source of employment

opportunities for Eastern Michigan University graduates.. However, a limited

number of firms in states with close proximity to Michigan--Chio, Indiana,

Illinois, and Wisconsin--were included to provide some representation of

out-of-state employers.

No governmental offices were included in this stud Y. A study of

governmental agencies and bilingual employment opportunities in government

Was perceived as an additional study which might be undertaken at a later

date. Information available from civil service employment agencies also is a

source of information in this area of concern.

The study also did not address the opportunities for an expannion and

Zurther development of the cooperative education program which already is

underway,with considerable success. A study to determine employer inttlrest

and pOtential imthis important area of the Language and International Trade

-6.
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program was perceived as one which should be conducted as a separate study

at another time.

E. Limitations

The mail-out survey questionnaire was,selected as the most feasible

method of gathering the information desired. The lack of resources for this

project precluded using teami of interviewers or conducting a telephone sur-

vey. The process of designing the survey questionnaire and selecting the

sample to be included in the study was given special attention to help off-

set the limitations of the mail-out survey. The limitations of questionnaire

surveys, however, must Le considered in using the results of this study.

Only a small sample of out-of-state firms was included in this study

due to a limitation of resources.



II, CURRENT LITERATURE

A search of current literature revealed relatiVely little being written of

a substantive nature dealing with the principal concern of this investigation,

No research studies or surveys concerning the specific nature and aspects of

employment of bilingual Persons in U.S. firns were reported in the literature,

The ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center system) was searched

using the follmiing descriptors: bilingual employment, corporations (foreign,

international), commerce, employment, export, foreign, import, investment,

international, multinations, trade, trading companies, language, and firms.

Related entries in RIE (Resources In Education) and the GIJE (Current Indox to

Journals of Education) also were reviewed. The Reader's Guide and the Wall

Street Journal Index were among other guides and indexes used in the litorat4re,

search.

Literature which supports the general trend toward increasing inter-

national trade and articles which relate to general considerations in the

employment of bilingual or multilingual persons were reviewed and are

ditcussed in this chapter.

A. International Trade and Multinational Centronies

The development of increased international tr2.de over the past seVdral

years as well as projections of continually increasing aspects of overseas

production and marketing seems well documented, Boone and Kurtz (1979,

pp. 489-490) state that approximately 25,000 U.S. firms are engaged in some

type of international business actiVity, However, the Directory of American

Firms Operating in Foreign Countries (Angel, 1976) includes only 4,500 firms

in applying definitive criteria concerning business operations in foreign

countries, Some U.S. firms, such as the Colgate-Palmolive Company, show

-8-



overseas sales as accounting fer 55+% of their total sales in 1977. Other

firms, such as Johnson and Johnson, Sperry Rand, and Dow Chemical had

overseas sales represent 404% of their total sales.

Dugan (1980) presents a well-documented ease for the increasing poten-

tial for international trade'as various countries seek to increase their WIP's

Oich he views as a measure of commercial activity. Using data provided by

the International Monetary Fund, the International Trade Commission Of the

U.S. Department of Commerce, and U.S. embassy foreign-based staffs, he cites

"market profiles" and "statistics on,key economic indicators" to support the

thesis that we have reason to improve our position in world trade, He fur-

ther observes that such potential for increased activity riGhtfully causes

students of foreign language to reflect on the employment potential enhanced

by a knowledge of a foreign language,

B. Need For Bilinouai Elployces

The need for bilingual employees in U.S. firms is not as well-defined as

is the expansion of world trade and multinational corporation activities. The

concomitant need for bilingual employees as an aspect of increased international

trade appears to be a logical one; yet, specifics of that need are not evident.

Root (1978, pp. 498-500),hotes that multinational companies transfer

entrepreneurial skills to foreign markets. He further observes that different

perceptions of economic opportunity is needed from that of domestic managers.

There is a new kind of understanding of economic and personal risks required

of the manager of foreign operations,

In a discussion of the "human-skills theory of trade," R 3

pp. 98-100) makes- note of the abundance of professional and technic:L. skills

present.iii the United States and concludes that this'giv6s a com3;=ative



advantage to the United States in the international market. He does not

discuss, however, the language or cultural dimensions of dealings in foreign ,

environments although tfie problem of language and skill training is cited as

a causal factor affecting labor flows throughout the 1970's.

The future need for bilingual employees appears to be supported by

foreign-trade expansion plans of domestic firms. The deVeIdpment-of-new and

broader international trade goals have been announced recently by firms such

as General Motors Corporation. The investment of the automobile companies

in plants in foreign countries is illustrated by a March 2, 1930 report in

the Detroit Free Press which shows a total in new-plant investment of over

in Mexico by three U.S. auto makers.

The trend for foreign automobile companies to build plants in the U.S.

also is common knowledge. Bilingual employees are frequently employed by

'foreign companies with U.S. bases of operation. Mr. Elliott M. Estes, (1970)

president of General Motors, challenges the U.S. business corimunity to meet

world-wide competition and notes that "the American marketplace of today

reflects global competition,"

/hp, naed for our public schools to provide instruction in the area of

international trade is represented in part by a 1978 publication of the

Caterpillar Tractor Company which contains a preface by Dr. Michael MaeDowell,

who at the time served as Executive Dire tor of the Illinois Council on

Economic Education and who presently serves as the President of the Joint

Council on Economic Education. This publication, the result of combined

efforts of a broad-based curriculum committee composed of_educators, points

out the need for high schocl students to understand the impact of the multi-

national corporation on our daily lives. World trade is cited as having

grown significantly In the past decade. The publication notes that developing

-10-
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countries in 1973 imported only 26,8% of the world's exports. The potential

of the developing nations to enhance the demand for international trade is an

important factor affecting the future. A widely-used high school general

business text (Daughtrey, et al., 1981, chapter 17) devotes at least one

chapter to considerations of international trade.

-Reet419784-p. 403) notes that over two-thirds of the world's people live

in poverty. Industrialization, he furthet observes, has become the "supreme

national goal of these developing countries." In 1974, only 14 of 145 toun-

tries with a population of one million or more had a Gross National Product

(GNP) of $5,000+ per capita (the United States ranks fifth.) Forty of those

nations have GNP's of less than $250 per capita.

Anderson (1979), in discussing career possibilities in international

trade, makes the point that the assumption that "English is the language of

comperce" simply is not true.

Savell (1978),,reports on a survey of positions advertised in the WALL

STREET JOURNAL which reveals a demand for 360 positions requiring persons who

can speak one.= more foreign languages. He further notes that the cierand

calls for persons with business, scientific and technical training along with

a foreign language facility.

Federal agencies with employment language skill requirements were re-

ported by Wollenmevor (1961). A "resurvey" updated a 1939 study related to

the National Dafenve Education Act program and documented a rapid move toward

language training withiu the federal agencies. Increased employment oppor-

tunities and requirements are anticipated according to the repOrt of the

"resurvey."

A3ertyman (1979) reports on a U.S. government-funded study which did a

quantitative analysis of'supply and demand for foreign language specialists

I H



and their utilization in the public and private sector. The findings of

that study were generally negative concerning foreign-language related jobs

in business.

Inman (1978), however, does note that corporate language training pro-

grams are increasing. An emphasis on "occupationally oriented special purpose

language training," helping to meet translation and interpretation needs within

the corporation, suggests a need that must be met in the business community,'

C. Problems Relating To Bilinmual Employment. ,

Terpstra (1978, pp. 3-15) refers to 3,000+ languages in the world, He-

further commenta on the essential nature of good communication between man-

agement and workers which is made "most difficult" by,foreign environment

work forces which may well be multilingual. He cites an example of the Ford

plant in Cologne where almost one-half of the work force (and almost all of

the assembly line) is non-German, He also notes that langaage differences

often cause "static" in communications with workers,

English, French, and Spanish are each national languages in at least

twenty countries'according to Terpstra. (1978, p. 4). He also reporta that

about a dozen countries share Arabic as a national language but notes that
4

colloquial forms of Arabic differ widely among those countries.

Green (1980) reports on a problem which faced thc Coors Brewing Company

when they developed advertising in Spanish and subsequently found local idioms

reducing the effectiveness-of otherwise sucoesaful promotional efforts. The

need for an understanding of the many dimensions of a language is illuatrated

by this experience,

Wiedenaar (1979, PP; 462-465) explains the complexities of problems

faced by businesses which must deal with the international monetary system



and varying gold and non-gold standards. Fiscal policies of various countries

compound a monetary system's problems, and he cites various attempts to

develop international monetary systems. The problem faced by business man-

agers who must deal with trade offs and social goals of foreign countries

also is noted.

The different cultural views of time pressure and a sense of urgency--
,

which are seen by many as major determinants in economic performance and

progress--is presented by Terpstra (1978, pp. 70779) as one of the major

Challenges facing international trade participants. Martin (1980, p. 37)

notes that despite "best intentions" guest worker programs have provided

"short term economic benefits while creating future. problems in language,

schools, housing, integration, and human rights."

Moore (1979), in discussing career opPortunities and requirements,

reports that the accounting profession in,Europe is not as well organized as

it is in the United States. She further hotes that accounting rules vary from

cOuntry to country and are-not necessari4 acceptable to the U.S. government.

Her report supports the position that employees in international trade pro-

grams should not only be bilingual but shduld complete a varied, beyond-the-

traditional, academic program.

D. Advice For BilincEt1 Job Seekers

Anderson (1979) discusses career possibilities with the Commerce Depart-

ment, especially in the role of trade specialist,',She notes the importance

of developing a sensitivity to the "other person's culture." In terms of

I

specific preparation, Anderson seep a knowledge of international finance,

accounting, and human behavior as important. She also notes that persons

seeking employment in international trade positions should be mobile both

to get in and to advance in those positions.
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Dabars (1976) Sees opportunities for Rustian-speaking students but also

notes that some companies prefer a Master of Business Administration degree

while others settle for traditional language programs.

Moore (1979) repcmis On the need for financial analysts with multilingual

Skills to help facilitate foreign trade. An understanding of the Euro-dollar,

market and a background in accounting and finance axe seen by her as important

aspects of career preparation.

Dickson (1979) urges students to have a specific career-oriented plan

for their college education and to follow it through. She indicates that to

expect businesses to do the necessary training is no longer a realistic

expectation. There is a need to know the technical vocabulary of foreign

languages, ihe notes and adds that good jobs and good skills go together. A

foreign language fluency, along with a skill such as Shorthand, is reported

to be an especially valuable asset in the job market; butstudents must be

prepared for the opportunities which will come along.

Some general advice'for bilingual job seekers is presented by a variety

of authors. Calvert (1969) offers suggestions regarding how to go about

getting a job, about life abroad, and about prospects in foreign employment

areas. He suggests summer and year-round exchange programs as being an

important part of one's preparation. He lists international organizations

*Lich can be helpful in seeking experiences abroad. Illman (1980) sets lang-

uage training as a most important qualification for a manager in a foreign

country and gives steps that may be followed in getting readi to work abmoad.

McCreary (1964) gives advice on working abroad based on interviews with

American managers of foreign-based operations, and Shtrif (1975) gives scme

general information on career opportunities for students of foreign lan3uages.



I!

Elling (1976) discusses career options far students of German. She sees

opportunities in the areas of communication, service, entertainment, science

and technology; non-traditional jobs also appear to be available for those

applicants with a German langmage skill,

-15-
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III. THE STUDY DMIGN

The basic thrust of this study was the conducting of a survey of em-

ployers Who were reported to be engaged in foreign trade. The development of

a questionnaire and the drawing of a desired sample were major activities in

the design of the study.

A, Developing The Questionnaire

The development of the questionnaire to be used in the survey was a

'joint effort of selected faculty from tie Department of Foreign Languages and

Bilingual Studies and the principal investigator, In recognition of the

importance of questionnaire design, a considerable_amount of time was spent

in identifying areas of inquiry and in constructing a questionnait6-that

would help,to solicit the desired responses. Principles of questionneirc

design and development (Hillestad, pp. 40-60; Emory, p. 215ff) were considered

throughout the developmental process.

Discussions with appropriate faculty revealed specific areas of desired

inquiry related to the foreign language component of the academic program.

A list of fourteen specific questions were submitted for consideration. The

investigator's familiarity with personnel practices and with the business

college added several dimensions of concern related to business practices

and business administration courses, Sample questions wore then constructed

to get at the areas of concern identified, and a preliminary draft of a

questionnaire was prepared.

The preliminary copy of the questionnaire consisted of 22 items on five

typewritten pages. After a review of this copy by faculty and the principal

investigator, several items were deleted and some additioml items were
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identified, A repeat of this process brought the questionnaire development

to a point where a rough-draft copy could be prepared. This draft consisted

of 16 major areas of inquiry. It was decided that the, questionnaire would

be limited to one standard-sized sheet of paper with printing on both sides.

Discussions were then held with personnel from the university's computer

,center to identify desired ways of analyzing,variables in the study. The

questionnaire was coded in such a way as to facilitate subsequent tabulation.

A near-final draft of the questionnaire was prepared for use in a pilot survey.

The instrument was tested by students enrolled in an on-campus graduate re-

search course and by ten selected business firms in the university's service

area,

Respondents to the questionnaire in the pilot survey identified some

vocabulary which was not communicative to them. One respondent from the

business community challenged a question as getting at information which was

confidential in that particloar company. One question failed to provide

usable ansWers and was revised.

Preliminary consideration given to the tabulation data and to the nature

of responses received in the pilot survey caused the questionnaire to be

further modified in a couple of areas. In _particular, in tabulating one

pilot survey item it became apparent that the discriminatory response desired

was not prorided and a modification of the response categories was necesaary,

A final draft of the questionnaire was then,prepared After a final

review of it by faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages and Bilin,wal

Studies and by the principal investigator, the questionnaire was typed and

reproduced by multilith process on yellow paper, (See Exhibit A.)
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1e-lquestionnaire in its final deeign included several questions which

13, Analysis of the Auestionnaire

11
,

provide demographic information about e responding business firms, e

:h

Th

demographic data permitted various su b analyses of information received.
,

Since the survey 'deals with employment lipatterns and projections of future

employment needs (infoimation which is often considered to be confidential

within a business firm), no specific identification of any business firm was
I

called for.

The five general demographic inquiries related to countries in which

business ia conducted, type of business, kind of foreign trade activity,

annual sales, and number of employees.

The second major section of the questionnaire dealt with general employ-

ment information, The need for employees with foreign language competencies,

current and projected openings, hiring preferences in terms of language

preparation, flinctional areas in which bilingual employees are utilized, and

levels of employment were areas of investigation included in this section.

Respondents also were asked to indicate levels of proficiency desired

in three languages, Gervlan, French, and Spanish, which are included in the

International Trade program. Seven proficiency levels in ,each of the three

languages were identified for response.

Reepondents also were asked to indicate the extent, if any, to which offi-

cial certification examinationa in French and German were considered in the

hiring process. There was an assumption by faculty that many husincsaes do

not acknowledge these examinations and that many personnel people are un-

familiar with them. In addressing that point to determine the extent of

familiarity with the examinations, persennel people were alerted to the

existence and potential use of the examinations.



The final part of the questionnaire dealt withprogram structure and

advice and asked the respondents to rate several kinds of advice for students.

Likert-type scale was developed to facilitate responses to these items.

Rspondents also were asked to rate the importance of combinations of foreign

e and business administration courees'for students who want to prepare

for 'rlingual careers in business. A Likert-type response scale again was

used here.
\

tquestionnaire concluded with two open-ended questions which permit

respondoe ts to state their opinions regarding advice appropriate for students

who wish to seek bilingual positions in business.

C, The Sample

The sample selected for.this survey came from two princip21 sources:

THE DIRECTORY OF FIRMS DOING BUSINESS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES, 1978 edition, and

a partial list of Michigan firms doing international business provided in 1978

by the-Michigan Department of Commerce.

Those firms listed in the DIRECTORY which had Michigan addresses were

recorded on 3 x 5 index cards. In addition, sone firms located in major

cities in Ohio, Indiana and Wisconsin were included. Notations were made on

the index cards to indicate the countries in which these businesses reportedly

do business. In total, 390 business firms were identified for possible

inclusion in this study.

From the 390 business firms identified, 195 (50%) were selected on a

stratified random basis to receive the questinnnaire railing. The limited

funding of the study could not handle marsthan 200 mailings. Index cards

were sorted by in-state and out-of-state firms. In-state firms were then

sorted by countries in which they conduct business. Cards in each group were
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Shuffled and placed face down, The principal investigator and the graduate

assistant then alternated in selecting cards until the desired number was

attsined, Of the firms selected, 71 were out-of-state firms. The 124

Michigan based firms included 71 which did business in a multiplicity'Of

foreign countries, 12 whidh deal with France only, 35 with Germany only, and

6 with Mexico only. It was determined thit the ssmple would provids the desired

cross-section of the employing community. The nature of the businesses it-

self, e,g., banking, finance, or manufacturing, was not considered in the

sample selection,

D. The Mailings

On April 1, 1980, 195 questionnaires were sent via first-class mail to

the selected business firms. The mailing was addressed to the personnel

officers of the firms, A cover letter, signed by the head-of the Department

of Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies and by the principal inveStigator

(see EXhibit B) emphasiied the importance of the study for the university

and its student population, In additiOn to the-cever letter and theClaes-

tionnaire, a mimeographed description of the Foreign Language and Intermtional

Trade program was included (see Exhibit C).

A follow-up letter, along with another copy of the questionnaire (see

Exhibit. D) was drafted and sent to non-responding firms on April 28, apnroxi-

Mately two weeks after the stated response date in the original cover letter.

Although business,firms are not identified in thq questionnaira, moht

responding firms used their company's mailing envelopes and the return

addresses were used to develop a list of responding and non-responding firms

for follow-up purposes only, The follow-up letterimmW,a_special appeal

for a response either in the form of the questionnaire itself or som4-othge

-20-
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statement-of response by the firms. Twelve additional responses were received

as a result of the follow-up mailing.

E., The Response

The mailing of 195 questionnaires resulted in a 41.5% response rate, a

total of 81 returned questionnaires. However, among those 81 there were 21

envelopes returned by the post officl as "undeliverable." Of then returned

envelopes, three had out-of-state addresses and 18 were'Michigan addresses.

Completed questionnaires were received from 56 (28.7%) of the business

firms and letters were-received from four additional firms in response to

the mailing. Of the four written letters pf response, one provided informa-

tion relative to the employment Of bilingual employees and the othors stated

that the business no longer was involved in international trade.

Of the 60 responding firms, 16 were out-of-state firms and 44 were

Michigan firms. Eleven of the sixteen out-of-state respondents were Ohio-
.

based firms. The four firms which wrote explanatory letters were all

Michigan-based companies.

The 60 responding firms represented 34.5% of the firms included in the

study after adjusting for'non-deliverable mailings. The 16 out-of-state

firms represented 23.5% of the firms to whom mailings were sent, and the 40

Midhigan respondents represented 41,5% of the adjusted total of MichiGam

firms included in the mailing.

The following table summarized the response received from the mailinzs

in this study:.



Table 1

RESPONSES TO SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE MAILINGS

Location
of Firms

Number
of Mailings

Number
Undeliverable

Net
Vailing

Responses
Number Percent

Michigan 124 18 106 44 41.5

Out4.of-

state 71, 3 68 16 23.5

Total

11.1110.111.

195 21

01111,

6o174 34.5%
=NM
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IV. THE FINDINGS

Data tabulation was.performed in part with the assistande of a DPL com-

puter program. Responses recorded on, the questionnaires were-transferred to

mark-sense farm for input into the computer. Data requiring statistical

analyses were entered into the STATPACK program,

In addition, typewritten 14sts of responses to open-ended questions were

prepared, A visual review of,the questiennalres also provided some observa-

tions which are included in this chapter.

A. The Respondents

Responding firms indicated that they do tusiness in five specifif foreign

countries and more than four foreign geographic areas. The countries in which

the greatest proportion of companies did business are Canada and Germany. At

least one-half of the responding companies alsodid business in Mexico, the

United Kingdom, France, the Orient, and South America, (See Table II.)

Table II

COUNTRIES AND GEOGRAPHIC AREAS IN WHICH RISPONDING FIRMS CONDUCT BUSINESS

Country or
Geographic Area

Percent of ResTIondents

Other.btatos

Canada 77.5% 78.6%
Germany 77.5 75.0 76.8
'Mexico 70.0 75.0 71.4

United Kingdom 67.5 68.8 67.9
Orient 57.5 62.5 66.1
France 67.5 56.3 64.3

South America 60.0 75.0 64.3
Spain 47.5 50.0 43.2
Central America 45.0 43.8 44.6

Frepch-speaking Africa 17.5 31.3 21,4
Other 20,0 31.3 23.2
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"Other" countries or geographical areas and the frequency with which

they were listed in response to the introductory questionnaire item were

Australia (4); Middle East (3)1. Denmark, India and Asia (2); and Italy,

Arabia, Philippines, Eastern Europe, and Singapore (1). One respondent

indicated doing business in "most countries."

Over half (58.9%) of the:firms reported being engaged in nufacturing

(other than auto ). Relatively few were involved in auto, fine ce, banking or

retailing/wholesaling. One firm reported being engaged in transportation.

The most c9m1on (50%) type of foreign trade activity of responding firms was

that of e Jag, and 19.6% reported being involved as both exporter and

importer. None indicated being engaged in freight-forwarding.

A few "other" areas of business activity were indicated_with engineering

and manufacturing listed twice. Firms also reported being involved In con-

struction management, contracting, commercial lending, and oil exploration.

Most (76.8%) of the responding companies reported annual sales of under

$500 million, In'termeof number of employees, 55,4% of the responding
,

companies employed 1,000 or more persons and 21.4% employed under 100.

(See Table III.).
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Table III

PROFILE OF RESPONDING EMPLOYER'S

133

//

Percent of Roinondents

Description
Michigan Other tates
(n=40) (n=16)

TYPE OF BUSINESS
Manufacturing (not auto) 55.0%

'Auto 17.5 6.3
Financ,/banking 7.5
Retail Wholesale 2.5
Other 17.5 25.0

Total 100.0:1 100.04

TYrE OF FOREIGN TRADE ACTIVITY
Primarily Exporter
Exporter-Importer
Primarily Importer ,

Finance/Monetary Exchange
Other

Total

ANNUAL SALES
Under $500 million
$501-999 million
$1 billion and over

Total

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Under 100
101 - 500
501 - 999
1000 & over

Total

47.5% 56.2%
17.5 25.0
12.5

7.5 6.3
15.0 12.5

100.0:4

82.5% 62.5%
10.0 6.3
7.5

100.0.1 100.0;4

All

58.9%
14.3
5.4
1.8

19.6
100.n

50.05;

19.6
8.9
7.1

14.4
100.04

76.EW
8.9

14.3,

IsuaLi

1
31.31
2.5 12.5--

15.0 loO7
Al" 55.4
10577
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B. Language Requirements

_Thirty-seven (66.1%) of the responding companies reported the employment

of persons who must read, write, or speak Wforeign language. The most common

requirement was Spanish with 86.5% of the firms which have a language require-

ment indicating employees with a need for that language. Over half of the

thirty-seven companies reported a need for German and French-speaking employees.

Table IV/

FIRMS WITH A FOREIGN IA3yGE REQPIREMENT

Percent af Fins
Michioan Gthar states

Language

Spanish 79.2% 100.0%
Gernan 54.2 92.3
French 37.5 76.9
Other 20.8 30.8

_,.

All

7:577

86.5%
67.6
51,4
29.7

Of the firms which responded to question 6, the basis for Table IV, the

majority indicated a requirement for three or more foreign languages.

Thirty-one percent of thoSe firms with bilingual employee needs indicated

four or mare languages being used by employees in their firms.

"Other languages" and the frequency of their listing on the questionnaires

include Athe following: Dutch and Chinese (3), Portugese and Italian (2), and

Flemish, Arabic, Greek, Russian, Korean, Thai, Polish, Japanese, and Indian 0.).

In terms of a first language preference, almost half, or 43,2;1, indicated

favoring English with the same percent having.no stated.preference when hiring

bilingual employees. Few companies, 13.5%, preferred a foreign ltqlguage as a

first language. Michigan firms showed less of a preference for the first

language being foreign than did out-of-state firms, (See Table V.)
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Table V

FIRST LANGUAGE PREFERENCES OF FIRMS HIRING BILINGUAL EMPLOYEES

First Language Preference

Percent Among Firms With Bilingual Employees
Michigan Other States All
(ns=24) (n=13)

English 54.2% 23.0% 43.2%
Foreign 8.3 23,0 43.5
None 37.5 53.8 43.2

13.g

C. Bilingual Positions

The area of employment in which the firms with bilingual employees most

often employed bilingual persons is marketing (51.U7f). Mo other employment

area was dominant although administrative services, plant operations, accounting,

financf,, and shipping-transportation were indicated by 10,f, or more of the

responding companies. Almost one-fourth of the out-of-state firms indicated

accounting positions with foreign language requirements, (See Table VI.)

Table VI

POSITIONS IN WHICH FIRMS UTILIZE BILINGUAL EY1PLOYEES

Percent Among Firns With Biliplual EnT2.2yees

Position
Michixan Othlr States All
(na,24). (n.1.3) (n37)

Marketing 58.3% 38.5% 51.4%
Administrative Services 12.5 15.3 13.5
Plant Operations 8.3 7.7 13.5

Finance 8.3 15.3 10.8
Accounting 4.2 23.1 10.8'
Shipping and Transportation 8.3 7.7 8.1f

Data Processing 0,0 7.7 2.
Personnel 0,0 7.7 2.
Research and Development 4.2 0.0 2.

Law and Regulations 0,0 0.0 0 0
Other 33.3 53.8 405
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When identifying "other" areas et employment for bilingual emiloyeea

retpondents most often indicated "International DepaFtment" and "Engineering"

with each mentioned four times. "Commercial lending" was indicated twice,

and the following each were indicated ence: advertieing, management, a7i1.es,

export division, and customer service in international division.

The entgy level position most commonly available to bilingual col).ege

graduates was that of management trainee. Secretarial/clerical positlions

and positions as staff specialists were cited by 21.6% and 18,9% of the

respondents respectively, (See Table VII.)

Table VII

ENTRY-LEVEL POSITIONS FOR WHICH BILINGUAL COLLEGE GRADUATES ARE HIRED

Entry-Level Position

Management Trainee
Secretarial/Clerical
Staff Specialist
Supervisory Management
Other

Pereent Among Firms With Bilingual Emplaees
Michi an Other States All

(Rwl3) (n=37)

50.0% 30.7% 43.Z1
25.0 15.4 21.6
16.7 23.1 18.9
8.3 0.0 5.4
25,0 30.8 27.1

"Sales Trainee-International" was listed by three responding firms as the

area in which new bilingual employees would be placed. In addition, commercial

loan officer trainee, financial analyst, and engineering each were mentioned

once,

Most firms reported that their employees do have experiences in a foreign

environment, but that experience-is not generally a frequent one. Seventy-six

percent of the responding firms indicated that the foreio exlyerience is

"occasional" or "seldom." All of the Michigan firms reported some foreign

environment experience for bilingual employees. (See Table VIII.)
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Tatae VIII

FREQUENCY O. FOREIGN ENVIRONMENT EXPERIENCE OF BILINGUAL EMPLOYEES

Fret uenc o erience

Often
Occasional
Seldom-
Never

Percent Among Firms With Bilingual Employees
Michigan Other States All
(nn,24) (n1.3) (n=37)

29.2% 23.1% 27.1%
41.7 15.4 32.4
45.8 38.5 43.2
0.0 7.7 2. 7

Levels of Proficiency Desired

With reference tp seven stated levels of proficiency listed as desirable

in foreign languages, (see Table IX) at least one-third of the firms which

have language-requirements indicated a need for those levels in each of the

three major languages. "Translating letters and documents" was the most common

need in Spanish (59.4%) and in French (43.2%), with "read technical documents"

the most common need in German (48.6%).

Although variations occurred in the percentages of firms which roported

requiring various proficiency levels, all of the seven stated levels of pro-

ficiency were required by at least one-third of the firms.
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/Table IX

LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY DESIRED IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Percent Among Firms With Language Requirement
Stated Level Of

Resat Proficiency*

French RTD
STL
TLD
IFL
HTTC
CWFR
TUFO

German RTD
STL
TLD
IFL
HTTC
CWFR
VIVFC

Spanish RTD
STL
TLD
IFL
HTTC
CWFR
VIWFC

Other RTD
STL
TLD
TM
HTTC

7IWRFC

Michi Other States All
(n=13)

29.2% 46.2% 35.1%
20,8 46.2 29.7
41.7 46.2 43.2
33.3 38.5 35.1
33.3 38.5 35.1
25.0 33.8 35.1
29.2 46.2 35.1

45,8% 53.8% 48.6%
33.3 46.2 37.8
41.7 38.5 40.5

37.5 38.5 37.8
33.3 38.5 35,1
29.2 38.5 32.4

33.3 38.5 35.1

45.8% 53.8% 48.6%
45,8 53.8 48.6

58.3 61.5 59.4
45,9 53.8 48.6
50,0 53.8 51,4
45,8 61.5 51.4
37.5 61.5 43.2

16,6% 7.7% 13.55
12.5 7,7 10.8
16,6 7.7 13,5
12.5 7.7 10.3
8.3 7.7 8.1
8.3 7.7 8.1
12.5 7,7 10.8

RTD = read technical documents
STL = speak technical language
TLD = translate letters and documents
:EFL = -interpret foreign language
HTTC = handle telephone-telex communications
CWFR = converse with foreign representatives
VIWFC = verbal interaction with foreign citizens



There were no "othee levels of proficiency recorded by respondents.

One respondent .indicated that the level of proficiency desired depended on

the position and the country rather than the language per se.

E. Certification Examinations

A majority of the employers with foreign language requirements (66.7% in

French and 49.7% in German) reported foreign language certification examina-

tions as biing "not important." About one-fifth (19,4%Lin_French_and-19.5%

in German) indicated that the examinations are nIt used at all. None of the

responding companies indicated that the examination was an important considera-

tion when hiring bili9gual employees.

The percent of employers uiing the French examination was similar to

those using the German examination (80.6% and 80.5% respectively) .-- Slightly

over,one-tenth.(13.9% and 11.1% respectively), considered the examinations to

-be important when hiring new employees. (See Table X.)

Table X

EMPLOYER PERCEFTICNS CF THE IMFCRTANCE OF OFFICIAL FOREIGN
LANGUAGE CERTIFICATION EXAMINATIONS WHEN HIRING NEU EMPLOYEES

Language-
Proficiency Perceived

Percent Among Firms With Foreign
Lant;usere Reeuirement
Michigan

,

Other States '.11

EXamination Trugrtance (n=24) (n=13) (n=37T

French Very Important____----
--------,

0.crh 0.0% 0.0%
JAportant------, 20.8 0,0 13.9
Not Important 54,2 91.7 66.7
Exam Not-Used 25.0 82.1 19 4,
Total 100.0!-; 100.0,-; 100,Czo

*

German Very Important 0,0% 0,0% 0.0%,
Important- 16.7 0,0 11.1
Not Important . 62..5 83.3 69.4
Exam Not Used 20.8 16,7 19.5

Total 100.0;0 IU5:17 I00.0.-f
..........



F. Current and Projected Openings

A projected need for employees with foreign language proficiency was

reported by 72.2% of all those firms with foreign language requirements; 75%

I 4-0

of the Midhigan firms and 66.7% of out-of-state firms indioated such a need.

Relatively few firms, 29.2% in Michigan and 33.3% in other states, indicated a

current need for employees with foreign language proficiency. (See Table XI.)

Table XI

CURRENT AND PROPTIED OPENIVCS FCR PCSITIONS WITH
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PRCF1CIENCY REQUIREMENT

Percent AmonT Firns With Foreirm LamuseTe Renuirenent
Nichit7an Othcr Staters All ,

openings, -71717.724T- (L.13) 77=7'

Current 29.2% 333% 30.6%

Projected 75.0 66.7 72.2

G. Advice for Students and Faculty

All respondents, those who currently have bilingual employees as well as

those who do not, were asked to respond to those questionnaire items asking

for opinions regarding academic options. A total of 45 firms, 80.4% of the

total number of respondents recorded.tabulatable answers to questions 64

through 72 and provided advice on majors, minors, and projram elements related

to academic preparation for bilingual careers. Of the firms which responded

to these questions, 32 are Michigan firms and 13 are Iron other states.

A "business administration major with a foreign language minor" (question

67) was the Program most favored by respondents. The mean response for this

item was 4,1. (Note: A moan response of 5.0 would indicate that every re-

spondent indicated the advice as "excellent;" a mean responce of 1.0 would

-32-
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indicate everyone designating it as "poor advice.) A weighted value of 185

was computed for this item;'185 is 82.2% of the maximum value possiblelb

(Notes A weighted value of 225 would indicate a "perfect score" of all "5's"

for the advice and a weighted value of 45 would be the lowest possible value

with all responaents indicating a "1.")

Table XII presents,a statistical description of the responses to

questions 64 through 67. The advice to which the employers responded is

listed in the order of the preference of all responding firms rather than in

the order in Which the stated advice appeared on the questionnaire itself.

The questionnaire item number is shown in parentheses after each statement of

advice, The ratings given by Michigan and out-of-state firms were consistent

in designating the advice on academic options as being favorable or un-

favorable, (See Table XII.)

Table XII

RATINGS OF ADVICE FOR STUDENTS PREPARING FOR BILINGUAL CAREERS

Statistical Description of Restonses*
Advice In Order
Of Rated Importance

Michigan (n=32) Othor Statls ,n--4111 r)
)

Mean SD WV Mean SD WV Mean SD WV

-

Business Administration
Major With Foreign
Language Minor (Q.67) 4,13 0.71 132 4.08 0.86 53 4.11, 0.75 185

Languagaand International
'Trade Program (Q.64) 4.09 1.03 130 3.77 1:24 49 3.98 1.16 179

Foreign Language Major
With Business Admin-
istration Minar (Q.66) 3.13 1.16 100 3.46 0.9? 45 3.22 1.11 145

Foreign Language Major

(Q.65) 2.07 0.84 67 1.85 0.90 24 2.02 0.92 91

4SD Standard Deviation and WV Am- weighted values, Means of 3.0+ and weighted
values of 135+ in the "All" column are favorable response levels.



Descriptive statistics and the Mann-Whitney U Test of-significance were

used in analyzing responses to questionnaire items 64 through 67 which dealt

with employer advice in comparing the Language and International Trade program

,with Other majors, and questionnaire items 68 through 72 which dealt with aca-

demic programs. The Stat-Pack program was utilized to produce the statistical

data.

A mean response of 5.0 to one of the questionnaire items 64 through 71

indidates that every respondent marked the advice as "excellent," a mean'

response of 1.0 would indicate everyone rated the advice as "poor." A mean

response of at least 3.0 was considered to be necessary for an option to have

received a "vote of confidence" by the employers,

Weighted values are the sums of the responses indicated on the question-

naires. (See Exhibit A.) A weighted valae of 225 would indicate a "perfect

score" of all "5's" by the 45 respondents. A weighted value of 45 would be

the lowest possible value if all respondents gave it ascore of "1." A

weighted value of,135 was needed for a "vote of confidence" by the employers.

The option, "a business administration major with a foreign languare

minor" (question 67), was the program most favored by respondents. The

mean response for-this.item was 4.11 and it has a weighted value of 185. The

weighted value was 82.2% Of the total score possible.

The "Language and International Trade program",was also given a yery

high rating by respondents. The mean of 3.98 and weighted value of 179 were

similar to the rating of the combination of a business administration mjor

with a foreign language.

The "foreign language major with a business administration minor" received

lower ratings. !ly respondents, but beLh the mean (3.22) and the weLghted value



(145) scores were slightly above the minimal levels needed for a "te of

eonfidence" by the employers. The "foreign language major," however, with a

(-mean of 2.02 and a weighted value'of 91, fell below the level 'considered to

be a vote of employer confidence in this analysis.

The Mann-Whitney U Test, in comparing question 67 with 64, yielded a

2-score value of 0,404 which indicated no statistical difference at the 95%

confidence level. In comparing question 67 with questions 66 and 65, 2-score,

values of 7.303 and 3.833 indicated that there is a-statistical difference

at the 95g confidence level. A comparison of question 64 responses with those

of questions 65 and 66 also yielded values based,on the Mann-Whitncy U Test

(6.335 and 3.212, reseectively) which indicated a statistical difference at

the 95% confidence level, ' (Notes Due to the large sample"involved in this

analysis, "2" scores which are converted U values were used In cOnjunctAan

with normal "2" tables.)

In responding to elements of a program which help prepare students for,

bilingual careers, the respondents showed preferences for internship (coop)

programs with means of 4.4 and 3.93 respectively. (See Table XIII.) However,

all of the options listed in this section-of the questionnaire have mcans and

weighted values high enough to be considered "votes of confidence" by the

employers.



Table XIII

RATINGS OF IMPORTANCE OF PROGRAM ELEMENTS WHEN
PREPARING STUDENTS FOR BILINGUAL CAREERS

Program Elements Statistical Description of Responses*
In Order of aated
Importance

Internship (coop)
experience in foreign-
based firm (Q.72)

Internship (coop)
experience In US-based
international firm (Q.71)

Business courses with
international emphasis
(q.69)

Language courses with
business-oriented
content (q.68)

Language courses which
emphasize business terms
and concepts (Q.70)

H.+

Michigan (n=32) Other States (n.13) All (n.45)
Mean SD* WV Mean SD WV Mean SD WV

4.47 0.67 143 4.31 1,03 55 4,40 0,81 198

4.06 0.84 130 3.77 0.93 49 3.98 0.87 179

3.93 1.05 126 3,85 0.90 50 3.91 1.00 176

3.72 0.96 119 3.76 1.24 49 3.73 1.03 163

3.63 0,83 116 3,69 1.11 48 3.64 0.91 164

*SD = Standard Deviation and WV weighted values. Means of 3,04 and weighted
values of 135* in the "All" column are favorable response levels.

The Mann-Whitney U Test analysis yielded 2-score values of 3.002, 2;235,

2.304 and 1.687, respectively, in comparing responses to question 72 with

questions 68, 69, 70, and 71. All 2-score values except the last one were

greater.than the 1,96 value at the 95% confidence level needed to estab3ish

no statistical difference. Only queetions 72 and 71 have no statistically

significant difference between them at the 95% confidence level.

In comparing responses by Michigan firms and those from other states,

values yielded by the Mann-Whitney U Test showed no statistical differences

among any of the responses to questionnaire items 64 through 67 or 63 through

72 at the 95% confidence level, ANisual examination of the data prc?:;cntcd in

36-
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Tables XII and XIII also indicated a very close similarity between those

responses.

Six firms did not respond fully to questions 64 through 67 and their

responses could not be tabulated with the others. Some "non-respondents" to

this serles of questions, however, did mark a response score for one or more

of the tour items listed. Their marked response for each item sumnarized as

follows: "Complete the Language and International Trade program," 5, 4, 4, 4;

"Complete a regular foreign language major with a liberal arts minor," (none);

1Complete a regular foreign language major with a business administration

minor," 5, 4, 4; "Complete a business administration major with a foreign

language minor," 5, 5, 4, 3.

Four firms did not respond fully to questions 63 through 72 and were

considered as "non-respondents" to these questions. The marked responses of

these four firmt to individual questidnnaire items, however, were as follows:

"language courses with business-oriented content," 5; "business courses with

international emphasis," 5; "language courses which emphasize business terms

and concepts," 4; "internships (coop) experience in US-based international

firms," none; "internship (coop) experience in foreign-based firms," 5, 5,

H. Some General Advice for Students

Question 73 invited respondents to state "general advice" for students

Who are preparing for bilingual positions or for graduates who are seeking

bilingual positions. Table XIV presents comments which were provided by

nineteen respondents. The most frequently stated advice related to the

importance of business competency along with the foreign langua;e shills and

the importance of obtaining both busin
-

ess. and foreign-environment experiencer;.

114-;'



Table XIV

GENERAL ADVICE OFFERED TO STUDENTS WHO WISH TO PREPARE FOR
OR ARE SEEKING EMPLOYMENT IN BILINGUAL POSITIONS

N g. 19

Open-D.1d Question Resnonses

Be aware of the business culture of the country.

It is equally importaa to be bi-cultural to appreciate the application of
language to concepts, philosophies and policies.

Develop basic business skills and language skills.

Spend two or three years in the country whose language is to be used.

Have a skill to offer other than language--marketing, technical, etc.

Learn not only the exact translation in a particular language, but also
the so-called "vernacUlar," the slang or everyday type of usages that
exist in a particular country.

Obtain as much experience as possible in the foreign country in which you
are interested.

The primary qualification is business training; pick-up the language as a
secondary goal.

Seek activity in an internship program with a foreign based firm (2-3 months).

Table XV presents additional comments made by respondents to the final

open-end question on the survey questionnaire. No particular pattorn of

responses was observed, although comments regarding the necessity to travel

and the need to be able to adjust to life in a foreign environment were

referred to by more than one respondent.
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Table XV

OTHER COMMENTS PROVIDED BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS

mt 19

Oten-End amtion.Restonses

Be prepared to travel extensively; also be prepared for any and all types of
adjustpents which may be necessary due to the different cultural-changes.

In view of-the growth of multi-national firms; sound training and experience
in'international business is paramount.

Raising a family can be difficult in these '.reas.

Travel, travel and travel.

Curriculum should include courses on social systems of various countries or
continents.

Overseas offices operate with high degree of autonomy and hire only their
own nationals.

Having lived and worked abroad there is nothing better the foreigner can do
thah steak the language and, become one of the nationals (e.g.--ob:.;erving
their customs, cultures, etc.)

Educcational institutions should bollaborate with international businesses
to become more aware of needs and trends in business.

The value of understanding business in a foreign country cannot be over-
estimated.

'I. Letters from Employers

Several employers who did not respond to the survey questionnaire

per se wrote letters stating reasons why they did not respond. Typical

explanations were that the company no longer engaged in international trade

or that employment for such positions were handled in a central corporate

headquarters.

One of the major employers in southeastern Nichigan area wrote a letter

which contains information considered worthy of sharing as rart of this
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report, The essence of the letter follows.

"Thank you for considering (our) company as a resource in your survey

on the needs and opportunities for candidates with bilingual backgrounds.

"As you may be aware, our overseas companies are independent subsidi-

aries, incorporated under the laws of the various countries rather than

branch operations of the parent (company). The laws and regulations of these

countries usually require that positions be staffed with local nationals. We

do not recruit or hire U. S. citizens for work overseas.

"We do halie employees Who are sent overseas on temporary advisory or

training assignments, but,only after they have had several years of company

employment that would qualify them as experts in their particular field of

-qompany) operations. These employees were originally hired because of the

background and potential within a major field such as accounting, engineering,

sales, etc., not onthJasXiof their educational background in languages or

internatiOnal bUsiness.

"Your topic appears to have merit, but given the decentralized nature of

(our company's) international operations, our participation in your survey

may be misleading."

This letter summarized a point of view of a major corporation with an

extensive foreign operation and contained information pertinent to the

study,



V. CONCLUSICNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommenda4ons, based,on the findings of\

this study, are presented for consideration tty\students and facultywho are

interested in programs which relate to careers requiring foreign language

competenCies. (Due to the small number of out-of-state respondents, no

statistical comparisons have been made of Michigan-based firms

located in other states.)

those

Conclusions
\

1. The firms represented in this study comprised a desirable

section of the Michigan employ community that is involved in international

trade and represent a variety /of employment situations.

2. Many firms reported operating in an international mode with several

foreign countries and having stated requirements which encompass more than

one foreign language,

. 3. Abollt one-third of the firms that are reportedly involved with

international trade did not report a need for bilingual Employees.

4. The need for employees who have speaking, reading, and/or writing

competencies In Spanish, French, and Gernan was evident among those firms

with stated needs for bilingual employees.

5. Firms which hire bilingual employees did not state a clear preference

in terms of the first language desired for their employees. Very few, how-

ever, indicated a preference for a foreiGn language as a first lansuafLe,

6. Bilingual employees were most often employed in positions in

marketing. Other Positions with a small, hut relatively hirh percent of
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bilingual employees, included administrative services, plant operations,

accounting, finance, and shipning-transportation.v

7. The entry-level position in whiCh the greatest number of college

graduates were employed is that of management trainee. Secretarial/clerical

positions and staff specialist positions were the next most common entry- .

level positions.

8. Bilingual employees were likely to have a foreign environment

experience although that experience is not a frequent One. ,

9. Levels of proficiency desired by employers of bilingual employees,

span a range of competencies. Being able to handle the technical aspeets of

the language was one of the most important competencies to be developed.

10. Most of the employers of bilingual persons did not report the

certification examinations to be important. Approximately one-fifth reported-

not using the examinations at all.

U. Most businesses projected a future need for employees with bilingual

skills even though relatively few firms had current openings for bilingual

employees.

12. Employers rated high both the Bachelor of Business Administration

degree combined with a foreign language minor and the Language and Intsrnational

Trade program as ways of preparing for bilingual careers. Neither the foreIgn

language major with either a business administration nor the liberal arts

minor were reported favorably. Out-of-state employers in this nurvey

indicated a higher level of intereat in that latter combination than did

Michigan employers.

13. Ehployers did discriminate in their choices among tho five cyptions

for program elements; the internship, esrecially in a fol7eIgn-baiel

was rated statistimally significant.
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14. EMployers reaffirmed their tendency to favor a solid business

administration preparation When they gave general advice to students.

EMployer comments also reaffirmed the desirability of obtaining personal

foreign environment experiences.
.

15. Employers recognized the importance of technical language skills

as well as an understanding of the culture and customs of the people of the

country being dealt with.

B. Acceptance and Rejection of Hypotheses

Based on the analysis of data and the conclusions presented here, the

following researeh hypotheses stated in Chapter I (see oages 5-6) are

accepted;

1. The business community has a present and projected need for bilingual

employees who also are 1.epared scholastically in business administration.

2. Opportunities for students prepared for bilingual positions in

-business exist at entry leyels of employment.

4. Employment opportunities for bilingual job applicants are found in

a variety of functional areas.

5. Employers of bilingual job applicants desire language proficiency

that includes translating from foreign-language documents and conversing

ith foreign-speaking clients and constituents.

7. Employers view the related cooperative education experience with

firms in foreign countries and in the United States to be an important

consideration when employing someone for a'bilingual position,

8. Advice provided by employers for students who prepare for bilincual

careers includes some special concerns for foreign language and busiress

administration preparation.
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The following research-hypotheses stated in Chapter I (see page 5) are

rejected:

3. Students who have expertise in more than.one foreign language have

an advantage when applying for positions over those who have expertise in

only one foreign language.

6. The employing community is generally aware of the official certifi-

cation examinations available in French and German and considers them when

employing persons for bilingual positions in their companies.

The first null hypothesis that "the requirements of out-of-state firms

do not differ in a significant way from those of Michigan employers" was

accepted at the 95% confidence level. The second null hypothesis, "employers

do not view as superior any one of the four options available to students

who wish to prepare for bilingual careers in business," was rejected at the

95% confidence level. The third null hypothesis, "employers do not deem

as important the modification of foreign language or administration courses

to acCommodate the preparation of students for bilingual careers in business,"

also was rejected. (See discussion in previous chapter, pp. 35-37.)

C. RecOmmendatiOns

It appears evident to this investigator that the Language and inter-

national Trade program, and especially the internships which have been

developed with foreign-based firms, are relevant and desirable as part of

the attempt of Eastern Michigan University to prepare students for bilingual

careers in business. Efforts to further develop and refine those two program&

based on data provided in this study should be carried out cooperatively by

faculty of the Department of Foreign Language and :silinGual Studies and of
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the College of Business. The further development of the program components

dealing with Spanish appears to be especially desirable.

The following specific recommendations are presented at this time for

consideration by appropriate individuals.

1. The results of this study should be disseminated to appropriate

faculty, administrators, advisors, and placement officials for review and

discussion. Departments in the College of Business, especially Accounting

and Finance, Administrative Services and Business Education, and Marketing,

should take the findings of this study under consideration and examine their

majors and course offerings as part of an attempt to enhance the overall

program in international trade.

2. Those data which relate to advice concerning preparation for bilingual

careers should be shared with students throu01 pamphlets, seminars, etc., as

part of an ongoing effort to provide the guidance and direction students

desire.

3. The incorporation into the foreign language program of those courses,

units of instruction, or instructional activities which develop a technical

.
language competency should be given priority consideration.

4. Instruction in foreign language courseS, and in appropriate business

administration courses, should be examined to determine the extent to which

the seven levels of desired competencies are developed.

5. The potential use and importance of the proficiency examinations

in French and German, as perceived by the foreign language faculty, should

be discussed with the business community.

6. Continued efforts to develop an understanding of, and appreciation

for, the culture, values, and mores of the people whosu language is beins,
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studied should be continued as part of instruction which supports the

Language and International Trade program.

7. A further investigation should be made into the specific employer

requirements and expectations regarding the employment of bilingual

employees. An amalysis Of positions which combine functional area duties,

such as accounting and secretarial, with language requirements should be

made to provide a sharper focus on unique aspects of those positions.

8. Students should be provided with job-seeking help which emcompasses

factors brought out in this study. Since both the findings of this study

and the literature review point to a lack of preciseness in employer require-

ments and expectations, students should be prepared to "state their case"

broadly yet convincingly to potential employers.

9. This study, with certain refinements, including a large out-of-state

sample and more specific inquiries into the teehnical language skills desired

11F businesses should be replicated and extended to include a broad-base of

firms throughout the United States and should focus on some languages in

addition to French, German, and Spanish. Attempts should be made to get at

more specific criteria used by employers in screening prospective bilindual

employees and to secure a larger number of employers in various subpspula-

tions or specific industries.

10. Employment opportunities in the public sector should be analyzed

ar studied along with this report. A subsequent study of this nature should

encompass governmental agencies and their expectations and requirenents.

11. The results of this study should be shared with other colleges and

universities engaged in either the planning or implementation of a program

similar to that developed on this campus.
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Denald A. Randolph University of Miami

Breaching the One-Course-of-

Language-for-Business Barrier

Historically, foreign language departments in the United States

have tended to limit their offerings of commercial correspondence to

one single course per language involved. Several factors, some of them

psychological, have doubtlessly inhibited expansion in this area. The

obvious, enormous potential for growth may cause initial apprehension,

fear that it might bring about serious problems in staffing and an

ever-increasing need to readjust. That readjustment would be to a

pedagogical orientation somewhat different from the literary one on

which language departments ordinarily base their reputations. Indeed,

not too long ago, when one Pennsylvania institution decided to make

a business-language degree available, it was announced qs a B. S. and

not as a B. A., thus underscoring.the drawing of a very clear distinction

between traditional tracks and the newer, more service-oriented option.

The Department of French 'at Pennsylvania State was awarding the

9achelor of Arts degree for both Literature and Language and Culture.

It determined that its French Business Option, however, with a curri-

culum that, according to the catalogue, combined exposure to mpnar:erial

processes and foreign language competency, would lead instead to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

Those who resolve to bi,eak thrcugh the one-course-of-lanFuage-for-

business barrior in their ci.epartments miet not fail to toRe into g.ccount

from the.yery outset the possible misgivings of their colleagues. The
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latter may sense with ominous foreboding portents of a piecemeal, indis-

criminate and open-ended introduction of new career courses into the

program---as well as preconceiving with uneasiness a consequent diversion

of departmental energies away from what they typically perceive as its

primary mission, the guidance and preparation of traditional foreign

language majors. Inherent to these natters are image conscidusness and

a defensive sense of territoriality. For instance, the Department of

Foreign Languages of the University of Miami, where I am a member of

the faculty, redesignated itself as the "Department of Foreign Languages

and Literatures". This recent, substantive addition to its formal title

served to publicize more insistently its awn claims to the areas of

prestige that literatures bestow. My earlier point, then, clearly

bears repeating: those who would initiate new courses of 1angua6e for

business may expect to encounter as a consequence a number of reserva-

tions in their departments concerning questions of identification, staff

priorities and academic turf.

Colleagues troubled by these matters can best be reassured by careful

prior planning and by a policy of constant consultation thereafter.

Indeed, it might be pointed out, professional contact to that degree

conforms commendably with the original meaning of the term "colleamie,"

for it was com, "together," and legere, "to choose:I that conbined to

produce the etymon collega. Furthermore, to allay these fears, specific,

reium-ranc!e er:oals, such as a languar!e for business minor, cr.rtLinly

be much less threatening to those with doubts and more readily understood

and accepted by them than a willy-nilly, disunited approach to qCditions

to tha curriculum. The suggestion thqt such a minor would be e7aI1lnt

in po-rIbination ith an existing languow,e degree should r.lso

from departmental faculty a more positive reaction. Since consultLtion
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should be at the maximum and_since teachers of foreign language correspon-

dence are specialists in a unique and rapidly developing field, they

strongly warrant, if for those reasons alone, permanent representation on

pertinent departmental course Innovation committees. Thoae working groups

are charged with.the task of keeping abreast of the latest in educational

trends and it is within them that the most effective efforts can be made

to promote any departmental expansion in the area of foreign languages

for business.

Precisely by laboring through such a comnittee, the Foreign Language

Department cf the University of Miami, five years ago, in 1977, initiated

its own preliminary planning for the development of a future Spanish for

Business progrsm. At that time, as is still the state of affairs in many'

even large and prestigious institutions, nothing at all was bein_; taught

in the school in the way of foreign language busineSs,cources. The

committee members, all too aware that the city of P4.mi was fast becoming

a major international emporium, or eed, that it had become raready the

great merchant capital of the Caribbean,' fully recognized that the rectifi-

cation of this deficiency was a grave obligation to the community. The
,

value of a sequence of instruction combinin6 langivage skills vith

business training was perfectly clear to them. Yet, lackin6 prior

experience in these complex matters, the committee members wt-r3 uncertain

about program possibilities and about what level to propose--olembntary,

q-Iintermediate or advanced--for any potential initial offorir 1

events would have some role in the resolution of these questions.

The cornittee, which had proceeded penthaste ,ith the tasl. of 5nfcr-

mation-gathering, received in the month of July of 1977 a response to cne

of its inquiries. Signed by the Din:ctor of larl.eting Service::: of an

international trading company, J. D. Marshall InL:ornation:11, Inc.,



of Skokie, Illinois, the reply stressed the importance of intensifying

business/training supported by strong foreign language capabilities.

Attached to the letter was a copy of an article which had appeared in

the Chicago Tribune on February 20, 1975. The author of the article Jon

Van, had quoted the following words of Mr. Joel D. Honigberg, at that timp

the President not only of Marshall International, but also of the Overseas

Sales and Marketing Association. "There are," Mr. Honigberg was reported

to have said, "only about 1,000 college students who graduate each year

with majors in international trade--a field we call peotrade.." (...)

"There are jobs for at least.200,000 seotrade experts." Although followed

by the statement that many high school and colle,7,e counselore did not

realize how e,reat the need for skilled linguists in internatienal trade

had become, the latter figure encouraged, of course, the members of the

committee. Finally, given its charge, the curiosity of the group was

aroused by additional comments of the marketing services director, by

his observations to the effect that Aurora College, Aurora, Illinois,

had developed a course of study combining the French langueee with

Marketing, thus creating a field of interest in "Geotrade".

In its catalogue of 1°77-1978, Aurora College listed the coetrses of

this interdivisional concentration under the heading "Geotrade: wrench".

With a proclaimed major focus on the departnents of French, Iconomics

and Business, the goal of the ccncentration was to provide a strong

hese for students with an intereet in a career in internatienal business--

or geotrading. Requirements in Fusiness included ruch items as Elements

of ccountinL7, Principles in Macroeconomics, Principles in Nieroeecnomics,

Yarketing Management and a selected topic in international trade. Among

the French requirements listed were Conversation and Ccmpo4lition, I and

II, French Literature I, a selected topic in French Culture and Civilization
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and a French seminar. This concentration in geotrade, sinCe it simply

combined and married disciplines of education at the undergraduate level,

did not have the effect of breaking barriers, of requiring of the French

curriculum units ok study beyond anything already preexistent and in place.

New interdisciplinary lenguage and business patterns of this nature--which,

as the course innovations committee soon discovered, are fairly common in

both large and stall institutions and are often quite demanding academically

--do represent a kind of minimal innovation and have the advantage of

mutually strengthening the courses they involve without necessitating a

probability of additional teaching lines or of inevitable increases in

expenditures.

However, Miami was not to follow this kind of interdisciplinnry route,

a decision, as I have said, to some degree dictated by fortuity. As the

committee carried out its information-gathering mission, it happened to

learn from a librarian of the .projected placing on sale of two promising

texts in Spanish. The new publications, which dealt, respectively, with

modern comMercial correspondence and problems of orthoraphy, were rent

for,,obtained, inspected and founii worthy. Both of these workbooks, for

the classroom, with their ample nUmber of eiercises employing an abundant

mercantile vocabulary, seemed to the committee suitable for the junior

level of insti4uction. Perhaps, more than professors of languages or of

any other discipline would care to concede, it is the known.availability

of an appropriate textbook that finally decrees and fixes the future

existence of a course.

A second happenstance reinforced the first, settling conclusively

for the committee the nature of its recommendation. A young Chilean

scholar, vho had just completed his doctorate at Miami, was teaching
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by that time at Bethany College in West Virginia. He chanced to mention in

a letter to his former mentors the existence there of Spanish 302, listed

in the bulletin of Bethany College as "International Spanish Correspondence".

According to the course description, Spanish 302 was designed to prepare

students for possible employment in international government and commercial

professions through thedevelopment of skills in business and diplomatic

letter writing, familiarization with technical Spanish terms, instruction

in methods of modern translation and comprehensive preparation for bilingual

positions. The committee reasoned that if a third-year course of Interna-

tional Business Correspondence could prosper in a small college of inland

Nest Virginia, then the prospects should be excellent fur a similar course

taught at an institution located near a large commercial er;nter such as

populous, maritime Miami. Thus it was that Spanish 332 would be fully

outlined and proposed to the faculty of the Foreign Language Department

of the University of Miami, voted upon and accepted forthwith. We were,

as it were, in business--and the rule of collective consultation had been

conscientiously observed.

Our debt to Bethany was not limited, however, to the idea of establishing

a third-year course. The title adopted for 332, "P:usiness and Diplomatic

Spanish," partially appropriated the wording "business and dipleeintic

letter writing," contained, as indicated, in the course description for

Spanish 302. Business and Diplomatic Spanish is now a well-defined three-

unit course offered regularly each spring semester at Mt-1mi to l4 or 15

students. Although the "diplomatic" portion of 332 is of short duration,

the students do have the opportunity to study and peruse a collction I

have made of copies of unelassifiPd oficSos, that is, of autly,ntic

official letters that once circul-ited between silopanic
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embassies and consulates. Most class periods, however, are dedicated to

oral exercises based on the workbooks and to group activities. One such

activity is the division of the class into fictitious enterprises, into

separate companiee, chosen and named by the students themselves. These

companies maintain, each with the others, supposed client/supplier

relationships and correspond by mail, mostly to complain of services

poorly rendered. Proper, discreet replies, in judicious business style,

then become the groups' consequent concern. Vhile our department at Miami

did not invent this teaching tool of Companies in the classroom, perhaps
I ---

it can lay claim to certain refinements of the concept. All participants

freely select different executive positions within thu imaginary corpora-

tions and munt take an active part in the desiwn and production of lette&ead

paper for their companies' stationery. Each person must also turn in a

portfolio of a variety of original company letters and, in addition,

students may be called upon to write and give reports concerrjng the

functions and organization of nearby international centers. Letters are

quite often read aloud and criticized by the class and by the professor

for their style and content.

I am convinced that if a department is unprepared or unable to offer

more than one course of language for business, that the optimum place on

its vortical academic scale for a single efferinl; of this nature would

be that of thirdeTear, undergraduate work.Catalogues reveal the wide-
,

spread popularity in this country of 300 Livel lanruaF;e for husint.Ss

courses, with a normal prerequisite of Intermediate II or Advsncld

Conversation and Composition. If they, like\our 332 at aro

populated by bright bilinguals, by highly-motivated students, both

foreign and American, then truly, they muet be a joy tu teach.

Langua,-;e for business correspondence has to compete bot!1 fur
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the attention and favor of faculty and students and for a place in the

curriculum in contest with a number of other frequent options for profession-

als, such as Language for Travel, Language for Criminal Justice, Language

for Child Development, for Social Workers, Teachers and Firemen, and for

Medical and Legal Personnel. For instance,during the spring semester of

1Q82, the School of Nursing at the University of Miami decided to make

one elementary course in Spanish for Medical Personnel a requirement for

its students. Two evening classes of 26 students each were matriculated

and a third requested. The request by the Nursing School for an additional

section could not be satisfied because of a Shortage of teaching staff.

This problem, limited staff, is a major one and can cancel uut or cause

delay in the expansion of a department's offerings of commercial and

professional courses. Obviously, ruaranteed enrollmnt in two sections

of Spanish for Y.edical Personnel was very attractive'to the chairnan at

nami and served to reorient his planning. Success, then, in ono area

of languages for careers, can, for reasons of limited staff, postpone

or inhibit growth in some of tlie others.

Indeed, language for business correspondence can be overwhelned by

rivals for recognition. This occurs in the case of Career Spanish 117,

118, taught at Mesa College, Grand Junction, t;olorado. The catalogue

description-of 117, 118 speaks of vocabulary and phrases ilost frequently

encountered in the fields of air transportation, agricultureo autoei.otive

services, business, child care, education, engineerini;, ':eology, hotel,

motel, restaurant and resort management, law enforcement, pre-dentistry,

nursing, pre-medicine, ranching, retail gales, social work, travel,

recreation, and hospitality management. To he sure, according to ". D.

Pilkenton ['Hispania, 59 (1976),. 1L3] , the options incorporate' into

one of these classes would be selective and taught as "learning activity
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packages," individualized, semi-self-instructional, and self-paced.

The assistance of the course innovations committee and the approval

of the chairperson are indispensable aids to success for any curriculum

proposal aimed at bringinci tothe department courses of languages for

business at the elementary, intermediate and, indeed, all levels. However,

the most enthusiastic help in calling for this expansion may well be

extra-departmental. An effective alliance can be struck with friends in the

School of qusiness, especially in such units as International /Targeting,

Management and Finance. Aside from providing the larger percentage of

the enrollment for the projected courses, meant to be, perhaps, part of

a joint major, the Business School can cooperate in publicizing them

both intra- and extramurally. It is imperative to request from the

departments of the Business School concerned suggested classhours for

the potential classes. That way students who wish to enroll in them can

avoid any scheduling conflicts with classes that satisfy the basic core

requirements of their own schpol.

It would seem fitting that language sections or departments also

coordinate their planning in order to adjust their respective lan:;uage

/for business programs into a harmonious whole. This is the case, for

4 s,,ance at Alabama at Huntsville, where French for Busine a and

9.

Professions, German for Business and Professions, Russian for Pus ness

and Professions, and Spanish for Business and Professions are all three-

unit courses with essentially identical course lescriptions. On tfte other

hand, at Bethany College, Spanish 302, International Spanish Gorre9pordence,

-and German 302; German Business Corresp()ndence, h,,,vo been offe 1 as four-

unit and two-unit courses, respectively, producing an odd asyirlrlotry of

credit values. Thi.s discrepancy is very minor, however, in comparison

with the totally uncoordinated hodgepodges announced in manypef the
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school bulletins of today.

As planning for expansion proceeds, a series of thorny questions will

arise. Which languages in the department can profitably participate in

these programs with any probability of success? Should these courses,

designed for business students, also count for the language majors, or

be restricted,in their case, to the status of electives? Can elementary

or intermediate language for business courses be applied towards the

language requirement of the college of liberal arts, in substitution for

regular lower division French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, etc.? Are

these courses to be offered each semester, on alternate semesters,

ocasionally, or*only on demand? What are their prerequisites to be and

can they themselves serve as prerequisites? A perusal of school catalolues

reveals not only that there is general lack of consensus on such issues,

but that even internal, intramural disagreements are quite prevalent.

For example, according to the 1981-1982 bulletin of Indiana University,

indiana, Pennsylvania, German 254, Business German, is a one semester

/course which can be taken instead of German 252 by students interested

in Business or as part of the General Education requirement equivalent

.to German IV. On the other hand, French 253, Comnercial French, can be

substituted for 251 (French III). Finally, without making reference to

concessions, the course description for Commercial Spanish 254 simply

.and categorically states that the course is not a substitute for 252

(SraniSh IV). These puzzling inconsistencies in description, which involve

interrelationships between courses, bring to mind one final question:

Are the nrerequisites for the more advanced law:uage for businoss

courses to be restricted to offerinzs in conversation and Grammar, or

may lover division introduction to literature courses count as well?

Upon initiating its long-range planning for a minor in Business
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Spanish, the Foreign Language Department of the University of Niami

had to wrestle with a similar set of problems. The opportunity arose

for the tentative development of such a degree when the University's

School of Business Administration received a major NDEA Title VI Grant

supporting a proposal for an Undergraduate International Business and

Foreign Language program. The cooperative effort between the Foreign

Languages and Literatures Department and the School of Business

Administration dated back to the spring of 1979, when Spanish 332 was

successfully introduced into the curriculum. As outlined in the grant

proposal, two professors from Foreign Lane;uages would evelop a five-

course sequence, including 332, that would eventually allow sturlents to

earn a business minor in Spanish. As of this moment, Spanish 131 Elemen-

tary Spanish for Business I, and 132, Elementary Spanish for Business II,

are in place, having been offered for the first time in the fall and

spring semesters, respectively, during the academic year 1981-1(;82. The

College of Arts and Sciences permits these two courses to substitute for

regular language courses at the elementary level and they are designed

to develop basic linguistic skills plus the s. radual buildup of practical

business vocabulary. A basic Spanish grammar and a Business and Finance

'.'orkbook are the textbooks being used in 131-132. A student may enroll

in 132 if he has had 131 or two years of high school Spanish or the

equivalent. Cur proposed intermediate courses have also been accepted

by the department and, if approved by the College, will be offered in

sequence during future fall and spring semesters. The two projected

sophomore courses in Spanish for Pusiness will emphasize creatc.r ro3dini

and conversational skills.

Finally, it will be recalled, the forei.,n lan,;ui:e course 1:,11ovations

committee at Miami had received, very early during its procedures for



information-gathering, communications advocating bilingualism from an

international trading company in Illinois. I would like to mention one

other defender of language for world trade who comes from that same

Midwestern state. A business writer, Mimi Whitefield, in The Miami

Herald of February 14, 1982, reported a visit to Miami by Representative

Paul Simon of Illinois, chairman of the House Select Subcommittee on

Education and a member of the President13 Commission on Foreign Language

and International Studies. The fact that Mr. Simon's sentiments parallel

those of Y.r. Honigberg regarding the importance cf linguists for inter-

national trade can be seen in the title of his publication The tonue-tied

American: Confrontirv; the foreicrn lanp.:ua.;e crizia. According to

mhitefield, Congressman Simon has submitted a bill to pay colla:es and

universities that have foreign'langusge entrance or graduation requirement_

$30 per fulltime student per year. Although he was hardly optimistic about

the chances for such a measure, ye can always hope for the eventual

adoption of this or a similar law and that it, too, will help U3 in the

task of breaking through more language for business barriers.
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f
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EMU Conference on Spanish for Bilingual Careers in Business. March
18, 1982.

To put my remarks into as practical a context as possible, I would like

to begin with an explanation of how and why we have developed funding

for our business language programs here at EMU.

The "whiy" was simple: From the beginning we agreed that we wanted

to develop a large program in business languages. And to do this we

knew we had to have significant amounts of 'faculty released time to plan

the c,..rxiculum, recruit students, coordinate advising and manage the

program in general--and this meant funding in addition to the department's

regular budget allocatiens.

The "how" was a lot harder. And in a sense the story of how we have

obtained outside support for our EMU program goes best under the rubric:

"Nothing sUcceeds like failure."

1. John Hubbard and I made the first attempt to bring in outside

funding for a series of business language courses way back

"in 1973. We submitted a proposal to Title VI--and were

promptly turned down. This was ery disappointing to both

of us, especially because this was the first grant proposal

either of us had ever written.

The next atteMpt, again for Title VI money, was made three

years later in 1976 by John Hubbard and Jean Bidwell, who

had just become department head. They had expanded upon
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our first Title VI proposal, introducing the larger format of

a complete interdisciplinary degree program combining language

and business studies--but were again turned down, mainly because

we had not succeeded in establishing a credible level of cooperation

with our colleagues in the College of Business. I have to point

out here that this was not entirely our fault. When we approached

one of our previous Deans of the College of Business with our

idea of setting up an international trade curriculum containing a

strong foreign language component, his answer was: "I don't

17;

really see the sense in this. English is the language of

international trade." We knew we had our work cut out for us.

3. We made it on the third try with Title VI in 1977. Credit for

the success has to be given to Jean Bidwell and John Hubbard

who managed to set up a close working arrangement with

several business departments. _The first Title VI dollars caine

in the Summer, 1978--more than five years after the first

proposal had been submittedand lasted for two years, amounting

to about $85,000. This allowed us to set up our B.A. and M.A.

degree programs in Language and International Trade.

4. In addition to receiving funding for our business language

curriculum, we have also managed to bring in extra support

for one of its components, the International Cooperative

Education Exchange Program. Through this program we ex-

change advanced students with business schools in Gerimmy,
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France and Spain, for the purpose of giving them a full-time

business internship lasting at least four months and also pro-

viding them academic instruction at the foreign business school.

I set up the exchange program with the first German business school during

my sabbatical year in Germany from 1977 to 1978. When I returned in the

Fall, 1978, the first special funding for the excnange came from EMU--

in the form of released time sqeezed out of our departmental budget, and

then from outside of the department in the form of a spring-summer develop-

ment grant and a special projects award. My department head and I were

able to maintain a fairly high level of department and university support

for the exchange because of its overall impact on our business language

degree programs: it is the curriculum's single most attractive component,

and is the main reason why the B.A. and M.A. in Language and Inter-

national Trade have attracted roughly 300 new majors in the last three

years.

But because EMU has not yet committed hard money to maintaining the

exchange program (due especially to the present higher education budget

crisis in Michigan), it has been necessary for us to look for outside help.

Thif, help has come to us from two sources: the Government of West

Germany and the U.S. Department of Education. Here again, our successes

came only after a series of failures some of which were blind alleys,

while others helped u,s make the step in the right direction.

We obtained the German support from Bonn through the German embassy
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in Washingtonand specifically on the recommendation of the embassy's

Permanent Committee on Qerman as a Foreign Language. These funds

were used to expand the exchange program, and especially to develop our

Exchange Consortium with other U.S. universities whose students we send

to foreign internships as our own. As grants go, it was relatively small:

$5,500 for one year to cover travel, workshop and conference expenses.

But at a time when our departmental travel budget had plummeted to

pratically nothing, the German support was a Godsend,

There was also a very important carry-over effect from the German grant:

it helped our chances in getting funding from the U.S. Department of

Education. In this particular case, the fact that another government had

recognized the significance of our program and had supported it was not

lost on the outside readers and funding agency in Washington. But I think

this carry-over effect probably holds true for grant-seeking in general:

one success contributes,-maybe a little, maybe a lot--to the next.

Our current Department of Education grant has come from the Fund for

the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, better known by its acronym:

FIPSE. We have a threeyear grant for a total amount of $135,000, cover -

ing faculty released time to direct the International Exchange Program and

Consortium, secretarial assistance, consultant, travel and program

maintenance expenses.

I would encourage any of you here who are planning to search for outside

funding to submit proposals to FIPSE, for four mitin reasons:
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a) first, the basically innovative, practice-oriented and open nature

of the program;

b) Second, one area strongly highlighted by the Fund is "Global

Education";

c) third, the first step in applying is easy; you submit only a five-.

page, double-spaced preliminary proposal for the first round of

proposal evaluations;

d) fourth, a new direttor has come to FIPSE this year, Dr. Sven

Groennings, who has been very closely involved in legislation

for international education. In 1980, for example, he was the

principal Senate staff author of Title VI, International Education

Programs, of the Higher Education Actwhich he essentially co-

authored with Congressman Paul Simon. Under Groennings FIPSE

is at the present time increasing the emphasis on internationally

oriented programs. One example of this is that he has chosen

our FIPSE project at EMU to personally supervise for the next

three years.

_

We hope that by the time our FIPSE grant is over EMU will finance a la.rge

share of the administrative costs for our business language curricula and the

exchange program by regular FTE allocations. But even with this university

support we anticipate a continuing need for external help. We think that we

will get most of this support from he corporate sector, and especially from

those firms with whfch we have placed interns or graduates of our program.

We expect, for example, to receive the first such assistance from the Ford
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Motor Company at the end of this summer.

For this reason I would encourage all of you who are planning a business

language program to include in your plans an internship component, as a

requirement or as an option. In addition to greatly enhancing our students'

education by broadening it to include the actual application area, this

approach will inevitably lead to the development of a closer partnership

between the educational and professional communitiesand hopefully to

financial assistance for our universities from those firms whose future

professionals we are now training.
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A Marketing Strategy for Business Spanish

by Christine Uber Grosse

In Marketing Managements A Planning Approach, David

G. Hughes defines a marketing strategy as a plan of action

that links a product to its market. The exciting part of

the definition is that a product can be almost anything,

ranging from toothpaste to a program in business Spanish.

The tools of marketing have many applications, although

many people never associate marketing with anything besides

supermarkets and Sears Roebuck. Yet a marketing strategy

is extremely useful in directing the growth and development

of all products. To create a marketing strategy, a planner

must think about the future and set specific goals for

product development. The purpose of this paper is.to

suggest a way to develop a marketing strategy for business

Spanish by means of situational analysis and the worksheet

approach.

No single marketing strategy will apply to all universi-

ties because the situation at each one is unique and requires

its own strategy. Some of the suggestions presentea here

will be applicable to a variety of situations. Through the

worksheet approach, an individual can design a marketing

strategy tailored to me'et the needs of a particular school.

Three basic problems face the planners of marketing

strategies for business Spanish: demand, acceptance, and
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support. The number of classes offered and enrollment are

of course contingent on demand. Inclusion of business Spanish

in the curriculum depends upon acceptance by one or several

of the following units: the language departmentyschool of

business, college of arts and sciences, and the university.

Resistance to the program by any members of the units can

seriously impede growth and development while acceptance can

lead to additional courses of business Spanish, joint pro-
;

grams of language and business studies, /and the establish-

ment of language requirements. The third problem is finan-

cial support, which is partially related to demand. Pre-

sumably if enough students are willing to take a class, the

course supports itself. However, outside support for business

Spanish is helpful to program sustenance and expansion.

A ploser look at each of the problems follows in order

to provide additional background information which,is useful

in the situation analysis. Supporting data comes from a

recent survey of Spanish for business at 503 universities

conducted by the author. -The survey, which had a response

rate of 50%, was performed by means of a questionnaire which

was mailed to the chairperson of the language department

of universities with schools of business. The results of

the survey clearly indicate room for growth.in demand. Of

the 115 respondents which have business Spanish, 56% offer

one course a year, 15% give one course every two years, and

3% offer a course every three years. Other figures ohow.



that the average class size ranges between 0 and 20 students.

More specifically, $5% of the respondents report an average

class size of 11 to 20 students, while 23% have an average

enrollment of 0 to 10 students. Conceivably,demand for

business Spanish could be much higher than it currently is.

Acceptance, the second problem, is more difficult to

measure statistically than demand. To some extent, the

existence of a language requirement in a business degree

program reflects the degree of acceptance of business Spanish
by the school of business faculty. When a business School
has a language requirement, it acknowledges the value of

foreign language study to its students and to its curriculum.

Similarly a language department recognizes the importance

of business Spanish when it permits the course to be counted

toward a major or minor degree program. In the same way,

a university with a language requirement shows its acceptance

of business Spanish by letting the course satisfy part or all
of thy. requirement. If the satisfaction of a language re-

quirement by Spanish for business is a measure of acceptance

of the course, then data.4rom the previously mentioned survey

provides information on the degree of acceptance. At 53.i; of

the institutions with Spanish for business, the course satis-

fies a language requirement of the department or university.

It is likely that this degree of acceptance can be raised.

Data concerning the number of business schools which

have language requirements show that 29;; of business schools
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at universities with business Spanish have a language re-

quirement,while 15% of the business schools at universities

without business Spanish have one. These relatively low

figures indicate a potential for growth in the rate of

acceptance of foreign languages in general and business

Spanish in particular at schools of business in the United

States.

Financial support is the third area crucial to the

development of a program in Spanish for business. According

to the results of the survey, 85% of universities offering

Spanish for business do not receive outside support for the

course(s). Of the other universities, 13% are funded by

federal grants, 3% by foundations, 2% by private business.

Apparently,outside sources of funding have barely been tapped.

A careful analysis of these three problems yields a

number of tactics that could be employed to find solutions.

However, before thinking of appropriate tactics, the planner

has to develop a marketing strategy with specific goals to

aim for. An example of a specific goal is raising the

number of Spanish for business courses offered each year

from one to three.by academic year 1982-83. Another example

of a specific goal is a 50% increase in class enrollment by

winter, 1983. Once specific goals are designated, the planner

is ready to design the tactics that will achieve the objectives.

A variety of marketing techniques can helP to increase

demand for business Spanish. First the planner has to gather

information about the market for the course. It is important
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to know who the students are who take the course(s), why

they are taking business Spanish, and what they want out of

the course. Information from the survey reveals that

language majors take the most business Spanish, followed

by business majors, and then members of the business commu-

nity. A group of other majors is the smallest group of the

four. This knowledge is useful in segmenting the market,

separating it into distinct groups with special interests.

Once the market is segmented, promotional techniques can

be directed toward the individual groups:, and thereby are

more effective. For example, advertising copy directed

at language majors could read: "Prepare for a career in

the exciting world of business! Learn Spanish for business

and help_yourself qualify for a good job!" For business

majors the copy could say: " Take a break from accounting!

Learn how the Latins live! Impress your future employer

with your ability to communicate in Spanish." Copy aimed

at the business community could say: "Study Spanish for

business and talk the language of your clients! Impress

your boss and your customers! Learn about the customs and

culture of Latin America. The coEkt is low and the profits

are high!"

Several promotional methods can boost awareness and

interest in business Spanish on campus and in the community.

Based on information gathered in the survey, it seems most

language departments rely on university course announcements
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(96%) and word of mouth (74f;) to advertise business Spanish

courses. Onl Y 33% use posters, 402'0 send notices to business

school advisers, and a mere 5% write letters to the business

community. V, place announcements in the newspaper. More

extensive use of promotional tools could heighten interest

and awareness of the course(s).

Posters, for example, could be put up in Key areas

such as the school of business, language department and

cafeteria two weeks berore'prd-registration and registra-

tion period every semester.

Letters describing the availability, usefulness, and

interesting content of the course Could be sent to the

general mamagers of local corporations, banks with inter-

national divisions, and international law firms. In the

same fashion, announcements about the course should go to

business school advisers two weeks before registration so

they can recommend the course to interested students.
4

For publicity, a member of the Spanish department can

write an article or two for the school newspaper about

some aspect of Latin culture. Several weeks before

registration, the department could set up a display booth

in the student union featuring posters and interesting

materialsIrrom Latin countries. At the same time, the

person at the booth can distribute announcements about

business Spanish.

Personal selling is an important promotional technique

that increases awareness of a product. The instructor of

Sp:InIsh thiy t:,e;hnique by talkirv, to
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opinion leaders about the course. Departmental secretaries

and academic advisers are opinion leaders who frequently

influence students about what Courses they take. These

opinion leaders should be contacted personally by the

inscructor informally one to two weeks before the regis-

tration period.

The consistent applicat. 1 of these techniques over,

time should help boost awareness of business Spanish and

help realize the goals set in the marketing strategy.

To promate accep tance of business Spanish in the

language department, the school of business, and the univer-

sity, several techniques are useful. First the course

planner has to set specific goals such as permission to

offer a new course by summer, 1982 or the establishment of

a language requirement in a degree program at the business

13,4 the. ac adenot eJs- NZ 2.-83.
schoolAu Once the goals are defined, expropriate tactics

can be planned.

The course planner should develop a careful rationale

for the business Spanish program to be formally presented

to colleagues, chairpersons, and deans. The rationale

could mention the value of studying business Spanish, the

recent growth in the field of languages for business, the

importance of trade with Latin countries, the large Hispanic

population in the United States, the benefits of knowing

about another culture, the advantage of practical job skills

in finding employment, the need to internationalize the

193
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curriculum of the business school,Athe renewal of interest

in foreign language study that business Spanish can awaken.

In addition to a well-planned rationale, personal

selling can help win support for business Spanish. Informal

conversations with colleagues in the language department

and business school permit an exchange of ideas and an

airing of opinions. Ideallyimisconceptions will vanish

with open lines of communication, and rapport with colleagues

can be established.

Related partially but not completely to demand, the

third problem of financial support deserves special atten-

tion. Since business Spanish is a new field unlike tradi-

tional subjects in most Spanish departments, it has the po-

tential to attract funds from sources outside the university.

Business Spanish is an exciting field that can offer job-

oriented training to liberal arts and business students

alike. It also may be able to serve members of the local

business community who need to know Spanish in their work.

Unlike traditional courses, business Spanish has .a special

allureIncause it is perceived as a practical subject. Indeed,

one marketing professor remarked that he was not Sure if

business Spanish was all that different from a traditional

course in Spanish. However, the important thing is that

a
people believe it is different and hasl, more utilitarian

content than the traditional course. This promise of

business Spanish to meet the needs of its students sets

13-5
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it apart. For this reasonifederal grant sources, foundations,

and private businesses may be especially interested in con-

tributing funds for the development of the field. People

who are interested in exploring the possibilities of outside

support for business Spanish have several options available.

One they should approach the business school or chamber of

commerce for a list of private companies which dc business

with Latin America. Also it would be helpful to know which

companies are special friends of the university. Then the

general manager of each company on the list should be

contacted by telephone or letter to see whether there is

any interest in funding Spanish for business.

Information about the availability of federal funds

and foundation grants is usually gathered by the office

of sponsored research of a university. The office will

also know what faculty members are writing grant proposals

who may be willing to include allocations for course

development or instruction of business Spanish in the grant

proposal budget. Grants concerning Latin America, Spain,

the internationalization of the curriculum, or other related

areas 9re likely sources of funds for business Spanish. The

inclusion of business Spanish in the proposal may strengthen

thl case for the grant.

When MBA students study marketing, typically they

learn how to plan a marketing strategy by the worksheet

approach. Marketing managers who must develop the marketing

195
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strategy for a product often use the worksheet approach.

Therefore teachers who are planning a marketing strategy

for business Spanish can benefit from using the worksheet

approach as well. The worksheets are useful in devising

a complete and uniquely appropriate marketing strategy

for a particular university's business Spanish program.

The sample worksheets here are filled in with infor-

mation about an imag1nary university callgSunshine State

University. SSU's example will demonstrate how the work-

sheets can be used to collect and organize information

to facilitate the creation.of the marketing strategy.

The environmental analysis worksheet and the strategy worksheet

are borrowed from the textbook Marketing Management:A Planning

Approach by David GI. Hughes (Reading, MA.: Addison-Wesley

Publishing Co., 1978. pp. 32-37).

With the situ tional analysis and the worksheets,

the development of a marketing strategy to meet the needs

of an individual school should present no problems. It is

appropriate that marketing techniques are used to help the

growth and development of a sister discipline--Spanish

for business. Happy marketing!
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Environmental
Elements

Environmental Apalysis Worksheet

Current Assumptions/
Facts I Research
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Conclusions

Goals of
Sunshine State
University (SSU)

Organizational
Design

Situation
Analysis:
Generic
Demand for
Foreign Langs.

Time patterns

education, 'community
service, p omotion of
internatio al under-
.standing

part of state univ.
system upder BOR.

aver. # of students
390 in Dept. of FL
eabh semester betw.
faill 1979 and fall
1981

apparently no
seasonal pattern
for enrollmt.

Consumer profiles 1 lang. majs.
2 bus. majs.
3 bus. community
4 other majs.

Demand for
Business Spanish

Business Spn.
Position in
Dept.

Awareness

Repeat rate

Distribution
Rate

one course anually,
aver. # students-10

fall 1981, #9 in dept.
in terms of annual
enrollment

assumed low

not applicable now;
only one course offfered.
offered.

evening class, 7-8:30pm
Mon.-Wed. fall semester

L 197

all SSU projects
must work toward
these goals

courses need min.
of 12 students to
justify expendi-
ture for course

raise demand for
FL in general by
dev. rationale
for FL requiremt.
Establish FL req.
by fall 1983

use promotion to
heighten interest
and awareness in
FL courses

aim for 3 courses
per yr.; 20 stu-
dents per course

take #5 position
after 1st and 2nd
yr. classes, and
hold it

promotion, pers.
selling and adv.
needed to increase
awareness 100;

Dev. repeat rate
of 50; for 2nd
class, 30.,; for
3rd

offer evening
class for wor4-
ing students;
day class for
full-tire studs.



Environmental
Elements

Competition

Industry
Success
Factort

Industry
Capacity

UniVersity
Policy

Environment

Current
Facts

Assumptions/
Research

15YGrosse 12

Conclusions

teach practical
Skills. Help
students prepare
for a career.
pUseful cultural
,information also.

staff is available
to teach courses
when demand is
sufficient

Assumed not to be
an important factor.
no other univ. in
area offers course.
Berlitz and Inlingua
are nonacademic and
cost much more.

12 minimum enrollmt.
Fewer permitted in
grad. or upper level
courses sometimes

city has multinatl's
which trade with Lat.
Am., also int'l banks
and a strong tnurist
industry
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emphasize value
of course to
finding a career.
Give communica.
skills to studs.

increase enrollmt.

increase enrollmt.

promotion is
necessary to
inforwthese
groups of course.
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Opportunities: Clearly there is a need for business Spanish to

give job skills to language and business majors. Many members

cf the local business community could benefit from the skills

they would learn in the course. There is support in the depart-

ment of foreign languages for the addition of courses when and

if demand justifies the new courses. Sunshine State University

does not have a language requirement, nor does its business

school so there is opportunity for growth in this area if the

administration can be convinced of the value of the study of

foreign languages. International business students should

be competent in a second language,and popsibly they will be

interested in taking business Spanish. More promotion and

personal selling will raise the level of interest and awareness

of the course.

Problems: Some members of the business school faculty are opposed

to their students taking courses outside the business school,They

say that foreign languages are best learned in the country where

they are spok'en, and that their students can always pick up the

4

language later. Personal selling may convince these professors

otherwise. ;Also, a strong rationale for business Spanish may

help change their minds. Another problem is low demand for

the course. However, promotion and personal selling undoubtedly

will increase demand.



Decision Areas

Strategy Worksheet

Recommended Strate
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Estimated Effect on
Enrollment Plan

Demand StrategY

Foreign languages

Business Spanish

Strategic Goals

Financial

14arketing

Marketing Mix
Strategy.

Product

Package

dev. rationale and use
personal selling to
urge administrators to
establish lang. req. in
SSU and business school

Enrollmt. in FL
will increase 100:
by fall 1983

segment mkt. and show Increase enrollmt.
bus. Sp. as interesting to 20 students per
anthuseful tool for bus. course, 3 courses
majs., helpful for find- per yr. by fall_'83
jobs for lang. majs.,
and good for business for
local bus. community

increase enrollmt. to
generate more income
for dept. and univ.;
ask to be included in
budget for Lat. Am. and
Caribbean Center--a fed.
funded project.

increase interest and
enrollment in course;
win support in lang.
dept., b. school, and
univ. for new courses.

Business Sp. satisfies
need for practical skills
course. It's interesting
to learn about diff.
culture and way of doing
business.

classes meet twice a wk.
in evening for a semester.
in future, day class as
well will be offered.

Build bus. Sp. progr,Am,
dev. minor in Sp. for
business by 1983-84

We can achieve thesc
goals with a good
mkt. strategy.

Promote idea of
usefulness and
fun of learning.

Variety of hours
appeals to diff.
mkt. segments.



Decision Areas

Price

Channels

Promotion

Advertising
Copy

Advertising
Media Target
Audience

Media and
Weight

Continuity

Research
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Estimated Effect on
Recommended Strategy Enrollment Plan

$98.00 for residents
304.00 for out-of--

state students per
credit hour

reasonable price,
3 college credits

Sunshine State Univ. 10 min. from downtown
campus

Posters in b. school,
lang. dept, cafeteria
at reR.
Personal selling to
sedts. and acad. adv.
1-2 wks. before reg.

Letters to bus. comm.

Learn how to do business
with Latin America! Help
yourself find a good job!
(for Lang. majs.)

Take business Sp. and
learn about another
culture! Increase
your value to your
future employer! (for
Bus. majs.)

Talk the lang. of your
clients! Learn how to
succeed in business in
Latin America! (For
business employees)

Lang. and bus. Majs.
at SSU. Multinatl.
corps.,' int'l divisions
of banks, int 1 law
firms, maj. hotels
managemt.

article in school paper
about Latin life, 1,3 wks.
before reg.

boost awareness 505

posters every semester,
personal selling every
semester, letters to
bus. comm. every semester

ask students in class how
they found out about course,
their majors or jobs, what
they want out of course.

u \ 201

get attention of
potential students

increase awareness
50%

heighten aaareness
2.5;;

build awareness
and demand

easily done in class.
information useful in
making future mkt.
strategy for consumer
and his needs.
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A Survey of Spanish for Business at U.S. Universities

by Christine Uber Grosse

The purpose of this survey is to collect, analyse, and

present information about the position of Spanish for busi-

ness in the contemporary modern language curriculum. The

data was collected by means of a questionnaire sent to the

heads of 508 language departments across the U.S. The type

of information gathered by the questionnaire refers to the

number, size, and scheduling of business Spanish courses,

the students, course materials, methods of promotion, fund-

ing, language requirements, other language for business

courses, and plans for program growth or cutback.

The survey population of 508 universities is derived

from a list of members of the American Assembly of Collegiate

Schools of Business (AACSB). It is assumed that universities

with business schools are more likely to have Spanish for

business than those without schools of business. Therefore,

the population consists of every university on the AACSB

membership list which has Spanish in its language department.

The response rate to the questionnaire was 502g. The

results from the analysis of the data drawn from the 255

responses will be presented in this paper.

The data show that 45g, of the sample universities have

one or more courses in commercial Spanish. That figure

will increase in the'coming year because many universities

I)



which currently do not have Spanish for business are planning

to add it to the curriculum. Of the 140 schools in this

category, 44% are planning to develop a course,and an addi-

tional 10% are considering the possibility of developing a

course. According to the data, there will also be an in-

crease in the number of courses offred at schools which

already have commercial Spanish. total of 36% plan to

add courses to their programs, while another 12% may develop

new courses.

With regard to maintaining the status quo, 165 of the

universities without business Spanish are not planning to

add a course. Of the schools which already have Spanish

for business, 17% will not add any more courses at the present

time. As for program cutbacks, courses have been discontinued

by 8% of the departments that do not have business 3panishland

by 11. of the departments that still have it.

Several respondents give reasons for their plans to

add or eliminate business Spanish. The major justification

for developing new courses is the demand for them by students,

business faculty, and the local community. Others mention.

that students with language from business Spanish classes

are finding good jobs, an excellent reason for adding courses.

The expansion of international business programs and joint

language and international trade programs has encouraged

other departments to add courses. Additional reasons for

205
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offering more business Spanish courses are the strengthening

of ties with the business community, following d national

trend toward practical courses, and increasing the marketa-

bility of upper level language programs.

Other reasons are given for not developing new courses

or for discontinuing previously offered ones. Insufficient

demand is the principal reason in both instances. Another

justification is lack of faculty to teach the courses due to

understaffing or the lack of interested or qualified instuctors.

Budgetary restrictions also limit the expansion of business

Spanish at some universities

The content of business Spanish courses is fairly con-

sistent across the country according to course descriptions

included on the returned questionnaires. A typical course

will include a study of business correspondence and style,

commercial terminology, business customs and practices,

contracts, invoices, letters of credit, and office proce-

dures. Occasionally courses will include sections on specific

areas within business such as banking, finance, import/

export, advertising, or international economics. Other

courses focus exclusively on business correspondence or

translation skills.

"Although the course content of commercial Spanish is

relatively standard, course titles vary widely. In a list

of 88 names of courses, there are eighteen distinct titles.

The most common names are business Spanish and commercial
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Spanish, with Spanish for business running a distant third.

Apparently the titles have different connotations for some

people. A professor of international business enrolled in

a business Spanish course said he associates commercial

Spanish with clerical or secretarial office procedures,

and business Spanish with executive or managerial functions.

In contrast, a professor of Spanish commented on a ques-

tionnaire that the title commercial Spanish implies a more

advanced and sophisticated level of studies than Spanish

for business, which sounds too elementary to him. Since

course conte -t does not vary with caurse-ti , the s-election

of course title seems to be a matter of personal taste.

The other fifteen titles of courses occur five or fewer

times each in the survey sample.

Most courses of business Spanish have a prereauisite of

two years of college level'Spanish. Although course level

is not always clearly indicated on the responses, approxi-

mately 50 of the 88 courses are at the third year level.

Only two courses are described as intended for the elemen-

tary student. Ten courses are listed for advanced students.

These courses are conducted in Spanish and frequently are

designed for bilingual students. 'Classes with a mixture of

intermediate and advanced students can present a problem

for instructOrs. When only one course is offered per year,

it is difficult to limit the course to students of one level.

The typical Spanish for business class is held on a
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weeknight in fall or spring, once a year. 80% of the classes

are scheduled on weeknights, 17% on weekdays, and 3% on

weekends. The predominantly evening schedule reflects

consideration for the hours of working students who would

be unable to attend classes on weekdays.

Seasonally, 39% of commercial Spanish courses are held

in the spring, 36% in the fall, 15% in the winter, and

8% in the summer. For 2% of the institutions, the time

of year that classes are held varies.

th regard to frequency of courses, 56% of the respon-

dents offer one course a year, 180 have two courses, 6%

give three courses, and 2% present four courses annually.

In addition, 15% of the schools have one course every other

year and 3% offer a class once every three years.

There is considerable variation in the length of time

that departments have been offering Spanish for business.

31% have had business Spanish for four years or more, 27%

for one year or less, 22% have had courses for three years

and 20%-have offered commercial Spanish for two years.

The most typical size for a business Spanish course

is between 11 and 20 students. This is true for 555; of

the respondents. For 23%, the typical class size is from 0 to 10
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studentik. 12% have 21 to 30 students, 4% have 31 to 40 stu-

dents, Iand\3% have over 40 students per class.

The students in commercial Spanish classes are pri-

marily language majors and business majors. The language

majors outnumber the business majors, and each of these

two groups is significantly larger than the group of students

from the business community or the group of other majors.

The category of other majors consists of language and in-

ternational trade double majors, language minors, interna-

tional studies majors, architecture, engineering or journa-

lism students. This information is compiled from the ranking

of the four groups in order of size by the respondents.

The means and standard deviations of each group were calcula-

ted and compared. Since the means of the language and

business majors were so similar, it was necessary 'to test

the difference between the two sample means to see if one

group was significantly different in size from the other.

Assuming'a normal distribution, the means of the language

and business majors prove to be different at a confidence

level of 95%, indicating that more language majors than

business majoris take business Spanish.

The means of the business community and other majors

groups were also tested for difference 'in size. The means

of these two groups are not significantly different. There-

fore they are equivalent in size. (See table I)

When designing a course in business Spanish,,it is

useful to know who typically takes the course.. There are

e o
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various Ways to interpret the data concerning who actually

takes the cOrses. First, it may be more language majors

enroll in business Spanish because they feel it will be

more beneficial td\them. It gives them attractive job
\\

skills that may help\Vsem. find employment. The business

student may feel s/he is,acquiring enough job skills in

the normal course of business studies. Also the business

student may not have time for electives outside the school

of business.

Potentially members of the local business community

could be as important a group of students as language and

business majors. However, for some reason this group is

substantially smaller than the other two. Perhaps

promotional methods are not reaching the business

community, so few are aware that business Spanish is offered

at the university. Course planners should consider the

possibility of including this important group of students

in the design for the course.

Table I

Ranking of Student Majors in Business Spanish Classes

Mean Standard Deviation

Language Majors 1.36 .6025

Business Majors 1.55 .6506

Business Community 2.73 1.1235

Other Majors* 2.84 1.2143

*Language and international trade, international studies,
architecture, engineering, journalism, language minors.
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Respondents list 26 materials that they-use to teach

Spanish for business. The most popular materials,are

xeroxed copies of business forms and letters from Latin

countries,which are handed out by 34% of the the respondents.

Next in popularity are two texts--Paul Rivers' Cuaderno de

espanol práctico comercial (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980)

and Jarvis, Lebredo, and Planells' Business and Finance

Workbook (D.C. Heath Co., 1981). These books are used by

27% and 265g. of the sample respectively. Nelly Santos'

Espaftl comercial (Harper and Row, 1981) and Gonzalez del

----Vallel-s---Ciorres-Pondeno-ia-comercial,fiando_y_forwa. authwasmp

Publishing Co., 1975) are each chosen by 17% of the respondents.

Jarvis, Lebredo and Mena's Basic Spanish Grammar is used by

9% of the schools. Eighteen other books are each mentioned

by 3% or lesst of the institutions. Audio-visual materials

are used by 7%,and newspapers and magazines by 6% of th.e

respondents.

Business Spanish satisfies a departmental or university_

language requirement at 53'4 of the responding institutions.

It may be an elective for Spanish majors or minors, and

elective for the BA, the foreign language requirement in

the College of Arts and Sciences, or as an elective for

international businesS, internationalficonomics, and inter-

national relations majors.

There is a language requirement in business degree

programs at 29% of the universities which offer commercial

Spanish At universities without commercial Spanish, 15: of
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the business schools have a language requirement. Of the

total of 51 business schools with a language requirement,

63% have commercial Spanish. 41% of the business schools

which have no language requirement have commercial Spanish.

Table II

Language Requirement

No Language Requirement

Totals 110

Business
Spanish

32

78

X 2= 7.4608

No
Business
Spanish Totals

19 51

)(2= 6.635
1,c/attc4

111 189

130 240

To determine whether the existence of a language re-

quirement affects the likelihood of a school offering

Spanish for business, the chi square test of independence

of principles of classification was performed. Because

the value of "eis greater than the critical value for X4

at a 99% confidence level with 1 degree of freedom, the

two dimensions are not independent. That means ttat schools

w4ch have language requirements in business degree programs

are significantly more like* to offer business Spanish

than those which have no language requirement.

Language departments typically rely on course announce-

ment bulletins, word of moUth, and occasionally posters

around campus to promote business Spanish. Course announce-
,

T.nent bulletins arp used 11 96% of the universities, word of
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mouth by 74%, and posters are employed by 33. Announcements

to business school advisers are sent by 40A of the schools

while 55 send letters to the business.community. 9% of the

respondents use newspapers to promote the courses; 17% use

continuing educationAff campus credit course announcements.

To heighten awareness of the course among students, faculty

and members of the business, community, it is important to

use as many promotional methods as possible.

Funding for business Spanish courses comes primarily

from the language department. 53% of the schools receive

no funds from outside the department. The university funds

32%, federal grants support 13%, foundations contribute to

3%, and business sources finance courses at 2A of the insti-

tutions. Clearly there is a potential for more financial

support for business Spanish from private business, government,

and foundaions which should be investigated.

Many of the same universities which have commercial

Spanish offer other language courses for business. There is

French for business at 66% of the schools surveyed, German

for business at 41%, Italian for business at 3%, other

languages for business including Russian at 3%, and Portuguese

for business at 2% of the schools. These figures lead to

the assumption that business Spanish is the most widespread

language for business course offered in the United States.

Some universities which do not yet offer business Spanish

have other language for business courses. Business French

is found at 18% of these universities, while there is business
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German at 11. One school each offers Japanese, Chinese and

Russian for business.

Several universities have exceptional programs in

business Spanish. To name a few, Sam Houston State Univer-

sity.and Howard University offer commercial Spanish as a

fourth semester option for second year Spanish students who

prefer to specialize rather'than take the traditional fourth

Semester Spanish course.

Temple University has a program which is unique in its

scope. The Spanish department offers three business Spanish

cdurses that may be taken in any sequence. There is a pre-

requisite of four semesters of college level Spanish or the

equivalent. No previous background in business is necessary.

The department also offeri a certificate program in multi-

'lingual business and government studies which consists of

64 hours in Spanish language, business Spanish, translation

skills, business administration, economics, political science

and Latin American studies.

Other universities have interdisciplinary majors in

foreign language and business administration, language and

international trade, and international business and languages.

These double majors often require coursework in business

Spanish. Among.the universities which have such majors are

Tennessee State University, Eastern Michigan University and

California State University at Fullerton. The University of

Miami, among others, is planning to offer a minor in business
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Spanish its current course offerings are successful.

In suziary, the results of the survey indicate that

Spanish for usiness is gaining acceptance at an increasing

number of uniyersities in the United States. Many of the

universities vich are considering adding commercial Spanish

to the curricul\im will probably do so over the next three

to five years idemand for the course continues. In addition

to an increase 34 the number of universities offering

commercial Spanih, further development of existing business

Spanish programs can be expected.

Several problems may face those interested in establishing

new courses and expanding existing programs. Many respondents

commented on these problems in the questionnaire. The most

serious problem seems to be apathy among business school

faculty. Some language professors report a general lack of

support On the part of business school colleagues. Yet

cooperation between the language department and business

school is essential for the success of a business Spanish

program for several reasons. First, business students

can benefit frOm the language skills they gain from the

courses. Second, business Spanish can help internationalize

the curriculum of the business school. Third, faculty from

the business school may need to learn Spanish to function

more effectively, in their research and consulting capacities.

In addition, it is reasonable to look toward the business

school for financial-support for the course, or recommendations
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about private companies who might be interested in funding

the courses. Another reason to have open lines of commu-

nication between the business school and the language

department is the possiblility of developing a joint major

in languages and international business.

Unfortunately relations are not always good between

the two academic units for a number of reasons. Attitudes

and stereotypes seem to cause most of the misunderstandings.

Frufessors from the business school may not believe a

language course is as useful to students as another course

in accounting or finance. Or else they feel languages are

useful, but students should_tpprn them on th_eizsma_time

rather than while at business school. Then there is the

stereotype of business students and professors that some

language professors have. They view the business school as

a source of profit maximizers, people completely engrossed

in the pursuit of money. Other language professors see

the study of foreign languages as an art Alseful primarily

for studying literature and literary criticism. This attitude

creates opposition to the inqlusion of business Spanish in

the curriculum on the grounds that it is inappropriate in the

liberal arts curriculum. In spite of misconceptions that

may be held on both sides, it is necessary for language and

business faculty to communicate and recognize the inherent

importance of each others' programs in order that they may

derive equal benefit from working together.

In conclusion, many respondents showed great interest

in what colleagues across the nation are doing in the field
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of business Spanish. Thanks to the responsesof 255 individuals,

many facts about the current status of Spanish for business

are now available. It is hoped that the information presented

in this report will be useful in promoting the further

growth of Spanish for business at universities throughout

the United States.
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A SURVEY OF SPANISH FOR BUSZESS AT U.S. UNNERSITILS

Your responses to this questionnaire are strictly confidential
and will contribute to a nationwide survey of Spmish for Business
in the foreien language curriculum. Thank you for your cooperation.

1. Does your department offer courses in SPenish for Business?

Yes

No (If no, plasie go to questions 13-16.)

2. Please list titles, levels and a brief description of content for
your courses in Sputa& for Business.

3. When do you offer Spanish for Business?

Fall Winter 0 Spring Summer

4. Howrmeny °OUTS'S per year are offered?

S. Hbwmany students per course are enrolled in Spanish for
Business on the average?

0 to 10 21 to 30 over 41

11 to 20 31 to, 40

6. that type of studbuts generally takes Spanish for Business at
your school' (Please rank in order of importance, i.e. 1 for
the largest group, and 4 for the smallest group.)

Ausiness majors

Language MOOTS

Students fraT t7le Lusiness commity net ia de-ree programs

Other

7. then do you usually schedule Sianish for Business?

Weeknights Weekdays Weekends

S. How long have you had Spanish for Business at your universityl

1 year or less S years

Z vrart trore

taxt(s) al'or audio-vicuat ratcrioi you use in your
p.inieks Cur Pusimsc Course(s)?

In. Do the Spanish for Business course(s) satisfy a language
reouirement?

Yes
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How io you advertis
-panish for

B,sinesz at yo-n. school?

Regular university
course announcement

Continuing education/off
campus course announcement

Announcements
to business school advisers

Letters to the business community

1111M111110.

Posters on campus

NewspAper advertisements

Word of mouth'

12. Nave you received
funding for

Spanish for Business from:.

Federal grants
The business community

Foundations

Other private sources

University sources

13. What other language courses for business
do you offer?

French
German

Portuguese

Japanese
Italian

Other

14a. Is your department
planning to:

develop additional courses in Spanish for Business?

discontinue
courses currently offered?

b. Why?

1Sa. Do any degree programs
in the business

school at your

university
have a language requirement?

Yes
No

b. If yes, please describe the requiremeht.

Not applicable

16. Would you like to receive a copy bf the survey results?

Yes
No

b. If yes, please give
your name and address:

co--tent.:

Please nail your completed questionnaire
to:

Dr. Christine U. Grosse

Dept. of Foreign
Luny:logos s Bilingual Studies

Eastern Michigan University

Ypsilanti,
MI 48197

Responses must arrive before January 31st, 1982 to be included

in the survey.
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Appendix A

Data Collected from Sample--November, 1981 to January, 1982

=The information comes from the questionnaire3and is

organized in the order of the questions on the questionnaire.

1. Universities which have business'Spanish 115

Universities which do not have business Spanish 140

Sample Total 255

Population Total 508

2. Course Titles Number of Courses

1. Business Spanish .
26

2. Commercial Spanish 24

,3. Spanish for Business 15

4. Spanish Business Communication 5

5. Spanish for Business and Commerce L.

6. Business and Diplomatic Spanish 2

7. Business and Legal Spanish 2

8. Commercial Spanish for International Trade 2

9. Professional Spanish 2

10. Spanish for International Business 2

11. Spanish in the Business World 2

12. Oral and Written Spanish for Business Studies 1

13. Spanish for Business and Community Needs 1

14. Spanish for Business and the Professions 1

15. Spanish for Business Transactions 1

16. Spanish for Commerce and the W.edia 1
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17. Spanish for Public Servants

18. Spanish for Special Purposes

Level Classes

Elementary 2

1

1

Total 93

Intermediate 50

Advanced 10

Unspecified 31

Translation Courses Number of Courses

1. Business/Legal Translation 1

2. Business Spanish 1

3. Professional Translation 1

4. Spanish/English Translation 1

5. Techniquesof Spanish/English Translation 1

Total 5

Business Correspondence Courses Number of Courses

1. Business Spanish: Correspondence 1

2. Commercial, Social and Official Corres. 1

3. Spanish Business Correspondence

4. Spanish Commercial Practice and Letter 4ri.

Total



3. Time of Year

Fall

Winter

Spring

Summer

Number of Courses

53

22

57

11

-

Total

No response

4. Freauency of Courses

1 per year

2 per year

3 per year

4 per year

1 every other year

1 every third year

5. Average Enrollment

0 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40'

over 40

146

8

Number of Courses

57

18

6

2

15

Total 101

No response 14

Number of Respondents

24

63

12

4

Total 106

No response 9
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6. Type of Students Ranked According to Size of Group

(1: largest ; .4: smallest)

Group Rank Number of resDonses

Business majors 1 48

2 37

3 5

4 1

91 total

Language majors 1 64

2 21

3 5

4

91 total

Business community 1 11

2 3

3 18

4
.

45 total

Other majors 1 10

2 5

3 18

4

no response 8 50 total

9 23
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7. Scheduled Time Number of Courses

Weeknights 96

Weekdays 21

Weekends __2

Total 119

No response . 4

8. Years Offering Business Spanish Respondents

1 year or less 31

2 years 22

) years 25

4 years or more

Total 113

No response 2

9. Materials Frequency of Use

1. Xeroxed copies 32

2. Rivers, Paul. Cuaderno de espanol prdctico 24
comercial. N.Y. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980,

3. Jarvis, Lebredo, Planells. Business and Finance 23
Workbook. Lexington, Ma.: D.C. Heath Co., 1961,

4. Gonzilez del Valle. Correspondencia comercial,, 16
fondo Y forma. Southwestern Publishing Co., 1975.

5. Santos, Nelly. Espanol comercial. N.Y.: Harper 16
and Row, 1981.

6. Jarvis, Lebredo, W,ena. Basic Spanish Grammar. a
Lexington, Ma.: D.C. Heath Co., 1980.

7. Audio-visual materials 7

8. Newspapers and magazines 6

9. Bray, J. and M. GSmez-Sainchez. Spanish in the 3
Office. Longman.
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10. Thomas. ExPort Marketing Spanish,

11. Frias-Sucre, Giraud. Diccionario comercial
ing16s-espafiol.

12. Garcia Martin, Correspondencia comercial. N.Y
Harper and Row, 1973.

13. Jackson, Mary H. Manual de correspondencia 2

esranola.

14. Rodriguez de Roque, Perez de Abreu. Principios 2

de comercio.

15. Santana, Jorge. Spanish for the Professions. 2

aestminster, Md.: Random House, 1981.

16. Bull, LaMadrid, Briscoe. Communicating in 1

Spanish.

17. Carriedo Vassiur. Administraci6n de empresas. 1

18. .Carrillo-Zalce. PrActicas comerciales y
documentación.

19. Dias, Eva S. Marcia.

20. Fernfindez de la Vega,
Ortografia en acción.

1

Referencia para*la oficina 1

Hern6ndez-Mujares.
Southwestern,

1

21. Harvard and Arize. Bilingualpuide to Business 1

and Professional Correspondence. Pergamon.

22. Johnson, T. El socio industrial. St. Louis
University.

23. Meza. Business Letter Handbook.

24. Ramirez, Alejandro. Derecho mercantil.
Mexico, 1978.

1

1

1

25. Roman, Carmen Perez. Introduction to Business 1

Translation. University of Puerto Rico Press,
1980.

26. Renty, Ivan de. 81 inundo de los negocios.

No response 21
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10. Business Spanish satisfies a departmental or university

language requirement.

Yes 58

No 51

No response 6

11. Methods of Promotion Frequency of Use

Regular university course announcement 106

Continuing education/ off campus course announcemt. 19

Announcements to business school advisers 51

Letters to the business community 6

Posters on campus 37

Newspaper advertisements 10

Word of mouth 82

No response 4

12. Sources of Funding Frequency

Federal grants 8

Foundations 2

University sources -20

\

Business community \ 1

Other private source s\ 0

None

26

Total 64

No response 53



13. Other language for'business courses

At universities with business At universities without
SPanish business Stianish

Prenuency
25

1

15

0

0

2

48

course Frequency
French

Japanese

76

0

German 47

Italian 3

Portuguese 2

Other 3

None 2

No response 29

14. Course Development Plans

62

At universities with business At universities without
Spanish business Spanish

Plans Frequency Frequency

Plans to develop new course 51 62

Possible plans for new course 14 14

No plans for new course 20 23

Plans to discontinue course 3 11

No plans to discontinue 12
course

Total 111

No response 7 41

15. There is a language requirement in business degree program's.

At universities with business At universities without
business SpanishSpanish

Yes

No

No response

32

78

a 5

227

19

111
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; Appendix II

UNIVERSITIES THAT OFFER SPANISH FOR BUSINESS

Alfred University

American University

Appalacian State University

Ball State University

Baruch College

Bowling Green State University

Bradley University

California State University, Chico

California State University, Dominguez Hills

California

California

California

California

California

State

State

State

State

State

Universityl Fullerton

University, Hayward

University, Long Beach

University, Los Angeles

University, Sacramentà

College

Edmond,OK

Central Connecticut State

Central State University,

Central State University, Wilberforce,OH

College oT St. Thomas

De Pauw University

Dowling College

Drury College

East Carolina University

Eastern College, St. Davids,PA

Eastern Michigan University

Elmhurst College

Emporia State University: 228



Florida Atlantic University

Florida International University

Florida State University

Gannon University

Georgetown University

Howard University

Indiana University

Kansas State Universityi::-

Kean College of New Jersey

Lake Forest College

Lasalle College

Lehigh University

LeMoxne-Owen College

Mankato State University

Mars Hill College

Memphis State Uhiversity

Mercy College

Montclair State College

Morris Brown College

New Mexico State University

New York State University College, Geneseo

Northwestern University

Northern Illinois University

Northern Kentucky University

Oakland University

Ohio Northern University

Pace University

Plymouth State College

Portland State University

229
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Rollins College

Saint Joseph's University

Samford University

Sam Houston State University

San Diego State University

Seton Hall University

Shippensburg State Collage

.2 20

Simpson College

Southern Illinois University

Southern Illinois University, gdwardsville

Southern Methodist'University

Stephen F. Austin State University

St. Edwards University

St. Louis University

State Unri.versity of New York, Albany

State University of.New York, Buffalo

Syracuse University

TemplekUniversity

Tennessee Technological University

Tennessee State University

Texas Southern University

Texas Aaa University

Towson State University

University of Arkansas

University of Central Arkansas

University of Cincinnati

University of Connecticut, Storrs

University of Georgia
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University of Idaho

University of Illinois, Chicago Circle

University of Iowa

Universtiy of Kansas

University of Louisville

University of Miami

University of Missour Columbia

University of Montana

University of Nebraska, Lincoln

University of Nebraska, Omaha

University of Northern Iowa

University of Pittsburgh

University of Puget Sound

University of Rhode Island

University of South Carolina

University of Southwestern Louisiana

University of Tennessee, Chattanoga

University of Texas, El Paso

University of Utah

University of Virginia

University of Wisconsin

University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

Uniiersity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Valparaiso University

Virginia Commonwealth University

Wake Forest University

dashington University, St. Louis



West Georgia College

Western Illinois University

Western Kentucky University

Youngstown State University

232.
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UNIVERSITIES THAT DO NOT OFFER SPANISH FOR BUSINESS

Abilene Christian University

Alabama State University

Albany State College

Ashland College

Augusta College

Azusa Pacific College

Baylor University

Boiton University

Brigham Young University

California Polytechnic State University

Canisius College

Capital University

Central Michigan University

Central Washington University

College of Charleston

Cbllege of William and Mary

Colorado State University

Concord College

Cornell University
4

Corpus Christi State University

Creighton University

DaktImmwMiCollege

Duke University

Duquesne University

Eastern Illinois University.
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Eastern Illinois University

Eastern Montana College

Eastern New Mexico University

East Texas State University

Emory University

Fairfield University

Fairleigh Dickinson University

Fordham University

Fort Lewis College

,Gallaudet Coll4ge

George Wa,shington University

Georgia Institute of Technology

Grambling State University

Grand Valley State Colleges

,Hardin Simmons University

Harvard University

Henderson State University

Idaho State University

Illinois Institute of Technology
Th
loWa State University

Jacksonville State University

Juniata College

Kent State University

Lamar University

,Louisiana State University

Loyola University of Chicago

Marist College

Marshall University
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McNeese State University

Menlo College

Mercer University

Miami University

Michigan Techological University

Millikin University

Millsaps College

Moorhead State University

Moorhead State University

Morehouse College

Murray State University

North Adams State College

Northeast Louisiana University

Northeast Missouri State University

North Carolina Add State University

North Dakata State University

Northern Michigan University

Norht Texas State University

Northwestern University

Ohio State University

Ohio University

Oklahoma Baptist University

Old Dominion University

Oral Roberts University

Oregon State Univer4ty

Pan American Unive sity

PembrOke State Upiversity

Pennsylvania State University
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Providence College

Rhode Island College

San Francisco State University

Seattle University

Southeastern Louisiana University

Southeastern Oklahoma State University

Southern University

Stetson University

St. Bonaventure University

St. Cloud State University

St Paul's College

Stockton State College

Suffolk University

Texas Christian University

Tienton 'State College

Trinity University

Tuskgee Institute

University of_Akron

University of Bridgeport

University

University

University

University

University

University

University

University

University

of

of

of

of

of

of

of

of

of

California, Berkeley

Dubuque

Hartford

Kentucky

Maine, Orono

Michigan, Dearborn

Minnesota, Duluth

Missippi

Nevada, Las Vegas
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University,of New Haven

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina, Greensboro

University of North Dakota

University of Oklahoma, Norman

University of the Pacific

University of Santa Clara

University of South Dakota

University of South Florida

University of Southern Colorado

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

University of Tennessee, Martin

University of Texas, Tyler

University of Tulsa

University of Vermont

University of Washington

University of Wisconsin, Superior

Utah State University

Villanova University

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Wayne State University

Weber State College

Western Carolina University

Western Michigan University

Western New Mexico University

Western Washington University

West Liberty State College

Wichita State University
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Widener C011ege

Winthrop College

Wright State University
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ONE MODEL FOR THE COMMERCIAL-SPANISH CURRICULUM

ty

Dr. Geoffrey M. Vorzht

Associate Professor of Spanish

Eastern Michigan University

Ypsilanti, Michigan



"One Model for, the Commercial-Spanish Curriculum"
by ,

Geoffrey M. Voght

In addition to the traditionar majors and minors in languages, literatures

and cultures, Eastern Michigan University's Department of Foreign Languages

and Bilingual Studies has created new picigrams in Bilingual-Bicultural

Teacher Education, English as a Second Language, and Langpage and

International Trade. These programs are responsible for dramatic increases

in Department enrollment, beginning in the mid-1970's, which have averaged

40% each year for the past three years. The highly successful programs

in commercial French, German and Spanish, with a combined current

graduate and undergraduate enrollment of over 300 majors, have been a

significant part of this remarkable departmental revitaliation.

It is not accidental that our commercial foreign-language offerings

have attracted such large numbers of students at this tirne. Thanks to

the work of the President's Commission on Foreign Languages and

International Studies, to the publication of Paul Simon's The Tongue-

Tied ( ) and other recent events,

national attention has finally begun to focus on the neigative effects that

our monolingualism and cultural isolation have had bn our influence in

world affairs, on our economic security and on world peace. The purpose

of this article is to outline in some detail our business-Spanish degree

requirements and course components, in the belief that this information

will be of interest to foreign language teachers seeking new and innovative

programs of national significance which have the potential to attract large

numbers of new students to our discipline.
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Voght--2

The B.A. and M.A. programs in Language and International Trade

at Eastern Michigan University have three basic components, in each of

the three languages: a business and international studies area, a

language area, and a cooperative education work experience.

BUSINESS AREA: On the undergraduate level, each student must

complete courses in microeconomics and macroeconomics, international

business and marketing, geography, histoni and political science. In

addition to these basic requirements in the business and international

studies area, all atudents must complete approximately 24 semester

hours of specialized courses in an operational area of business admin-

istration of their choice. The total for the business area comcs to over

40 semester hours for most students.

THE LANGUAGE AREA: Each undergraduate student must complete

a minimum of 18 hours of foreign 4anguage courses, including at least

6 semester hours of third-year commercial Spanish. Most incoming stu-

dents end up taking closer to 30 hours of foreign language training, for

two reasons: First, their low entrance proficiency in Spanish requires

that they complete several prerequisites prior to qualifying for the

third-year specialized courses. Second, most students who complete

the third-year required courses prior to their final year continue with

the senior-level business-Spanish courses or other language courses in

order to maintain and improve their skills.

CO-OP WORK EXPERIENCE: Finally, all students must complete,

prior to graduation, a cooperative education work experience lasting a
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.Voght--3

minimum of four months. Appropriate jobs must be administrative in

nature, rather then clerical or production oriented. The students must

work full-time and receive a salary.

The graduate students must fulfill requirements similar to those

just explained for B.A. students, but on a more advanced level. They

must complete a Business Core, consisting of two graduate courses

in marketing or management, three in economics, and one elective.

The minimum for completing .this business-area requirement is\six

courses for a total of 18 semester hours of credit.

In addition, all graduate students must complete 10-12 hours of

language studies. Students with little or no foreign-language proficiency

prior to admission to the graduate program may take special sections

of regular beginning language courses to develop the required minimum

level of linguistic competence. Since the 10-12 hour minimum does not

really represent an adequate level of knowledge for establishing and

maintaining commercial contacts, this program requirement is currently

under review, with die intention of requiring six hours of specialized com-

mercial Spanish at an advanced leyel, prior to graduation. Students with

a low entrance proficiency would, under this new system, take one or more

years of prerequisite courses before completing the advanced requirements.

The disadvantage of this kind of change is that it would limit the pool of

prospective students, eliminating those whose undergraduate background

included little or no foreign-language training. However, the preparation

of our Master's Degree recipients would be improved enorrnously, and



the degree would gain in credibility and Oestige.

Finally, the Graduate program requires a cooperative education

work experience identical to that specified for the undergraduate degree.

In.addition to the undergraduate and graduate programs in Language

and International Trade, Eastern Michigan University also offers a separate

undergraduate major and minor in Business Spanish. The Business

Spanish Major and Miner differ from those described above for Language

and International Trade in that they require no business area courses at all.

Instead, the Business Spanish Major and Minor include expanded require-

ments for business language, culture and literature. For the major, two

full years (12 semester hours) of specialized business-Spanish courses are

required. In addition, one year (6 semester hours) of Spanish or Spanish-
,

American literature is required, as well as an equal amount of academic

background in the cultures of Spain and Spanish America. All these

reqUired courses are on the tn d-year level or above and are given

entirely in Spanish. TheBusiness,-Spanish Minor requires one course

in literature, one course in culture and two courses in commercial

Spanish, all on the third-year level or above.

There are three aspects of our business-Spanish-Language and

International Trade program which deserve special attention and explanation.

Two of them, the Madrid Chamber of Commerce Examinations and the

Cooperative Education Job Placement Consortium, are described in

detail in separate articles in this volume. The third, the nature and

contents of our business-Spanish courses themselves, will be the focus
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Voght--5

of attention in the rest of the pregent article.

I would like to begin by sketching briefly the history of the develop-

ment of our business-Spanish courses, the departm4nt component of

the degrees we offer in Language and International Trade. Four years

ago, our plan as originally conceived, called for a five-course sequence:

SPN 161 & 162
SPN 261 & 262
SPN 361

8 hours
6 hour s
4 hours
18 hours total

The special business-Spanish courses on the first and second year levels

contained, of necessity, much grammar and every-day life vocabulary,

duplicating the normal courses taken by students not in the new program.

But these special courses also focused on business vocabulary and business

readings as .a major component, in theory. The SPN 361, third-year course

was conceivedeof as a "culminating" experience, summarizing and review-

ing the business-Spanish elements introduced in the earlier courses.

We have abandoned this original plan for theoretical and practical

reasons:

1) It proved too expensive to maintain separate tracks, separate

sections of Spanish on the first two levels. The students had to concentrate

on grammar and every-day life situations anyway, leaving little time for

meaningful development of business-language skills and knowledge.

2) It also soon became obvious that the language proficiency and

commercial Spanish knowledge of students who completed the "culmthating"

course were below the minimum that they desired and that we would have
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liked to expect from graduates having our B.A. in Language and Inter-

national Trade. It became imperative to offer more advanced training,

an additional third year course, plus others on the fourth-year and

graduate levels. These courses also served the needs of those students

coming to us with second or third year proficiency from high school.

For these reasons, we have phased-out the separate, business-

Spanish courses on the first-year and second-year levels. They are no

longer offered. Now we begin our specialized business-Spanish courses at

the third-year level. We offer a six-course sequence, two three-hour courses

each on the Junior, Senior, and graduate Levels:

SPN 361 Spanish for International Trade I

SPN 362 Spanish for International Trade II

SPN 446 Business Spanish

SPN 447 Business Spanish

SPN 646 Spanish for Business Practices

SPN 647 Spanish for Business Practices

Students at Eastern Michigan University whose Spanish proficiency is below

the third-year of college level are expected to take regular Spanish courses

to meet prerequisite entrance requirements for these commercial-Spanish

courses. These courses must be taken in order, each one being the

prerequisite for the next. All have basically the same three major corn-

ponents: commercial correspondence and documents, Spanish articles

on business-related topics, and a textbook covering vocabulary on a wide

variety of operational areas of business administration.
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In each course students must both translate business letters from

Spanish to English and also compose letters in Spanish for a variety of

commercial purposes. In addition, students examine and discuss many

other commercial documents, such as business contracts, stocks, checks,

bank drafts, rental contracts and.real estate sales agreements, accounting

books, prornisory notes, powers of attorney, telegrams, invoices, receipts,

bill of lading and other import-export documents, insurance policies, etc.

One of the greatest obstacles to the development of our commercial-

Spanish program has been the lack of adequate textbooks specifically

designed to teach business Spanish and Hispanic business practices to

students at U.S. colleges and universities, with appropriate exercises

to facilitate the assimilation of this large and alien area of vocabulary.

As time progresses, many of us will develop and publish our own materials

and books to relieve the situation. Some have already appeared. In the

mean time, I have compiled a bibliography listing publications useful in

the field of commercial Spanish. As I scoured publishers' and distributor&

catalogues, my emphasis was on identifying books readily available in the

United States, so that this bibliography can serve the immediate and practical

needs of new programs in commercial Spanish at'colleges and universities

across the nation. To facilitate the ordering of items by libraries, teachers,

students and professionals, I include an appendix giving names, addresses

and phone numbers for most domestic and foreign publishers and distributors

represented among the 1000 titles in the collection. It is my hope that

this Bibliography of Books in Spanish for Business and the Peofessions, to
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be pub1ished by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages,

will provide a convenient starting point for the implementation of our national

mandate to provide educational trainizig in this new area of higher education.

It constitutes what may be considered a basic set of library holdings in

Spanish for international business, forming the minimum resources

necessary at any school with a serious commercial-Spanish curriculum.

It provides teachers with a list of readily-available books to use in their

own continuing education and for pbssible adoption for us in courses. It

serves the student and bilingual rofessional who need a personal library

in their area of concentration, b providing list of books on specialized

aspects of the business world.

In order to prese4t the most elementary aspects of business letter

writing in the first semester of commercial Spanish at EMU (SPN 361),

we use Mary H. Jackson's Manual de correspondencia espalola (Skokie,

Illinois: National Testbook Company, 1978). For the second sernester

course (SPN 362), we use the more extensive Bilingual Guide to Business

and Professional Correspondence (Oxford: pergamon Press, 1970) by

Joseph Harvard and I. F. Ariza. This first area of each course, commer-

cial coorespondence and documents, is the area which has received the

most attention from ptiblishers, and there are many books available which

deal with this topic. In addition, commercial correspondence is often

a part of other books, such as the two used as textbooks at EMU discussed

below, which provide important additional examples of cornm,?rcial

documents other than letters.
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For the first-semester course (SPN 36U, the Spanish adaptation

of General Business (DeBrun, et. al.) by Carmen I. Rodrrguez ce

Roque and* Margarita Pgiez de Abreu provides initial exposure to

;4-317

vocabulary from a representative sample of operational areas: economics,

consumer interests, banking, insurance, business communications, business

organization and management, labor and governmental relations with

business, as well as job hunting. This introduction is followed in

the second semester by one of very few textbooks aimed specifically

at English-speakers who want to learn commercial-Spanish vocabulary

and Hispanic business practices: Nel ly Santos, Esparol comercial

(New York: Harper & Raw, 1981). This pioneering book, though

marred by frequent printing errcirs and carless proof reading, is
6

useful in providihg numerous r adings in twelve chapters, each dealing

with a separate business area: administration and management, banking,

real estate, accounting, credit and finance, business law, economics,

statistics, data processing and corript_ters, secretarial and office manage-

ment, marketing, sales, and transportation and insurance. For each

chapter, Professor Santos provides a second section with sample documents

and related correspondence, making the book a rich source for

familiarlizing students with a wide' variety of such materials. Exercises

help students assimilate the business vocabulary.

The most successful component of each of (=kir courses is the

reading of numerous articles published in foreign periodicals, such as

Excelsior, Unomasuno and Hispanoamericano from Mexico, El Nacional



andliesumen from Venezuela, and the ABC Madrid from Spain, covering

a wide variety of business-related topics. For this assignment, each

student is required to write a summary, in Spanish, of the information

given in the article or the attitudes expressed in it, as if he or she were

asked by a company to keep track of business developments in foreign

countries. The summary report is presented to the class as an oral

report, and a typed copy is submitted th the teacher. The student, in

collaboration with the teacher, must make up logical questions, also

in Spanish, which cover the main points of the article. In addition,

the students must choose important commercial-Spanish terms from

the article and provide accurate definitions in Spanish for them. These

matertalsthe article, the questions and the vocabularymust be copied

and distributed to all class members one week prior to the date of the

oral report. The questionscare answered in class after the report is given

and the article is discussed.

In the past three years, this last component has been one of the

mOst successful in providing exposure for the students to the commercial-

Spanish lexicon in a native unadulterated context. Being entirely in

Spanish with no reference to English, it encourages students to build

associations among commercial and non-commercial Spanish words

and expressions. It encourages students to use a Spanish-to-Spanish

dictionary--as opposed to an English-to-Spanish one--and provides

practice in manipdating the new lexical items. Because of the great

success of this procedure,I am now compiling a Business-Spanish Reader
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for use in my classes.' It is an anthology of articles, accompanied by

a number of exercises.

This reader will contain about 25 articles, in order of difficulty

or length. The text of each article, with important or difficult terms

glossed in the margins, is accompanied by a number of exercieses

providing a guide to the comprehension of its contents as well as

further practice with its business-Spanish vocabulary. Since developing

extensive familiarity and fluency with the commercial-Spanish lexicon

is the main purpose, most of these exercises make no references to

English. They require instead the frequent use of a Spanish-to-Spanish

dictionary and focus attention on the interrelationships among the terms

and expressions of each article's commercial subject matter.

Undoubtedly, the existing courses and the program requirements

described here will continue to evolve, changing to keep pace with

our growing awareness of the needs of the business community. This

description is offered to provide one example of how a commercial-

Spanish curriculum might take shape, with my best wishes for success

to all those who are struggling to develop courses_ and programs in

this new and important field.
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TEACHING PROFESSIONAL SPANISH

The Experience of a Small Liberal Arts College

--
The last few years have-witnessed a proliferation of college and uni-

versity forelgn-language courses whose aim is to help Prepare students for

a business career. It is a major development in the teaching of foreign

languages and one that shoidd have eome about much sooner.

Rosary College is a typ'.cal example of the small liberal arts college

where enrollmeat in the "regular Spanish courses" began to drop Con-

siderably a few years ago. In an attempt to counteract this trend it was
---

decided to revise the curriculum, by first adding a Foreign Language Major

which combined two or more languages. It was hoped that this would give

students a wider scope and greater possibilities of success in finding a

job.

The weak position of the language departments was duplicated, to'a

much greater extent, in the school at large. , A major reshaping of the

curriculum wok place with the introductioa of a business major at the

undergradutate level, an international business major also at the under-

graduate level, and last but certainly aot Least, a Master's degree in

Busineis Administration. These revisions have done much to revitalize aot

only Rosary College in general but most especially the language depart-

ments. In addition, Rosary has recently applied for, and obtained, a'

federal grant for the design and implementation of a major in international

studies which will go into effect next year. Needless to say, this new
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major contributes to emphasize the need to pply languages to the pro-,

fessions.

Rosary College has four Language depa tments: French, German, Italian,

and Spanish. The Spanish Department was t e first to iacorporate a course

entitled Professional Spanish, Which was so successful that now it is also

offered in the summer as an evening course. The other three Language

departments will introduce their own versions of Professional Spanish in

the near future.

In setting up the Spanish course a decision had to be made as to the

level it would be assigned. Because Languages are classified at Rosary as

electives it was agreed not to assign a 300 or 400 classification. Few

students make it to the junior and senior-year courses in-languages. The

Spanish Department settled for the 200 level, which means that students may

take the course after completing the advanced intermediate courses on

speaking and writing. They are not usually fluent enough to tackle busi-

ness and legal terminology with ease, but at least more of them are in a

position to take Professional Spanish (Spanish 251).

Our advertising for this next summer is directed to three kinds of

students:

a. The undergraduate who may be majoring in International Business.



b. The adult student--native speaker or otherwisewho is aow

employed aad needs to further his knowledge of Spanish mainly in business

or the legal field.

In view of the current "boom" in the teaching of Spanish for the

professions, we will advertise to the Spanish"Departments of colleges and

high-schools in our area who might wish to develop their own course. The

need to prepare teachers is as great as the need to instruct students.

Knowledge of the language does not necessarily qualify you as a teacher in

the business field.

One problem that confronts teachers is the lack of suitable nterial.

Much of the writing done in the business, legal, and medical area is

reduced to a servile imitation of English. A free-flowing, crisp Spanish

style is conapicuous for its absences-and the texts used as model for

business correspondence show almost total disregard for style or even plain

grammar.rules.

In addition to the standard activities such as correspondence, comple-

tion of various forms--applications for employment, credit applications,

employment applicatione--, preparation of reports, memorization of dia-

logues, Spanish 251 includes interpreting and simultaneous translation.

The language departments have not yet availed themselves of the

Internship Program Which was estabZished by the College a few years ago.

Hopefully, an increase in the number of students taking Spanish 251--and

perhaps subsequent business courses--will result in participation by the

Spanish Department in this new and very exciting program.
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Sere are some of the points that prospective teachers of Professional

Spanish Sight take into account:

1. In a small college such as Rosary a business course may be just one

more offering within the Spanish Department. It offers a special bonus in that

students may improve their grammatical and conversational skills while acquiring

the rudiments of a whole new field.

2. With small enrollments Professional Spanish should be considered as an

intermediate offering. Some institutions of limited size, however,'may enjoy

more substantial enrollment figures and thus be able to assign a junior or

senior.level to their course.

3. If the number and quality of the students increase in the near future,

Rosary will perhaps introduce additional courses. Even now there are stu-

dents who would like to minor in Business Spanish.

4. Extreme care should be exercised in the choice of material now

available in the market.

5. At the intermediate level, student interest should be kept alive by

introducing alternate activities in the same class period.
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6. If necessary, the courses should be advertised throughout the school

and to the community at large. Rosary College advertises only its summer

session to legal groups, banks, hoipitals, businesses, and other instit.utions.

This particular year the Spanish departments of colleges and high-schools in the

area will be added to the list.

7. It should be pointed out that employers will often underwrite the

expenses of their eaployees' tuition, provided they earn at least a II grade.

8. Above all, instructors should be honest with their students. A course

or two in Professional Spanish will not lead to the presidency of a large cor-

poretion or even to the tamediate results expected by so many naive youngsters:

a high-paying job tamediately after graduation. Spanish for the professions is

still in its experimental stage, and for now it is only the cocnerstone of a

reality that may or may not be awaiting the students after leaving school.

Alejandra Tcachuk

Rosary College
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gusiness Spanish and the Liberal Arts Collegej

A Successful Transition

Small liberal akts colleges face the same challenges con-

fronting large universities, but because of more limited

resources in staff, funding, and student enrollment, our approach

may be quite different from that of a larger school. Elmhurst

College has dealt with this challenge by developing a successful

business Spanish course. We believe our experience is typical

of many small colleges and may prove useful to them.

Elmhurst is located in the western suburbs of Chicago. It

0

is a four-year undergraduate institution with an enrollment of

2,400 students and-a one-hundred-year liberal arts tradition.

The Department of Foreign Languages is small: four full-time

faculty members teaching French, German, and Spanish to approxi-

mately 260 students each year, 25 of them majors in foreign

languages.

Over the past decade the nature of our department has

changed. After the foreign language requirement was dropped in

1976, few students majored in foreign languages, and still
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fewer pursued careers in teaching or continued their education

in graduate school. At the same time a growing number of them

chose double majors which combined foreign languages with busi-

ness, psychology, or political science.

The Spanish major at Elmhurst College consists of a minimum

of seven courses at the junior-senior level. Traditionally,

students select two courses in advanced composition and conver-

sation, a two-course survey of Spanish civilization and literature,

a two-course survey of Spanish American civilization apd litera-

ture, and a January interim class. This we consider to be a

minimum for all majors. Unfortunately, our enrollments justify

just two upper level courses each term, so any alternative class

offering means deleting one oT these traditional courses. While

our majors found the language, civilization, and literature

classes challenging and enriching, they lamented the lack of a

course more directly related to their jobs following graduation.

Thus, after considerable debate within the department, it was

deermined that we should add a one-semester business Spanish

course to the curriculum.

The Spanish for Business course was to be at the advanced

level with one year of composition and conversativs a pre-

requisite. Thus we could assume that students with language

skills already highly developed could concentrate on those areas

specifically related to business Spanish. We also desired a

course suited, to the expertise of our faculty, i.e., one dealing

with the language of business and with general business
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practices. We were well aware of the expertise of our colleagues

in the Center for Business and Economics, and did not wish to

compete with them.

What evolved from our discussions was an advanced converse-

tion and composition course which focused entirely on business.

It met two 90-minute periods each week for fourteen wee4s.

Considerable emphasis was placed on vocabulary building rein

forced by daily quizzes and role playing, with secondary emphasis

on the function and composition of business documents.

Textbook selection posed a problem. As we are all well

aware, this is a new area of interest and our knowledge of

Spanish for Business texts was limited to those readily avail-

able for examination. We selected two texts: Spanish in the

Office/espaiiol para oficinas, J. Bray and M. G6mez-Sgnchez

(Longman: London, 1980), and Business and Finance Workbook,

Jarvis, Lebredo, and Planells (D. D. Heath: Lexington, 1981).

The former, which we used as a composition tzxt, contains a

well-written introductory essay on Spanish business practices,

a glossary of formal salutations and closings, model business

documents, and a variety of writing exercises. The Jarvis,

Lebredo, and Planells workbook is designed for use at the

elementary or intermediate level. As such, the grammar exer-

cises were unsuitable for our purposes. However, in our opinion,

the vocabulary lists were excellent and the role-playing exer-

cises could easilybe adapted for use at any level.
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A third goal of the class was to provide participants with '

a realistic yiew of how they might use their language skills

following graduation. Prior to the course, most students

thought only in terms of work in large translating firms, inter-

national airlines, or international business. Few students were

&ware of opportunities in local Chicago firms. Two projects

were initiated to help them gain a broader perspective. During

the term, guest lectures were presented by a number of business-

persons mho use Spanish in their work, including a panel discussion

_by four of our iecent alumni representing not only international

business, but also Illinois state government, and a local public

relations position. Students were encouraged to engage in frank

discussions with the speakers about prospects in their field,'

as well as the pros and zons of such a position.

The final semester project was to seek out businesses which

, have an international focus or which employ Spanish-speaking

persons, to interview a representative of those businesses, and

to present the findings to the class. Our students were quite

diligent in seeking out eligible companies. Among those inter-

viewed were Allied Van Lines, IBM, McDonald's, Papermate,

Automatic Electric division of GTE, and Swift and Co., as well

as smaller enterprises such as Jolly's Restaurant, Amlings

Fiowerland, the DuPage Memorial Hospital, and Tropical Optical.

The interviews were quite illuminating. Contrary to our

expectations that large iiiternational corporations would b the

best source for employment, we found that of the six, only tvo
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of them, ,Papermate and Allied Van Lines, had a multilingual

focus. The other corporations conduct executive-level business

only in English; Papermate, on the other hand, provides in-house

Spanish classes for its executives and Allied Van Lines has

bilingual personnel because it must communicate with foreign

carriers.

Prospects with smaller businesses in the Chicago area are

growing as local firms adapt to the increasing Hispanic popula-

tion. However,.swe found very mixed reactions from business-

person's at this level: those persons who welcomed bilAngual

personnel, those who recognized a need for them, and still

others who resented -anyone unable to speak English and who were

unwilling to accommodate them. Nonetheless, we were pleasantly

surprised at the wide racnge of job opportunities among small

businesses in the Chicago area.

For those desiring a position with opportutities for foreign

travel in an international corporation, we found the best

prospects lie in medium-sized, growing corporations which wish

to expand into foreign markets. They are small enough to be

flexible and can develop a marketing strategy along m4ltilingual

lines.

The results of the course were quite gratifying. Students

acquired the vocabulary needed to conduct business in Spanish,

they were adept at writing a wide range of business documents,

and they emerged with a feeling of confidence in dealing with

businesspersons. Most important, they completed the course with
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a realistic view of how they might best use their language skills

following graduation.

Based on these results, our department has decided to make

Spanish for-Business a permanent offering at Elmhurst College,

and we have developed similar courses in French and German. We

feel that business Spanish has become a valuable addition to our

curriculum and are firmly convinced that other small college

curric.ula can profit from a one-semester course such as ours.
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THE HUMANITIES APPROACH TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

High Point College is a small, private college of 1450 students

in central North Carolina. This year we have inaugurated a new program which

combines the liberal arts tradition with specific technical training in

business and foreign language to prepare students for a career in inter-

national commerce. Our new venture is still in its infancy but shows great

potential in recruiting students to the college and in increasing the numbers

who will take advonced language courses. Our program could be adarted to

similar institutifens as its interdisciplinary nature represents what we in

small colleges do best. At High Point College we have a slogan--"A quality

education with a personal touch." We feel that our new program exemplifies

this ideal. Therefore, todLy I would like tosht!re with you our planning-

process so that it mient serve as an aid and e guide fOr those of you whc

wish to create curricula of your own in this field.

Cur motivation for tc-ginning th prorran c-e:Imed from the rrol7lem

facinE forciGn lang,uage detartments in the midseventies--decreazing

enrollment in urTer divis:on ocurses. Altd-Du.-J, we had P.. langunge rquin.ment

of six semester hours for all students, few continued study beyond the

requirement period. She French major had been deleted from the curriculum in

1971- and the Spanish major was attracting fewer and fewer students. Recognizing

the need to examine our total offerings, the Modern Foreign Lan[-uale tepartm,l.nt

applied for a Consultant Grant from the National Endowment for the- Humanities.

Ulon being awarded the grant in Septerle'r 29:C, the Department beran an overall

study and revision of the curriculum which was completed in Decer.ber, 1981.



With the help of our consultant Dr. Claire Gaudiani, we examined

our courses for advanced students and noted thnt our curriculum was designed

primarily for students in teacher education or for those continuing language

study in graduate school (although we did have courses in Business Spanish,

French, and German). However, the number entering teacher preparation was

declining, On the other hand, one-third of our students at High Point College

were majoring in business. In addition, the majority of the advanced language

students were business majors. However, there was no connecting link between

the two areas and thus:the logical first step in our curricular revision was

to establish an intrdisciplinary program in foreign languare and tusiness.

We immediately approached the Head of the School of Business and from

the beginninr had his full support and cooperation. His motivation was

different from curs. His problem stemmed from the increasing number of foreign

students,in his department, many of whom were fron Sianish-speaking countries.

He felt that his major had not been adequately servinr the needs of_ths4--e-----

special stulents. ;fter enlistirr his c.,:Tcrt, ve turncd our attention tc

the administration. The consultant urgnnized a one-day session for the

;c7Aenic Den1 tvo menbers of thE- buciness fscu]t:., ani one representa_ive

from foreign languages. By involving the Dean in our planning process from

the very madc him ft:el very nuch a :Lart of cur vork an:1 this

may have been the single most importnat factor leading to our succeoz. By

the end of our meeting that day, we had worhed out the essential elTments

of the curriculum. Basically, re kept the core of business courses (30 semester

hours) revired of all busi,Less majors. We added a foreign lanru-..f:e core of

four courses beyond the intermediate level: Conversation, Advanced Cramrar

an:1 Cor4:sition, Civilization, ztnd a course in 11....siress SrrInish cr Fr2nch.
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But we were not yet satisfied. This program perhaps more than any other needed

strong supporting courses from other disciplines. It was necessary to make

our students citizens of the world with an international outlook. Therefore,

we added an addition core of fifteen hours: three hours in literature and

twelve hours chosen from international economics, cultUral anthropology,

political science, history, and geography. Firally, we believed these students

should participate in a culminating seminar in their senior year. In the

liberal arts tradition, they would bring together the knovledge from the

various disciplines and form their oum relationship:: and connections. By

May 193l, the curriculum had been approved by the general fs.culty. With the

exception of the seminar no n: courses were added and no new instructors had

to be hired- This fall our enrollment more than doubled in all of our

advanced courses and this increase stemmed in part from the new progritm.

Once the curriculum had been established, we turned our attention to

thz, ccmmunity. Our college has a special :.,,dvantare since it is lc,cated in the

middle of a thrivin: industrial area with internationP1 interests..Hirh 7s-int

is the center of the country's furniture manufacturing and each fall and

sprinr hoss the major furniture market attracting buyt:rs and sellers from

throughout the world. In addition, the entire Triad area of High Point,

and Yinston-Salem is a large center of textilc manlAfaturinc of

all kinds--much of which is shipped abroad. Moreover, everyone knows -.:hat

in North Carolina tobacco is king and the egPorting of the product is becoming

more important as the domestic market decreases: R.J. Reynolds World

Headquarters is located only twenty miles from the cam:;:us and the college

already has a working relationship with the company through its Continuing

Adult Education Frogram. The res(.-urc!cs were unlimited but hov could wn tap them':
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We wanted to involve the community in two specific vays:l) To have

those who showed an interest in our program become members of an advisory

council and 2)To have companies utilize our students as interns in their

exporting and importing dep'rtments. Our need was to indentify and make cpntacy

'with those who could assist us.

We'began by holding a luncheon with selected members of our Foard of

Visitors who were prominent in the industrial and.financial community. Their

assistance was invaluable in providing us with the names and addresses of people

who mi7ht be willing to help. We attended a meeting of the Triad World Trade

Club and let their members know cbout our program. We went to a conference

,on exporting furniture and talked to as many people s ye could. Once 1,7,7 had

com:iied a list of names we devised a survey to be sent to them. Of

thirty orgtnizations responding, sixteen are willing to serve on an advisory

board and thirteen are ready to accept intern: With these results we are new

forming our council end are preparing to send out our first interns next

year. ':;e till have to "spret te vord" but we have taken the initial

co7munity rr!sol...rce which should not be overlock-_d is the

Inten:ational Tradu Administration of the U.S. Department of Co:amerce. An

:.ffi,.!e exists in amost all fifty :;tats and tc.. trade consultants r.re mc:7t

willing tc assist in any way they can. The consultant for our area furnished

fre,:- 3f charge a great deal of infcrraticli ana bibliorr,Thy.

introi:..xed us to many people active in worla trade. Finally, he is helping us

to initiate a new course in international marketing, finance, and domentation

for next fall.

Our prgram has had a succssful beginning. We have establisher. c rota

curriculum includinr the necessary business and foreirn languare co-...rses lut

have hct neol,nted a general 1....manities prepare:ion, thur, linkf.ng r:uy arEas
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also involved the community a/fling another facet to the relationship of

"town and gown" so imtortant to the surVival of private colleges in the

Eighties. We now a-e turning our attention to recruiting new students to

the program through contacts with foreign language teachers in the high

schocils and articles in local, regiz:.al, and national publications.

We are investizating the addition of an optional Euroneanatudy-abroad

component to the curriculum and look toward the future establishment

of internships in foreign countries.

Cur international business program can readily be adanted to ether

colleges. Its elements 4re not unique. There are however certain practical

s._.grestions that we at High Point ColleFe vould offer to those of ycu

conziclering estc,blishing aimilar curricula:

1 Break out of the confines of the foreign language department. This type

of program can only succeed if it has the support of the entire college. involve

everyone, includinr: the adninistration, in the planning from the start. :f all

cc..c!.]ercd, everyDne will ei art of the rrogr=m. A1, let

v,.ryonc have some c: the cre3it. Th,2 forei lan7ua7 department can

fror. a ccoterati

2. Use your ccmmtnity resources. Find out how your prorram can re a e to yo'.:r

town cr Ack 11 busin,:-ssmen to help. Take a survey. r:alk to th.e

Chamber of Commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis. Nore and more tusinesses are becoming

international in scone and many would be ready and willing to assist.

Do not fee2 tI.at you have to spc,.nd money br hire new facC.ty to succer-a. A ,

fcreirn lan,ructe facult:: can le retrain.cd eafli: You necci not necluct literature

and crature while at the same time aalint7 technical and prigtical know1odge4about

26J,



thc world ;.'t* international business.

International business curricula represent the union between professional

career 7...reparation and the liberal arts. We, the meMters of the foreign

. language faculty, can exercise a significant role in "humanizing the curriculum,"

if we dc it in a spirit of sharing and cooperation. As a result, the study of

lanFuages once again can play a sirnificant risl in the general college. The

opportunity exists and we must grasp it at once for our benefit, the benefit

of our students, the college, the community, the nation, and the world.

Frances S. Hoch

Chairman, Department of

Modern Foreign Lar4zuages

Hir7h Point College
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I. The Rationale of the Prorram

Historical relationships of the components. The new synergy advocated in this paper

is commensurate with the inception of culture. If the term culture is accepted in its

correct anthropological sense, we are immediately confronted with four cultural

phenomena:

a) the birth of an articulated language

b) the production arid employment of objects used for transforming the relation-,

ship between man and nature

c) kinship relations.as the primary nucleus of institutionalized social

relations

d) the economic exchange of goods and services.

The whole of culture, thus, is communication: human societies exist only when com-

munication has been established. When communication, language, and business courses

ere chosen aS' the rain components of an educational program, we are returning to the

primordial elements of the society of men.

Contemperary experts, like Wilbur Schramm, state that the fundam'ental social

process is communication. Communication cones from the Latin communis, common. When

we communicate we seek to estAa"blish "comnoness" with someone. "No man is an island"

said Donne long aro: Communication makes the human society possible. Society is a

sum of relationships in which information of some kind is shared. When we study com-

munication we study peolAc relating to each other and te their groups, organizations

and societies, influencing each other, being influenced, informing and being informed,,

teaching and being taught, entertaining and being entertain,:.d. To understand human

communication we must understand how people relate to one another.

Because communication is the fundamental social process, because above all,

man is an information-processing creature, a major change in the state of information,

a major involvement of communication, always accompanies any rajor social change.

This major social chance is here with us today. Instantaneous telecommunications,
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rapid transportation, the increasing complexity of industrial production, and the

multiplication of goods and services combine to push, irresistibly, in the direction

of making all business international in character.

Business, on the other hand, relates to reality, to activity, to operating

inst7:.tutions, to human effort directed toward achieving some human satisfaction. The

unifying purpose in the international business field is to enhance the likelihood of

mutually profitable transactions across national boundaries. To engagelin international

business activities entails.to engage in acts or intercultural communication in order

to achieve a commonality of benefits. The web of transnational relationships of men,

services, institutions, and goods are part of today's worldwide systems of communica-

tion. Today virtually all decisions are viewed internationally in order to maintain

optimum policies.

Pedagogic irclications. Therefore, it has become the view of the leading schools of

business that all students should be well versed in the international dimensions of

business. In effect, the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)

changed in 2974 its accreditation standards so as to require that the curricula re-

fleet the worldwide as well as the domestic aspects of business.

When cn(: speaks of educating or training people for international business cne

refers to all those individuals whose job can better be performed if they are familiar

with the economics, politics, and culture of various foreign countries, and if they

have an understanding of the international aspect of politics, economics, finance,

and transportation. One also refers to a wide variety of people who work in various

capacities in different types of firms, yet never travel abroad. Their business

is affected by competition from imports, or utilizes imported parts or services;

they correspond with foreign firms; they meet and deal with visiting foreign business-

persons or government officials; their work entails an understanding of the fcreign

sales or foreign operations of their companyrthey must make decisions which affect,
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indirectly, the foreign sales or operations of their company; they must fully under-

stand the environment in which their firm's foreign operations are located in order to

communicate--in our case the Spanish American one--with the company's overseas personnel.

At the same time, it would be grossly uneconomic for each School of Business to

develop the whole armory of skills and expertise which the teaching of language and

culture calls for. The School of Humanities, in general, and the Foreign Language,

in particular, can normally undertake this task. .lhe language departments can develop

a series of courses to service the needs of the international business student. In

fact, this is a modern kind of synergy in staff activities. For universities should

scan the environment in which the students will live and make a living. If business

is communication, and the principal signalling syStems employed by human beings for

the transmission of information are languages, it becomes all but inescapable to

conclude that the teachers of foreign languages and cultures can teach business courses

in the target language, in this case business Spanish courses.

This synergistic approach demands our consideration of language as a process

fundamentally sociological in its nature. Language, as seen within the frame of com-

nunication, is basically language-activity, always used in a significant situation.

Thus, action has primacy over any other consideration: how people react to decoded

symbols s now the area of overridine concern since we want to assess the effects of

language on people. The important thing is to arrive at a communicative pedagogy of

language, that is, to teach it according to its social use or function. Its signifi-

cance, with this purview, lies in its use. If languages, too, belong to a larger

whole, human ccritunication, learning to use languages effectively and to know the

cultural context of the linguistic communication is imperative for the businessperson

in this international yra.
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A successful linguistic communication depends, not only upon the .r ceiver's

reception of the signal and his appreciation of the fact that it is inten ed for

him rather.than for another, but also upon his recognition'of.the sender's communi-

cation intention and upon his making an appropriate behavioral or Cognitive response

to it. In point of fact, any verbal behavior is goal-oriented: a'lls determine the

means used. Language, therefore, must be investigated in all the varieties of itS

functions.

Outline of linruistic functions. Whereas the brief enquires performed above gave

us the relationships of the fields of communication, language, and business- in the

-
context of the past and present societal needs, the next logical step is to analyze

the main functions of language in order to justify a program that will teach in

$panisor in any other language for that matternotions of business and communi-

cation wnich respond to linguistic IStedagogy per se. This concise survey will give

us the constitutive faCtors in any speech event, -in any act of verbal communication,

commensurate with our objective.

Lv
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Roman Jakobson, one of the most lucid minds in the field of linguistics,

offered a classical analysis which we prefer to bring ad verbatim oecause of its

clarity. It continues the work,of Karl Biller and shows a great similarity with

the communiaation models.

"The ADDRESSER sends a MESSAGE to the ADDRESSEE. To be operative the
message requires a CONTEXT referred to ("referent" in another somewhat
ambiguous nomenclature), seizable by the addressee, and eithr verbal or
capable of being verbalized; a'CODE fully, or at least partially common
to the addresser and addressee (or in other words, to the encoder and
decoder of the message; and, finally, a CONTACT, a physical channel and
psychological connection between the addresser and the addressee, enabling
both of them to enter and stay in communication. All these factors inalien-'
ably involved in verbal communication may be schematized as follows:

ADDRESSER

CONTEXT

MESSAGE

CONTACT

CODE

ADDRESSEE

Each of these six factors deterMines a different function of language.
Although we distinguish six basic aspects of language, we could, however,
hardly find verbal messages that would fulfill only one function. The

diversity lies not in a monopoly of some one of the several functions but
in a different hierarchical order of functions. The verbal structure of

a.message depends primarily on .the predominant function. But even though

a set toward the referent, an orientatiOn toward the CONTEXT--briefly the
so-called REFERENTIAL, "denotative", "cognitive" function--is the leading
task of numerous messages, the accessory participation of the other
functions in such messages must be taken into account by the observant

linguist. The so-called EMOTIVE or "expressive".function, focused on the
ADDRESSER, aims a direct expression of the speaker's attitude toward what

he is speaking about. It tends to produce an impression of a certain
emotion whether true or feigned... If we analyze language from the stand-
point of the information it carrieS, we cannot restrict the notion of
information to the cognitive aspect of language. Orientation toward the
ADDRESSEE,, the CONATIVE function, finds its grammatical expressions in
vocatives, questions, and commands. In addition, we observe three further
constitutive factors of verbalrcommunication and three corresponding
functions of-language, There are messages primarily serving to establish,
to prolong, or to discontinue communication, to check whether the channel
works ("Hello, do you hear me?), to attract the attention of the inter-
locutor or to confirm his continued attention ("Are you listening?" and
on the other end Of the wire, "Um--hum!". This set for CONTACT, or in
Malinowski's terms FRATIC function,'may be displayed by a profuse ex- .

change of ritualized formulas, by entire dialogues with the mete purport
of prolonging cOmmunication. A distinction hes been made in modern logic
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between two levels of language, "object language", speaking of objects,

and "metalanguage", speaking of language. But metalanguage is not only

a necessary scientific tool utilized by logicians and linguists; it plays
also an important role in our everyday language: we practice metalanguage
without realizing the metalingual character of our operations. Whenever
the addresser and/or the addressee need to check up whether they use the

same code, speech is focused on the CODE: it performs a METALINGUAL'

(i.e., glossing) function. "I don't follow youwhat do you mean?".
We have brought up all the six factors involved in verbal communication
except the message itself. The set toward the MESSAGE as such, focus on
the message for its own sake, is the POETIC function of language...

Now that our cursory description of the six basic functions of verbal

communication is more or less complete, we may complement our scheme of
the fundamental factors by a corresponding scheme of the functions:

EMOTIVE

REFERENTIAL

POETIC

PHATIC

METALINGUAL"
3

CONATIVE

:2(9

Since linguistics is the global science of verbal structure, nonliterary

structures may be regarded as an integral part of linguistics. Insistence on

keeping nonliterary structures apart from language teaching in advanced courses is

warranted only when the aim is the training of literary critics. Linguistic com-

petence, on the other hand, as the goal of second language learning, has been re-

stated as communicative competence. Communication, thus, lies at the interface

between language learning and the use of language for social purposes. That is,

certain semantic structures occur in concurrence with specific communicative

functions.

In effect, prominent in the second language teaching profession today is the

claim that the goal of linguistit competence in language learning is inadequate.

The restatement of the goal, partially in light of the preceding study of the

communicative functions of language, as the acquisition of communicative competence

is defined today as follows: ... the ability to function in a truly communicative

setting--that is, in a dynamic exchange in which linguistic competence must adapt
r

o!.
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itself to the total informational input, both linguistic and paralinguistic, of one

4
or more interlocutors. The'inclusion, thus, of a third component, communication,

in this paper on a Business Spanish Program is, in our opinion, imperative.

The first two levels of language teaching, devoted to the acquisition

of the basic linguistic skills, similarly, must take into account the fact that

verbal structures are determined by the communicative functions just reviewed.

The ability to discriminate and ?ronounce the sounds of a language, and to produce

grammatical sentences in an abstract situation does not correspond to the need to

initiate-speaking and to interact freely in a business situation.

It is no accident that, at the same time that instructional programs and

learning activities are being developed to facilitate the goal of communicative

competence, such courses as "Spanish for Medical Personnel", "Commercial Spanish",

and the like, are proliferating, and all under the aegis of Spanish for special

purnoSes. Thus, our,first two traditional levels of language skills teaching should

include business situations in which the needed linguistic structures tend to occur.

Summing up: the examination of the constitutive factors in any speech event,

in any act of verbal communication, illuminated the existence of the main functions

of lanuage. The learning of language has been redefined as the acquisition of

communicative competence. We have, thus, defined now the problem of language learn-

ing as one of cor:munication in a given social situation. The problem was broken

down into six dimensions or functions of language. The emphasis now is on learning

linguistic structures in which the referential and the conative functions are pre-

dominant. Logically, the following step to take will be in the direction of finding

a method that can provide us with the necessary flexibility to accommodate the multi-

faceted business needs of communication in Spanish.

TP.F, Y.CF.--:=Cr;ICAL AlIALYSIS. The descriptive label "morphological method" was coined

by Fritz Zwicky, the famous astrophysicist and jet engine pioneer. This method for

creativity aims to single out the most important dimensions of a specific problem
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and then examine all the relationships among them. Morphology means structure and the

technique seeks to explore all the possible alteenatives that a multidimensional matrix

may yield. By systematically exploring a field of possibilities, morphological analysis

reveals many potential technical possibilities that have been neglected or that are

strange at first glance. This stimulates the imagination and causes the creative work

that we had hoped for. Computarization of the written description of each solution

in a form easily grasped by the mind has noticeably increased this stimulation.

Although the term morphological analysis was coined by Zwicky the method is in fact

very old. One can trace it back to the Majorcan logician and mystic monk!Ramon Lull

(125-1315). Lull had an idea which he called the "Great Art". By coMbining a verY--

small number of principles one would have the possibility of solving all the problems

of philosophy and metaphysics. His principles were materialized by boxes on circles

rotating around the others. Centuries later, Leibnitz, a stron'g partisan of the art

of Lull, spoke of it with praise in his Dissertatio de Arte Combinatoria. The method

generalized: A. Kircher, the inventor of the magic lantern, also used a morphological

table for chemistry. From the outset, thus, the morphological method emphasized. fundament

279
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structural differences and/or similarities rather than functional or performance

features. In some areas, however, like in structural linguistics, the emphasis

has been on the functional aspect, as was seen in the -previous section.

The word "morphology" is used in a number of sciences, where it describes the

study of the farm or structure of the entity of interest (i.e., plants and animals

in bioloey, rocks in geology). The essence of the method is to break a problem down

into parts which can to some extent be treated independently, with several solutions

or approaches to each part. An overall solution is obtained by taking cne of the

.pcssible solutions for each part. The total number of overall solutions is equal to

the number of combinations possible, taking one solution to each part. For instance,

if a problem can be broken dawn into three parts, such that there are two solutions

to the first, three solutions to the second, and four solutions to the third part, ,

then the total number of overall solutions is: 2 X 3 X 4 = 24. The next step is to

determine which of these solutions are actually feasible (interactions between poten-

tial. solutions to.individual parts, may rule out certain overall solutions). Once

the feasible solutions have been identified, the best overall solution can be chosen.

As a corollary of this, the systematic examination of all possible combinations of'

solutions to individual parts of the problem may bring about the "invention" of new

solutions to the whole problem.

To make this more concrete we will look at the following case in marketing:

"A firm operating in the immensely competitive packaging field is
looking for new product ideas. The aim is to identify something new or
cheaper thus escaping from the rigours of competition. One dimension of
the prOblem could be the shah% of the new pack. Another dimension of the

problem could be the contents of the pack. The third dimension could be
the materials (or combination thereof) from which the pack could be made.
The relationship between these three dimensions can be represented in an

accompanying figure. Assuming that these three dimensions fully define

the problem, there would then be: 7 X 7 X 9 = 441 cells. Each cell

reprusents an idea. What is important is that this method helps to
generate an enormous number of ideas. The next step is to let the imagi-

28.1



nation loose on each cell and seek to identify how far it deserves further
study and how far it may fulfill the firm's criteria of acceptance within
the company's objectives. Our illustration showed three dimensions. The
method is of course.capable of having more than three dimensions, although,
at that point, they could not be represented in a pictorial form. Where
four or more dimensions are.definecr, one has to list all the permutations
and these can amount to many thousands"1 (See the accompanying figure).

The method is, likewise, highly regarded in technological forecasting:

"Of all the techniques available for forecasting new products or new
processes, morphology is probably the most systematic. It consists

essentially of a two dimensional checklist known as a morphological matrix.
The first vertical ordinate of the matrix is a column of boxes lettered
A, B, C, etc. (fig. 6.4). These correspond to the essential stages or
parameters of the technology under consideration. Each horizontal ordinate
contains boxes numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., these showing alternative methods .

of achieving these essential stages. Figures 6.4 (Textile wet-processing
systems), 6.5 (Laminated products systems) and 6.6 (Clocks) are examples of
morphological matrices, the first being for a process and the others for
producta. The value of such two dimensional checklists lies in the facility
they provide for examining all.the possible c,mbinations of the alternatives
for each stage of the technology. Apart from describing the original pro-
cess, which would be represented by the combination Al-B2-C3, etc., may:
1) suggest alternative and possible improved means of achieving the original
technology; 2) describe closely allied technologies, or 3) suggest new or
hitherto unrecognized technologies."2 (See the accompanying figure).

Now, it may be useful to think of the set of all possible combinations as a

multidimensional "morphological map". The configurations which havc already been

concretely realized and are either in use in some form, or have been discarded, mark

out an area of "occupied territory". Research and development is primarily devoted

to the systematic and detailed investigation of the known territory on the "mapl',

with the objective of improving upon the performance characteristics of existing

devices. On the other hand, a small but significant fraction of the total research

effort goes into exploration of the adjacent "terra incognita". It is the latter

process which is the Subject of our paper. In effect, explorations usually tend

to proceed from the known part of the morphological map only into nearby territory.

In other words, it-is-normal and natural to vary the parameters of the initial con-

figuration one at a time, keeping the others constant. In this way a sequence of

more or less favorable but similar arrangements is achieved.
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In the case of the teaching of Spanish, most courses revolved around the Artistic

function. This function was the predominant one or played a great role in the works

which constitute the core of the Spanish-curriculum beyond the two hundred level.

Thus a small contiguous region on the morphological map of possible courses was

eAp1oited7. Yet all of these had in common an overriding purpose: the preparation

of Spanish teachers. By the same token, a vast nunber of alternative approaches

7
to teaching Spanish courses were largely ignored because they were not contiguous

to the explored territory on the map. It is no accident that exploration normally

proceeds like an expanding inhblot from one morphological neighborhood to the

next, rather than striking out "cross country", as it were. Each time a new

configuration becomes realizable in actuality, as a result of exploratory research

and development, a technological break-through may be said to have been achieved.

Tbus a break-through is tantamount to developing new territory. New developments

will obviously tend to occur near older ones, essentially by accretion from the

border: of thu statu-of-t,he-art intc, adjacent undeveloped regjons. Rut,

as for today, have exhausted the adjacent territory to the occupied region. It

is necessary to strike cross-country in the regions of Business and Communication

to use Spanish-for purposes other than artistic. This is because the orientation in

the teaching of Spanish today and the interests of the studnts revolve around a

communicative cempetence in business life. We can now design a pro-,:ram that is

empirically feasible.

II. SPANISH BUSIN7.SS COURSES SUGGESTED
BY THE CURRENT WESTER:: ILLINOIS UNTWPSITY CATALOG 1980-81

The frnmework we will use, that is, the clearly defined objective, is to design

courses to attain communicative competence for international business. The Catalog

is our checklist. By permuting elements of the main three components or parameters,

courses from the Departments of Communication, Foreign Languares, and from the College
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of Business we will be better able to see alternatives and options. The courses of

Communication constitute the parameter of the present knowledge on Speech Communicam.

tion; the courses of Foreign Languages constitute the parameter of language, here

of the present knowledge on Spanish language and Hispanic cultures, and the Business

courses constitute the parameter of the subject taught. Also, two es of the

Department of Political Science and one course originated in the Department of

English and Journalism are included. In the case of the former, the reason for

this inclusion is determined by the suggestions of the President's Commission on

Foreir-n Lan,-uage and International Relations. Elements of tWo courses dealing with

International Relations can be used for our purposes. In the case of the latter,

there is a course of analogous aim, Business Writing, which determines its inclusion

in our plan. These three courses are included in the parameter of the subject of the

course.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Conmunication Courses:
100 Introduction to Speech and Hearing Sciences
130 IntrodUction to Human Communication
140 Interpersonal Communication
141 Non-Verbal Communication
215 Genera/ Semantics
241 Introduction to Public Speaking
247 Argumentation and Debate
256 Introduction to Persuasion
310 Introduction to Communication Theory
312 Fhetorical Criticism
313 Descriptive Methodology in Interpersonal Communication
341 Problem Solving in Groups
343 Organizational Communication
354 Principles of Rhetoric
409 Communication and Conflict Management
456 Persuasive Campaigns

FOreirn Lanruares Courses:-
23 Professional Spanish
323 Spanish Conversation and Composition I
324 Spanish Conversation and Composition II
401 Modern Spanish Syntax
402 Advanced Written Spanish
405 Spanish Civilization and Culture
406 Latin American Civilization

499 Selected Topics in Spanish Language 286
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English and Journalism Course:
382 Business Writing

Political Science Courses:
228 Fundamentals of International Relations
305 International Relations Theories and Approaches

00LLEGE OF BUSINESS

Business Education Courses:
125 Introduction to Business

320 Business Communications
377 Secretarial Procedures

Economics Courses,:
100 Introduction to Economits
231 Principles of Economics
470 International Trade

Management Courses:
349 Principles of Management

350 Organizational Behavior
481 Management and Society
444 Comparative Labor Relation Systems

Marketing and Finance Courses:
312 Business Finance
317 InternationaIBusiness
318 Seminar in International Business Prdblems
327 Principles of Marketing
331 Advertising and Promotional Concepts
333 Consumer Market Behavior
335 Professional Selling
417 International Marketing
431 Advertising Theory and Planning
441 Advertising and Promotion Campaigns

0

Ouantitatie and Information Sciences Course:
101 Introduction to Computers

Communicative skills required, elementary business concepts introduced, and

foreign practices examined in the international courses have been the criteria for

selection of the courses taught in the College-of Business. As there may exist

another course of interest, it is convenient to leave an empty slot in this para-

meter Of the subject taught for our permutations. We can now present the possible

permutations of course elements in the left column, and the suggested new course

011
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in the right column. The permutations suggested are not a straight jacket although

ve have attempted to keep a sequence of courses for an orderly process of learning.

PARAMETERS

A. CAS

100 Introduction to Speech and Hearing Sciences

B. FL

203 Professional Spanish

C. BUS:NESS

125 Introduction to Business

377 Secretarial Procedures
101 Introduction to Computers

NEW COURSES

280 SPANISH
SECRETARIAL
PROCEDURES

* * *

A. CAS

130 Introduction to .Human-Communication

140 Interpersonal Communication
141 Non-Verbal Communication

B. FL

323 Spanish Conversation and Composition I

C. BUSINESS

312 Business Finance
100 Introduction to Economics
231 Principles of Economics

* * *

A. CAS

215 General Semantics
241 Introduction to Public Speaking
247 Argumentation and Debate

B. FL

324 Spanish Conversation and Composition 11

380. BUSINESS
SPANISH
CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION I
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C. BUSINESS

349 Principles of Management 381 BUSINESS

327 Principles of Marketing SPANISH
CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION II

* * *

A. CAS

256 Introduction to Persuasion
310 Introduction to Communication Tileory

B. FL

401 Modern Spanish Syntax

C. BUSINESS

350 Orgahizational Behavior

331 Advertising and Promotional Concepts

* * *

A. CAS

312 Rhetorical Criticism
354 Principles of Rhetoric

B. FL

402 Advanced Written Spanish

C. 1) BUSINESS

320 Business Communications

480 BUSINESS SPANISH
SPEECH AND GRAMMAR

481 BUSINESS SPANISH
WRITING AND GRAPVAR

2) ENGLISH

382 Business Writing

* * *

A. CAS

313 Descriptive Methodology in Interpersonal Communication

341 Problem Solving in Groups

B. FL

405 Spanish Civilization and Culture

28a
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C. 1) BUSINESS

317 International Business
1481 Management and Society.

2) POLITICAL SCIEICE

228 Fundamentals of International Relations

***

A. CAS

3143 Organizational Communication
1409 Com.Auni cat i on and Con fli ct Management

B. FL

1406 Latin American Civilization

C. 1) BUSINESS

1417 International gark et ing
141414 Comparative Labor Relations Systems
1470 International Trade

;

1410 HISPArIIC-ANERICAN
BUSINESS RELATIONS I

2) POLITICAL SCIENCE 1411 HISPANIC-AKERICAN
BUSINESS RELATIONS II

305 International Relations Theories and Approaches

* **

A. CAS

1456 Persuasive Campaigns

B. FL

1499 Selected Topics in Spanish Language

C. BUSINESS

318 Seminar in International Business ProblPms
333 Consumer Market Behavior
335 Professional Selling
1431 Advertising Theory and Planning
14141 Advertising and Promotion Campaigns

* * *

230

1489 SELECTED TOPICS IN
BUSINESS SPANISH
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III. Conclusions and Criteria Satisfied

A. The main purpose of this paper has been accomplished: by combining courses in the

current Univcrsity Underrraduate Catalog eight new courses have been listed. These

courses constitute a Business Spanish Program which demands no additional 'expenditure

for its implementation now.

B. The Program may become the nucleus for the teaching preparation of both Spanish

and Bilingual/Bicultural students. In this direction, the Program could become a

means of retraining for teachers of Spanish at both the state and national levels.

C. Spanish.American students, likewise, may take some courses in Spanish as they

gradually switch to English in our American universities and colleges.

P. Hispanics in this country could be taught in Spanish the business skills needed

to operate successfully in both American and'Spanish American environments. The

commonality of procedures and concepts will enhance the possibilities of intercultural

communication. This Program could become.the backbone of an adult or a continuing

edu:_--ation track in cities t4ith larje concentration of Hispanics.

E. The f1e:.:1Li1ity of the choice of businsc and comnunication topics is paramount.

Any school could choose the notions needed by their particular clientele. Since there

are eirht Eics availab.le in the parameter of the sutject taught, it is possible to

include courses listed in the various catalogs which do not appear in the present

Program. The possibility to continue the expansion of the program or to reduce the

number of courses, whether to satisfy the requirements of a major or a minor in

Business Spanish is open. This flexibility is an outcome of the use of the morpho-

logical approach.

F. In nany instances it will be more convenient for American students to have taken

in advance the business courses in English. The task of learning will be reduced to

learn the linguistic structures which carry the same procedures and concepts.
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G. As most of the Spanish American business schools pattern their curricula on American

schools there are more opportunities open for the exchange and transfer of students

between this country and Spanish America. The language and the business institutes

may constitute one single unit in Spanish American countries to satisfy the needs of

the international business students.

H. There is a wealth of instructional materials written in Spanish dealing with

Business and communication matters. As many of the materials were originated

in the United States, the task of continuing their development is facilitated.

I. The synergy of communication, language, and business is commensurate with

the needs of the students in this era of interdependence across national boundaries.
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Techniques for the Commercial-Spanish Class

Business experts project that around the turn of the century about two

hundred giant firms--two-thirds of them American in origin--will control more

than half of the productive output of private enterprise in the free-world

economies. These multanational corporations, owned by citizens of many nations,

will sell in every major international market.
1

The global orientation of busi=

ness will bring vast numbers of persons into international business through sales,

services, accounting, production and marketing. As a corollary to the shift from

domestic to international enterprises, stress will need to be placed in under-

standing the language and mores of our international business partners.

Latin America, in particular, will continue to be of primary importance to

United States businessmen, offering diverse opportunities for further commer-

cial expansion. In a recent year, two-way trade with that area exceeded 51

billion dollars. Mexico, our third-ranking trade partner, bought fifteen

million dollars and sold twelve and a half million worth of goods in the United

States.
2

Today's business-oriented students should know how to deal in a global

business environment. Sensitivity to foreign cultures and ability to interact with

people cannot be left to trial and error, but rather must be nurtured through prep-

aration and experiences that enrich the students' readiness to function in a

supranational setting. In keeping with that objective I developed a Commercial

Spanish course which I plan to describe Lelow.

Background

Instruction, limited to Spanish, takes place at two different levels and

periods of the day to accommodate the fluent and non-fluent speakers of the

lanouage. As prerequisUte students have previously completed four semesters of



Spanish on campus or the equivalent. While the nature of the course stresses con-

veying of information, as opposed to developing aural-oral skills, emphasis con-

tinues to be placed on maintaining and improving the speaking skills of the less-

advanced group.

Textbook

Textbook selection included one from the 4-6 semester level for the non-

fluent pnd one from the 5 and beyond for the fluent speakers. The table below,

based on texts at hand, served in slecting the books.

Insert Table on Textbooks

I estimated the level of the books on the vocabulary, structures and content. The

introductory pages along with the topics and their manner of presentation deter-

mined the focus.

Course Content

As an icebreaker and warm-up at the beginning of the first few minutes, five

students per day present a brief talk on one of their classmates. The information,

gathered beforehand in an interview situation, covers questions of this nature:

What year are you in school? What are you majoring in? Where do yvu wori.?

Describe something about your job. What are your hobbies? What do you plan to

do after graduation?3 To pique interest I tell students to jot down or recall

the highlights, since at the conclusion of each talk I plan to question them on

what they heard.

Our first major unit entails employment correspondence. Initially we study

the want ads in national and international newspapers. To glean the most prom-

ising occupations in the near future we look at The Occupational Outlook dandbook

and list the top ones such as retail/sales workers, secretaries/stenographers,
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Book

rrespondencia
mmercial: Fondo Forma

. 315

usiness and Finance
orkbook
p. 246

uaderno de EspaRol
rdctico Comercial
p. 231

usiness Letter Handbook

P. 195

rrespondencia Comercial
p. 223

spaPiol Comercial
p. 410

29

Table 1 Book Selection

Language of
Published Correspondence Level Focus

1981 Span. mainly/ 4-6 Secretarial,

Eng. Human Relations

1981 Span. mainly/ 4-6 Conversational,
Eng. U.S. Hispanic Situa-

tions

1980

1973

1969

1981

Spanish

Span./Eng.

Spanish

Spanish

5 and
beyond

Secretarial, Basic
Marketing and Finan-
cing Points

4 and Secretarial, Social
beyond to Business Letters

5 and Secreltarial, Social

beyond to Business Letters

5 and Basic Business
beyond Topics: Management

Financing, Marketing;
Journal Articles;
Business Correspondence

Exercises

Questions, Letter
Writing

Situational Dialogs,
Questions, Completions,
Letter Writing

Questions, Letter
Writing.

None

Questions, Letter
Writing

Questions, Letter
Writing, Vocabulary
Matching Exercises
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system/computer analysts, accountants, health/care specialists and human resources

personnel. Many of the occupations listed reflect the transformation taking place

in the United States--from an economy driven by manufacturing, mining and farming

to one in which services play a vital role. We note that services are a growing

force in world trade, accounting for 20 percent of all world trade. For example,

last year the United States exported services, ranging from advertising to in-

surance to health care, that exceeded $60 billion.
4 Consequently we proj,ect how

knowing Spanish would be a sizeable assest in procuring the listed positions,

recalling that next to Chinese and English, Spanish is the language most spoken

in the world and that in many areas of our country it forms part and parcel of the

community.

Students are then asked to consider their own career plans and the realities

of the job market in order to write their own want ad and answer it with the

appropriate letter. To pinpoint their assets, students could conduct a self-

analysis of their skills beforehand. The teacher distributes handouts with about

100 infinitives ranging from a to z. On the first reading students place check

mark beside the verb expressing something they can do, on the second read ng they

add another check for those expressing what they can do well and on the third

time they circle the verbs indicating activities they particularly'enj y doing.

Afterwards, students pick those verbs marked three times and explain ow they

would use that verb (skill) with people and things; for exaMple:

skill verb: write
possible skill phrases: writing letters, reports, greeting cards...

5

The most relevant skills then form part of the cover.letter.

We also screen traditional and current--tommercial texts for sample letters.

The newer Woks with emphas revity may not provide sufficient model

sentences to present the applicant in the most favorable manner, when compared

with the models in the older, more wordy books.



o

Afterwards we study resumes for organization and content. We note guidelines

for writing the resumes such as placing your name on the top center of the page in

order to catch the employer's attention immediately. Other recommendations include

writing your objective (if requested), experience, education and awards, respec-

tively.
6 Moreover, the resumes are kept to one page, avoiding the passive voice

and the personal pronoun I. It would be advisable at this time to invite a

personnel director affiliated with an international company, to talk to the students

on the current lob market and on the procedures and etiquette to follow when
-

applying for a position. invariably, the personnel director underlines the im-

.

portance of carefully composed resumes and covir letters, lamenting that many

college graduates have little experience in these procedures. Further contacts

with local industries may prove advantageous. I recently visited a plant that

had just landed a large contract with Mexico. I was received most graciously by

several of the executives and was encouraged by their strong interest in interview-

ing our Business/Spanish majors.

Another activitY-;- -carried out throughout the semester, entails maintaining

and improving the oralskills of the non-fluent speakers. Usually these students

practice one lengthy dialog per week on such topics as selling/buying, banking,

importing/exporting and computers. The dialogs in Business and Finance Workbook,

together with its situational exercises that review important expressions, appeal

to the students at this period in their training.

The bulk of the course for both groups centers on translating and writing

business correspondence. Students translate letters of varying difficulty from

language to language, though we emphasize recasting Spanish letters into standard,

unstilted English. This follows the apparent trend of businesses and service

organizations to write in their native language, placing the responsibility of

'translation on the recipient. The advantages are that this practice reduces serious
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misunderstandings and awkward phrasing.
] However, one wonders how much goodwill

and business might be generated If appropriate letters were written in the

client's own language.

As a prelude to our extended work on business correspondence we review the

layout and punctuation of letters. We then practice translating common phrase-

ology found in the introduction, body and conclusion of the letters-. The first

six toptcs below comprise the mainstay of the letter-writing activities:

1. circulars, sales promotion

2. requests for information, catalogs

3. placement and shipment of orders

4. credit, payment

a. prices and terms

b. letters of credit

c. drafts

d. goods on consignment

5. documentation

a. invoices

b. bills of lading

c. consular forms

6. claims and adjustments

7. cables, telexes

8. travel, trip announcements

Translation exercises focus on ndividui words, idioms and punctuation.

After studying a section on accents and punctuation, students were to add the

proper punctuation to the following edited circular and then translate the under-
,.

lined portions.
8 Finally they wrote their own circular.

Insert circular here



4 de mayo de 19

1

Estimado cliente

2
Ya tenemos a la venta las nuevaS maquinas de escribir

electronicas de la IBM

Muchas veces su mecanografo tiene que volver a escribir

5 6 7
una carta para afiadir suprimir o modificar un parrafo pero

8-
ahora con una nueva maquina de escribir electronica IBM

usted puede modificar sus cartas sin multiplicar el trabajo

de su mecanografo

9
10

Usted debe visitar nuestro salon de exhibicion y yentas

12 13 14

Hay que ver como funcionan estas maquinas para comprender todas sus

15
ventajas Lo esperamos

16

Atentamente

17

Alvarez Perez y Cia

18
Equipos de Oficina

1. 10.

16.
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Frequent questions raised regarding the correct use and omission of written accents ,

include: the subjunctive forms of dar,-de dele, des, den; the past participle of

-eer, -aer and -uir verbs, leido, cardo, destruido;
9 words with primary (1) and

secondary (2) stress, redne, reuniO, fdCilmente; and the adverbs at1n (still, yet),

1 2 1 1 2

aun (even) and the conjunction aun cuando (although).

Another point of contention involves citing the titles of books, magazines and

pamphlets. The Real Academia Espariola includes these in italics; however, corre-

spondents waver between capitalizing and underlining all the letters.

Correspondencia Comercial: Fondo y Forma recommends ba,th practices,-yet prefers to

underline as does Cuadernp de espa.riol practico comercial.
10

Interspersed with the letter writing is an ongoing review of troublesome

structures. With the less-advanced students the subjunctive receives special

attention and practice, and comparison between normative and commercial use of

this mode are made; for example in business letters we note the omission of the

conjunction que 0 : Les ruego 0 me concedan, Esperamos 0 se sirvan dar and the

often cited Sirvase + infinitive to indicate 'Please be so kind as to'. We also

observe the tendency to substitute the subjunctive with an infinit,ive when the

main verb is one of causation (e.g. suplicar, mandar, permitir and prohibir) as

in Les suplicamos informarnos (We request you inform us).

Elsewhere we screen correspondence for questionable use of the present pro-

gressive, modeled from English, as in Le estamos incluyendo una colección

(We are including a collection for you.). Verbs depicting completed or perfective

events, e.g., incluir, envier and devolver, have been criticized in Spanish grammar

when employed with durative (progressive) meaning.
II These verbs should be phrased

in the non-progressive (e.g., Le intluimos...).

In addition we scrutinize two other problem areas for students, one entails

the meanings and functions of the pronoun se, and the other deals with the proper
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use of prepositions; for example:Mlegar en casa/llegar a casa; *consistir de/

consistir en, and the contrasts between por and para. Other grammatical points

considered include current use of ser/estar as in Soy graduado de in place of

Me gradue en and in the preference of Soy casado instead of Estoy cesado

Moreover, we take note that verbs normally aCcompanied by a redunda i indirect

object pronoun in standard Spanish (e.g. dar, ofrecer, enforrfrar fd others)

often appear without this pronoun in the more eleptical busines letter:

(Les) Damos a Uds. las gracias.

Overall, in letter writing we stress that good writing does not require

extensive sentence variety. The majority of the sentences would probably follow

the sequence subject + verb + object with a smaller number opening with all

adVerbial phrase which provides the reader with a transition between thoughts.

Moreover, we try to develop the yuu-aLLI. -c-a-H y , th 1-s -me-ani rao

you's than l's in the letter, but more importantly it means seeing things from_

the reader's point of view. The objective should be to create goodwill and

future business. 12

A prominent unit in the course consists of preparing promotional literature

and advertising in the target language, which next to translating is the skill

most in demand.
13 At first students examine advertisements in newspapers and

magazines from several Spanish-speaking countries. We study the situations and

people depicted and conjecture about the emotive response the advertisement tries

to evoke, be it one dealing with family, status, romance, health, appetite and so .

forth.

'For students wishing to explore emotive techniques further, we recommend

A.H. Maslow's "A Theory of Human Motivation." Maslow contended that man's needs

can be arranged in a hierarchy of relative importance. As soon as the lower needs

are filled (food, shelter, comfort and sex) other higher needs emerge (safety,
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social interaction, esteem and self <actualization) to dominate the individual'.

The hierarchy may serve to interpret the promotional pitch of the advertisemeat.
14

Furthermore, students examine the language of the advertisement from

different perspectives, namely for formal/informal verb use and for different

terms applied to objects across the Hispanic world; for example 'dishwasher'

el lavaplatos eleCtrico in Latin America is el lavavajillas in Spain. We look for

gaffes such as the one Parker Pen committed in a less-than-accurate translation,

promising the South American buyer that the new ink in the pen would prevent

unwanted pregnancies.
15 We also note the number of adjectives and their placement

. along with samples of rhyming and alliteration as in La crema dental colgate, el

mal aliento combate or ...Calisay, un sabor para vivirlo, where labial and liquid

consonants predominate.
16

Before students begin composing their advertisement, I read a feW excerpts

to them from International Business Blunders. The authors state that in inter-

national business, marketing blunders far surpass those of management. The most

common cause for error centers on the lack of sufficient product adaptation to

suit local characteristics. Thus, Campbell soup found itF oversdas sales stymied

at first because it failed to advertise to the average consumer how to prepare

condensed soup. People accustomed to the competitor's larger can could not

justify the cost for Campbell's smaller can.
17

As students prepare their advertisement they are to keep these questions in

mind: Is the item intended primarily for a segment of the population? Would the

item sell better in a particular time of year? Would it need adaptation for

local taste and mores? Does the average physique of the population need to be

considered? Would the size of the item easily fit in the home or business? How

much domestic and foreign competition would the item encounter? Would it face

stiff tariffs? How would it be packaged and distributed? What price would be

charged overseas? Partial answers to these qUestions can be gleaned from U.S.
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Department of Commerce publications, e.g., World Trade Outlook fo,- 64 Countries

and Market Profiles for Latin America. Once completed, students present their

advertisement to class for critique and recommendations.-

Throughout the semester we include cultural readings that reflect human

behaviors and values of Latin America. We found the succinct chapter "Aspectos

Economicos de Hispanoamerica" in Civilizacion y Culture to be very informative.
18

The authors trace the basic economic history of Latin America from the colonial

period to the present-day era with the continuous problems of absentee landowners,

land reforms and domestic/foreign investments. We expand the reading to a written

assignment for the less advanced students, whereby they complete a precis from

dehydrated or slashed sentences provided; for example:

1. Al principio/ los espaAoles/ desarrollar. .

2. Tambien/ (Olos) estimular/ el cultivo de. .

3. Las tres teorras econOmicas/ ser. .

Another pertinent cultural reading, though intended for beginning students, is

"El Golpe Militar" in Panorama de las Americas. The article provides the spring-

board for discussing the overwhelming power, that with few exceptions, the

military wields in Latin America.

As a timely reference on cultural contrasts, the insCructor may want to

interject Edward T. Hall's notion of high and low context cultures. Low,context

cultures, for example the U.S.A. and Northern Europe, emphasize quickness in

negotiating, competitive bidding and written proof. Conversely, high context

cultures, e.g. Latin America, Japan and the Middle East, stress lengthy

negotiations allowing the parties to get to know each other. Competitive bidding

is not as common and an individual's word is his bond.
19

Articles frcm business sections of magazines such as VisiOn provide numerous

cultural insights. Initially, I
distribute copies of the article with a list of

passive and active vocabularies. The latter is.,to be learned for speaking and
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writing purposes, e.g., translation exercises; the former fOr reading recognition

as in a matching or multiple-choice test. On the same sheet wtth the vocabularies

I insert a series of short-answer questions over the major points of the text.

Subsequently I asslgn future articles to groups or individuals to prepare in the

same fashion. These items then form part of future quizzes 4ind examinations. A

sample Of active vocabulary follows:

1. Indice de Precios al Consumidor = Consumer Price Index

2. Indice de Precios al Mayor = Wholesale Price Index

3. el poder adquisitivo = purchasing power

4. el consorcio = consortium

5. la filial = affiliate

6. la balanza de pagos = balance of payments

7. los ingresos de divisas = forelgn income rency)

8. Producto Nacional Br ationai Product

9. respaldar = to back.

10. la encuesta = the survey

For vocabulary suited more for conversation I assign sections such as "the bank,"

"the budget" and "the stockbroker" from Sedwick's Conversation in SDanish or

Spanish for Careers. Both texts, also available in French and German, easily

lend themselves for oral practice at the intermediate level by means of

appropriate drawings that complement the lessons.

. The advanced students besides reading and preparing more sophisticated

periodical articles, also study the textbook selected for their level. It covers

a variety of topics from management principles to marketing and accounting with

subsequent sections on different letter-writing themes. Journal articles on the

previously mentioned areas, written im7professiona1s from both sides of the

'N-

Atlantic, accompany the chapters. The,y6pics serve for discussion, providing the
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business majors the opportunity to amplify and explain further the book's content.

As a reference I found the text Management an4 Performance to be a fitting and

comprehensive source of information. The authors treat the content from an

international perspettive rather than from an exclusively domestic view.

In lieu of the two cultural readings previously mentioned, the native
. -

speakers early in the semester engage in the preparation of,their research

paper in Spanish. At the outset they choose the country they propose to investi-

gate and sUbmit an outline covering the topics they plan to investigate, together

with at least three note cards summarizing three sources they have consulted

already. The outlines generally include the,se headings: recent history, govern-

ment, economic affairs, transportation and communication, currency and future

projections. Jlks a model they have access to a term paper on a Latin American

country, written.in English, for an economics class. I recommend they consult

sources such as The Europa Year Book, The Area Handbook (for the country),

The Stateman's Year Book, Busrness Week, The Wall Street Journal and other

periodicals. In addition I have them speak or write to friends, relatives and

chambers of commerce from overseas.

Three weeks prior to the end of the semester students submit a completed

rough draft to me to look over for language and content. They then have a week

to polish and type the paper. On the days of the report, the speaker dis-

tributes ten questions which classmates should answer as the speaker progresses

through the'report. These questions, edited later, become part of the final

examination.

In retrospect, a successful commercial Spanish course demands an inter-

lacing of different content areai: language, culture, business, technical writing

to name a few. The interdisciplinary approach, enhanced with suggestions and

participation from colleagues, provides the students with more relevant

information. Moreover, as we, instructors, seek out our local business-



agricultural communities, trade councils and chambers of commerce--the better

prepared we will be to revise our curriculum to meet the growing demands for

graduates proficient in international trade. American business, versed in

foreign languages and international marketing, can readily increase its total

sales and profits through exports. The watchword, however, in today's world

market is that the most useful language may not necessarily be English, but

rather the language of our clients.
17

Oscar Ozete

Indiana State University Evansville
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Ronald Cere

Since the late 1950's there has been a growing global awareness of the

importance of the study of foreign languages and cultural differences for a

variety of purposes as well as the need for bilingual and even multilingual

personnel trained in highly specialized and technical fields. Many nations

haVe come to realize that linguistic and nonlinguistic communication are the

keys to forging positive political and amicable relations between peoples of

different cultures and that bilingual-bicultural technicians of all type&

are_crucial for_bringing_aboutslesired_ecmomic_and social changes and de_-_

velopment. Indeed, in 1975, in Helsinki, 35 countries of various political

persuasions, in their plea for international'cooperation to prevent nuclear
%

armageddon, cited the study of foreign languages and cultures as one of the

principal ways of achieving this end and emphasized the need to make this

cultural-linguistic requisite known among nations. The consensus was that

if the peoples of the world, particularly officials, technicians and busi-

ness people, were conversant in other languages and knowledgeable of the re-

lated cultures, they would be less inclined to resort to force and more

disposed to cooperate in an atmosphere of peace. They would also have a

_better understanding of the problems which have persistently beset the ,

world and would be in a more favorable position to find the appropriate so-

lutions to them,
1

One of the very first countries to bring an awareness of

the importance of foreign language and international studies to its citi-

,zenry was the United States.

Shortly after the Helsinki meeting, the U.S. government, seeking to
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underscore the need for language and cultural studies, announced that it

would survey its own situation vis-a-vis these two areas and make its find-

ings public. In 1978, to be sure, under President Carter, a panel of prom-

iaent educators, legislators, and businessmen were appointed and were charged

with,undertaking the task. After a year of intensive research and inquiry,

the President's Commission on Fdreign Languages and.International Studies, as

the panel came to be known, submitted its report to the President and subse-

quently issued its findings. The news was both shocking and sobering. Ac-

cording to the Commission not only was there a definite lack of governMent,

military, and highly specialized technical personnel in the United States

who were fluent in a language other than English, but foreign language and

international studies were on the wane at all educational institutions and

levels. Key administrative posts closely related to international affairs

were being held by staff who could not speak a foreign language, and criti-

cal military and government assignments abroad were given to those who were

generally unfamiliar with the customs and traditions as well as the language

of the host country. Educationally, only one public high school student out

of twenty, as the panel goes on to say, was studying French, German or Rus-

sian, and only eight percent of American colleges and universities required

a foreign language with thirty-four percent in 1966. 2
This latter situation

is most certainly different than that of Europe or Japan where almost any

student who aspires to a college education and a professional career must

speak or study a second language.

This lack of bilingual Americans, particularly of those involved in or

entering the business world, on the other hand, taks on greater importance

and significance when it is considered in light of certain U.S. economic

statistics and indicators. In 1977, for example, some 3800 U.S. firms had

3
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branches abroad, resulting in an annual overseas production estimated at

$500 billion and a long-term private investment approaching $150 billion,

while both import and export trade between the United States and its for-

. 4
eign partners was valued at nearly $270 billion. The first figure repre-

sented about one third of all U.S. domestic produttion during the same year,

while the second and third together constituted about one quarter of all

trade and transactions conducted nationally. What is more, as subsequent

statistics have indicated, the aforementioned external U.S. overseas figures

are increasing at a faster rate than the internal or domestic figures. In

general, these numbers and the ensuing increases represent a very active in-

volvement by the United States in the international sector as well as a grow-

ing financial potential of American business abroad, all of which may portend

well for the U.S. economy and for those enterprises involved in international

trade. In human terms, they signify not only the presence of U.S. personnel

already involved in this area but also the influx of many more men and women

who are trained or experienced in the various fields which comprise this com-

mercial sector. More importantly, however, they reflect the need for addi-

tional people, business as well as technical and governmental, who are fluent

in other languages and have an understanding and appreciation of the related

cultures and who can interface successfully with either foreign nationals or

governments. Personnel with these special capabilities, in most cases, will

perform their duties more effectively than those who do not possess them and

will promote, at the same time, good interpersonal and international rela-

tions. To be sure, the lack of such professionals has been and continues to

be, one of the main reasons for the deterioration in U.S. internal and exter-

nal relations with foreign or non-English speaking nationals. It has also

been and still is an area of concern still unaddreSsed by educators, those
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ultimately charged with seeing that its solution, providing personnel with

the requisite language and cultural expertise, be implemented.. The greatest

stumbling blocks to the latter solution: the need for highly-trained and

specialized teaching personnel, as well as the selection of the appropriate

and complementing program and materials needed to ensure overall instruc-

tional effectiveness.

This article presented originally at the Eastern Michigan University

Conference on Spanish for Bilingual Careers in Business, March 1982, will
-

concern itself with the latter areas, that is, the appropriate program and

materials needed in Business Spanish courses. Specifically, it will under-

take to do the following: 1) describe the type of program that needs to be

set up, 2) outline a possible curriculum design for such courses, 3) identi-

fy and discuss the kinds of materials that can be used in these classes,

4) cite and describe some of the items currently available, and explain,

brtefly, for what purposes and in what ways they are to be taught, 5) pro-

vide bibliographies of written and audio-visual resources, indicating from

which publishers and distributors they may be obtained% and 6) it will refer

to materials used by the author in Business Spanish courses taught at var-

ious institutions. From the reading of this article present and prospective

teachers will, hopefully, be able to organize and develop their own programs

as well as select those materials which will be useful in instructing their

students.

Before any mention of instructional resources for Business Spanish

courses can be made, the type of program to be established must be ascer-

tained. The teacher or teachers charged with setting up the course of in-

struction must determine, among other things, the goals, content, and struc-
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ture of the program, and they must decide what instructional format and

evaluatory systems are to be used. They must also identify the clientele

to be serVed and their general and specific needs, and they must come to

grips with the problem of instructional level ond entry requirements. To

merely say that these courses must be Business courses in Spinish without

any thought for the aforementioned considerations is not only insufficient

but also misleading. Such a statement could mean that any course of study

would be acceptable, so long as it dealt with business and was conducted in

Spanish, and that the instructor would not have to concern himself or her-

self with the design of the program provided he or she knew something about

the subject. This is most certainly not the case. To organize and develop

the appropriate program of Business Spanish, requires a great deal of fore-

thought and painstaking effort and is no small undertaking. Essentially it

consists of identifying the students and needs to be satisfied, defining

the program objectives and subject areas and matter to be covered'and se-

lecting the format and approaches to be used, as well as determining the

level, entry requirements and evaluatory procedures of the courses to be

instituted. This information, in turn, depends on the personal, academic

and professional data compiled from carefully prepared student question-

naires and profiles in addition to the facts uncovered from equally meti-

culously tonducted research into the essence and demands of international

business in a Spanish-speaking framework. Without going into detail as to

how this process is realized, the particulars of which could provide the

basis for other articles, suffice it to say that the data obtained from sur-

veys and research undertaken, as yet unpublished at two major state uni-

versities reveal several interesting facts abouti the type of Business Span-

ish program that generally needs to be set up.
5

First, with regard to content, the findings indicate that the courses

3181
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proposed under this rubric should consist of several well-integrated compo-

nents and should reflect the linguistic, cultural, practical needs and con-

cerns of Spanish-speaking business world. More specifically, they should

1) include a section on the terminology of international commerce so that

students can familiarize themselves with the most common terms and utilize

them for communicative purposes when needed, 2) dedicate a segment to the

discussion of the various areas and aspects of commerce-management, finance,

production, personnel, marketing, _ad_vertmng_,s_a_l_es_,_e_ts_'-that will per-

mit the students to apply and practice the words learned as well as gain an

insight into the concepts, features and workings of each area, 3) incorpo-

rate pertinent reading's from specialized texts or journals that will treat

not only these subjects but also the past and present geographic, economic,

political, social and legal realities of Spain and Spanish America so that

students will gain a broader knowledge of both business and life in these

countries., 4) devote several units to the types of documents and letters

frequently used in business transactions and communications to give the

learner both reading and writing practice in each, 5) provide a series of

oral and written translation activities from English into Spanish and vice

versa, to help students acquire a skill sorely needed in the international

sector, 6) simulations of social and business situations found in Spanish-

speaking .countries so that present and future professionals can interface

moise effectively with foreign nationals, 7) furnish a review of those grammar

items which often appear in conversation or writing and are misused by the

learner, 8) integrate a program of most small "c" culture (attitudes, values,

customs, life-styles, etc.) and business practices to sensitize and make

students aware of cultural differences, and 9) they should develop a compo-

nent on travel and living in Spanish-speaking countries for those tempo-

rarily on assignment abroad.
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Secondly, it was noied that all language abilities should be empha-

sized, but, as the findings of both the surveys-and reiearch suggest, in---

varying degrees. Greatest priority should be given to speaking and listen-

ing, as both students and professionals concur that these are the most wide-

ly used, and urgently needed skills, while reading and writing should be as-

signed a secondary role. Grammar and syntax, on the other hand, should only

be stressed _to the degree that they improve the other skills, and pronuncia-

tion and vocabulary acquisition exercises should be confined to the sounds

and terms either mispronounced, misused or unfamiliar to the students.

Moreover, some time, according to these findings, should be dedicated to

oral and written translation as this skill is commonly utilized in many

business or social situations, particularly in the public relations, market-

ing, sales, and legal areas.

Thirdly, it was ascertained, based on the aforementioned ranking of

language skills as well as the needs of both students and business people,

that the approach most appropriate for Business Spanish courses would be

the audio-lingual approach. Thismethod would address the primary objec-

tive of the program and its clientele, communicative proficiency for busi-

ness and social contexts, and would furnish the type of instruction neces-

sary to achieve this goal. It would provide such structured exercises as

dictation, aural comprehension, oral drills, role-playing and guided discus-

sion or interviewing, to improve learner listening and speaking skills, and

it would employ more spontaneous activities including general discussions

of commercial topics or problems and impromptu conversations with either

native informants or business people who have lived or worked in Spain or

Spanish America. It would also incorporate, or course, many of the terms

and concepts found in the Spanish7speaking business world %%jell as stress
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the linguistic and cultural idiosyncracies of the latter's peoples. What

is more, the addio-lingual-approach-would also serve as the core instruc-

tional method with which other learning systems (lecturing, reading compre-

hension exercises, report and letter writing, translation, etc.) could be

integrated.

Lastly, given the difficulty and complexity of the subject matter, as

well as the minimal stress placed on grammar, it was determined that Busi-

ness Spanish courses should be .offered during the third year of sequenced

language instruction. At this level, the student would have a basic know-

ledge of Spanish and business gained from required courses and would be

able to function reasonably well in such classes. They would also have the

wherewithal to benefit more from their learning experience. This informa-

tion together with the facts previously mentioned, in short, clearly indi-

cate the objectives terit, approach and level of the courses.to be de-
i

.

'signed. More im..rtantly, "however, they set parameters for determining

,

what materia are to be silected and used.
,

,

Base ally, the instrgctional resources needed for Business Spanish
,

1

cours should reflect th0 language and cultural objectives of the program

A

as ell as its business GOntent. They should focus or promoting aural-oral

. i

ompetency and, to a le0er extent, reading, writing, and translation skills,

and they should emphasiz the cultural and business idiosyncracies of the

1

Spanish-speaking world. \Specifically, in the aural-oral area, they should
\

provide such activities 4a` dictations, aural comprehensions, dialogue red-

\

tation and completion execises, oral drills to improve both-pronunciation
,

and correctness of language, \ interviewing, situational role-playing
and

problem-solving,and formal an\ii informal discussions and oral presentations.

\ I

With regard to reading, writi g and translation skills, the materials chosen
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should include exercises or, activities in reading comprehension, précis,

,report and letter writing, grammar, as needed, and oral and written transla-

tions. As for the cultural and business aspects of the program, the items

plcke'd.,.should meet learner and professional needs as well as treat related

areas of concern. Culturally, they should emphasize the values, attitudes,

beliefs, customs, and life-styles of the peoples oi Spain and Spanish Ameri-

ca, indicating similarities and differences between the latter and the U.S.,

and they-should concentrate on.subjects, such as geography, economics, pol-\

itics, history and law. Business-wise, they should incorporate the relevant

terminology, concepts, and documentation as well as the practices peculiar

to the Spanish-speaking countries, and they should address a variety of

areas from production and management to finance, accounting, marketing and

sales. They should also deal with the increasingly important field of com-

puters. Such materials would not only help bring about comminicative pro-

ficiency and cultural sensitivity among business people but would eventually

lead to improved interpersonal and commercial relations.

In view of these criteria, the types of materials that might be used

in Business Spanish courses could run the gamut. They could range from the

written and spoken word to the visual and human elements. They could.be

general language texts which contain grammar and other exercises to improve

language proficiency or specialized dictionaries or books which provide

\lists or explanations of business terms or concepts. They could be articles

\from technical journals concerning the efficacy of applying certain U.S.

Managerial techniques to a Spanish corporation or they could be samples of

bills of laden, advertisements or commercial letters of credit used to prac-

tie written documentation and correspondence. They could also be films or

slies showing the Modern economic development of Mexico, Peru or Chile, or
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tapes of converliations commonly carried on in banking or retail situations.

They could even be lectures on the experiences of business people who have

lived or worked in a Spanish-speaking country or they could consist of

personalfy-made materials (dittos, transparencies, etc.) on a wide variety

of topics. Indeed, they could be almost any type of instructional resource

sO long as they satisfied the aforementioned criteria. To assist the in-

structor in identifying and selecting materials wilichaxe

for Business Spanish courses, however, it would be helpful to know what are

some of the items currently available, where they can be obtained,and how

they can be used.

With regard to published materials there are currently many on the mar-

ket for Business Spanish courses. Some of them are in Spanish, some in

English but related to an aspect of culture or business in the Spanish-

speaking world, and some are bilingual, that is, they are in both Spanish

and English. The most popular of these items is the commercial dictionary.

ft abounds by the tens of thousands and it has several formats and uses.

It can either be a compilation of the most commonly used words in business

situations such as Guillermo Varela,Colmeiro's Diccionario comercial eco-

n6mico moderno, inglds espanol (Madrid: Ediciones Interciencia, 1964) or

it can be a compendium of specialized terms for fields such as marketing,

accountingand finance like José Codera Martin's Diccionario de derecho

mercantll (New York: French and Spinish Book Co., 1979). It can also be a

glossary of definitions of specific terminology similar to Andres S. Suarez's

Diccionario econ6mico de la empresa (Madrid: Ediciones PirAmide, 1979) or a

list of expressions or phrases common to business contexts, such as Ivan de

Renty's El mundo de los negocios. L6xico inglés-espahol) espano1-ing14s (Ma-

drid: Sociedad General Espanola de Libreria, 197 ). For the most part, they
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serve as lexical reference guides but also can be used to prepare vocabulary

lists for a variety of areas, such as banking, advertising, etc. As far as

bibliographies on the subject are concerned, one of the most recent is Ema-

nuel Mohlo's The Dictionary_ Catalogue (New York: Spanish-and French Book

Corporation, 1977). Apart, from other titles, it gives the names of Spanish

and bilingual commercial dictionaries as well as indicates the areas they

cover.

Also listed in this catalogue are manuals or books of business corre-

spondence in Spanish. Numbering in the hundreds they vary in scope and

approach. Some are brief compilations of the principle commercial letters

or documents but do not provide any instructional suggestions or directions

as to the writing of such correspondence. Others like P. Mandorine's Re-

dacte mejor comercialmente and Luis and Antolin González-del-Valle's Corres-

pondencia fondo x. forma are more extensive works on the subject and contain

many useful hints as to how such letters and documents are prepared and

what are some of the problems found in composing them. Still others,

including J. Harvard's Bilingual Guide to Business and Professional Corre-

spondence. Spanish-English/English-Spanish, are bilingual compilations and,

in many instances, include letters of a social nature. Generally, as can

be expected, all are used to familiarize students with the types, forms and

contents of business correspondence as well as to serve as the basis for

teaching them composition. In addition to those listed in Molho's cata-

logue several of the more commonly used texts including those just mentioned

are cited in the general bibliography (Appendix A) which follows this arti-

cle.

With respect to general textbooks covering the language and commercial

aspects of Business Spanish courses, only several are currently in print.

kalIftv
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ike those treating correspondence they offer different content and have

ifferent approaches. The Business and Finance Workbook by Jarvis, Lebredo,

'and Planells, which forms part of a larger set of language texts, for exam-

ple', presents, as the authors state, "the specific Spanis vocabulary and

situations, needed by people who work in the business fiel or are planning

to pursue a lbusiness career."6 Essentially audio-lingual in approach (a

tape program accompanies the text), it contains dialogues, vocabulary and a

variety of exercises (dialogue completion, question ahd answer, grammar)

which can be done orally or in writing, and contains guided and more spon-

taneous role-playing exercises of the situations typically found in the

Spanish-speaking business world. It also provides practice in commercial

correspondence and translation and includes several crossword puzzles, a

Spanish glossary of business terms anda Spanish-English/English-Spanish

vocabulary. The Espanol Comercial text by Nelly Santos, on the other hand,

puts greater emphasis on reading and writing skills and treats the more

salient areas of international coMmerce. The main Focus here is to furnish

the prospective and student with the requisite knowledge of various busi-

ness fields as well as to incorporate the technical vocabulary, dialogues,

and models of letters used in commercial contexts. It is divided into two

parts. The first half, comprising twelve lessons, presents vocabulary,

dialogues and readings related to the principle fields of business (manage-

ment, banking and finance, accounting, marketing, etc.) while the second

half, with an equal number of chapters provides samples of the letters and

commercial documents utilizedh for each of the fields mentioned in the first

part. Like the Jarvis text th includes written and oral exercises but lacks

certain lexical explanations br translatiOns despite two Spanish-English/

English-Spanish glossaries.
7

I Anot et manual Cuaderno de espanol práctico
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comercial by Paul Rivers, which was one of the first of the current texts to

be published, is more informational than instructional in orientation and is

designed "to furnish those students who are familiar with the basic grammati-

cal principles of Spanish with the fundamentals of practical commercial Span-

ish correspondence and, in addition, with special information on such fields

as advertising, foreign trade, transportation, and money, banking, and fi-'
_

nance."8 In addition to chapters dedicated to explaining various business

terms and concepts, -it-has-a_somewhatdated but useful bibliography as well

as sections on weights and measures, general grammar, pronunciation and vo-

cabulary. Like the Jarvis and Santo s books-it is recommended for the in-

termediate level. Other texts, including those of a more technical or gram-

matical-nature, too numerous-tb list or discuss here, are also in print and

available from publishers, particularly the Southwestern Publishing Company,

which has several annotated catalogues, and several are cited in the afore-

mentioned bibliography at the end of this article.

In the way of culttjraiH texts there are seemingly very few that are par-

ticularly well-suited to Business Spanish courses. This is due to the fact

that a majority of such books do not meet the cultural needs of the com-

mercial world nor the conclls-lo-f-4ts-p-efi6nnel,and they do not address the

appropriate business-relate subject matter. They usually do not provide

information pertaining to th beliefs, values, attitudes, customs, and life-

styles of Spanish-speakihg pe ples, an integral part ofJeffective communi-

cation, gOr_da-threp-Veat business practices or customs, such as bargaining

and palanca ('influence'), an understanding of which is so important to suc-

cessful commercial relations. The books that do exist and deal with these

subjects are mostly general readers or ihey are resource books which sup-

ply activities which can be readily used in the classroom. One such book
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is Encuentros culturales (Cross-cultural mini-dramas) by Barbara Snyder.

Published by the National Textbook Company, its purpose is to give students

an understanding and appreciation of cultural differences as well as to

help them deal with conflicts arising from the latter. It consists of

fifty-three units. In each one a mini-drama is presented in which an Amer-

ican and a Spanish speaker, who are conversing, halre a misunderstanding re-

garding a certain custom, attitude or set of beliefs or values. To discover

the reason for this difference of views a question is posed to which four

replies are offered. The reader or spectator is asked to select the one

he or she believes to be correct. Am 'answer section with the proper replies

and explanations follows against which replies can be checked. Primarily

for high school tudents the book is an excellent adjunct to general culture

readers. Similar texts are listed in* the "General Bibliography."

As for the readers themselves, there are basically two varieties. .The

first comprises those which deal with Spain and/or Spanish America from a

strictly small "c" cultural point of view. By far the best text from this

group is Living in Latin America: A Case Study in Cross-Cultural Communica-

tion by Raymond L. Gorden. Written by a social scientist,the book, as its

title implies, is a study in cross-cultural communication between North

Americans and Latin Americans, in this.case, Colombians. In particular, it

"has tried to demonstrate the importance of the sitUtionally determine4

silent assumptions in the process of cross-cultural communication, discover

some of the specific non-linguistic barriers to communication between North

Americans and Colombians, and, sensitize the reader to some of the symptoms

and results of communication blockages typical among people in daily cross-

cultural contact. It has also provided an excellent vie of life in

Colombia in a typical middle class family as well as some of the social
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mores. In general, it is one of the best texts of its kind and useful to

the U.S. national or businessman who would like to have an understanding of

family life in Spanish America. Other readers, including those on Spain,

appear in the General Bibliography.

The second type of book is more allied to business. Indeed, in most

cases, it comes under the rubric of cultural texts fOr business. One of the

most useful is Stanley M. Daviiii Comparative Management. Organizational

and Cultural Perspectives. Apart from sections devoted to other cultures,

the book offers several readings on some of the foremost obstacles encoun-

tered by U.S. businessmen on assignment in Latin America and includes three

case studies which underscore the potential areas of conflict caused by op-

posing views on such subjects as bribery, paternalism and bureaucracy. It

also deals with differences in managerial styles. Another book of equal

merit is Reginald C. Reindorp's Spanish American Customs, Culture and Per-

sonality,. Unlike the previous text, this one not only deals with business

in Spanish America from a broader perspective but also incorporates other

cultural elements of the small "c" variety. It treats, in addition to busi-

ness methods, such subjects as specialization and technology, and it con-

tains several units on religion, legal systems, social structure, values,

attitudes and customs. It also dedicates an entire section to history and

politics and gives copious examples of possible areas of cultural conflict

which might develop between U.S. personnel and Spanish speakers. Like sim-

ilar texts, including the Reindorp book, it can be used not only to teach

small "c" culture but also to study and dramatize cultural differences with

the view to improving interpersonal and commercial relations.

Besides these resources, there are other types of printed matter that

can be utilized in Business Spanish courses. Many of them are magazines,
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newspapers, catalogues and pamphlets, but an equal num er are materials

prepared by the instructor. With regard to the former, the most helpful

in preparing lestons and activities are journals. They can be used to fa-

miliarize students with the current situations and events, economic, social,

political and cultural, in Spain and Spanish America,and they can serve to

inform their readers about some of the snecific problems and issues con-

fronting these countries, providing considerable suggestions as to their

solution. Some are newspapers,,others are magazines, and some are in En-,

glish but quite a feware in Spanish. Among the newspapers in Spanish the

most widely read are La Nación (Argentina), El Tiempo (Colombia), ABC (Spain),

El Nacional (Venezuela), while in English the most informative are the Wall

Street Journal, London Times, New York Times and Washington Pos.t. With re-

gard to magazines in Spanish the most newsworthy are Cambio 16 and Actuali-

dad Económica, both from Spain, and Hispano from Mexico. In English.the

most popular are Consumer Reports, Business Week and Business America.

Moreover, there are two bibliographies which are printed annually and which

treat various aspects and concerns of bdsiness in both Spain and Spanish

America in addition to those of other countries. They are Predicasts F & S,

Index to Europe Annual r-pd PrediCasts F & S International Annual. _The for-

mer lists articlil on Spain while the latter treats business in Latin Amer-

ica.° Each annual provides a brief description of the industry product and

technological developments in those countries as well as information on the

political and social factors affecting business°in these areas. They are

invaluable tools for locating ,current events materials on business and re-

lated fields, which, when found, can be used in many ways and for a variety

of purposes (as reading materials, for oral presentations, to prepare ad-

vertisements, etc.), and are easily obtainable. Apart from these materiails,
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the others mentioned--catalogues, pamphlets, etc.--also can be easily ac-

quired from any major multinational business firm (Exxon, General Motors,

IBM, etc.) or Spanish-speaking agency consulate or embassy and provide not

, only the terminology commonly used in different 6usinesses but also an un-

derstanding of the workings and interests of each field described.

Written materials prepared by the instructor, on the other hand, do not

have to be searched for in the archives nor purchased in stationery stores.

They can be produced either with some typing, writing or duplication equip-

ment but require a fairly good knowledge of the topic or project to be dis-

cussed or developed, as well as a great deal of dedication and personal

energy. Form and content-wise they may take the form of dittos or stencils

of written conversations, and exerciSes on some aspect of business or gram-

mar, xeroxes of magazine articles on the Spanish economy, or transparency

maps of South America, They are .used in the same ways as professionally

manufactured materials but have the advantage of being made at relatively,

little cost and with relatively continuous use.

Audio-visual aids constitute another important instructional resource.

By and large, they may consist of such items as television, radio, tapes,

records, films, filmstrips, videotapes, slides, maps, charts, advertise-

ments, and they may be bought or made. They also have, as has been indi-

cated, a variety of uses and can serve multi-purposes. As can be expected,

however, the appropriate types of materials, at least those of the manufac-

tured variety, do not abound. Those that are available consist of 1) films

such as Organizaci6n interna, Preliminares de la yenta and Mexico: An Econ-

,

omy in Transition, which show the commercial aspects and realities of the

Spanish-speaking world 2) videotapes and slides with titles like Hispanic

Culture Series, Li vida familiar espaiiola, and Peru: Culture and Tradition,
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which deal with the customs, life-styles, values beliefs and attitudes of

Spain and Spanish America, 3) filmstrips and tapes, including Passport to

Spain, Asi son los mexicanos, and Berlitz's Spanish for Travellers, which

gives the U.S. national an overview of life and travel in these countries

as well as oral practice in some of the more commonly used expressions for

these contexts, 4) television or radio programs either from or on Spain and

Spanish America, such as those recently aired on Cuba and Nicaragua, which

can provide many useful discussions, oral or written reports concerning

business, politics, government, etc., in these countries, and 5) maps, charts,

graphs or other realia, which can be used to demonstrate certain geographi-

cal, economic and cultural aspects and realities of the Spanish-speaking

world. These and othee resources as well as the names and addresses of the

vendors and distributors from whom additional information may be obtained

are listed in Appendix B: Bibliography of Audio-Visual Materials.of this

paper.

Lastly, although not yet a common feature of many Business Spanish pro-

grams, is the concept of internships abroad. Originally introduced by buii-

ness colleges for students of graduate-level MBA programs, they were designed

to provide the latter with practical work study and living experience in

the foreign country as well as with the opportunity to improve language

proficiency and to apply knowledge already acquired in the relevant fields.

They still do this but now they also furnish the student with the necessany

foreign residency, study and working'credentials which may later be helpful

in obtaining employment. More interestingly, however, these work-studY in-

;

ternships have begun to appear at the undergraduate level. While, 4 pres-

ent, only several such programs exist, including the well-known consortium

of internships sponsored by Eastern Michigan University in Spain and Latin
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America, many are being planned and others still needed to accomodate the

growing number of students, interested in undertaking such a practical course

of study at the college and pre-college levels. Their most positive feature

and selling point besides the practical ones just mentioned: they may well

serve as the vehicle needed to bridge the cultural-linguistic gap which ex-

ists between the U.S. and its present and potential 'trading partners as well

as the instrument to improve and promote inter6ational relations at all levels

and within all contexts.

That interest in Business Spanish courses is increasing was recently re-
. ,

vealed by the findings of 'a report presented at the Eastern Michigan Univer-

sity Conference on Spanish for Bilingual Careers in Business.
12

According

to the report more than one hundred schools currently have one or more courses

in commercial Spanish, while more than 'sixty others are planning to develop

Similar programs in the not-too-distant future. Moreover, some forty courses

offered at universitiesswhich already have at least one commercial Spanish

course, will be added while another ten or fifteen are in the process of pro-

posing new courses. The current student enrollment for each present and pro-

jected class is fifteen for a total of some 3,500 students. To be sure, this

figure does nottake into consideration schools who offer such courses, but-

did not respond to the survey nor those where others are being organized. It

does indicate, however, the widespread and growing interest in Business Span-

ish courses as well as underscores, indirectly, the need for the appropriate

program of study and the requisite instructional materials. It is only hoped

that the new interest manifested by this article as well as its contents have ,

provided the present and prospective teacher of such classes with both the in-

centive and resources to develop their own program.
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Appendix A

General Bibliography

In this section, the entries have been made under two headings: Busi-

.

ness and Commerce, and Spanish and Spanish American Culture. Under the

former, texts and other books treating business, correspondence and travel

in general and those of Spain and Hispanic America in particular arp listed.

Under the latter Works on Spanish and Hispanic culture from mostly a small

"c" perspective, that is, emphasizing life-styles, attitudes, mores, be-

liefs, etc. are cited.
_ _

Business, Commerce and Travel

Barreto de Colon, Herodina. Manual de espaAol comercial. Lecturas y. ejer-

cicios. San Juan: Editorial Universitaria 1976.

Berlitz, Maximilian Delphinus. El espeol comercial. 4th e . London:

Berlitz, n.d.

Brousse, Georges and Georges Rateau. Textos documentos comerciales. San

Francisco: European Book Co., n.d.

Carrillo-Zalce, Ignacio. Ejercicios de prácticas comerciales. San Francis-

co: Edropean Book Co., n.d.

Cassagrande, Humberto. Manual práctico de correspondencia privada comer-

cial. Barcelona: De Vecchi, n.d.

Chacon, Louis, et.al. athig_itJal Business Grammar. GramStica comercial bi-

lingue. Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Co., 1981.

Diez de la Cortina, R. Practical Spanish fur Trlvel and Business. New

York: R.D. Cortina Co., 1977.
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Durfin, Manuel, et.al. Spoken Snanish for Students and Travellers, 3rd ed.

1

Lexington, Mass.: D.C.; Heath & Co., 1978.

Fernandez Sosa, Luis. Com4icaci6n. Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing

Co., 1979.

Garcia Martin, José Carlos. Correspondencia comercial. New York: Harper

and Row, 1973.
1

G6mez Vidal, Oscar and Harry W. Koch. Communicating with the Spanish-Speak-

;as: For Peoplein Government, Business, and the Professions. San

Francisco: Ken Books, 1976.

Gonzalez,, Antonio J. and Domingo Felipe Maza Zavala. Tratado moderno de

economia general. 2nd ed. Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Co.,

1976_

Gonzalez-del-Valle, Luis and Antolin Gonzalez-del-Valle. Correspondencia

comercial: fondo x. forma. 2nd ed. Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western

Publishing Co., 1981.

Harvard, J. and I.F. Arize, Bilingual Guide to Business and Professional,

Correspondence. Spanish-English/English-Spanish. New York: Pergamon,

1976.

Huerta Peredo, José Maria de Jes6s. Correspondencia mercantil. Mexico,

D.F.: Editorial Herrero, 1974.

Jarvis, Ana C. et.al. Business and Finance Workbook. Lexington, Massachu-

setts: D.C. Heath and Co., 1981.

McCarthy, D. Spanish for Business and the Professions. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1978.

Mendoza de Felix, Maria Amanda. Correspondencia comercial actualizada.

México, D.F.: Editora Nacional, 1980.

Ramirez Valenzuela, Alejandro. Derecho mercantil v documentación. Mexico,
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Rivers, Paul. Cuaderno de es anol práctico comercia . New ,ork: Harcourt,

Brace, and Jovanovich, 19 0.

Samson, Harlan E: and Eduardo 6pez Ballori. Publicid,ad. Cincinnati:

South-West rn Publishing co., 1982.

Santos, Nelly. Espanol comercW. New York: Harper and Row, 1981.

Soltero Peralt Rafael. Derecho mercantil. 5th ed. .Cincinnati: South-

Western ublishing Co., 1973.

Spanish for lravellers.

tions B rlitz, 1977.

Rev. ed. 1974; rpt. Lausanne, Switzerland: Edi-

Spanish and Spanish American Culture

Aceves, Joseph and William A. Douglass. The Changing Face of Rural Spain.

Cambridge, Massachusetts: Schen4Ian Publishing Co., 1976.

Alisky, Martin. Latin America Media. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University,

1981.
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Brameld, Theodore. Th Remaking of a COture. New York: Harper and Row,

Brothers, 1959.
1
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munication. Indi napolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1979.
II

Considine, John Joseph. New Horizons in 1.4tin America. f/Iew York: Dodd,

Mead, 1958.

Davis:Stanley M. "Lati America" in Comparative Managpment: Organization

and Cultural Perspedtives. Englewood.Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-

Hall, Inc., 1971, p0. 125-237.
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Ofaz-Plaja, Fernando., La sociedad espariola. Barcelona: Plaza y Jane's, 1975.
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Communication. Skokie, Illipois: The National Textbook Co., 1978.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent Language. New York: Doubleday and Co., 1959.

Kany, Charles Emil. Fiestas y. costumbres espaholas. New York: D.C. Heath

and Co., 1929.
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Bibliography of Audio Visual Materials

In this section, the entries have been made under the same rubrics as

those of the previous.section, that is, Business and Commerce, and Spanish

and Spanish American Culture.. This time, however, the former deals with

business concepts and practices peculiar to the international sector in

general and, whenever possible, to the Hispanic world, in particular, while

the latter mainly treats the various areas of small "c" culture and other

related subjects, such as geography, economics, etc. Moreover, to facili-

tate the use and reading of this bibliography as well as the acquisition of

the materials cited, th following information, when known, has been pro-

vided: the title of the item, the type of item (film, videotapes filmstrip,

slides, tapes, etc.), the date pf publication, the color feature applicable

(black and white or color), the length of the item, particularly of films,

and the name, abbreviated, of the vendor. A list of the vendors and their

addresses appear at the end of the bibliography. Finally, unless otherwise

indicated, all materials are in the language of their titles.

Business and Commerce

Communicating Management's Point of View (Spanish language version). Video-

tape, 1977, color, 29 mins., BNA.

Control de la calidad. 'Film, black and white, 10 mins., MGH.

Desarrollo de los produetos. Film, black and white, 10 mins., MGH.

El hombre y su trabajo. Film, black and white, 27 mins., 'MM.

El problema de Gómez. Film, black and white, 15 mins., GNPI.
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Entrevista le personal. Film, black and white, 11 mins., MGH.

Estilos de la direcci6n de personal. Film, black and white, 26 mins., RPT.

La fabricación de un producto:' Film, black and white, 14 mins., FAC.

La historia de la banca. Filmstrip in color with record. National Bank of

Mexico.

Management ta. Participation (Spanish language versign). Videotape, 1977,

color, 30 mins., BNA.

Mercadeo distribución. Filmstrip with tape and text, EAV.

MexicPm Market (Spanish language version). Videotape, color, 10 mins., AIMS.

Organización intern. Film, black and white, 10 mins MGH.

Preliminares de la yenta. Film, black and white, 11 mins., MGH.

Ou6 es la productividad? Film, black and white, 12 mins., CNPI.

Spanish for Airlines and Travel Agents. Five tapes in Spanish with text,

Wible.

Spanish for Banking and Savings and Loans Institutions. Five tapes in

Spanish with text, Wible.

,Spanish for Hotels and Motels. Four tapes in Spanish with text, Wible.

Spanish for Retail Selling. Nine tapes in Spanish with text, Wible.

Spanish and Spanish American Culture

Asi son los espeoles. Six filmstrips and tapes in Spanish, EMC.

Asf son los mexicanos: 1. Six filmstrips and tapes in Spanish, EMC.

Asi son los mexicanos: 2. Seven filmstrips and tapes in Spanish, EMC.

Central America: Finding New Ways. Film, 1974, 17 mins., Britannica Films.

Cuba: The people, Parts I and II. Videotape, 1974, color, 85 mins., Down-

town Community TV.

El trabajo en Espea. Thirty slides or filmstrip with tape in Spanish, Wible.
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General View of Venezuela. Thirty slides or filmstrip with tape in Spanish,

Wible.

Geography of South America: Five northern countries. Videotape, 191W, co-

lor,.11 mins., Coronet Instructional Medi#.

Geography of South America: The Continent. Videotape, 1977, color, 14 mins.,

Coronet Instructional Media.

Hispanic Culture Series. Videotape 1981, color, 60 mins., video knowledge.

Hispanoamérica I: al sur del ecuador. Six filmstrips and tapes in Spanish,

EMC.

Industrial and Commercial life in Chile. Thirty slides or filmstrip with

tape in Spanish, Wible.

La Espial% comercial. Thirty slides or filmstrip with tape in Spanish, Wible.

La vida familiar espahola. Thirty slides or fimlstrip with tape in Spanish,

Wible.

Living in Mexico. Seven filmstrips and tapes in Spanish with text, Wible.

Mexico: An Economy in Transition. Film, 1972, color, 13 mins., Doubleday

Multimedia.

Passport to Mexico. Film filmstrips and tapes in Spanish, EMC.

Passport to Spain. Film filmstrips and tapes in Spanish, EMC.

Peru: Customs and Tradition. Thirty slides or filmstrip with tape in Spa-

nish, Wible.

Sources of Wealth in Ecuador. Thirty slides or filmstrip with tape in Spa-
,

nish, Wible.

Venezuela: Oil Builds a Nation. Videotape, 1972, color, 17 mins., Britan-

nica Films.

Viaie pp.t: el norte de España. (Spanish language version). Videotape, 1966,

color, 15 mins., Britannica Films.
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Viaje por el sur.de Espaga (Spanish language version). Videotape, 1966,

color, 17 mins., Britannica Films.



Vendors and Addresses

Aims Instructional Media
626 Justin Avenue
rGlendale, California 91201

BNA Communications
9417 Decoverly Hall Rd.
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Britannica Films
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

CNPI
Servicios de Publicaciones
del Ministerio de Industrias
Calle Claudio Coello N° 44
Madrid, Espaha

Coronet Instructional Media
65 East South Water Street
Chicago, Illinois. 60601

Doubleday Multimedia
501 'Franklin Avenue
Garden City, New York 11530.

Downtown Community TV
87 Lafayette Street
New York, New York 10013

Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
Pleasantville, New York 10570
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EMC Publishing
180 East Sixth Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Film Associates Co. 1

11559 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90025

Films Inc.
Film and Tape Division
733 Green Bay Rd.
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

McGraw-Hill Films
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Roundtable Productions
321 S. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, California 90212

Sterling Educational Films
241 East 34th Street
New York, New lork 10016

,Video Knowledge
P.O. Box 2937
315 Walt Whitman Rd.
Huntington Station, New York 11746

Wible Language Institute, Inc.
24 South 8th Street
P.O. Box 870
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18105
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES FOR THE PROFESSIONS AND COMMUNITY NEEDS:

FROM TEXT TO TASK

Only in recent years have national commerce and the finances of interna-

tional markets come to find American speakers of foreign languages to be an eco-

nomically provident resourte. Local administrations, aware of shifting or grow-

ing ethnic population densities, are confronted with a need to provide governance

and services by means of the efficacious tool of native language communication.

The acknowledgement of these exterior and interior pressures has occasioned the

recent "Report to the President from the Commission on-Foreign Languages and

International Studies"(November 1979) which spoke to the needs, resources and

relevant purposes of the media, foundations, the Federal Government, community

colleges and universities.. In all cases, the Commission reports an apparent

failure of articulation and application -- a disjoint and incoherent process of

needs filled by theory, instruction and implementation of knowledge.

In keeping with the pragmatic need for alliance between business and for-

eign language study, many universities are developing cooperative programs within

these disciplines. While many specialized colleges (schools of law, nursing,

education or secretarial skills) offer language courses designed to further their

given professional intentions, it is the burdon of an integrated university to

develope the generalist's course to serve all professional and/or, cummunity needs.

Usually this problem is laid upon the doorstep of the Foreign Language department,

and the literary scholar or linguist is asked to provide materials from a world

he has studiously avoided as "un-humanistic." Peter Demetz, the current presi-

dent of the Modern Language Association, laments our insularity: "Most American
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humanists live, whether they-know it or not, in a melodramatic if not Manichean

-

world in which business is pitted against academe, and people of action peep

across invisible barriers at the contemplative professors, and vice versa."
1

The role of the university has changed in that the professor function is no

longer primarily that of replacing himself as resident sage of an ivy-walled

tower. In the last decade, the student has demanded a more immediately utili-

tarian knowledge, often causing a department to redesign its curricula and the

faculty member to "re-tool" in order to serve the immediacies of functional

relevancy.

It ip the purpose of this presentation to propose a content and a method

for the generalist's course on Spanish for the professions and community needs--

the synthesis of research and thought, of fortuitous results (both good and bad)

and furiher thought. Whereas the specialty-interest courses (Spanish for ieurs-

ing, law, etc.) are often offered with no expectation of previous, formal Spanish

language experience and are meant to teach grammar as well as situational voca-

bulary,
2
I feel it more provident to require the prerequisite of at least one

complete grammar text (for the non-native) for admission into a specialized

course of interdisciplinary nature. In apparent agreement, many texts are intro-

duced or supplemented by a brief "review grammar."
3

The course I have been able to offer -- earlier in southern California, now

in northern Idaho -- has been designed for the senior level of university student

to attract graduate students from the College of Business and junior or senior

Spanish majors considering a pre-MBA option. The course is comprised of self-

contained modules, divided into general and special interest areas. All students

attend the general sessions, which I have titled: General-1 "Cultural Checklist
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for Travelers, Businessmen and othe iplomats," General-2 "Introductory Commu-

nidations," and General-3 "T vel.",,Students then elect two mo'clules from the

following areas -- one as a "djor" study and another as a "mirior:" Special-1

"Commerce/Finance," Special-2 "Data Gathering," Special-3, "Law and the Courts,"

and Special-4 "Translation."

General-1 "Cultural Checkl,ist"

"In using other cultures as mirrors in which we may see own own culture, we

are affected by the astigma of our own eyesight and the defects of the mirror,

with the result that we are apt to see nothing but the virtues of our own. . . .

The cultural values of an industrial society are not the cultural values of other

Societies."
4

It may be assumed that the serious student of languages will possess

or nurture a positive cultural biae toward the lands and peoples of his target

language, but simple ignorance beyond those of grammatical structures -- ignorance

of social values and popular Weltanschauung -- May easily create a separation of

understandings greater than that of any linguistic barrier. The differences of

race and culture that traditionally have divided mankind into naturally suspicious

groups have become not less but more susceptible of explosion during this past

generation in which modern communication has brought together but has failed to

unite the peoples of the world.
5

A large portion of the course I offer is predicated upon the failure of for-

mal language structures to fully communicate. The U.S. puts into the field ex-

perts who are chosen for their knowledge of technique -- their "know-how" --

rather than their ability to cOmmunicate. George H. Gardner tells us that the

United States' failures in other countries are "not due to perversness or con-

flicting policies . . . but rather to an unawareness of the dynamics of encounter"
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or cr.Iss-cultural communication.
6

This module is-not spent in the study of a given commercial text, but pro-

cedesithrough investigationoto the creation of a personalized text. With the

Socratic Method, the students are led to structure a cultural outline (a check-

list) which can guide.an interested party in the accumulation of cultural data

on any country. The students, depending on quantity and interest areas, choose

(singly or by team) a country of Spanish speech to research. The final study

format consists of "capsules" which attempt to focus considerations into topical

divisions.
7

I. Circumstance

A. The Land . . .

1) geography

2) flora/fauna

3) climate/natural resources

4) original peoples

B. . . . and History

1) discovery

2) conquest

3) revolution

C. Technology

1) food/clothing

2) transportation

II. The Self

A. Biology

1) color/stature/hair/etc.

2) mestiza)e/race identity

34j



B. "High" Values

1) God and-the supernatural

2) honor and personal integrity

3) heroes and authority

C. Esthetics

1) parties and 'festivals

2) sports (bullfights)

3) music and dance

III. The Self and Others

A. Family

B. hacienda and patr6n

IV. The Self gnd Society

A. Courtship and Marriage

B. Family and Inheritance

C. Church and Religion

D. Politics

1) government

2) legal systems

3) military

E. Status

1) education and literacy

2) bilingualism and dialects

V. Foreign Relations

A. Debt

B. Export/Import

C. Tourism and Nationali4 's

350
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Reference materials of the university of community library form the initial

sources for these investigations.
8

Other specific titles are placed on library

reserve for the student's use. In-class discussions are conducted on each cap-

sule and welind that the outline structure, as exemplified above, cannot be .con-

sidered rigid and/or appropriate for each country. The ultimate task for comple-

tion of this module is for each student (or team) to compile cultural data on a

specific country according to an agreed-upon outline structure. These project's

are duplicated and given to all other students of the class.

It may seem, at first, that undue time is spent on material which is not

properly professional in scope nor community-oriented, but it is my feeling that

individual, corporation and national concerns would be better served if the tra-

velers, businessmen and other diplomats were to tread foreign lands or treat for-

reign nationals with realistic expectations and the wisdom of thoughtful foresight.

I would like to support this stance with a quote from Jawaharlal Nehru:

If we seek to understand a people, we have to try to put ourselves

as far as we can, in that particular historical and cultural back-

ground. . . . It is not easy for a person of one country to enter,

into the background of another country. So there is great irritation,

because one fact that seems obvious to us is pot immediately accepted

by the other party. One has to realize that, whatever the future may

hold, countries and peoples differ in their approach to life and in

their ways of living and thinking. If we wish to convince them, we

have to use their language as far as we can, not language in t'-,e

narrow sense of the word, but the language of the mind.
9
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General-2 "Introductory Communications"

This second module consists of four distinct areas:

1) Oral introductions

2) Initial written correspondence

a) at a formal level

b) at an informal level

3) Telephone communication

4) Para-language communication.

va

The first -- "oral introductions" -- presents the etiquette and praseology

required of personal introductions. Following "blackboard theory" and a series

of mock introductions between a colleague and myself to_simulate various social

and business plausibilities, the students enact a number of situational roles

--among themselves. These include self-introduction, and those of introducer of

others and one introduced to others; Some roles require a fictional identity to

alter social status and organizational heirarchy.

The second area -- "initial written correspondence" -- is undertaken with

the aid of a commercial text.
10

After discussion and text assignments, the

"task" devised for completion of this unit is the actual posting of letters in

Spanish to various agencies and countries, generally requesting information or

to purchase soffie small piece of murchandise. These agencies include foreign con-

sulates, publishing houses, banks and professional organizations. On the infor-

mal level, students write to personal acquaintances of my own -- a sort of "pen

pal" arrangement. A total of five letters are required for completion of this

task: three formal (to separate agencies) and two informal (exchanged with the

same party).
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The third area -- "telephone communication" -- is conducted in essentially

the same manner. After basic information on contacting foreign operators and

stock phrases of inquiry and response, the students use the inter-office phones .

of our department for mock, business transactions. Final task completion re-

quires the students to actually telephone unsuspecting individuals or agencies

to conduct a minor.piece of business in Spanish. (This is admittedly easier

done ia a border area or city with a Hispanic population density large enough

to preserve Spanish as a vehicle for commercial enterprise.)

The fourth area -- "para-language communication" -- introduces a system of

communication seldom presented in formal language texts, which, therefore, con-

stitutes material of which most students are completely unaware. Since Edward

Sapir wrote in 1927: "We respond to gestures with an extreme alertness and . . .

in accordance with an elaborate and secret code that is written nowhere, known by

none and understood by all,"
11

several linguists and anthropologists (most

notably Ray Birdwistle
12% have attempted to decode and order these systems of

intra-cultural communication. The consideration of kinesics is more appropriate

in Spanish than it is in many other languages in that the majority of gestures

natively employed in Spanish do contribute to, gupport or provide meaning. While

in many languages gestures add emphasis or attitude to the oral statement, gesture

in Spanish is de rigeur accompanyment to speech and, ofte9times, supplants it

completely. As early as 1931, a list of fifty-five gestures was catalogued for

Spanish in connection with foreign language teaching methodology, but at that

time they were not presented as culturally significant -- rather, as an interest-

ing "change of pace" for the language instructor.
13 However, following the

tradition of Sapir and Birdwistle, in a later study, rightly insisting on the
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interdependence of the linguistic and kinesic systems, Jerald Green was able to

"collect" a total of 119 occasions for gesture and provides his readers with 98

illustrations.
14

For the purposes of this course, I am presently arranging for the prepara-

tion of a video-tape module on Spanish gestures with: 1) explanation and pre-

sentation, 2) drill, and 3) testing.

General-3 "Travel"'

Whatever the needs or purpose of travel -- vacation, business or diplomacy --,

appreciation is based on the appropriatenesa of expectations to the realities en-

countered. The nature of these three general modules is that of adapting the

student expectations to the Hispanic realities: first, with a knowledge of the

land and its people, then the methods of tnitiating a meaningful communication

within that environment, and now, the actual exigencies of the visit itself.

This module considers travel preparations, the trip, the arrival and "settling

in" procedures. It is a self-contained unit and requires only minimal instruct-

oral invOlvement. For the material, I have prepared a combination of two commer-

cially available programs. From the Berlitz Basic Spanish program,
15

I use six

of the twenty available study chapters: 1) "On the Plane," 2) "The Arrival,"

3) "At the Hotel," 10) "Getting Around Town," 18) "At the Bank," and 19) "Emer-

gencies." Each of these chapters consists of written, situational texts from a

program booklet, with accompanying cassette tapes. From another program, Pass-

port to Mexico,
16 which includes a text manual, film strips and cassette sound

track, I choose three of the five available units. After finishing chapters 1,

2 and 3 of the Berlitz program, the students use the supportive, reinforcing

material of the Passport Unit-1: "Preparation and Flight," which takes the
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imaginary traveler from the reservation desk of his home town to the registra-

tion desk of a Mexican hotel. Following the Berlitz chapters 10 and 18, comes

Passport Unit-2: "At the Bank and Communication" for currancy exchange, travel-

ers checks, stamps and mailing, and telegrams, and Unit-3" "Transportation" for

car rental and maintenance, and intra- and inter-city travel -- taxi, bus and

train. The module comes to an end with the Berlitz chapter on "Emergencies."

I. Berlitt

1) "On the Plane"

2) "The Arrival"

3) "At the Hotel"

II. Passport

1) "Preparation and Flight"

III. Berlitz

10) "Getting Around Town"

18) "At the Bank"

IV. Passport

2) "At the Bank and Communication"

3) "Transportation"

V. Berlitz

19) "Emergencies."

Task completion for this module is completely dependent on university loca-

tion. In Idaho, the tasks must perforce be artificial, and the student completes

assignments provided by the Passport units, designed to test each area of experi-

ence. In southern California, opportunities for travel in Mexico were so access-

ible that students actually bought bus tickets between Mexican border towns,

355
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actually exchanged currancy and posted mail in Mexico and traveled by taxi and

municipal buslines.

It is at this point that the-course becomes "individualized" and subdivided

into interest areas, that is, the special topics. As mentioned earlier, the

student chooses a major and a minor area from among four pre-arranged topics.

Assuming now a smnmary acquaintanceship with a foreign culture, the protocols of

communication and a "smooth" travel procedure, one confronts in the first module

the requirements of international commercial negotiations.

Special-1 "Commerce/Finance"

In recognition of the fact that the U.S. is the fourth largest Spanish-

speaking country in the world and that one out of six Americans owes his/her em-.

ployment to foreign trade and that foreign companies invest over $30 billion in

American business (including the tourism of more than 20,000,000 foreign visitors

a year), many publishing houses have seen the expediency of commissioning

Commercial-Spanish textbooks.
17

To quote a UNESCO official: "You can buy any-

thing, anywhere in the world in your own language, but you can't sell."

Through travel and correspondence, I have collected a great deal of material

for use in this section (as well as in the following two areas) for student use.

This collection consists of blank forms from governments, banks and stock brok-

erages, major corporations aod snaller business enterprises, along with copies

of the- correspondftrce exchanged in ob. _thing them -- this along with other infor-

mational paperwork which has fortuitously Come into my possession. With occa-

sional'references to one or more otthe source texts of note 17, above, the stu-

dents are set to choose and complete such forms as are germaine to their proposed

or actual professional interests and to paraphrase the correspondence to
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facilitate, those same ends.

In southern California I was able to take the students into Mexicambusi-

3'0

nesses for direct involvement; they stood beside bank tellers and provided minor

assistence, visited a stock brokerage and the shipping/delivery areas of a

brewery and a textile manufacturer and spent smne time working with Mexican and

American immigration officials. In Idaho, our tasks seek such community inter-

action as is available from Spanish-speaking business owners and managers. Of

particular importance are the enterprises concerned with imports of foreign-made

goods and the export of agricultural products from this region.

Special-2 "Data Gathering" is designed to meed the expected needs of the

social worker and health-care professionals. Here again there are texts written-

explicitely for these purposes.
18

However, I use blank forms obtained from Wel-

fare agencies and hospitals from both English and Spanish sources. The students

use dictionaries -- general and specialized -- to fOrmulate questions for elli-

citing such information required by these personal questionnaires. Role-playing

and cued-situation activities provoke the students' use of situational vocabulary

in simulated interviews.

Special-3 "Law and *fle Courzs"

Given the innordinately rapid increase of Spanish-speaking people in the

U.S. in recent years, both from immigration and interior growth rate, the commu-

nicational services of Special-2, above, and 'L.:as m)dule are becoming continually

more needed and practiced. A truly bilingual prDfessional will have no dIfficulty

in job placement in increasingly at.tater aeog-aphic areas. It is unfortinate that

the immigration status and economic competiveness often force many of the new

arrivals into situations where jegal services are required. The benefits of
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specialized education along these lines serves the public in a dual fashion; the

understanding,

functions better in the assigned role through increased communicative capabilities.

Texts have been commercially prepared for legal purposes.
19

To materials from

these resources, I add information of my own experience as court interpretor for

the Superior Court of Los Angeles County in California. The students are pro-

vided with "A Guide for the Use of Spanish-English Interpreters, Consisting of

Words, Phrases and Sentences Frequently Used in Court," prepared by the Inter-

preters Division of that court. In this module, the students interested in

either police work or the legal system must be made aware of the expected de-

viations from textbook Spanish that are very likely to be encountered in such

personal contacts.

Special-4 "Translation"

This last module is prepared for the technical purposes of precise trans-

lation, rather than the more humanistic interpretation of the previous three

special Modules. While the skills of translation have their methodology,
20

I

find only two requisites for exposure to the actual work: a sound capability

in the grammar of the language and a knowledge of technical word derivation. Once

assured of the first, I provide the studenLs with a working list of Greek and

Latin word-stems and affixes. The students do not find this linguistic,orient-

ation intimidating because English teChnical vocabulary is made essentially of

the same pieces" and are generally cognates to their Spanish counterparts. In

this module, it is the student who provides textual material from an area of

interest. The class (as individuals) have worked with'advertiscment, instruc-

tional manuals, newspaper articles, correspondence and various scientific

3 5 ti
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disciplines. (I recall one student who chose to work with military manuals

published by the Department of Defense.)

For each of the above special modules, no amount of grammar nor even per-

sonal experience will be enough to function capably in any circumstance. Every

professional needs appropriate dictionaries at hand. The students are provided

with a list of dictionaries available for their possible needs. This is espec-

ially important to the translator who may be working with terminology which is

unfamiliar even in the native language. The following is an abbreviated

bibliography of such works:

Alexander Hamilton Institute Editorial Staff. 2001 Business Terms

and What They Mean. New York: Doubleday Co., Inc., 1962.

Alger, Antonio LOpez de Zuazo. Diccionario del periodismo. New York:

Pergamon, 1979.

Cerezo, Martinez A. Diccionario de Banca. Madrid: Ediciones Pirgmide.

Collazo, Javier L. English-Spanish Spanish-English Encyclopedic Dic-

tionary of Technical Terms in Three Volumes. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1980.

Frias-sucre Giraud, Alejandro. Diccionario.comercial Espaaol-inglgs,

inglis-espaaol. Barcelona: Editorial Juventud, S. A., 1977.

Garmendia, Ignacio J. Diccionario de bolsa. Madrid: Ediciones

Pirgmide, 1979.

Ibeas,,Franco. Diccionario tecnolOgico ingle's-espaaol. Madrid:

Editorial Alhambra, 1980.

Renty, Ivan de. El mundo de los negocios, lgxico inglgs-ecpaaol.

Spanish version by Angel Garcia Arranz. Madrid: Sociedad General Espaaola

de Libreria, S. A., 1977.
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Robb, Louis A. Dictionary of Legal Terms: Spanish-English and

English-Spanish. New YOrk: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1955.

I believe that it is readily discernible that the tenor of this course is

the assumption of formal education as a result of previous coursework or ex-

perience. I have developed "Foreign Languages for the Professions and Community

Needs" in search of goal-oriented knowledge of a specific focus. This has been

done in response to what I feel are the community's pragmatic requirements for

a foreign language service. We recall the student riots of the 1960's; their

cry was for "relevance." Even then it was an ivory-tower sentiment joining

faculty and student in isolation from the world and its immediate demands.

"Relevance" will take on a broader expression in the 100's when this "shrinking

world" will call on its universities as it does a library for theoretical know-

ledge and on the graduates for practical performance. The course I have outlined

attempts to provide an intermediary "staging ground" between language acquisition

and that practical performance. .ift proposes to provide that interaction between

professor, student and community needed for task completion and confidence on the

parts of both the promising student and the expectant community.
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Notes

1 Peter Demetz, "An Inarticulate Society," Yale Alumni Magazine and Journal,

November 1981, p. 14.

2 An excellent text designed for sever/31'6f these purposes is Ana C. Jarvis,

et at.,-basax Sianish rammer-4Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath & Co., 1980,

accompanied by the following workbooks for specific careers: Medical Personnel

Workbook, Business and Finance Workbook, Spanish for Communication Workbook, ahd

Law Enforcement Workbook. Another specific grammar text is Maria Antonia Di

Lorenzo-Kearon and Thomas P. Kearon's Medical Spanish (New York:, Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, Inc., 1981).

3
Examples are: Louis ChacOn, Jr., et al. Bilingual Business Grammar/

GramStica comercial bilinglie (Cincinnati: South-western, 1981); Paul Rivers,

Cuaderno de espatol prgctico comercial (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,

Inc., 1980); and Jorge A. Santana, Spanish for the Professions (New York: Random

House, 1981).

4 Harold A. Innis, "Industrialism and Cultural Values," in his The Bias of

Communication (Toronto: University Press, 1951), P. 132.

5
L. S. Harms, Intercultural Communication (New York: Harper and Row,

1973), p. vii.

6 George H. Gardner, "Cross-Cultural COmmunication," Journal of Social

Psychology, 58 (1962), 241.

7 For the idea and general format of the "capsules," I am indebted to N.

Darrell Taylor and John L. Sorensen, "Culture Capsules," Modern Languiv4e Journal,

45 (1961), 350-4 and to materials from J. Dale Miller'and Russell H. Bishop,
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New World Culture Series: USA- Mexico (Salt Lake City: University Press, 1974).

8 Although "dated" the Introduction to the Latin American Nations by the

Secretariat of the Organization of American States (Washington, D.C., 1962), with

the various encyclopediae, can provide a quick background in geography, ethnology

and history.

9
Jawaharlal Nehru, Visit to America (New York: John Day Co., 1950),

pp. se-9

10
There are many good texts which would serve this purpose. Given the

amount of time my course has to offer these matters, I have chosen the "con-

densed and manageable" Mary H. Jackson, Manual decorrespondencia espal:ola

(Skokie, IL: National Textbook Co., 1976).

11 David G. Mandelbaum, ed,, Selected Writings of Edward Sapir on Language,

Culture, and Personality (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1949), p. 556.

12 See especially Ray L. Birdwistle, Kinesics and Context -- Essays on Body

Motion Communication (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970).

13 Walter Vincent Kaulfers, "Curiosities of Colloquial Gestures," Hispania,

14 (1931), 249-64.

14
Jerald R. Green, A Gesture Inventory for the Teaching of Spanish (14W

York: Chilton, 1968).

15 Berlitz Basic Spanish, (New York: Berlitz Publications, Inc., 1968).

16 Robert Brett, Passport to Mexico (St. Paul, MN: EMC Coiporation, 1976).

Also-available from this company is a program entitled Passport to Spain.

17
A sampling includes: 1) Ana C. Jarvis, Luis Lebredo and Antonio Plannels,

Business and Finance Workbook (D. C. Heath & Co., 1981) which accompanies the first-

year language text Basic Spanish Grammar; 2) Louis Chac6n, Jr., Maria Luisa Paredes,
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Herlinda Aviles and Barbara L. Davenport, Bilingual Business Grammar (South-

western Pub. Co., 1981), a grammar course with a business perspective, that is,

situational 'dialogues; 3) Jorge A. Santana, Spanish for the Professions (Ramdom

House, 1981), a basic workbook which presumes some prior knowledge of Spanish;

4) Joseph Harvard and I. F. Ariza, Bilingual Guide to Business and Professional

Correspondence (Pergamon, 1970), a resource text for phraseology (both English

and Spanish) for any written occasion; 5) Louis Gonzales del Valle and Antol(n

Gonzales del Valle, Correspondencia Comercial: Fondo y Forma (South-western,

1975), a complete course/workbook in written communications; 6) Paul Rivers,

Cuaderno de espafiol prgctico comercial (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980), a

comprehensive workbook of inter-company communications; and 7) M. G. Thomas,

Export Marketing Spanish (London: Longman, 1978), an excellent commercial guide

from the point of initial contact of representatives, through "trouble shooting"

to conclusion of negotiations, with accompanying cassettes and critical biblio-

graphy of materials.

18
Jarvis, Medical Personnel Workbook; and Marfa Antonia DiLorenzo-Kearon

and Thomas P. Kearon, Medical Spanish (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1981).

19
Jarvis, Law Enforcement Workbook; and Marilyn R. Frankenthaler, Skills

for Bilingual Legal Personnel/Tgcnicas para el personal bilinge en el areA

legal (South-western, 1981).

20
VSsquez-Ayora, Introduccic5n a la traductologfa (Washington, D.C.: George-

town University Press).
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Esta lista le t;rminos comerriales no pretende,ser exhaustiv-. I-resentr sola-

mente los terriros (-112 SP consideran mcs usuales y utiles en el m.p.lo 1w7 nerro-

cio. Cada termino,viene aconparalo lc su tralnccion al ini7les y su lefinici;n en

espaiol. Algunos terminos ararecen con dos o rr:s definiciones y, a veces, rarece

su.referencia a otro termino. Algunos de los ter-linos ti,lien

que no se sclican a lo comercial. En renercl, se hen elimirndo ter:ninos c).!ios o

cormcdoL, p.e., cLecue, costo, etc. Lcs termincs que aparccdn sl:brayados dentro de

las definiciones estan definilos en su lnpar corresponliente en la lista.

A

1. A cnenta. On account. Expresicfm usada al acrelitsr pnaos parciales.

2. la vistr. At sirrht. ser rall:ado ,r7 el momento le su Trerert..ciOn.

3. Abonar. To credit. Acrelitar. pi.rtP de unP cuct.7. E:.tr,.--r a c-rta.

. A"coro. Srei:t. ra7,o rrcjil le unn

.5.5

5. Accieres. 1. Shares of cc-ital. VrAcres o titl1es le credito. 2. ocks. For-

ci^nes de rentq livilenin-11 en cue se el .:crit,-1 de
*

determinalas sociedadea (anorlmas, li.nitadas, etc.)

;cnierist. Stockholder; shareholdor. El t,osoeder Oe acciones.

una cnentc. To credit an acceurt. thonr

A.reeler. lersor quo 'fin tref7t- n Plroct-

:or

,vo. I--.-erte total r, v.
'iere s una r-!rson-, o ;:pr'1.(3 tir*c nr. r to' "D:

nr".h0. To z:cno-led.17e receirt.

11. . 1::arl-tedress. CAntil.11 o iaui& -!;!e re

12 U. tlr. To enclose. Enviar .unt-A--r7te

- r

1. Ofirina lonle rcocY

t. c ...,x17..")rtan y se c:r7n 1D7, (!erCP:-."; t.
p,fnro, mr7rala,l; val!intior. :,.ecorvci"4,v*o " ra ei

p-.o le iereeos.

1.,Lrnte. A7^t Recreertarte;
pf ct1721

;or '0 otra.

3 rrr

:

36.5



16. arente de bolsa. Stock broker. Furcionario que interviene y certifi,.:a en los

nevcnios de valores cotizablec. Sincinimo: Corre-ior.
MIIIMII111

17. Albacea. Fxecutor. l'ersona enearradv de velar por el exncto cumplimiento de

la velurtad'ial testador, adrinistrur rroviionalmente la herencia y rerre-

sentarla.

1F. Almoneda. V;ase Eemate.

19. Al7a. Increi,se. Aurerto en el rrecio de

2C. ArortizaciOn. Amortization. Extirracin total o peroinl del paRn de unr, -!euda.

214. Anexnr. Vase

P2. Anticiro. Advanced payment. Adelnnto. Dr o e-trarrr rdco nrfes !el tiempo

cervenido.

23. Aro-fere-1o. Iroxv; attorney. Iq nue tiene roleres de otro p rn rerreentrrio

1-r-ore:ler en su rorre. 7;nLe leler.

Tarifn o imwo de lcr:c!..,s fc.rrocarr'1, c.
..001

tnmbien Tarifn.11=11

29. Ar-ierlar. To le,Ize; to rert. 1:!1-1 cos: uutiampo -re

/
le un alcnil r o rertn.(2;.

7. ii,rren.'.ntnrio. Tenant. lncuilino o rprsnnn -le tome cr arrerAn".ie:to

/
pertenece nl arrendador.

2/4. Asiento. Entry. Arotnci6n en libros de

1rt1.-ulo3. Yercarcin 'aitcronmbilos.

29. .Auditorin. CortrbillaA a insec-i=n eficlnl de le cr,ntnLilidnl,

reneralmete en reterin

3C. Autoratiz-scin. Autorati-:)u. '11;not A.allornon 'Lt

1. Av11. :A-lot-sere-A. 1. Firma cue re escrl-e en Inn letrn u otrn docr-ertn

crediro nrr,- --rantirrr su ntro ,rt.lcu:o

de caritni Nie se ofrece coma resmy'rlo en 1-1!... trnr;:accior.

F;.etior.

Acpraisal. -.'n:naciOn lel :reci:, o vnlor 07!".-to de ,zosa n un

ser7icio. Veez.e tamb: T.

Dis%:inNc4:.sn or: -1 :1(scio n: 7o.

Pnlnre, rn6 stfcrr."*; r.ntf.ln

v
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35. 13ncarrota. V;ase -tuiebra.

16. Menes innuebles. Peal Estate. Bienes nue no puelen rnmbinr nu nitnnciLn en
el espacio o no se rueden trarsportnr (casns, terranos, edificios, etc.)

37. bieres Raices. Vense Bienes

Bines y Goods r!rd rervices. Corz;unto dr? covar y de sctivir'ades

cacices de ser utilizados o de rroducir un valor.

30. holsa. Stock Exchanre. 1. Lugar donde se reali7an oreraciorrsn entre ecrreo-
res, agentes y comerci;,ntes.- -2.. El estaio de lichas operaci,:nes.

40, Borificaci:m. V;ase Descliento.

41. Porn. crd. TItulo de yaler ordirnnte o r ,17.n y a interes porn elevcdo.
Vee tambien 3eliac7.on; Titulo c:e

Pruto. Veare Gannncias Finitas; ieso

43, c.aia. Casier's desk. 1,1;,..ar o dependent-io rr-,rs recibir

leres y pPrs hac..r

44. :;arit-a. Capital. 1. Valor permanente le lo lue de -nner=1 reriOdic:i rrodrce in-

teroses, rertn o frrt-!:. 2.i:Ictor de 1 :ro'ucnion fornr7,3n pnr 'n rilue7a

acumulaia nue se -!estirn, urion lel trahnjo 7 i los ar:e!Ites -v:tt:rnle:;, a

nueva producciOn.

,i-hlero 0 Va

45, kl;nrro. Chars7e; debit. ..octo, :recio, o

7,rtn le Crt;dit.l. i..ztter of rre,:it. :2-cr4.ta e r-Th

Crtern. Notes 'arl ,rounts receiv:1!le. e for- -f
Valores o afe-trs 4t! ^ue --rte i^ri,,o de

porc-, o sc:iednd.

1.4:7nr:p. Taxpayer. 11:(-1 7TEP 1!". i-r-1:!r* 0 t* F1

41 t., !rlrn 11-14.

on-ir.

AUt0r4.79:!C e-itir u-- i-rorto totrl '34!

d'cno hanco :obrc

.rol ra
city rero:.na ciertrl c'rt: :an riP A4::e:n or

-en,ralr:erte r;3itn.

Custrsr; ope tii 1 :s el r:ue ejeec unn

our-cinn.
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53. CoTisiOn. Commission. 1. t2noarcr:o. 2. Cpernci8n ejecutala por cuenta de otrn

3. :ante nue re cobra psr la e:ieeucion de un encargo, casi ie4r.nre

un rcreentae.

CoTtrinte. 'Jesse Rcibo.

Conocimiento de emharcue. Bill of lading. Documento clue identifica el envio de

mercancias.

5. Consirnment. Env4o de mercancls a un agerte, correnp,-,ncal o

comerciente cp:e se;in verdiinsto distrita:daas por euente del nue ins envia.

57. Consirnntario. Consii7nee. 1/e

56. Contl.do. Cash. Cuenta al L-ontndo es ur..; s;erari;- 4.v:e se en el 4nomento

de realizarse, 9orsue los corcra.-t%ant hen setisfeci:o sur rerre-tiv:ss o;.1-

gaclenes, a saber, entrec.r la corn y rec:bin 6iners, o

1. Cornelor. Vease ,Arent;.jAr:'nt-e de Bolse.

go. alsh fi.n: ni-, ?tc.)

41.-e !sue.tr el ectndo f.rencicro ie un. a

1. Coti%ci4;n. t..uotr.ticn. Vuaci,r2n n rne4yo ;:e ur rrld.2cto

62. Crito. Credit. CrniCn de solvernia.

3. Cuentacornie-te. acunt, Cuenta bnnc::rio c..al el yoseo--.n

puu icr c aindir dinero en cualsuion 7o...!ento s'n tre.ienter liA,rete de

bvnco.

Covnta de -1.orr.as. Zevirt:s account. Cue!,..1 nrod,:ce inerones.

r,,uert-. de Fscrol. C:!nt1,Mri el c..id-47
-

corn per3'na y co-o rrotnern en caro sue no ce ovr.olHn oi-r-

tar, conlicio-s, con.o

44. Debe. Debit. F r 412 r cuonte e- 4-ue se lncinve- las cnnti414:.s 4-ie se onn-

FEn al iLiividtx, se lr

Deprc.:iatcn. , cs, yz,

ror su suir'.10 le su o- 1:

Lues; fees.

. D4.sc,ontrl. ; robn

-11 ro;na -n,

er a1or t-tal f:4.±..!-J

Desifol co. . tir' ;1! or. fr . 7' co7 "F-

Va110 -nc:lredau a u:In penzt-na.
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71. Destiretario. Addressee; consignee. Fersona o entidad a at'icri va dirigida la

mercancia o correspendencio.

72. Detallista. Retliler. Comerci nte ror menor o al menudeo. Lntonlmo: Yayariste.

Linnnimos: Minortsta; Venledor al menulen.

73. Deuior. Debtor. La persona cue debe. ArtOnimo: Icreedor.

74 DevoluciOn. Refund; Rebate. Ac.:i8n de regre:Jr.r

75. Direro en efective. V;ase Efer:ti7o.-

76. Diviierio. Dividend. Intere.,s variai;le proveniertc de les acciones.

77. Diviss. Foroicfn excharge. Monedn,extr:njera referHa a ln gr:lad more aria de

ue detertinado

7. Efectivo. Cash. Dinero cortanto (moneda, biil*.tes, etc.)

79. Efectcs. -ffects: .4cods; crTr,ro::o.

2. Valor mercrntil. 3. Todo lo r:Ac tiene vl ecoromico.

80. !..iercicio 1. F:ncial period of time; '":1,..:,rae .year leriol,)
.

tie!r.ro

en guy- rifre ley e r'cpne-tos.

Fl. :Ilabor:Ici8n le laton. Rata,Procenain7. re!.e..almr.nte ror

electrónica, de informncion.

F2. Er,I. rco. Irnrour.. Retenclon, pdinto 0 recuatro de bi.rns rcr .-andnto
o de altoridrA competente.

F3. %mrrestito. V;ase 4rentnmo.

?4. nAosnr. To ei-lor:Ae. C'der tzi docu-ertcfnediagte]

dad, 10 vlal nrarece persr-lrte esc:-:t
letra, pre,

dr)

Vase ,s4ent,o; Trrrnr.

. ccrre:-;.nr.i-nte

+7.,c!i-eLto renTr.cti_.

:rn v ro- t ' r .:

Vest& facul7rnf.

"-
l!onorar5c,3.

9. ":.xinter:ias. VenFe

90. Enr.Jliente. File. le ccrr--,r^7-;. n .

.4*
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s

01. Factura. Invoice.1.Cuqnta.2.Docw-ento conterienln ura letallala 7rer;entaciOn le

servicios prestalos o mercancias vendidas y nus renrectivos v-lores y precios.

92. Fiedor. Guarantor; backer; bondsman. iersnna -ue aael'ura que etre cumplirA lo

clue pr.rete, obliganiose, en caso le pue no lo hpga, a satisf:-,cer ppr elle.

Vease tarbien Aval

93. Fianza. Rond; Surety; Security; Bail. ?rendn a-le re da en seguridal"del cunpli-

miento le ;:na obligacion o conrroriso.

94, Fiar. To Borrow on credit; To trust. Ver,ier sin tomar el precio de contado, para

recibirlo mas tarde.

5. Fideicamisario. Trustee. fersen- a auien se o-nfla la :-ropiedad 0 adrinintraciOn

de la rrepiedad ie otra persona.

16. Fideicomito. Trurt. DelcgaciOn le autorllrd er ura rerna o erti uara trans-

mitir, ;.dministrar 0 usar un

Firr^.

18. F1,..te. rcit. recic, fn,:tipulr)io ;-or trrn:.;ertu art{c%10.

Fen!P,.. o ecirc,os

-100. Freraueo. tent7;:e rate. taro, er ent%mr3111s o seIlon. 1e3 por:e le (-)eto p::ra

ane se remitr pr correo.

1C1. Fucsrza -lovor. Cheer fuzee; Act of 0ed. ..xrreni(cr lnn,la pr% e-,7rlic.lr :lr

circunstPn-!ins oue ro se pueden ',.rever c vitr,, se exie de: cl:mrlimierto ie

Treas.:r:;; Tfrrwo

102. rarPno;as. irofits; F.nrrir!7s. Lucre o 1o,r-r:.',) en "n

Vease tamhien

133. -Jann-^-i,s ::rut7tb.

en una negaciac.Aon,

!ist:r. Net

earrir:75; ;1-ans irco!lc . clrancias glob&les ol,tnidas en

sin descontar los Fastos. Sin8rima: Utiiiar

,,p.rnirrs; Net Income. lanar!xian obtenidas it:spu4s le dee-

contnr ins deducciones. Sin;nimo: Netas.

105. GF.n-e. 'eargain. Cosa o sprvicio obtonilo a p..ecio muy fvorable.

106. Carant1P. Guaranty; Security; Collateral; Viarr:nty. P%inzs cue asgurn o pro-
0 tege contra nn riesga o nocez;ilal.

107. Grante. Mrnsger. El clue diriee los nerocios y lleva firm 4.t: emrrec9.

iC. lestor.

109. Giro. Draft; ?ill of Exohango. Tranlado le fon.;es ro, mcdio dr, letr,-1:

libran.-;as, etc.



110. Haber. Credit. Una de las dos pertes (la otra es Debe) en re se divide una

cuenta corriente.

111. Hipoteca. Mortgage. Propiedad inmueble (vease Inmuebles) lue ,ofrece en

garantia o seguridad del pago de un pristamo.

112. Honorarios. Fees. Valor o precio de los servicios profesionales. Sinonimo:

Estipendio. Vease tambien Sveldo.

1113. Importacion. /mport. 1. Accion de introducir en una pals articulos extranjeros.

, 2. Conjunto de cosas impOrtadas.

114. Imrorte. Amount. Curntia de un'precio, cr;ditoi deuda o saldo.

115. Impnesto. Tax. Cantidad que cobra nn pobierno pOr ingresos, contratos le
compraventa, traspasos, herencias, etc.

11A. Indemnizacilm. Indemnization. CompenFacion Tor un perjuicio o

117. Inf1-.1cic'in. Inflation. Aumento en la certilad de dincro en circulacii)n, lo
cual proJtietiana caida en el valor de la moneda y en ei numanto de loc

118. InformLtica. Data Frocessinc. Vease Elabc,raciAn de Datos.

.119. IngFeso. Income. Ganancia o bennficio que procede del trabajo;--ner:ocio, o de

una propicdad. Vease tamLien: Erltrda; lanancia;

120. IrmUebles. Vease Bienes Inmuebles.

,

121. In6o1vencia. Innolvency. Incapacidad rara pngar. Vease tambien . . -

122. Inter4s. -Vease 1:2;dito.

123. Inventario. Inventory. 1. Documento nue comprenda la rolacin v-.,lart.a le los

bienes,, cr;ditos,.acciones, etc., c.;e potee urn enticnd, con ,::Thecificncion

de las deudas. 2 Los bienes valorados 3n el docume%to anterics.r.

Existencias.

, 124. InversiOn, Investment. Colocaci6n de glinoro o capita..1 un ner!ocie ':on el

fin de obtener ganancias.

125. Lema. Vease Cebo.

126. Letra de cambio. -Bill of Exchange.; Drft. (Muy frecuenta4ent- stS,lo

Letra). Documento nue comoren4_el giro de una cnntidad en efectivo

hace el libredor a la cr.:en deltomador, al plazo que sa expreca, iLdicando

la procedencia del valor y el D...gcr en que dobe el pago. Vence tnm-

bien Libranza.
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127. Librar. To order a payment. Expedir letras de cambio, libranzas, cheques etc.

128. Libranza. Order of Payment. Orden de pairs nue se,expide generalmerte por
carta, contra uno nue tiene fondoa a disposicion del r!ue la emite. Cuando
la libranza es a la orden (o sea, transferible por endoso) envivale a la
letra de cambit. La libranza ahora tiene poca importancia.

179. I4iquidacn. Liouidatian; Settlement, 1. Ajuste de cuqntas. 2. Venta,
generalmente gl por manor y a precios bajos, de to4as las existencias de un
eatablecimiento comercial.

14

130. Materias 1-rimas. Raw materials. ,Cualquier material uza6o en su estado ratural
o ligeramente modificado para ser usado en una manufactura.

131. Vavoreo. Wholesale. Compra o yenta al,por mayor.

132. Mavorista. iholesaler. El que compra o vende al por mayor.

133. Mecanorrrafin. Typewriting. Tf;cnica de Lcribir a rr;ruina.

134. Kercaio de Valores. V;ase

135. Merma. S:-.rinkaFm; LeWp-a.:e. 1. iorciOn nne se consure ratura1.7.-nte. 2. !)esr7az.te

disminucion ntAtural.

1364 MirOrista. Vease Detallista,

137. Mono..,olio. MoropOly. Control exclusivo de ur articulo o servicio or tin r-ercado,

- .b cual hace posible la fijacion de preciOs y hi eliminncion virtual de la
libre competencia.

-,138. tietra. Camrle. IorciOn reauefia le una mere7mcla nue sirve r71r1 c necer

calidad.

'N

139. Neto. Net.Lo nue nueda despues de reducir o reb,%jur lo accenorio,

140. Nniirn. Fayroll. o linta do los noTbres de 1:s empleadcs nue reuiben
sue1do en Inlet empresa 0 iustitucion.

0

141. Ob'draciOn. Dehe-,ture. Titulo al portador -uo rerrert:ta TrerA:im.con

interes hecho al Estado o a una

1-2. Orden. A la orden es urn expresiCln r:uo en los docr.:mertos corc,re.alcs dica

que se ruede-.1 transfarir por endoso. ucAr cr6en

po,r pedidn de mercancirs.



143. FaTare. Promi-sory, Note. Documento en el cual una persona (deuricr) se compro-
- mete a,pagar a otra (acreedor) una eantidad dadinero(deuda), previa la
fijacion de un plazo determinadoodtAerminable (vencimiento).

144. Partida. Entry. thse Asiento.

145. Pasivo. Liabilities. Importe de los debitos y oblicmcicnes de una persona o
entidad. Antenimo: Activo. Vease tambien Adeudo.

146. Peaie. Toll. Derecho de trensito.

147. Pedido. -Order. .Requisicien de mercarcias.

148. Peso brnto. Gross Wieght. El peso de una mercarcia con inclusiOn de su
envasc.

149. Peso neto. Net reight. El peso de una mercancia con exclur4er de cualnuier
otro aditamento o envase.

150. Placrl. ilace. 1. Pcblacien en cue 4;e. nacen rr.ercPntiles. 2. Los
comerciantes de-una Opersczoues er. Cier.ad.

151. .1:4no. Date of p,iyiwnt. 1. Tic?r.ro o t;n7jno o F:Airfa?.er ura
deuda. 2. Installment. Cada 17.,Tte de unn r-1:--ndern en dos o ma:5
veces. En este sentido es sinonimo de

152. Plica. Escrow. Vease 22.12212Ljeprantia o re:quarlo.

153. Yoler. Proxy. Autorizaeion barn hacer nna ccna en nore de otrcl T!crz,ona o
entidad. %Tease ta7bien Arodcradn.

154. PcIl1i7a. Policy; Certificate. 1 DocuTarto en n,:e se hPcen cr las coniicio
de centratos, ser:uros, fletrr.,erto. 2. Vorcer. u Ta7).

155. P-n. r-avor. Vease Vaverec.

156. For meror. Ve:kse Y.Prudeo.

157. (..1ctadnr1 Re1r2r. Persona que rxessrlr: cl rnbro ur te de

158. Forte. -aaoe Frn-nueo.

159. iremio. Premium. k.:ntinad eue re arade en .1n cam..--iorr, i;712:-.1.)r el
de las co:las intercamiadas.

160. Preseriacien. Statute of limitations. E%tincien de una carml, 0 .

deuda por el traascurso de cierto tiempo, jrnto con la 1-,m1..*nabi1id
penal.

.161. Prestacicres. Fringe Benefits. Ventajas accescrias a nn puosto o salario.

162. Prestamista. oneylender. Perrona que entrega diaero a rrst!,mo.

163. rrestsmo. Loan. Contrato por el cual it-prestamista entreca s2ini nr&An-
tario una coal pnra P.ue re sirva r3c (din y rocterirr.,rte la restituya.-

,.
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164. PrestatArio. Borrower. Persona que tome dinero a prftstamo. AntOnimo: Prestamista.

165. Presuruesto. Budget. alculo y balance previo de los gastos de cualquier cOr-
poracion, publica y privada.

166. Prima. Premium; Bonus. Usualmente es la cantidad de dinero que se page por
el contrato de seguros, de una'vez o periodicamente.

167. ProgramaciOn de dates. Vease ElaboraciOn de Dates.

168. Prorrateo. Proration. Reparticion de una cantidad, proporcionalmante a la can-
tided apartada'por cada persona.

169. Protesto. Protest. Diligencia o testimonio aua se hace ante notario publico por
no ser aceptada o pagada una letra de cambio.

170. 11211. Vease RecIamaciOn.

171. Quiebra. Bankruptcy. AcciOn legal de declararse insolvent. .:i.:IOnimos:ifancarrota;
SuspensiOn de kar:os.

172. Raz;n Sociol. Firm Name. Nombre le unn cnsa comercio.

173. Reba'a. Discount; Rebate; AllowanCe. PeducciOn en el rre.-io de

174. Pecibo. Receipt; Voucher. Comprobarte firmado en nue se dccIara haber
recibido dinero u otrl cosa.

175. lecicmaci;n. Claim; Complaint. a acto de redir 0 cAir;ir cnn o

insistencia ura cosa.

176. Reclamo. Vease

17. ito. Interest. 2enta, utilidad o beneficio renovable rirAe un

=e.eembol-ar. To reimburse. Far.7ar lo nue se toraS rrnta,:o.

17. Pemate. suction sale. Venta pUblia de lienes o arrerja!rientos ai 70.wr postor.

Re-littance. Lnvlo de cosoz, 7ereralmcnte linero, o

ncreditar en cuerta.

11. .7en4er. Person o coTPaa:n nue on.11 ur r'onumrto o c7.rta.

1F2. froduct; n una
rernon a cora. SinOnimo: Utilidnl.



183. Perts. Rent; Income. L. Utilidad cue, en_na- Periodo fi4o, produce un

capital. 2. Cantidad oue paga un inquilino. 3. Sisohimo de Intrreso.

184. ReouisiciOn. Requisition; Xrder. Vease Pedido.

185. Rescisi8n. Cancellation. El acto de deshacer o invnlidar ler;almente un

contrato o ccmpromiso por cause legitima.

186. S.A. Abreviatitra de "Sociedad AnOnima"

187. S.A.C.V. Abrevintura de "Sociedad Anonira de Cortabilidad Variable."

188. Salario. Vease Sueldo.

189. Snldnr. To settle a det,t; To liauidate. 1. rr enterante cuenta.

2. Vender toda la marcancla a ba:io precio.

190. Sallo. Balance; ?est. 1. Lo oue queda de ura cuen t,:. dezpues de ;.a17,-:r hecho

uno o varios abonos. 2. Fa4e total de una eqenta. 3. rest.

191. S. en C. Abrevintura de "Soc7:edad en ,..;orrandita."

192. S. en C. por A. Abreviatura deociedad en Co.nndita par ;.cciores."

193. Semiro. Insurance. Contrato con,nue se aser;uran los caudales o efectos,

y las personas aue corren algun riesgo.

194. S.E.U.O. Abreviatura de "Salvo error u omisiOn".

195. Sinlicato. Labor union. AzociaciOn formado pare la repreentacin
defensa de intereres individuales 7 colectivos de tcrios los as7ci-,dos.

196. Sloqan. SloP:an. Veasarebo.

197. Sobrei.7iro. Overdraft. Acto le girar mAs del cr;dito disponible.

198. Sooied,?.! AnOnimr de R4L. pCorporation of li.mited SfIctc-iar;

tarital social ertn diviiido en cceicres rlup re dictrit,12en entre los

diferertes nodios, lilit:rnlose la rear:,7snbilid.:d de ca:. une 71 4T7or

de las accioses nue tiere en su poder, :ztas re r,loen farr%r

subscripcion rublica o rriveda.

199. Socielad en Corandita. Corporntion of limited portnerrYt:. en

oue unas personas rrentan fondos y otms los r:.::rcjn romhre

particular.

200. Solicitnr. To aprly. Gestionrx o buscar un p-esto. La perzlna 7u? solicita

es un solicitante; el documerto es una
0;z1V.

201. Snlvencia. Solvency. Capacidad de raqo.

202. 3ub:1sta. 1/ease Rerrte.



203. Sucursal. Branch. Establecimiento que depende de otro, localizado eh

parte liferente de una eluded, estndo o pals.

204. Sueldo. Wages; Salary. RemuneraciOn por un cargo o servicio.

205. Superivit. Surplus, Exceso de los irgresos sobre los gastes.

2C6. SuspensiOn de Flgos. 'lease .,uiebra.

207. TalOn. Stub; Counterfoil. Librarze u otro.documento r"ue se corta de un
libro o talonario, quedando en el una parte para.acreditar su

208. Talonario. Checkbook. Libro o libreta de cheques.

209., Tara. Tare. Feso que se rebaja por razOn del envese o cubierta.
bruto menos la tarn da el peso neto.

TeouiTrafin. Shorthand. Tecnica de escribir ton de rrisa corm se hal-aa, por

medio de ciertos signos y abreviturns.

Oeo

211. Tarifa. Tariff. Tabla o cPtAloc7o de los derec:.cs, precios e prostos nue

se deben pa:rar por alguna cosa o trabajo. La tarifa de las ai.:orns y

del ferrocarril ce lloma comunmente ArPncel.

212. Tasa. 1. Tax (Vease Imn.Jesto). 2. Appraisal. Frecic puebto a coeas por

una autoridad.

213. TasPr. To appraise. roner precio a =a cosy.

214. Tereior. V;ase Portaior.

215. Tenf,duria. Bookkeepinr: Arte de llevnr los lil,ros de oortailidnd.

216. Testaior. Testator. Persona lue hace 0 dicta testaerto.

217. Tiro de carbio. Forefina ::chance Rate. Valor relativo de ..--oredob Ic palscs

.diferertes. iambien se le 11:..ma

218. TItulo de cr;dito. Inntrument. DocuTer+.o ,;ue rerreerta

puolicr, o wIlor ccmercial.

219. Trueaue. Barter. Peruta o cnrbio de una crIsn n servicio por otra u ctro.

Su verbo es trocar.
c,

22G. Z:fructo. Usufruct; Use. Derecho de sar la rroviee..ind ajena v arrovec;Itr:;o

rie todos sus frutos sin.detericrarla.

221. Utilidn&.' irofit; lain. ',:inni.ncia en una e.irt-!1% o tr.--Lrb;,cciOn

3 7 t;
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222. Uti1i..4.a1es brntas. Vease GanarciPs brutes.

223. Utilidades netas. 'tease Ganancias brutas.

V

224. Vacante. Vacancy. Cargo o empleo que est sin ocupar.

225. Vale. Note. Documento por el cual se reconoce una deuda, obligaciOn, etc.
Note firmada que se da al que ha de entregar una ccsa.

226. Valores. Securities; Stocks and Bonds. Titulos representativos de haberes.
o creditos en sociedades, de cantidades prestades, le fondos o servicios
y que son materia de operaciones mercantiles, vgr., obligaciones, accio-
nes, bonos, cedulas hipotecarias, etc.

227. Venciniento. Maturity. Cumplimiento del plazo de una deuda, obligacien, etc.

223. Wniedor al mayoreo. Vease Mavorista.

229. Vendedor al menudeo. Vease Detallista.

230. Visto Bueno. O.K. FOrmula que se pcne al pie de algunos c:ocu=,ntos, 1.3 cual

da a entender quo estan ajustados a los precertos Ideg;les o la crJatum-

bre establecida. Se abrevia: Vto. Bno. o tambien V B .
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ENGLISH-SPANISH
COMMERCIAL TERMINOLOGY

CROSS-REFERENCE

A

1. Account. Contabilidad.

2. Acknowledge receipt (to). Acusar recibo.

3. Act of God. Fuerza mayor.

4. Addressee. Detinatario.

5. Advanced payment. Anticipo.

6. Agent. Agente o Gestor.

7. Amortization. AmortizaciOn.

8. Amount. Importe.

9. Apply (to). Solicitar

10. Aprraisal. Aforo, Avalio, o Tasa.

11. Appraise (to). Tasar.

12. Aszets. Activo.

13. At sight. A la vista.

14. Auction sale. Almondea, Remate, o Subasta.

15. 1.312111116. Auditoria.

16. Automation. AutomatizaciOn.

17. ?a:ker.. Fiador1111.
18. Rail. Fianza.....
19. B.n1nce. Saldo.

20. Balr..rce Sheet. Balance General o
stado de Perdidas y Ganancias.

Pl. Rantrruptcy. ,Bancarrota,
o Susrension de iagos.

22. F.,rp.7.ein. Ganga.

23. Barter.. Truenue.Iml
24. Pearer. Portador o Tenedor.

25. Bill of exchanP.e., Giro, Letra,
o Letra de cambio.

3i11 of lading. Conocimiento de

emraroue.

27. ".lnfi. ?ono o Fianza.

28. Fiador.

29. Fonus. Vrima.

Bookk,7.erinT. Tereduria.

37

34 V

31. Borrow on Creit.(to). Fiar.

32. Borrower. Prestaterio.

33. Branch. Sucursal.

34. Budc.et. Presupuesto.

C .

35. Cancellation. RencisiOn.

36. Carital. Capital.

37. Cash. Contado, Dinero en
efectivo, o efect::.vo.

38. Cash Statement. Carte de caja.

39. Cashier's det...k. Caja

40. '.:ertifite. 1;1171.

41. Certiric.,te of DoEozii.. Certi-

ficado de dep6sP,o.

Ch-,rr:e. Car-o.

43. Ch,.4ckbook. Talcnrio.

44. CheckinP: Account. Cualta .

corriante.

45. Clain!. queja o Recic..r.pciCm.

46.-Collateral. Aval.

47. Coix!.ion.

0,07r1%i!-.t. o

Corsirnmert.

50. Corror;it:on ,f iali
Socie47A ;Anortr-,, le

'1. Corrcrrtirr of 1:rlit,..;
en

52. Cori7r,0-1.

53. Counterfoil. Tal6n.

54. Crer::.t ;3-677 o

Eaen.

57. CrerEt (to). Acit-,t.

Cr,!lit (:.-!0.:rt to).

unF

err:dH.o.

56. Creditor. :x.i.cdor.
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59. Custor,er. Cliente.

60. Customs. Aduana.

61. Data Processing. Elaboracilm de
Datos, Informatica, o Programa*:
cion de Datos.

89. Gains. Ganancias o uti1idades.

90. Goods. Artfoulos.

91. Gpods and :iervices.. Biettes y

ServicioS.

94. Gross ea7rin7s or income. Genan-

62. Date of payment. Plazo. cias,o)Utilidanes 8rut&s.

63.

64.

65,

66.

7.

68.

49.

70.

21.

72.

73.

74.

71-).

76.

77.

78.

60.

Debenture. ObligaciOn. .93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.

ICC.

101.

IC?.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

10e.

109.

110.

Gross weik.ht. Pero Bruto.

Debit. Cargo o Debe. Guarantor. Fiador.

Debtor. Deudor. Guaranty. Garantia.

Pecrease. Baja.
1nrort. ImortaciOn.

DeIrecintion. DepreciaciOn.
Imnound.

Dis:cunt. Bcnificacion o Descuerto/
Income. In'zrueno o 2entz-,.

Diviiends. Fendimiento.
Inrreq:40.

Draft. Giro.
Ade,:Ao.

Pues. Dereobos.
Ircie-rivqi-n. Tnirtmrizrn.

Dut',,s. -Arancel o Tarifa.
:rflntion.

Earri7ns. Ganancias. Inslvencv.

Effects. Efectos. Insur:-!!:ce. Seg::re.

Embezzlement. Desfalco.i Interest. Inters o

Enclose (to). Adjuntar o Anexar. Inventor7. o

F-iorse (to). Endosar,
Investmznt. Inverni;n.

Fridorcement. Aval.
Invoice. actur.

Asiento, Entrado,

Labor Un nio. Zir.!ic-,to.
Inr.reso, o Partids.

:llorow. Cle-t:: de r-arantin o

Leakl7e. !verr.Plica.

Fisco. 111. Lt:.ncie (to). Arren-lar.

2. Execgtor. Albacea.

Fees. Derechos. Y.stipendio, o

Honorarios

?.4. File. Expelinnte

Foreign Fxchnrge Pato. Tiro

3e cambio.

F6. Fre'-±4' Flete.

Prncflu;.

F8. Fund:,. Fondoe.

1: -,sei nes.

112. Lotter of cr!!dit. cr4ditc

1131 Liabilities. Hisivo.

114. LiluHnte.

115. Lio!!idi^n.

116. Loln. Emprestito o .rostamo.

M

117. Vnnacer.--__-__

11P.

11g. ir

120. :'ororol,..



121. !.44.ortr,nr!e. Hipoteca.

122. Mortoes 3onl3. Cedulas hipoteca-

rias.

123. Net. Neto.

124. Net earninFs or income. Garancias
Netas o Utilidades Netas.

125. Net weirht. Peso neto..

126. Note. Vale.

127. Notes and accounts receivable. Cartera

0
128. O.K. Visto Bueno.

129. Cn accolnt. A cueata.

130. Orler. Iedido o RequisiciOn.

131. Oni;r n ri.:mert_ (to). Lbrar.

132. Order of plyment. Libranzn.

133. Ovn-ir.,,ft. CobreFiro.

134. Fatron. Cliente. .

135. Fa7ro11. NOmina.

136. Flare. Ilaza.

137. Folicv. I61iza.

138. loF;ta7e Eate. Franaueo o Forte.

139. ireit!m. Irc>mio o

1=1. irnfit. Utilidnd.

142. Frofits. Ganancl.cs.

143. :ircmi:7:!;-!

144. i.ror-.t--r. :rorr7.teo.

145. :r.-+tU:t. .rnteto.

' 146. irlxv. o Foder.

147 .uottinn. On!.iraci(;n.

14 !'lr.erian TriNqs.

1. ?eel tate. Bieles *.lones

raices, o

170. o

360

3'71

151. 1-teceipt. Comrrobarte o Recibo.

152. Ref!,nd. Levolucion.

153. Reimburse (to). Reembolsar.

154. Remittnnce. Remesa.

155. Rent (tLe). Penta.

156. Pert (o). ,trrendar.

15. Rec,Aniticn.

158. Rest. Sa1do.

159. F.etaii1er. Detallista o Mino-
rista, o menor.

160. Salary. Sa1nrio o s'teldo.

161. Samr1e. Muestra.

162. Sevinr-s e,:erta de

al.orros.

143. Seririy. Fiarza; Va1ores.

164. Sender. Pz..mitunte

165. Zett1.- a de7t (to). dar unn
cuenta.

166. Sheer Force. Fuerza mayor.

167. Shorthnnd. Tagliigrafla o Esteno-

168. ShrinktlIe. Merxa.

169. Cebo; Lema; 2ec1amo.

170. :;o1v2La.

171. Statutr of LiTions. rc-
crz.pcios.

172. F,toc*"..s. Acciones.

173. St:;,-As an Tori. Yalorcs.or. ......
174. Sto:I. AI-7nte de

'JcIre-!or.

175. Stock F,.11%r're. Po1st.

17. Stub. Ta1f.n.

177. Suret2.

178. Surrlus. Surr.r4vit.

1V9., Tar3.

1?-0. T.JriIf. Tnrifa;
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181. Tax. Impuesto; Tasa.
192.

193.

V
194.

195.

Use. Uso.

Usufructo.

Vacante.

Recibo; Comprobante.

182. Taxable year. Ejercicio fiscal.
Usufruct.

183. Taxpayer. Causante

Vne.incv.

184. Tenant. Arrendatario.

185. Testator. Testador.

186. Toll. Feeje. Voucher.

187. Treasury. Fisco.

188. Trust (the). Fideicomiso.

169. Trust (to). Fiar. 196, Walp. Salario; Sueldo.

190, Trustee. Fideicomisario. 197. Tholesele. Mayoreo; Al por mayor.

191. Typewriting. Mecanografia. 198. acdeEalur. Meyorista.

199. Yield. Rendimiento.
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Our Spanish Section has a unique, fullyear, sequenced, thirdyear course

call:d Advanced Spanish. Our business Spanish course used to be also numbered

on the thirdyear level. We found that students who had been "checked out"

through our Advanced Spanish courses were significantly better prepared to

sindertake our business Spanish course. Now on the fourthLyear level, it has a

prerequisite of three years of college Spanish or its equivalent. It is

essentially designed to provide vocabulary building plus familiarization with

syntax and other idiosyncrasies peculiar to business Spanish. In the process,

we feel that we must not lose sight of the students' need to maintain and

increase their basic SpaniSh skills. The device referred to in the title

provides a means for measaring acquisition of these skills with a specific

emphasis placed on the acquisition of the new material.

The sequence of 1.) "testing" then 2.) "learning" alluded to in the

title indicates a belief that learning comes through testing as well as by

other means. The device in question helps to ascertain the level at which the

students do perform while raising the leN:rel of vocabulary items made useable

as well as comprehension, primarily, of printed texts, but also, in some

cases, of aural perception and oral production. Additionally, this technique

attempts to simultaneously maximize the freedom of expression available to the

students and the uniform application of evaluative techniques available to the
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It appraiser ft of the students performance. Ultimately this technique provides

some means for remediation along with expansion.

The supply of materials is virtually inexhaustible. The approach elected

may consist of a two or three-day sequence making use of only a part of each

class day or what turns out to be actually one day devoted exclusively to this

activity. In one variant of the technique the primary focus is on reading and

writing. In another, the primary focus remains similar but significant

emphasis is placed on vocabulary acquisition and retention through

multi-sensory stimulation (aural, oral and visual) finally transferred to

writing (which obviously is another visual stimulus) which we hope makes the

circle complete: the visual concretized by writing providing a bank of

referents for future discourse of all types. The device both constrains and

stimulates the students' production of an original written text in both

languages. There are-no restrictions on the number of words used in this

production nor need there be on other types of expansiveness.

An evaluation by means of points is given in thre, areas: 1.) the correct

choice of the items from one langauge to the other, 2.) grammar and 3.).

content. Each category is totalled individually and then these totals are

added for the grand total. This series of tests then is easy to average and

the students may at any time average their test scores themselves and he

provided with an unequivocal expression of their standing in this area of the

course. This, plus the perception of maximum objectivity both in the

composition of the test toether with its evaluation, seems to contribute

toward a positive atmosphere in the classroom which enhances the learning

process.

Two ibportant philosophies underlie the point of view of the teacher

regarding how the teaching of a second language is pursued. One comes fro:,
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the belief that in a situation where grades must be given, probably some form

of traditional "testing" will satisfy the most people and attitudes. The

other comes from the "humanistic" (for lack of a better term) approaches to

the acquisition of second languages ( C-L/CLL [Counseling-Learning/Community

Language Learning], Stevick, Gattegno and others) which among other things

seem to be saying: Provide the students with as much opportunity as possible

to devise their own means for learning the language. The Testing/Learning

Device facilitates the attainment of both of these goals. In the first place,

sincr virtually any form of "testing" is imperfect at best, undue importance

cannotbeplacedonit.Therefore,inanattempt to ameliorate the

imperfections of the test and the tester, a policy is used which allows

students to "re-take" tests and/or quizzes within a reasonable amopnt of time.

For obvious reasons the same test is not to be retaken. ln order to- maintain

the highest levels of objectivity, the test must be replicatible practically

without inequalities from one form to another. So as to minimize effort on

the part of the "appraiser" of the tests, an item selection process is

employed.using a system of random choice. The one method attempted thus far

which seems to have easy applicability is that of using the durable "Leader"

round-corner cards. These cards are 2 5/16" x 3 7/8" with a glossy coating.

When written on with various sizes of felt-tip pens using permanent ink, the

cards have an extremely long life ard lend themselves to literal use in the

process of shuffling for the purpose of random selection of items. I'm

indebted to C-L/CLL for introducing me to these types of cards and their

application in actual card games used in the acquisition of second languages.

This method of random-choice test/quiz replication can be used in many forms

of testing. Its usage for the purposes of this paper will he restricted to

the Testing/Learning Device.

3
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In regard to providing the students with an opportunity to devise their

own means to learn the second language, although they are constrained to

dominate a select text and vocabulary therefrom, and to demonstrate this

dominance by means of writing, the end result is.an original composition

which, with the exception of the core vocabulary required, will show little

resemblance from student to student. Nevertheless, unlike the traditional

"free" composition (even with a required vocabulary), the uniformity of

grading derived from the employment of the Testing/Learning Device enhances

evall,tion for the "appraiser" and learning for the students since they soon

learn on their own if they do not believe your explantion that they are all

being treated equally, that there is a common goal that they are all striving

for and that there is no "curving" of grades with which to become outraged.

Another philosophical point of view which is important to the use of the

Testing/Learning Device is that no matter how well material may be presented

in class and no natter how much time may be spent_in-thispresentation, some

students at some times will not feel ready and/or will still not have prepared

adequately en their own and/or will demonstrate in the final analysis, that is

on the test itself, that they have not mastered the material up to the desired

level. This determination can only be made by the student. That is, there

are those who will only be satisfied with an "A" or a "B" and so on. Thus, in

the interests of teaching and learning for mastery, it is incumbent upon us as

teachers to provide the students with the opportunity to indeed master the

material. In order to help meet this need, a strong recommendation is made to

provide for a policy of allowing tests to be re-taken. Some students just

will not be able to function in the testing_atmosphere without first "getting

their feet wet," particularly on the first test experience in a new class with

an unknown instructOr. Coincidentally, allowing for "re-takes" also provides
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the wherewithal to allow the teacher the occasion to make amends for a less

than satisfactory job in the realms of eXplanation, providing practice of the

target items and/or test construction. Having the students come to the

instructor's or student assistant's office'for he "re-take will also

facilitate the possibilities for individuali,ii g instruction either before

and/or after doing the,"re-take." ConsideraBle remediation can take place

this way without taking more class time and yet greatly benefitting the

Individual student.

In reference to the virtually inexhaustible supply of materials, any text

lends itself to conversion into a Testing/Learning Device. Preliminary usage

of the text may be pursued by analyzing it in any way that the students and

teacher have been using and are comfortable with. Ultimately a method must be

worked out to highlight vocabulary from the text. This vocabulary

highlighting may consist of 100% new vocabulary or a mix of new and old

vocabulary. An arbitrary yet defensible method of vocabulary choice would be

to count words in r short selection or lines in a longer selection with lines

of generally uniform length and choose one word or phrase per so many words or

lines. This most likely would include familiar as well as new words. Since,

one goal to be met by means of this method of test composition is the ultimate

construction of,a written piece, the inclusion of familiar words along with

the new ones apears to help keep up the students' confidence while composing.

A recommended number of words to be highlighted is in the range of 30-40 with

the actual test consisting of an arbitrary random choosing of 20-25. This is

because I have found that it is reasonable to expect the students to be able

to assimilate and "master" 30-40 words (old and new) in context in the typical

amount of time usually available in which to carry out these exercises and

testing. Practice has qhown that even the most capable students on the upper
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levels are challenged to produce a "good" piece of writing in a 50-minute test

period utilizing 20-25 required words. This "good" piece of writing, of

courie, is judged on the basis of level of acquisition of the students. For

example, in a beginning-level-course, each highlighted word or phrase may only

generate one sentence which reflects a "iood" recall of the use of the word or

phr, 2 from context and a "good" use of grammar and syntax whereas on a higher

level we may reasonably expect that a "good" true summary of the text in

question can be produced by the word and phrase stimuli.

Another reason for line or word counting is that with the length of the

piece, the spacing between words and phrases chosen for the test will vary and

it would seem desirable that an even spacing throughout the text be maintained
a -

so the students will study the whole text since another of the goals of this

methodology is to increase reading ability. With this process, the students

are motivated to pay at least cursorjattention to the whole text but only

look up or otherwise master words in additon to the indicated test words which

they feel are vital to tWpir preparation for the test. The hope is that in

this way they will be en ouraged to do inductive reading as we all preach to

them but seldom find the means for inducing in them.

It is not recommended that the students be left to their own devices in

looking up the highlighted vocabulary since we all know how treacherous

dictionary work can be even for advanced students. Therefore contextual

meaning should be provided for the students. There are several methods

available. An explanation of these methods experimented with to date

proceeding from the least desirable to the most desirable would begin with the

method of simply referring to your copy of the text while the students refer

to theirs and you, by hook or crook, indicate to them each word or phrase that

you want to highlight and what their contextual mearings in the students'
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native language are. This method seems to be undesirably time-consuming. It

cannot ensure that all the students receive identical information, especially

:when working from a teXt without numbered lines. The potential for confusion

and misunderstandiing is high, particularly amongst the shyer students who

have shown themselves to be inhibited about slowing down the process by asking

what they would consider to be "dumb" questions. The pressures are equally

great upon the teacher who sees the time slipping away with unanticipatible

questions and who visualizes having to restructure lesson plans.

Some chosen texts may have glosses and these glosses in whole or in part

may lend themselves to the task at hand. One advantage of ready-made glosses

is that obviously the words and/or phrases are already contextually defined.

Depending on the type of gloss provided, a useful amount of contextual

explanation may also be provided (such as business Spanish terminology or

usage which may have one meaning in one environment and a different one in the

business-Spanish environment). On the other hard you may find that not enough

words or too many words are glossed to suit your needs. You may then still

need to "edit" to provide your students with the desired experience. In doing

so you are once again faced to some degree with many of the same problems

inherent in trying to work from a "naked" text as explained above. This

problem can be ameliorated considerably if the text can be reproduced on an

"overhead" transparency medium whereupon you can cross out or add words as

needed and feel assured that all the students are simultaneously receiving the

same information and that the potential for confusion i, considerably lowered

as the slower students constantly have a visual reference on the screen to

check in case of indecision and if still unsure they usually seem more willing

to ask questions since they can quickly and easily indicate to you where the

point of contention is located.
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Several,methods of teacher-produced glosses may be utilized; such as

(again, from lowest desirability to highest) taking a text without a

"ready-made" gloss and reproducing it on an "overhead" transparency medium as

mentione6 above. Accordingly you can simply write directly on the

transparency medium indicating the words and phrases to be used. If you must

use this method, it is strongly recommended that the contextual equivalencies

in the native language be written on the transparency before coming to class.

Otherwise undue confusion occurs as the faster students are frustrated with

what for ehem is a too slow pace and the slower students are frustrated with

what for them seems to be . -oo rapid pace. With the highlights and

contextual meanings already provided, the faster students work ahead with

greater feelings of satisfaction and the slower students have their time to

proceed at a speed closer to what they perceive as their own pace. If you

find upcn discussion in class that another contextual meaning would "sound

better," it is a simple matter, having used the appropriate pen(s) for

highlighting and writing, to change the contextual meaning. This seems to be

.
a minot consideration since on the levels that I've had the opportunity to use

the Testing/Learning Device, it has proven to be rare that discussions on such

fine points take place. The major advantage of this method is that it saves a

lot of teacher-time. It is relatively much easier and quicker to produce an

original gloss directly on the transparency then for example it is to utilize

the next method.

If you have the technological capacity to produce "overhead"

transparencies, in all probability you have the technological capacity to

produce a spirit master by the "thermal" method. The advantages here are

considerable. 1.) This approa:.h encourages a more measured approach to the

text in question which may allow for a more complete absorption of the
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material by the students: You may simplyHand them the material one day and

allow- them at least a day to look it ovet. Or, it may be just handed out at

the end of the class period with the assignment to "read and understand," if

so desired, and no other Class time need te spent on it that day. This often

has the effect of somewhat "individualizing" the approach as some students

will be eager to look it over in the comfort of their own domiciles while

others may be reluctant to consider it atall until finding it absolutely

necessary in order to enhance their progress in the course. 2.) Obviously

all students are receiving the same inforMation and time constraints in effect

disappear, at least temporarily. 3.) FUrther exploration of the text can

occur at almost any convenient time. 4.)1 Reproduction of the

teacher-glossed text to be made available for^ student comsumption is simple

although admittedly more time-consuming and demanding for teacher than

just simply working from a teacher-produced transparency. Once the spirit

master is produced from the original text, be sure to(retain the "ink pad" and

manually highlight the words and phrases'and write thckir contextual meanings

directly on the thermally-produced spirit master. Problems which may occur

here are that the available margins from the original are insufficient to use

for glossing. Also it iOmportant to choose a text which has a large enough

type size to clearly reproduce by this method since thermal reproduction

usually diminishes acuity.

Depending on the limitations faced by the teacher, we cannot overlook the

possiblities provided by tile teacher "creating" a text. This text may come

from "scratch" or may be an adaptation of some other text with the addition of

a gloss as the main emenda ion in mind. Spirit master or mimeograph

reproduction would probably be the two most common methods employed for this
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purpose. On the other hand, the what would appear to be excessively time

consuming aspects of this approach should be obvious.

Now that a means for providing the students with the' materials has been

determined, its "study" must take place. There are many ways to approach this

"study." The methods used throughout the time that foreign-language texts

have been read and studied probably can all be applied here also. Brief

mention might be made however of some possibilities for increasing aural and

well as oral skills in addition to the obvious which is accomplished primarily
_ )

thro.,gh the various visual stimuli/response methods. That is, before and/or

after the test is given, the "overhead" transparency can be used to show the

students some random-choice examples and have them extemporaneously compose a

summary of the material as an oral group project. This can be done before the

test is given if enough "study" has been put in so thgt the students will feel

the confidence and have enough of the material under c(ntrol to be able to

willingly participate in this type of exercise. For those who regularly give

individual oral tests already, this same type of stimulus could be used for

the testing situation. In the latter case, experience would seem to dictate

that this type of testing might best follow the written testing outlined in

this paper.

Once the "study" has been completed, the test itself must be

4

constructed. The quickest way in terms of medium is once again likely to be

the overhead transparency. The 20-25 randomly-chosen words are simply written

in the native language on the transparency and projected on the screen on the

test day. Of course the usual methods of spirit master and other types of

reproduction may be used.

Then the students' task, depending on level-of-acquisition, becomes that

Of making use of the randomly-chosen words to produce, ideally, a well-written
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summary of the text which has been the focus of the exercises, etc. employed

in its "study." As a part of "procedure," it must be made clear to the

students that, from the highlighted vocabulary now set forth for their use on

the test, regardless of the form in which the vocabulary may be illustrated,

nouns may be used in the "summary" either in the singular or the plural and

where appropriate, their gender may be changed. Similarly, adjectives may be

changed from their illustrated form to singular, plural, masculine and/or

feminine and verbs may be changed to any appropriate form consistent with the

intent of producing an accurate and entertaining summary of the studied text,

i.e., conjugated as necessary with no restrictions on person, number, tense or

function. This is to allow all possible leeway for the student to create an

original composition within the controls imposed. In practice to date this

process has seemed to give a good indication of the level of control over

vocabulary, syntax and grammar.

Another important "rule" for.the production of this summary is that the

words and phrases projected (or otherwise provided for the test day) must be

used in the sequential order given. This is to help assure that the

.compositicn on the test day is an original one and that the students have come

that day "prepared" in the best sense of the word to "create" as well as to

show mastery of vocabulary, syntax and grammar. That is, that they do have

these basic elements under control and are now ready, hopefully, to go beyond

the basics to such things as style, for example. This "rule" of using the

words and phrases in the sequential order given will cause the lower-level

students to create a more halting "summary" than the upper-level students

where my experience has shown that the more adept can turn this restriction

into a challenge which we hope stretches their minds and crea-ive abilities at

the same time that it tests their dominance of the basic language items. For
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the lower-level students, it would seem advisable to minimize or even not

mention the idea of creating a "summary" since they conceivably have been

doing that sort of thing in their native language and may strongly feel the

inadequacies of a summary written within the stated bounds. This feeling

could surely be heightened on this level because the length of the text will

tend to be shorter than on the upper levels and therefore the number of words

and phrases chosen from it will be higher in percentage than from the longer

upper-level texts. The lower-level students will subsequently be left with

less flexibility, yet this has not proven to be a problem since a greater

flexibility is unlikely to be able to be utilized by these students in any

case.

The "grading" procedure outlined earlier helps to assure that the

quality of the summary is not an overriding factor if the three categories are

"weighted" properly. Also the number of words and phrases highlighted on the

lower level may be less than the recommended 20-25 which consequently would

lower the number of words randomly chosen for the test. In beginning-Spanish

classes a total of 15-20 words and phrases highlighted with 10 words and

phrases randomly chosen for the test (with a shorter text, of course) has

proven to provide the minimum for a sufficient challenge for all the students

in the class and a sufficient vehicle for evaluation by the "appraiser." As

the class' abilities increase, a postible increase in items might be

considered.

Depending on the number of items, which would effect the amount of time

needed to be able to complete the test, it may not be necessary to use the

whole class period for the test. If thit is the case, it is highly

recommended that this type of test be given at the end of the pericd, not at

the beginning. Allow sufficient time for the majority to finish the test
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comfortably and allow those who finish before the end of the period to leave

(already knowing their assignment for the next day, of course). This practice

has shown to lessen tension in the test-takers and in a certain sense "reward"

those who.have worked efficiently and/or who have not used excessive amounts

of time in agonizing-over decisions of how to compose, what forms to use, and

the like. Giving the test at the beginning of the period seems to frustrate

the quicker workers (notice the purposeful avoidance of the words "better

students" since the quickest are not necessarily those who get the highest

grade2) who have to wait for their classmates to finish before the whole class

can go on to other things. Conversely, tha slower workers seem to get

embarassed and are keenly aware of their classmates' impatience. Tension is

further lessened by the students' knowing that 'Any quiz/test may be re-taken.

The "weighting" of the three "grading" categories should first of all

give the greatest emphasis to the acquisition of vocabulary as the most basic

step in this testing process. This point of view is held because effectively

obtaining and manipulating target-language vocabulary is one of the biggest

stumbling blocks in the acquistion of a second language. Nonetheless, mere

memorization of vocabulary has proven to be a relatively ineffective exercise.

The vocabulary must be "internalized." Hopefully one approach to achieving

this goal is to use the vocabulary in a meaningful context; hence the format

of a "summary." Naturally an acceptable level of control over grammar and

syntax must be demonstrated in order for the "summary" to have meaning for

native speakers of the target language. A category to indicate appraisal of

this area should therefore come next on the-hierarchy of "grading weighting."

Finally, enceuragement to "create" should be included; hence the final

category.
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For the sake ,of simplicity and clarity, these categories can be

ineicated right on the students' papers when grading them. Several ways of

weighting might be employed. For example, in a ten-item test, seven points -

might be awarded for each item. A twenty-item test might have four points per

item and a twenty-five-item test might have three points per item. It is

suggested that no discretion be used in awarding a partial number of points.

This is in order to maintain an obvious greatest "weight" on simple vocabulary

acquisition. Once the points awarded for vocabulary items have been

detc-rained, write that.number on the student's paper. After having marked the

grammatical problems in the students' summaries, a simple one-point-per-mark

count may be made of errors. An exception to this might be on the higher

levels where "ITRORES BASICOS" (verb/subject; noun/adjective agreement and the

like) might be counted as two points off apiece. In any case a simplified

grading process is recommended,to avoid counting off for every little "red

mark." That is, a limited number of points available for grammatical errots

is allowed dependent on the number of item chosen for the test and the number

of points allowed per ifem, i.e., a ten-item test as described above would

call for twenty points allowed for the grammar considerations; a twenty-item

test: ten points allowed for the grammar considerations and twenty-five items

= fifteen grarnqr points. Similarly a limited number of points available for

"style" grading is allowed. Ten is recommended since the whole grading

process is based on the arbitrary assignment of letter grades by numbers,

i.e., 100-90 = "A," 89-80 = "B," 79-70 = "C," 69-60 = "D" and anything less

"F." Logically with ten as the base for a "style" grade, 10-9 can equal a

"subjective" "A," 8 can equal a "subjective" "B," etc. This assignment of

grades can be more objectively explained to the students on the basis that a 7

would mean a "C" and that would be the minimum grade that all would be
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expected to earn for "content." Less than that grade would be awarded if any

major factual errors (or, depending on the level of acquisition, any

unacceptable "style" errors) were commited. For each such one "point"

would be deducted. To keep the general tenor of the "gradi(ng" positive,

grades of 8, 9 or 10 for "content" would be give in the case of a

particularly attractive piece of writing (turns of phrase, unique combinations

of vocabulary, sophisticated levels of syntax,

The points awarded for these last two cat gories should then be written

under the number already assigned for correct choice of vocabulary items. The

grade for grammar should be designated someho (perhaps just with the letter

"G") and the grade for content should be like ise designated ("C"?). These

three figures are added and the resultant to al equals the number grade for

this particular'test.

.) .

Other variations on grammatical emphas43 can include such things as

requiring that a certain tense or tenses be lused in the composition of the

summary. On an upper level this approach serves as an excellent'bheck on how

well the students can make practical use of the various tenses they are

supposed to have under control. A different tense or set of tenses can be

required for each time a Testing/Learning Device is used. This is a good way

to force the use of the imperfect/preterite contrast and/or the use of the

subjunctive: a true instance of "learning by doing" and with the option of

redoing the tests, a strong incentive to "finally get it right" usually

results." Another variation would be to limit the highlighted vocabulary to

consist of a limited number of items by means of sentence function, i.e., only

verbs; these verbs only in a certain tense or in an infinitive form. Here

both techniques could be combined, i.e., the highlighted verbs from the text

are given on the test in the infinitive form and the summary must be done in
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the (simple) past in the third person. Obviously several "birds" can be

"killed with one stone" in this way.

The advantages to using the Testing/Learning Device and adopting the

philosophical points of view delineated earlier are that both teacher and

students benefit. There are those students who even with the opportunity of

re-taking available to them, prefer to "get it right the first time" and not

have to find ways to schedule time for a re-take. Conversely there are those

who find a great sense of security and relief in knowing the opportunity

exisLs and thereby are more relaxed on the test day and find that they do

better than they would have imagined under other circumstances. If one

believes in teaching for mastery, this approach and philosophies seem to tend

in that direction. The process of evaluating students' performances is

simplified yet kept humane which should do much to reduce tensions in everyone

in the classroom which from this viewpoint can only enhance the

teaching/learning experience.
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SPANISH COMMERCE IN THE LIBERAL ARTS CURRICULUM:

THE OPTION OF THE CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA FROM MADRID.

When we look at the history of our institutions of

higher learning, we realize how sharp the distinction existing

between arts and sciences is. For the faculty members filling

ome of the categories, thosl placed in the other are part of

a completely different world, very often an unknown world. And,

hovering around them, we find a little group of disciplines ge-

nerally called "languages". Where to place them? Although lin-

guistics is certainly accepted as a science, it is also consi-

dered as a separate entity from the body of languages; there-

fore, we cannot include them in that scientific frame. But since

literature is fully accepted as an artistic expression, we

can consider foreign languages as a tool to reach an understanding

of that artistic expression. From this conception and that

division come., I think, all the difficulties that many of my

colleagues encounter today when they try to establish the

study of Spanish, French or German commerce.

I am, by training, a philologist in Romance and Ger-

manic languages. And languages fascinate me. If we could erase

that basic distinction from the mind of many of our foreign

language departments and university administrators, they'wóild

be able to see that language is the means by which people commu-

nicate,with each other and, in so doing, shape and develoP the
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culture and civilization of each country. We need, therefore

to know what they say to understand how they think. What people

say and think is only sometimes literature; but it is always

the expression of the culture and civilization of their country,

with ia rich content of traditions and beliefs that must be un-.

derstood if we really want to achieve communication. In general,

our students perceive this before their elders. And among those

elders I would count not only faculty members and administrators,

but also people in charge of many big corporations, even multi-

national enterprises. When German or Japanese manufacturers

come to visit the States, they usually speak excellent English.

And we know that English and other foreign languages are part

of the required curriculum of European schools, including those

in Russia. It would be mental blindness to suppose that either

a prestigious literature or the fact that this country is a

world power is the cause of that fluency.If we follow the steps

ef any one of those foreign corporations we will find that their

delegates in France speak perfect French, snd so on.

They have realized that to understand is at least as

important as to be understood. This, therefore, is to accept

languagegoas the expression of the human mind condensing all

human activity. Except in rare instances, we have not achieved

this point in this country. A few days ago a senior member of

my department was telling me that the commerce courses had to

be considered as part of the language offerings, since "they

are certainly not literature", thus perpetuating the very old
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and blind distinction I mentioned before.

Commerce is a human activity that existed from the

beginning of societylIt has evolved and developed in all coun-

tries, in a parallel way with their artistic evolution. Our stu-

dents, living in a world where the systems of communication

are being constantly perfected and accelerated, undeistand the

need to become acquainted with this special part of a country's'

development and realize that, in order to succeed today, many

of them will need much more than a sound knowledge of literary

criticism. The courses in foreign commerce give them this extra

perspective.

We have had courses in French and Spanish Commerce at

Douglass College for more than twenty five years. We were for-

tunate enough to be in a very innovative college and we were

able to introduce not only the commerce courses but also those

dealing with the culture and civilization of those countries,

In civilization we study the sociological and historical deve-`

lopment of the country as well as its art, and this has allowed

us today to fully develop our commerce courses. We offer a

program following identical lines in French and Spanish.

Our Spanish Commerce course is part of our upper

300 level offerings. Since our language courses are all in the

one hundred and low 200 levels, students registering for

Commerce must have a good knowledge or Spanish, both in the

written and in the spoke'hform. Since this knowledge of Spa-

nish is requited, no grammar exercises per se will be done

during the year; the language, however, is constantly exercised,
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orally in class and in writing through translations and compo-

sition of letters, summaries or business reports.

Since the majority of students have a vory sketchy

background in business, in order to give the course a more per-

sonal connotation I ask my students to choose their own bUsiness.

Their first assignement is to bring a written summary of what

they would need to operate that business: whicb kind of building

or how many rooms, equipment, how many people would they need

and what would their duties be, and so on. This assignement shows

at once which of the students have at least an idea of what a

business enterprise means and which of them need to review com-

pletely their whole approach to the matter. The business is given

a name by the "owner", so to say, and from that day on all tran-

sactions, letters, etc. are written in that company's stationery.

I suppose it could be said that I create a schizol5hre;.-

nic world for the student, but it works, and all of us enjoy it.

The material of every lesson bespmes a very personal matter for

the students and the text books become much more relevant.

We study,;for instance, what business letters are and how-the

lnriguage used in them should be: clear, concise and specific.

Then we learn. . bow to use this language in newspapers

advertisments. Their next assignment would be to write an ad

for a paper, announcing a vacancy in one of the jobs they had

Etated as required for their business: Th:.r. ad must be exactly

the same size as it would appear in the .,)er. Then the next

assign4ment would be a letter from the ctaididate and their

reply. All through the year the students are presented each
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weekie given situation related to the chapters studied: an order

that has not been either received or shipped, a customer who

does not pay, a need for credit or for a loan, a danger of bank-

ruptcy, the Possibility to import or export something and the

,need to reach an agreement with a firm abroad through telegrams

and Telex, and so on. Each student has to face the situation as

it refers to his or her own particular business and compose

all necessary letters or telegrams.

The course is, in this way, extremely interesting for

the students since each of them has been given the freedom to

select the kind of business he or she feels attracted to; it is

iuteresting for the instructor, too, because no two letters or

documents are ever the same. It is not, however, an easy course

for any of us. The students have not only new material every

week but also two to three written documents per week; and as

their instructor, I find myself immersed in an incredible quan-

tity of papers to correct at the end of each week, all presen-

ting individual challenges.

By taking this course magy.students have been able to

discover their own possibilities in fields not explored before.

itoliberal arts student, majoring in Spanish, may have-never been

able to realize before his dbility to create a good slogan for

his own,attractive commercial poster, as he does when we study

publicity, or may become fascinated by operations with stocks

and bonds when we study the stock exchange. If, nothing else,

this program has helped them to realize the value of language

leartiAg in a completely different perspective, and to discover
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new and exciting possibilities for their future.

,7is I said before, we have offered these courses for

more than twenty five years; we had to add or change some of

our material every now and then , of course, and we have used

our courses in Advanced Translation and Advanced Conversation

to complement our work in commerce eveh before the introduction

of the foreign Diploma and Certificate. This option did not

make any change in the content of our main course.

Our course in Spanish Commerce, therefore, before

and after the foreign option, covers the essential techniques

ind commercial concepts in the Spanish'speaking world, with

special emphasis in those points where differences are more

evident, that is to say, for example in the use of the bill of

exchange, the processing of checks, or the courtesy headings

for commercial and official letters and documents. A summary

of the contents of the course is as follows: commercial letters

and their different formsand contents; the post office,

ordinary and special mail services; commercial activities and

their classification; chambers of commerce; classification

of auxiliary personel in a business enterprise; commercial and

industrial companies; operations of selling and buying and ne-

cessary documents, including,letters ol complaint and com-

pensation demands; credit and its classification; advertising

and publicity; market price, supply and demand; default and

bankruptcy, including Classification of debtors and systems

of collecting paymenta4 banks, their origin, classification

and main and seconda pperations; the stock exchange; insu-

rance; transports, gent communications and commercial and_-4LAJLAj
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Although, as I said, these courses have always been

well attended, their need was not so evident to the students

when vacancies in the teaching profession or related fields were

frequent; the relevance of having as many open doors as possible

is now very clear in everybody's mind. However, although students

probably register for this course with a purely utilitarian point

of view,they soon find themselves not only interested in the sub-

ject but enjoying its format.

A.few years after my becoming chairman of our late

department of Romance Languages, the cultural services akf the

French embassy told us about the possibility of offering a certi-

ficate and diploma in business French through an exam provided

by the chamber of commerce in Paris. We approached them and we

instituted the examinations for that certificate and diploma in

1978. Since we had always tried to offer parallel programs for

the languages in the department, it occurred to me, during the

period of those neEotiations, that we should try to institute

the same program for our students in .Spanish. I went therefore

to see the Spanish cultural attache and explained what I wanted

to do. It was evident that he did not know of any program of this

kind. He advised me to write directly to the chamber of commerce

in Madrid. I do not know if the possibility had occurred to them

before my letter; in any case the merit, if any, is not mini;

it belongs to the Fiench.

In any case, I received an answer a couple of months

later. They were not only interested, they had immediately taken
Akt. ti-A W1 5

steps to institute Vaem in Madrid for foreign students. A few

weeks later they sent me thep'tentative program and asked for
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my comments.

With my initial letter I had sent a copy of the French

program; the one I received from Madrid did follow the French in

some ways, but not in others. It required, for instance, a detai-

led study of the economy and industry of Spain, a thorough review

of the main bank systems in Madrid, and so on. There were, also,

a whole list of topics in commercial and industrial laws, applying

only to Spanish industries and completely impossible far our

purpose. Since both the Chamber of Madrid.and myself were very

anxious to establish this exam as soon as possible, I wrote to

them explaining my objections and, using the tact that I try to

teach to my students,.I proposed my mob program, at /east-for-the

time being. The first part of this program was the list of topics

outlined above, to which I added a somewhat reduced list of

points oil the economy of Spain and a similar list about the South

American economy. I pointed o).it that students in this country

think first of South America when a reference is made about the

Spanish speaking world and that, if they were to find jobs re-

lated to this kind of program, it would probably be with Spanish

American firms or with American firms with branches in South

America. They accepted all my suggestions.
INVL

There was also something else that botheredi\in theO

program, and that was the examination. It was at the same time

too simplified and very confusing for the student. They did

allow me to propose the format I wanted to use and they approved

itvalthough they said then, and have repeated since, that they

could not use it for themselves in Madrid. The reason was very

simple. They said that since this exam was offered only to
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foreign students, one could not expect that people coming

from different parts of EUrope and with no business backgroula

Could use such a comprehensive format.

In this context, all my students are foreigners, and

they do not major in business r'but all Of them snare En-

glish as their official language. I was, hver, and I am

very grateful for the consideration given to my request and

for the free hand given to me in the organization of our

program.

This examination can be taken at two levels; a lower

one, if successfully passed, gives the student the Certificado

BAsico de Espahol Comercial. The higher one corresponds to

the Diploma. Both exams have a written and an oral part.

In the first booklet that the Chamber sent to me in 1979,

they specified that the grades from the oral examination

would only be considered if the student had passed successfu-

lly the written exam. This still stands for tne examination,-,

we send to Spain, but in those offered in Madrid the order'has

been reversed to allow for a more accurate selection of students

with a good background in Spanish. It is not necessary for us

to adopt this reversed order, since no student is allowed to

take either our course or the foreign exam without a good

knowledge of the language.

'The difference between both levels is, of course, of

content. The Chamber of Commerce only requires for the Certifi-

cate the basic notions of administrative and commercial orga-

nization and the basic commercial terminology. I try to encourage
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all my students to try for the Diploma, mostly because they have

to do exactly the samekind of work for me during the year

whatever they choose, even if they decidd not to take the foreign

option, and also because we cover everything that the Diploma

demands and more in our regular course.

The format of the Chamber of Commerce examination Is

as follows:

For the Certificate,. A two parts oral exam: 1) a discussion

with the examiners of a "contemporary issue of national impor-

tance" and 2) questions about administrative and commercial

organization of a firm and commercial terminology.

The written exam is divided into three parts: 1) a dictation

of a commercial text; 2) a compositinn of a business letter

and 3) answers to ten questions about administration end

commercial organization of a firm.

For the Diploma the Chamber divides the oral exam into two

parts: 1) discussion with the examiners of a contemporary

issue; 2) summary of a commercial text.

The written exam is divided into three parts: 1) summary of

an article from a commercial, industrial or economics publi-

cation, generally a reduction to 1/4 of the words; 2) compo-

sition of a commercial or official document and 3) 10 ques-

tions about commercial legislation and economy of Spain.

I am sure that all of you have seen the confusing

element that I mentioned befOre; first of all, it must be

difficult for foreign students in Spain to decide which con-

temporary issue would be considered of national importance and

e>
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adequate for an exam, and once decided, discover where to read

about it 'The second element of confusion lays in the terms

"commercial legislation", since when we look through the book-

let this "lesgislation" consists of a list of topics that in-

cludes: commercial companies, the bill of exchange, the check,

bankruptcy and default, buying and selling, loans and finances,

transports, insurance and banks.

Our own exams for the foreign option are organized as follows:

For the Certificate.- The written exam consists of four parts:*

1) Development of one of the topicsoof the program; 2) Dictation

of a commercial text; 3) Composition of a business letter;

and 4) answers to five specific questions. We have added, there-

fore, tb.we part 1) and redUced the 4).

The oral exam has three parts: 1) Questions selected from the

general program, except thole related to economy; 2) transla-

tion of a commercial or economics text from English into

Spanish; and 3) translation of a commercial ormonomics telt

from Spanish into English. We have added the two translations

and eliminated the "contemporary issue" point.
AAA-For the Diploma.- There
Afour parts in the written exam and five

in the oral one. For the written exam: the first part is a

translation from English into Spanish of a commercial or econo-

diCs text; 2) summary of a text taken from a specialized publi-

catioh, reduced to 1/4 of the original number of words; 3)com-

position of an official document and 4) 10 ouestions selected

from the whole program.

For the oral exam: 1) selected questions from the program,

except the topics related to the economics of Spain and Spa-
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nish America; 2) selected questions on the economy of Spain

and Spanish America; 3) translation from English into Spanish

of a commercial or economics text; 4) translation from Spanish

into English of a commercial or economics text and 5) summary

and interpretation of a text from an economics or industrial

publication.

We have added to the oral part the two translations

and the two sets of questions and suppressed the discussion

on contemporary issues; in the written exam we have kepi the

proposed three parts and added one translation.

We schedule the oral exams in a staggered way, So

that neither the students nor the examiners waste their time.

We allow 15 minutes per student in every one of the items,

and allow 15 minutes,.preparation per item and peratudent

for the oral translations and summary. By staggering the stu-

dents, all five examiners are attending to five different

students and delays are avoided. These preparations of

the translations and summaries are carefully proctored, and

no books, dictionaries or notes are allowed.

We give the written and oral exaninations in two

consecutive days. The written exams are sealed.as soon as they

are collected and they are sent to Madrid on the following day,

toget", with the grades and comments on the oral exams. For

the oral part a group of five examiners sit on individual ta-

bles, each one with a second chair for the student. We have

found that this is less intimidating for the student. Three

of the examiners are qrom Douglass, including myself; and two

are sent to us every year from the chamber of commerce of



Madrid in New York.

The program sent by me to Madrid and subsequently

accepted consisted of the list of topics I mentioned before

plus the addendum on the economy of Spain and Spanish America.

For this last part, the main topics are; about Spain: Economic

habitat, agricultural production and its diversification, in-

dustrial farming, cattle production, forestry, mining, main

industries, tourism and transferences. About South America:

Differences among the national economies; study of individual

problems through historical development, agricultural evolution,

agrarian reforms including the problems presented by extremely

large and extremely small estates, and induestrialization and

economic development of Spanish America.

The reason why we insisted in the changes effected

in the Madrid exam is very simple. The format proposed was

too simplified when compared with what we demand in our course.

We did not want to lower our standards, nor did we want to

diminish the prestige of the exam of the Chamber of Commerce.

Both the translations and the summaries of specialized

articles have always been a part of our training in commerce

for students that have generally had very little experience

in the subject. Before the adoption of the foreign option, we

had often complemented the commerce course with work done in

other courses, as I mentioned before. We have now extended and

regularized this complement. In Advanced Conversation, for ins-

tance, we often use articles or editorials froiii-contemporary

Spanish papers and/economic reviews. In fact, almost two thirds
4.
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of the subjects elected for discussion are related to economic

issues, advances in industry or commercial situations. In Advan-

ced Translation we select a few literary texts, and proceed to

mix them with other fragments on energy production, management

and labor, banking adventures, sociological issues, etc.

Of course, since both Conversation and Translation are

open to all students, not only to those interested in Commerce,

we cannot chAse only one kind of subjects for these courses.

However, since the subjects chosen are always related to contem-

porary issues, they certainly are rilevant for all students.

Economy and inidustrial development are included in

the courses offered'on Spanish Civilization and Spanish America

Civilization.
This is also a practice we adopted much before

the possibility of the foreign exam. We have always believed that

both the economy and the industry, or the lack of it, of a

given country play an ithportant part in its cultural and socio-

logical development.

Evidently, to incorporate Advanced Conversation,

Translation and the two civilization courses as prereauisite

for cothmerce would be an xcellent idea. However, in our depart-

ment, as in most departments of languages, the major is geered

to literature .and therefore this requirement is not likely to

take plapA in the near future.

One of the big problems for such a course as ours

has always been, of course, to find a text book to cover all

the items mentioned. We found one in French, but not in

Spanish0 have tried to read most of those published up to now,
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and have found some of them excellent, although not adequate for

us. A constant feature in these books are the grammatical exerci-

ses and, in a course like ours, we cannot review grammar. If

the student needs this review, then he or she does not belong

in that class. On the other hand, there is also a lack of what

. we nee -s-to---say---a-collection
of veal or quasi-real si-

tuations for the students to soive. N one of these. books

reproduces official documents, either, or deals with the defi-

nite rules regarding courtesy forms of address to people in higher

rules

levels of authorityAthat must be enforced in Spanish, as in all

the Romance languages.

It is always difficult to find a book that co/yrs all

the aspects of a very specific program; the best solution would

probably be to write the book suitable for that program. And,

in fact, that is what I thought when I began to teach this course,

some twelve years ago. There is a proverb of ours that, loosely

translated, says:"If you want to be comfortable, you should make

your own bed." And so I did.

I prepared a collection of typed lessons, covering all

the items demanded in our program, plus a complet summary of

the economy of Spain and Spanish America, a chapter with a basic

commercial vocabulary and a list of the more used abbreviations.

We xerox these chapters every year and sell them to the students

for the price of xeroxing.I use this text together with an exce-

"/

llent work book, "Cuaderno de espanol practico comercial", by

Paul Rivers. This is just a Cuaderno, a workbook, but as I said

is an excellent complement.

Before ending this rather long presentation,. I want to add that

I will be glad \to send the information about the Chamber exaM to
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"The Madrid Chamber of Commerce Exams and the Business-Spanish
Curriculum" by Geoffrey M. Voght

As Spanish teachers responsible for the development of courses or

programs aimed at preparing students capable of establishing and main-

taining commercial contacts on our behalf, each of us must decide what

skills and knowledge are pertinent. We must then incorporate these

lexical and cultural items into our courses, hoping that students can

assimilate information which will contribute to their becoming proficient

and effective facilitators of business transactions of all types.

Once these basic decisions are made, we the teachers are

responsible for developing adequate testing procedures to measure the

success of our efforts, to identify weaknesses and make modifications

in our course and program components where necessary. We must

establish standards of expectation for various levels within our programs,

and minimum skill levels and knowledge for our graduates. The existence

of the Madrid Chamber of Commerce examinations is a significant step

in this direction. Their creation provides an initial framework, or

point of reference, for us. My purpose here is to describe these

examinations and te comment on their usefulness.

The Cgmara Oficial de Comercio e Industria de Madrid, in coopera-

tion with the Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Madrid, developed these
-

examinations in commercial Spanish for foreigners several years ago,

at the request of Professor Micaela Misiego of Douglass College (Rutgers

University). The examinations exist on two different levels: the basic-

level examination leads to the "Certificado de EspaVol Comercial Bgsico",

while successful candidates for the advanced-level test earn the "Diploma
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de Espariol Comercial". In the Spring of 1981,. Eastern Michigan

University became the exclusive testing center of these exams for

a five-state region of the Midwest, including Michigan, Wisconsin,

Illinois, Indiana and Ohio. Students wishing to qualify for either of

the degrees awarded by the Madrid Chamber of Commerce and Industry

may register through the Department of Foreign Languages and

Bilingual Studies of Eastern Michigan University and present them-

selves early in May of each year on the EMU campus. Each test

consists of 'a written part, sent from Madrid and returned there for

grading, and an oral part created and graded by the faculty of Eastern

Michigan University. A representative of the Madrid Chamber of

Commerce and Industry will be present each year during the admin-

istration of the examinations.

The basic level examination consists of a twenty-five-minute

oral test, and a written test lasting an hour and a half. During the

oral part, the candidate must discuss for ten minutes, with a panel
WY

of professors, some topic related to current Spanish economics or

industrial development. The student may choose and prepare this topic

ahead of time. In addition, the panel will spend 15 additional minutes

questioning the candidate orally on the administrative organization of

businesses and on commercial-Spanish terminology. The written exam

consists of three parts. The first is a twenty-minute dictation of a

commercial text. Second, the student is given thirty minutes to

compose a Spanish business letter on a specific topic. Finally, the
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student has 40 minutes to answer ten questions on topics relating to

various aspects of business administration, from a list provided by

the Chamber of Commerce in advance. The topics include, among

others, the following: business organization, management, rnarketing,

accounting, billing, commercial correspondence, and administrative

services.

The advanced-level examination,also consists of two parts--

a thirty-five-minute oral test and a written test lasting one hour and

forty-five minutes. During the oral part the candidate for the Diploma

must converse for 15 minutes with the panel on a commercial topic

of current interest in the Hispanic business world, which will be

selected by the professors. In addition, the candidate is given a

business reading which must be surnn-iarized briefly in oral form on

the spot. Twen.ty minutes are given for this exercise. The written

test has three parts. The candidate is given thirty minutes to read

an article on a business-related topic and to write a summary of its

main points which is no more than one-fourth the length of the original.

Next, the candidate must compose a commercial document or letter

on a given toptc in thirty minutes. Finally, the candidate must answer

ten questions on commercial law and the Spanish 'economy (forty-five

minutea).

The existence of these examinations, and the Spanish Chamber of

Commerce's obviously keen interest in promoting business-Spanish

studies in the United States, presents us with several promising

418
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possibilities as we create courses and programs at our schools:

1) TWO LEVELS: The present sequence of business-Spanish

courses at Eastern Michigan University dovetails very nicely with

the two levels of proficiency for which students can be tested through

the Madrid Chamber of Commerce. According to the current config-

uration of these courses, students will be sufficiently proficient in

business Spanish to earn the "Certificado de EspaWol Comercial

Bae sico" after they have taken the first year of courses, on the third-

year level (SPN 361-362). Theoretically, they will be able to complete

successfully the examinations for the "Diploma de Espariol Comercial"

(the advanced lever) after the fourth-year courses (SPN 446-447); that

is, after two full years of specialized training in commercial Spanish.

We are attempting to gear our courses, therefore, to coordinate with

the examinations. The first test of this theoretical coordination comes

this May 3-4, when five EMU business-Spanish students will present

themselves lot the "Certificado" examinations.

2) FLEXIBILITY: The Madrid Chamber of Commerce officials

with whom I have talked have repeatedly asked for my suggestions for

modification o. both the format and the contents of these examinations.

As we develop our expertise, as we get more feedback from our

graduates and from businesses, these examinations can evolve, con-

tinually reflecting our best understanding of real-world job requirements.

The Chamber of Commerce's flexibility will permit both our program

components and the titles from Madrid to reflect the actual situation
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in the international business world.

3) JOB ADVANTAGE: When the existence of these two titles,

the Certificado and the Diploma, becomes more widely known among

businesses, students whose dossiers bost one or both will supposedly

have an advantage in the job market over those students who do not

have them. Part of our task, if we believe that these titles

accurately reflect significant levels of skill in business Spanish, is

to publicize their existence in the business world, not just in academia.

If they indeed become highly-prized degrees, then schools whose

programs offer the possibility of earning them will be able to attract

students more effectively then those that do not.

4) INCENTIVE: The examinations from Madrid can serve as a

very effective incentive to students, motivating them highly to do their

very best to train themselves, with our help as partners working

toward a common goal, to defend themselves successfully on these

exams and to earn the title for which they are being tested. Eventually

there will be, I am sure, a large number of colleges and universities

all over this country where these examinations may be taken on a

once-a-year basis. Schools wishing to approach the Chamber of

Commerce in order to become officially-recognized as testing centers

will have to demonstrate that their programs are sound and that their

Foreign Language Departments are committed to this new direction

of Spanish studies. Once this basic requirement is met, testing centers

will be approved on a first-come, first-served basis. Those interested
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in exploring this possibility may contact:

Sr. Angel Verdasco
Secretario General
Cmara Oficial de Con-iercio

E Industria de Madrid
Huertas, 13
Madrid (Telephone: 4 2 9-3193)

In the mean time, I am pleased to announce that Professor Micaela

Misiego and I will be organizing a committee to standardize these

examinations for use at officially-designated testing centers all over

this country. We will approach the American Association of Teachers

of Spanish and Portuguese with the request to establish a Standing

Committee to promote Busincss-Spanish and Business-Portuguese

studies. nationally. The first task of this committee will be to coordi-

nate the examinations for the Certificado and the Diploma, making them

a reliable and trustworthy standard of measure for those learners

attempting to train themselves in this new field.
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Spanish for Business:

Beyond the Classroom EXperience

*As with any other instructional endeavour of higher education, the fulcrum

of learning is and must continue to be the classroom experience. Yet, because

of the nature and particular character of a course such as Spanish for Business,

which seeks to provide a functional competency based on an accumulation of

empirical knowledge, other facets of instruction and learning have to be con-

sidered. my own particular approach has been to extend the instructional

parameter to enccupass a practical, individual and direct experience in the

form of an apprenticeship or internship with various industries, both domesti-

cally and abroad. This "practicum" oriented format allows the theoretical

presentation to be complemented and enhanced by the field experience, while

the classroom reroins the nucleus of initial learning, discussion and reassess-

ment of the practical experiences of each student.

The instructional approach I have folloed is three-pronged: First is the

initial theoretical mode. This is the preparatory background of historical,

cultural and socio-political factors that serve as backdrop for commercial

dealings in the Hispanic business world: i.e., protocol, etiquette, and other

forms of professional business behaviour. Second is the "how to" mode; this

encompasses everything from the presentation of specific vocabulary and term-

inology, to its application in business letters, setting appointments, inter-

views, marketing approaches, etc.. This would be the najor aim of the class-

room experience. Third, and perhaps the most important, is the placement of

students as "interns" in the international or fc ign office of available

local industries, followed at the end of the term (When possible) Ly placement

through AIESEC with companies all over Latin America and Spain. Local placement

will vary according to geographic and demographic factors, but the AIESEC pluce-

ment (for the surrer, for example) remains readily availdble.
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What I have called the "initial theoretical mode" corresponds to the "pre-

view" stage of that basic pedagcgical triad of which "view" and "review" are the

other two components. Its function is to serve as a cultural preamble to the

language. The criteria I have followed here is that the Spanish language of

business manifest itself within a complex system of contextual intricacies and

subtleties (aistorical, social, political and economic) which not only can

modify the literal meaning of the word or concept, but4drastically ch'ange it.

In the past, disregard for the context in which the language appears has lead

to incredible "faux pas" and outright disasters in international business deals.

The introduction into the Latin krerican market of the automobile Nova -- which

in Spanish, "no va," means it doesn't go may be the most innocent in a long

list of linguistic and cultural blunders on the part of industry.

TO be able to speak a language -- Whether it is.the language of business,

of politics, or of everyday social interaction -- is not to simply,be able to

string words together in a coherent sentence. A language is more than a set

of symbols arbitrarily chosen; it is thought, feelings, needs, fears, aspir-

ations, prejudices and all the ether human components that shape the soul of a

people and form a particular culture. For these reasons, the "language" of

business cannot be approached with a "dictionary7on-hand" mentality. Not

only must the word be translated into its technical counterpart in the foreign ,

language, but the context in which the word appears must also be translated,

deciphered and understood.

The business industry has long ago realized -- often from bitter experience --

that foreign commercial interaction requires a basic understanding of the foreign

culture as well. Nene the less, sometimes it ends up trying to sell ice to the

Eskimos. The problem, as I see it, is one of inadequate linguistic training,
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for which we, as teachers of Spanish, are partly to blame. We have only recently

realized that courses such as Spanish for Business are noticeably missing in our

departmental curriculum; but lite must further realize that, if we are to teach

ttle4ell, we must approach the language primarily from a contextual point of

view.

If we accept the premise that the tedhnical language of business must be

taught within the cultural and professional context whidh determines its

function and usage, we must inevitably deal with the question of teachers'

expertise. Obviously, we are experts in teaching the Spanish language, but

how will we present the cultural context of business of which most of us know

so little? Certainly, as our degrees in Spanish would seem to indicate, we

know scmething of the Hispanic culture; but which among us would claim exper-

tise of Spanish business customs, prodedures, protocol, and other pertinent

cultural intricacies of the immensely divergent Hispanic world of commerce?

The available texts for the Spanish for Business courses -- even the few good

ones I've seen -- only marginally or topically treat the contextual factors.

This means that the teacher -- perhaps a distinguished scholar and a competent

linguist, but neither a historian, sociologist, political scientist, nor

businessman -- can be put in a situation of having to chose between a crimin-

ally negligent silence on such issues, or reach for an easily available

generalization or stereotype.

As paradoxical as it may seem, to recognize our limitations in the teadhing

of such courses is to begin to.realize our potential. The choice does not have

to be between, dispensing antiseptic, disembodied and dehumanized lists of tech-

nical commercial terminology, or venturing into the deadly quicksands of

sweeping cultural generalizations and sterotypes. The solution is to go beyond

the confines of our classrooms. Available to us is a wide variety, of knowledge-
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able sourses: experienced colleagues in other departments, ambassadors, consular

deputies of all sorts, experts at the Departmnt of State, local Hispanic

business-people and industries dealing with Spain and Latin America. All of

them can provide us with an immense wealth of information not only in the form

of brochures, newsletters, and other commercial literature, but in the form of

personal,interviews with.our students or informal presentationt on any given

subject. The key is to not be afraid to appear ignorant of something, not

to fear territorial encroachment by others -- specially when the betterment

of our students is involved.

Having thus approached the initial theoretical mode, or "preview" stage,

of my teaching strategy, we can ncw proceed with the "how to" mode or the "view"

stage. Here we find-ourselves navigating in more familiar waters. The text

we have chosen is now 4f extreme importance, and because we have already

sought the contextual factors beyond the text,the teacher and the classroom,

we can now concentrate more profitably and with greater understanding on the

presentation and exercise of specific vocabulary. my own experience in this

case has been that, after hearing and speaking with those people that "speak"

the Spanish language of business for a living, my students were more eager

to learn and practice what they studied. The written words came alive for

them, and they wished to implement them in their oan lived-experience. To
-

this end, I devised an opportunity.

Following the beyond-the-classroom principle, I assigned the follaing

task. I randomly divided the class into three groups, each cempo..3ing a

company (production, transportation, and retailing), and the students were

then asked to select and be responsible for a particular function of that

cdmpany (direction, middle-management, sales, marketing, personnel, etc.).

This allowed them to engage all the various forms and applications of vocab-



ulary and processes discussed in the text or learned beyond the classroom. In

addition, the companies were required not only to interact internally, but.

amongst each other (personal reetings out of class, telephone calls, business

letters, etc.). Of all that they did, they were to keep records (letters,

accounting, contracts, etc.) and give them to me as proof of their work at

the end of the term. I was extremely impressed, and so were the Hispanic

businessnmawho saw their files; but more importantly, the students saw

their learning as a personal and active process.

Like the-initial theoretical mode or "preview" stage, the Thaw to" mode

or "view" stage spanned the entire term of the course. For each dhapter of the

book we had a "preview", "view," and "review" staae. Thus, for example, on the

dhapter'on planning and administration, we had specific presentations and dis-

cussions with the President and the Latin American region marketing manager of

a prominent electronics company based locally. The same strategy was followed

for the chapter on real estate, banking, etc., and the three basic steps were

applied to eadh. In all cases I was able to secure the cooperation of well

trained executives in reputable companies or institutions who were able to

tell us of their personal trials and tribulations, and how they had to learn

often frcm bitter experiencds. These sessions gave way to a livelier learning

experience -- and teaching! Needless to say, the students felt a sense of

needed emulation which'uas in part channeled_into the companies organized and

run by them outside of class; but I had planned one step further.

We may study in a book the various motions and techniques of swimming, we

may even pretend to be swimming as we move our limbs and practice strokes, but

we will not have-learned to swim until we are permitted to enter the water.

My aspiration (and the "real Ibi-101 of the course, according to my students) was

to go,beyond the "initial theoretical mode" and the "haw to" mcde, and enter
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the realm of the direct 'experience. My criteria here is the same one we all

apply when we encourage or advise students to visit, study or live there

where the target language is spoken. In the case of the Spanish language

of business, this meant residency (internships) with the business industry.

The task of organizing internships for my students, although very time

consuming, was surprisingly simple. The business cammunity, unlike many a

reticent co llague, has long ago realized the need to train prospective

businesemen-and-wamen beyond the language proficiency of every-day social

interaction. For this reason, they were quite willing to facilitate their

services and their companies to us. I had total placement: ulth seven

different industries having dealings with the Hispanic world. In point

of fact, and much to my surprise, I had more companies than students with

which to fill internships.

The internship program (Tan-remunerative, of ccurse) should match as closely

as pcssible the specialty or major of the student with the particular field

and interests of the host company or corporation. This requires a pre-registra-

tion process, where the students are interviewed by the teacher and secure his

approval.to register for the course. Also, close cooperation with the students

adviser and the preparation' of an academic profile of each student would be

advisable for more effective placement. Internships shauld begin about the

third week of classes, although the initial screening for potential host-com-

panies should have begun before the course is even listed. The local ChaMbr

of Comerce listing of industries is a good starting place,because it lists

the nature of the business and the countries with which the c upany deals.

Normally, the response is good, given certain flexibility in schedule and

the proper candidates.
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The role of the students in their internships is not only to dbserve, but

to participate directly -- albeit, in minimum risk assignments -- in the func-

tioning of that company. my students workedwith their host-companies a

minimum of three and a maximum -of ten hours per week. At the end of each

week, a class-day was reserved for discussion and reassessment of what they

had learned through their internships, how that complemented or conflicted

with what they had learned in class, and how they could integrate all of this

in the functioning of the ficticious companies they had organized. This third

and Most useful prong of my approach allowed me to integrate the "review"

stage of my teaching method in a more interesting and effective manner.

As a result of the internship program, several of my students have been

offered jobs for the summer, and a couple will go to work for the companies

after they graduate this year. Other students, as a result of their exper-

ience, have a clearer understanding of what specific academic courses they

will need to better prepare for their chosen careers. In all cases, the

students felt that they had gained an invaluable sense of confidence in

themselves and a greater understanding of the role of the Spanish language

in business.

To further complement the internships during the course, I have encouraged

my students to participate in AlESEC -- acronym which in French stands for the

International Alliance of Students of Economic Sciences and Commerce. I am

on the Board of Advisers of the Central Florida chapter, and having seen the

internal workings of the Alliance, I consider it a most fruitful academic

venture. It is entirely run by studentsland its purpose is-to rilan,

organize and provide for the exchange of international business internships

all over the world.
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The students working with, for, and through AlESEC are, in fact, working

for themselves. Basically, they attempt to sell U. S. based companies and

corporations the idea of "hiring a brain." A company in the United States

accepts'to hire and train a foreign student of their choosing for a period

of time, in turn for whiCh a similar foreign company must do the same for

our students in the U. $. The salary they receive is commensurate with

the cost of living, and the students do real work -- that is, they practice

what they have studied. The entire process of AIESEC is, of itself, a

valuable learning experience and affords students the chance of making many

useful professional contacts as they learn about the companies they are

attempting to enlist and as they speak with executives.

The program, approach, or teaching method I have thus far described

is undoubtedly one of many pcssible routes to achieve the same end.

However, not all roads lead to the same Pace. While I can only attest

that going beycnd the classroam has worked well for me, I do firmly believe

that it is an indispensable step in up-grading the quality of teaching a

Spanish for Business course. Of all the monsters, ghosts and gdblins that

inspire most of our pedagogical prejudices and fears, none is more dreaded

than that "bete noire" of appearing to relinquish pcssession of our terri-

torial domain: the classroam and our centripetal role within it. Unless

we overeare this phobia, the approach I have outlined can not werk.

Like wise parents who know that the apron-strings -- like_the umbilical

cord once before -- must be cut or'the child will strangle himself on them,

ue must also be good teachers who know what our students need and try to

provide it -- even if we are not the ones directly providing. We may not be

able to go beyond the classrocm, the text or the teacher in a class of

literature or language, but what teaCher would not like to invite the aid
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of the author in teadhing his work, or send a student to a Spanish-speaking

country if he or she could do so?'° I do not call for limiting the role of the

teacher, but to enhance it. The benefits, as I see them, are two-fold. On

the one tumid, by going beyond the classroom experience we lift the burden

of business "expertise from the language teacher and place it with the more

competent business-person whose experiences -- to my knowledge -- havelnot

as yet found their way into text-books for such courses as we endeavour to

teach. By doing this, the language teacher is free to concentrate all his

efforts and energies towards the learning of terminology and its application.

On the other hand, by incorporating the "field" or "on site" experience into

a broader definition of the class-course, the student gains insight not only

into things pertinent directly to the subject-matter and his academic perfor-

mance, but he also gains a rare advantage in his or her preparation for real

life "outside", in a business career.

Fidel apez-Criado

Rollins College
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As Geoff and I already pointed out in our presentations yesterday, one

very important ingredient in our two business language programs is pro-

fessional training, which we call cooperative education. We require one

full-time domestic or foreign professional training assignment of at least

four months' duration for the Language and International Trade degree,

and recommend it for the degree in Business German, French, and Spanish.

For our students who are adequately qualified, we arrange foreign professional

training assignments in Germany, France, and Spain through our International

Cooperative Education Exchange Program.

Our International Exchange Program has been one of the main reasons for

our rapid growth in the last three years. It has also begun to generate

higher foreign language enrollments in local high schools, where students

want to develop the required advanced foreign language competencies in

order to participate in our exchange program.

We exchange students with the Professional University of Nuertingen and the

Carl Duisberg Society in Germany-, with the Paris Business School, the Rouen

Business School in Normandy, and with the Center for Instruction and Research

in Management near Nice on the French Riviera. In 1982 we will exchange

our first students with the Universidad de Complutense in Madrid. While

on assignment our students work full-time in salaried business adhlinistraLive
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professional training positions, and also receive academic instruction at the

sponsoring business school. The primary stress, however, is placed on

the internship. We have obtained very positive results in the three-year

test phase of our program which has just been completed: firstly because

our students have been highly qualified and motivated to begin with, and

secondly because this kind of intensive total immersion, hands-on learning

experience is ideal for language training and for developing cultural

sensitivity and professional expertise, all of which contributes much to

their success once our students start in the firm. bf the 56 students

who have participated in the exchange over the last 3 years 50 have been

evaluated so far, and 48 of them have received good to excellent evaluations

from their employers.

Let me summarize for you briefly here the qualifiCations we set for student

nominees to the exchange.

1. Language Proficiency:

While we do not require our students to have near-native fluency

in their respective foreign language, they must, have sufficient

syntactical and lexical command of the language and must have

received adequate instruction specifically in the business language

to perform competently in their professional training positions.

In general terms, the students' language proficiency should at

least be equivalent to the minimum professional proficiency

ratings in speaking and reading (i.e., levels 3/3) as defined by

the U.S. Foreign Service Institute, and formulated as follows:
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Speaking: The student is able to speak the language with

sufficient structural accuracy and vocabulary to participate

effectively in most formal and informal conversations on

practical, social and professional topics. He can discuss

particular interests and special fields of competence with

reasonable ease; his comprehension is quite complete for a

normal rate of speech; his vocabulary is broad enough that

he rarely has to grope for a word; his accent may be obvi-

ously foreign; his control of grammar is good; his errors

never interfere with understanding and rarely disturb the

native speaker.

Reading: The student is able to read standard newspaper

items addressed to the general reader, routine correspond-

ence, reports and technical material in his special field. He

can grasp the essentials of articles of these types without

using a dictionary; for accurate understanding moderately

frequent use of a dictionary is required. He has occasional

difficulty with unusually complex structures and low-frequency

idioms.

2. Academic Preparation in Business and Economics:

As a general rule, our students must have completed at least six

courses (18 semester hours) in one or more business operational

areas (accounting, finance, management, marketing, data pro-

cessing etc.) and at least basic instruction in macro- and
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microeconomics.

3. Professional Experience:

In order to qualify for an exchange assignment, the student must

have had some form of significant previous work experience in an

actual business setting (in one or more firms), usually of at least

six months' duration.

4. Personal Qualifications:

The student nominee must demonstrate a level of personal re-

sponsibility and maturity adequate to justify complete confidence

in his ability to fulfill his obligations to the foreign business

school and the foreign business firm, and to cope with living in

a foreign culture.

5. Residence Requirement:

The student must have successfully completed at least one year

of academic study at the parent institution before being nominated

for an exchange assignment.

Our program has several clear advantages as an exchange program: we tie

in directly to the internship programs already in place at our partner schools,

thereby significantly reducing our own program costs which are limited

primarily to placing foreign exchange students in U.S. firms; also our

students are not confronted by the typical immigration and employment

problems faced by students who want to work abroad, because they are

officially enrolled at the sponsoring foreign school as students, not as

regular employees in the labor force; and lastly, we are able to ufilize
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our foreign exchange students in our own instructional program at Eastern

Michigan.

The firms which have participated in our program so far include Mercedes-
.

Benz, Hewlett-Packard and Bosch-Junkers in Germany; Renault, General

Motors and the SocietGgnerale de Surveillance in France; Ford, the

Bechtel Power Corporation and Gould, Inc. in the U.S. We hope to place

our first Spanish exchange student with Upjohn Pharmaceuticals in Madrid.

Other co-op positions have been arranged with banks, a public accounting firm.

wholesale and retail firms, a management consulting company, high

technology and technology transfer firms, and an electric utility company.

In these firms our students have worked in the organizational areas of

accounting, finance, data processing, internal and external auditing,

marketing, import/ expor t, personnel, pr oduction planning, adminis tra Live

services, business planning and sales. While our students pay all travel

costs themaelves as well as a $500 exchange program fee to Eastern

Michigan, overall costs are relatively low, because we stipulate that all

employers must provide co-op salaries at least adequate to pay normal

living expenses throughout the student's work assignment. And so far we

have been able to arrange co-op salaries somewhat higher than basic

living costs with most employers.

Because student enrollment in our advanced classes at Eastern Michigan

can sometimes vary significantly from term to term, while student

participation in the exchange must nevertheless be kept relatively stable,

we have set up a consortial linking arrangement with language departments
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at other U.S. universities to increase the pool of qualified students for the

exchange program. German departments at MIT and Rutgers were the

first to join our program. In the next two years we plan to include other

language departments at New York University, Tufts, SUNY at Stony Brook,

the Nazareth College of Rochester, Northeastern University, Purdue,

California State University at Fullerton and Long Beach, Washington

University in St. Louis, the Universities of Florida, Rhode Island and

West Virginia and perhaps others. The first consortium student from

MIT has had particular success related to his exchange assignment in

a German management consulting firm from June to December, 1980;

he was admitted last winter to Harvard Business School and, according

to the student, one impor:ant fator in his being admitted was his

successful participation in our program, which signified to his interviewers

his maturity and ability to achieve in an international environment.

We are currently planning to add several new dimensions to our exchange

programs. We want to initiate multilateral exchanges where our students

who are comPetent in more than one foreign language can be sent to co-op

positions .in more than one foreign country. Also we plan to send U.S.

foreign language teachers to pr, fessional training positions abroad in

order to enhance their knowled, of the business language and professional

environment of the foreign country. Similarly, we hope to exchange

business professionals who want towork and study in the foreign country

to improve their international business epertise.
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And lP.st but not least, we need to develop through the contacts we have

established for our exchange program a base of corporate funding tn order

to be more free of the fluctuations of government higher education budgets..

The three-year grant which we received this year from the Fund far the

Improvement of Post-Secondary Education of the Department of Education

should allow us. to bring the exchange program to full implementation in

two or three years. By then we hope to be able to generate Most of our

own financial support through program fees and corporate grants.
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